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CLEARS TO ASK FOR HIGHER POWER
13 1-A radio stations expected to apply for 500 to 750 kw
House resolution of July gave clear channels go ahead
Other clears, not members of CCBS, considering same move
A 24 -year -old ceiling on the power
that standard radio broadcast stations
are allowed to use is going to be attacked next week.

The first move to break out of the
50 kw limitation imposed on radio stations in 1938 is expected to take place
Oct. 22 when the first group of applica-

tions asking for 500,000 to 750,000
watts are due to be filed with the FCC.

The applications will be filed by a
number of clear channel stations. They
are expected to be followed in a matter

of weeks by a second group of Class
1-A stations now weighing the move.
In all, 13 Class 1-A radio stations are
expected to ask for higher power, ranging from 500 kw to 750 kw.

High Power Resolution The action
is pinned on the resolution passed by
the House last July which called on the
FCC to permit am radio stations to use

power higher than 50 kw if found in
the

public

interest

(BROADCASTING,

July 9).
The same House resolution asked
the FCC not to duplicate any of the 24

clear channels for at least one year.
In 1961 the FCC issued a final order
in its clear channel proceedings, begun

in 1945, breaking down 13 of the 1-A
channels. This order has not been put
into effect pending commission resolution of a petition by the clear channel
stations to reconsider the duplication.
Stations due to file for higher powers
soon are:

KFI Los Angeles (640 kc), WSM
Nashville (650 kc), WLW Cincinnati

(700 kc), WGN Chicago (720 kc),

WSB Atlanta (750 kc), WJR Detroit
(760 kc), WHAS Louisville (840 kc),
WHO Des Moines (1040 kc), KSL Salt
Lake City (1160 kc).

Others having power boosts under
serious consideration:

WBAP Fort Worth and WFAA Dal(820 kc), WHAM Rochester
(N.Y.) (1180 kc), WOAI San Antonio
(1200 kc).
All of these stations are members of
the Clear Channel Broadcasting Service
(CCBS).
las

Plans of the other Class 1-A clear
channel stations not members of CCBS

were not known, but it is known that
they, too, have higher power under
study. These include network owned
stations and Westinghouse Broadcasting
Co. stations.

Network clears are: WNBC New
York (660 kc) and WMAQ Chicago
(670 kc), both NBC; WBBM Chicago
(780 kc), WCBS New York (880 kc),
KMOX St. Louis (1120 kc), WCAU
Philadelphia (1210 kc), all CBS; WLS
Chicago (890 kc), ABC.
WBC stations are: KDKA Pittsburgh

(1020 kc), WBZ Boston (1030 kc),
and KYW Cleveland (1100 kc).
ABC's WABC New York (on 770
kc) is also considered a Class 1-A station, but last year the FCC made permanent a 20 -year temporary arrangement

whereby

KOB

Albuquerque,

N. M., also operates on 770 kc. Both
stations now, however, are protecting
each other with directional antennas.
Some stations intend to propose the
use of directional antennas.
Million Dollar Costs It is estimated
that the move to higher power will cost
each of the stations making the plunge

at least $500,000 for the transmitter
alone. Additional expenses, which may
bring these totals for each broadcaster
to $1 million or even higher, would be

incurred if new antennas, towers and
transmitter building are required.
Higher power is required, the clear

Trouble with candidates? FCC has answers to 87 problems
Radio and television stations were presented a new
political broadcasting primer by the FCC last week with

the expressed hope that it will eliminate the need for
agency rulings on Sec. 315 (equal time) of the Communications Act during the present campaigns.
The 28 -page policy statement, titled "Use of Broadcast
Facilities By Candidates for Public Office," is in the
process of being mailed to all licensees. It includes prior
rulings made by the FCC on Sec. 315 questions, including
several made since the September 1960 policy statement.
New problems undoubtedly will arise, the commission
said, but experience has shown that previous rulings will

help broadcasters and candidates to understand their
rights and obligations under Sec. 315. In this way many
complaints to Washington can be avoided. "We do not
mean to preclude inquiry to the commission when there
is a genuine doubt," the FCC said.
BROADCASTING,

October 15, 1962

The document lists 87 prior rulings by the FCC, Sec.
315 of the act and commission rules on political broadcasting. Just 24 hours after the statement was issued,
Sen. Ralph Yarborough (D -Tex.) took the floor of the
Senate to express "regret" that the FCC had not amended
its political broadcasting rules.
Last spring, the Senate Freedom of Communications
Subcommittee (of which Sen. Yarborough is chairman)
had urged the FCC to amend its rules in this area
(BROADCASTING, April 23).

The senator inserted the

FCC document into the Congressional Record and urged
"those candidates who are subjected to unfair treatment
under these rules" to bring their complaints to his subcommittee.

Full text of FCC primer, page 107
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CLEARS TO ASK FOR HIGHER POWER continued
channel stations will say, to provide to receive two and even three usable
better radio signals at night to rural broadcast signals.
areas now underserved by nighttime
Another need for higher power, ac-

broadcast services. The CCBS has estimated in documents filed with the FCC

in the clear channel proceeding that

there are over 25 million people in 1.7
million square miles who receive their

cording to the clear channel stations, is
the fact that in the last 20 years the use
of electricity on farms has quadrupled.
This has created more man-made noise

and has deteriorated the rural radio
service. Higher power will help over-

come this obstacle to clear reception, it
is contended.

Defense Aid A major argument in
favor of greater power, the clear channel stations declare, is the work they
are doing for civilian

defense and

emergency military communications.

A major defense requirement, it is
pointed out, is for saturation broadcast
coverage of the entire United States in
the event of an atomic attack. This is

another from San Francisco to a radar
picket plane several hundred miles offshore.

So significant does the military consider this ability for emergency communications that the Department of

Defense testified in favor of higher

powers on the clear channels during
hearings before the House Commerce

Committee earlier this year.
In its battle against any duplication,
the clear channel group has stated that
notwithstanding the growth in the num-

ber of full-time radio stations (from
723 in 1938 to 1,963 as of July 2 of
this year), the number of people receiving their only usable signal via

skywave service has remained almost

a necessity, it is said, not only for
warning, but also for post attack in-

Roy Battles
Director CCBS

only usable nighttime broadcast service from clear channel stations.
By using higher powers the 1-A stations will claim that millions of people

in the so-called "white" areas will, for
the first time, receive not only a better
single broadcast service, but will be able

formation and instructions.
The clear channel stations have been
participating in emergency communications tests with civilian defense and
military officials. Successful demonstrations have shown that point-to-point
telegraph communications can be accomplished by multiplexing the am
carrier. This has been done successfully
in three projects sponsored by the Department of Defense: "Restore," "Bre-

com" and "Seacom." All of these involve the use of clear channel stations
to establish teletype communications

links, in one case from SAC headquarters in Omaha to the east coast, and in

WLW broadcast with 500 kw power for four years
Only one commercial radio sta-

tion ever used more than 50 kw
power. This is the Crosley Broad-

casting Corp.'s WLW in Cincinnati,

which operated with 500 kw from
1934 to 1938.
Under an experimental grant from

the FCC, the Cincinnati Class 1-A
station invested almost $400,000 in
equipment (transmitter, tower, antenna and building and land) and
saw

operating and
maintenance expenses shoot up from
its

technical

roughly $80,000 a year as a 50 kw
station to over $220,500 a year with
500 kw.
According to testimony placed in
the record in 1938 during the FCC's
hearings on higher power, the WLW
primary contour remained relatively

the same, although there was some
increase in secondary coverage. At
night, however, with its stronger signal intensity via skywave, listeners in

remote areas received much better
reception than they received from
the same station using only 50 kw.
28
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James D. Shouse, now chairman
of Crosley Broadcasting Corp., was
then vice president and general manager of WLW. At that time, Crosley
also owned WSAI Cincinnati.
In recommending denial of WLW's

request for renewal of its 500 kw
operation, a special FCC board of
commissioners found in 1938 that
the station had no further need for
the higher power operation in order
to experiment along proposed lines,
that there was some interference
from WLW on 700 kc to WOR New

York on 710 kc, and that WLW's
wider coverage was a significant factor in some loss of business to other

radio stations blanketed by the 500
kw signal (although the commission
pointed out these stations did make
a profit).
The commission's action came after the Wheeler resolution had
passed the Senate, recommending

that 50 kw be the ceiling on all radio stations in the country.

H. DeWitt Jr.
WSM Nashville
Chmn. CCBS Engineering Committee
J.

constant -28.5 million in 1938 and
25.1 million as of 1961.
Salud Amigos The clear channel
spokesmen have warned often that if
U. S. stations don't increase their power
on the nighttime clear frequencies,

many Latin American countries will
take advantage of this less than full use
and usurp the frequencies. If this happens, it is pointed out, the white areas
in the U. S. will suffer.
A corollary to this argument is that
if clear channel stations are permitted

to go up to 500 kw or 750 kw, the
U. S. story will be better told (via

in Latin American
countries whose people will be able to
hear direct American broadcasts easily
for the first time.
The Senate resolution in 1938 which
expressed the "sense of the Senate" that
no American radio station operate with

stronger signals)

more than 50 kw was authored by
former Sen. Burton K. Wheeler (D Mont.). Sen. Wheeler took this step

at the request of regional and local

radio stations which feared that high
powered clear channel stations could
blanket the U. S. to the economic detriment of other stations.
The leader of the broadcast interests
BROADCASTING, October 15, 1962

Members of Clear Channel Broadcasting Service Executive Committee

Edwin M. Craig
WSM Nashville, chmn.

Victor A. Sholis

Harold Hough
WBAP Ft. Worth

WHAS Louisville

Craney, until recently a
multiple broadcaster. Mr. Craney sold

KYW, KMOX, WHAM and WCAU.
In its final decision, the commission
said that by adding 13 new stations, a

his stations last year but retains other

first

fighting increased power 24 years ago

was E.

B.

broadcast interests.

Duplicate 13

In its 1961 report

1961), the
FCC decided to duplicate 13 of the 24
clear channel frequencies, leaving the
other 11 untouched. It also said that
because of the 1938 Senate resolution,
it could not at that time decide on the
question of higher power.
Stations proposed to be duplicated
are: WMAQ, WGN, WJR, WABC,
WBBM, WCBS, WLS, KDKA, WBZ,
( BROADCASTING, Sept.

18,

nighttime groundwave service
would be brought to more than 600,000
people. CCBS disputes this. The clear
channel group maintains that only
250,000 people will receive a first nighttime groundwave service. This means,
CCBS contends, that the FCC is dero-

gating these 13 frequencies to bring a
nighttime groundwave service to less
than 2.5% of the 25 million now relying on the nighttime skywave signals
of the clears as their only usable nighttime service.

CLEARS TOPS FOR 20 YEARS
Protected channels, skywave gave 60 stations vast
audience; only service to much of rural America
Advertisers

and

agencymen

may

have forgotten but for two decades radio was the prime and only broadcast
medium in the country. And, during
that time 60 clear channel stations were
the giants of broadcasting.

From 1930 to 1950-give or take a

By the time tv arrived on the scene,
this number had grown to 900 -odd.

These 60 clear channel stations are
divided into two parts. Twenty-five stations operate on 24 Class 1-A frequencies; they are the only stations on that
particular frequency at night. Two sta-

channel stations reigned supreme. They

tions, WBAP Fort Worth and WFAA
Dallas, share one of these Class 1-A

50 kw power, their programs and commercials rang loud and clear during the

lets; only two of them are permitted on

few years on either side-the clear
were the big voices of the air. With

day, and rose to a roar at night. The
shout at night resulted from the fact
that these were the only stations on
their frequencies during those hours,
and with the skywave phenomenon occurring after dark the clears were heard
1,000 and more miles away. During
the day their voices ranged 100 miles
or more from the transmitter.
It was these stations that carried the

most popular programs, the national
advertising-both network and national

spot-that brought to the 25 million

listeners in rural America their only
nighttime service.

Only 700 Outlets Of course at that
time there were only 700 -odd stations.
BROADCASTING, October 15, 1962

James Shouse
WLW Cincinnati

Ward Quaal
WGN Chicago

frequencies.
Thirty-five stations are Class 1-B out-

each of the 21 1-B frequencies at night
and these two are widely separated.
Over 1,500 other stations operate on
the clear channels also, but except for
about 100 all are daytime stations re-

quired to cease broadcasting at local
sunset. The 100 remaining must reduce power and use directional antennas at night to protect the clears whose
frequencies they are using.
The purpose of the clear channel operation in the early days of broadcasting, and today, is to furnish nighttime
service to rural and remote areas where
local stations are minimal at night.
Night Phenomena
Radio waves

travel through the ether in two ways.
During the day they travel along the
ground. Signals going upward pass on

through the atmosphere and are lost in
space. At night, they also travel along
the ground, but a phenomenon occurs
about 30 miles up that acts as a giant
radio mirror reflecting radio waves for
vast distances. This is the ionosphere,
a layer of electrically charged particles.
It is this "skip" activity that permits
clear channel stations to be heard

thousands of miles away.
Obviously if all of today's 3,600

radio stations were to remain on the air
at night, the resulting skywave reflections would rain a cacaphony of radio
signals down on the listener that would
be as intolerable as unregulated traffic
on the Los Angeles freeways.

Review board makes its first am grant
Neil N. Levitt was placed in a

application had been opposed by

small niche of FCC history last week

KSEL (950 kc) Lubbock, Tex., on

as the beneficiary of the first grant
of a new am station (960 kc, I kw
daytime in Roswell, N. M.) by the
commission's new review board.
A unanimous board finalized an
April 6 initial decision recommending a grant to Mr. Levitt, an action
taken several months earlier than is
customary under former procedures
which would have required action
by the full commission. The Levitt

interference grounds.
The decision was drafted by board
member Joseph Nelson with Chair-

man Donald Berkemeyer and Horace Slone concurring. The review
board was established last summer

to lighten the work load of FCC
members and is empowered to make
such grants.

An appeal may be

taken to the full commission, however
29
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Congrcssional 'Record
PROCEEDINGS AND DEBATES OF THE 87th CONGRESS, SECOND SESSION

Radio Clear Channels and the "Brecom"
Project
SPEECH
OF

HON. STUART SYMINGTON
OF MISSOURI

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Thursday, October 11, 1962

Mr. SYMINGTON. Mr. President, on
July 2, 1962, the House off Representatives passed House Resolution 714 concerning AM radio clear channels.
That resolution was deemed necessary
by the House because in 1961 the Federal Communications Commission announced a decision to break down 13 of
the 25 existing clear channels and assign
other stations to share those frequencies.
H.R. 714 expressed as the sense of the
House that the FCC should preserve all
25 class I -A clear channels for a period
of 1 year, during which time all stations
using those channels would have an opportunity to apply for increased power,
above the present maximum of 50 kilowatts. The resolution further recommended that the FCC authorize such increased power, insofar as this is found
to be in the public interest.

In hearings on H.R. 714, the House
Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce received testimony that the
FCC decision of 1961, if carried out,

might destroy or diminish two national
assets provided only by clear channel
broadcasting facilities:
First. The assurance of radio reception in large rural areas comprising most
of the United States, where there are no
strong local nighttime stations and the

population must rely on distant clear
channel stations at night. This factor

nel radio stations to help maintain vital

communications for defense or other
Government purposes in a national

emergency.

During the clear channel hearings in
the House last February 2, Maj. Gen.

John B. Bestic, Director of Telecommunications, U.S. Air Force, testifying for

the Department of Defense, said, on a
technical basis "we favor increased power

and clear channel operation to aid in
survivable communications."

The role clear channel stations might

play in insuring "survivable communica-

tions" in a national emergency is now
being demonstrated, through a 6 -week
test of the Broadcast Emergency Communications System-Brecom. Those
tests will continue until the middle of
October, under the direction of General
Bestic's Air Force Telecommunications
Command. They employ impulses relayed over clear channel stations during

their regular broadcasts to sustain a

cross-country radio -teletype circuit now
operating between the Washington area

and headquarters in Nebraska of the
In that connection, Mr. President, I
have been provided with a further description of the Brecom project by
Strategic Air Command.

letter from Maj. Gen. Perry M. Hoisington II, Director, Legislative Liaison, De-

partment of the Air Force, and I ask
unanimous consent that his letter of
October 4 and attachments thereto be
inserted in the RECORD at this point.
There being no objection, the material
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE,

Washington, October 4, 1962.
Hon. STUART SYMINGTON,

U.S. Senate.
DEAR SENATOR SYMINGTON: We have at-

was ably discussed in the Senate by the

tached the résumé of the Brecom project
which you requested in your letter of Sep-

gan on August 7, and the distinguished

We hope this information will be useful.
If you need further facts, please call on us.

distinguished junior Senator from Michi-

senior Senator from Indiana on August 21, and I would commend attention
to those remarks in the RECORD.

Second. The capability of clear chan662685-86601

tember 27.

Sincerely,

PERRY M. Hozsmarox,
Major General, U.S. Air Force,
Director, Legislative Liaison.

2
BRECOM

WHAT IS STATUS?

WHAT IS IT?

The first Brecom test was conducted
from April 16, 1962 -May 15, 1962. The test

The Broadcast Radio Emergency Com-

munications (Brecom) system provides teletype communications between high-level
military command headquarters. It does so
through use of commercial radio broadcasting stations without interruption to or interference with regularly scheduled commercial
broadcasts.
WHAT IS ITS PURPOSE?

An enemy using nuclear weapons could
disrupt essential military communications
circuits. Therefore, the military must exploit every means of communicating which
may survive. Brecom is one of these means
which increases the probability of survival
of vital military command and control
capability. This capability is provided at a
very nominal cost to the Government.
HOW DOES IT WORK?

Brecom is a 60 -word -per -minute tele-

type circuit between Strategic Air Command,
Offutt AFB, and the Joint Communications

Agency at Fort Ritchie, Md. The circuit is
capable of transmission in both directions,
but not simultaneously. To provide additional reliability and survivability there are
alternate routes which can be utilized. The

revealed several shortcomings, particularly in
equipment and operating procedures. These
were remedied. The second Brecom test is

being conducted during the period September 3, 1962 -October 15, 1962. Regardless of

testing status of Brecom and future im-

provement actions, Brecom is currently an
available and usable system and would be
utilized in any emergency, if required.
BRECOM EAST TO WEST ROUTE

Normal route: Joint Communications
Agency (JCA)-KDKA, Pittsburgh-WJR,

Detroit-WGN, Chicago-WHO, Des MoinesStrategic Air Command Headquarters (SAC) .
(Path can be reversed.)
Alternate nighttime routes: JCA-KDKA,
Plttsburgh-WSM, Nashville-SAC; or, JCAWWL, New Orleans-SAC.

BRECOM WEST TO EAST ROUTE

route: SAC-WOW, OmahaWHO, Des Moines-KMOX, St. LouisWHAS,
Louisville-WLW,
CincinnatiKDKA, Pittsburgh-JCA. (Path can be
Normal

reversed.)

Alternate nighttime routes: SAC-WOW,
Omaha-WHO, Des Moines-JCA; or, SAC-

circuits operate 24 hours daily, 7 days a week.
Clear -channel broadcasting stations are
utilized for Brecom because the signals

WWL, New Orleans-JCA.

ference free to be reliably received 24 hours a

power limitations to be placed on clear
channel stations was a resolution passed
in the year 1938. In view of conditions
pertaining at that time, it called upon

emitted are sufficiently powerful and inter-

day at adjacent stations a hundred or more
miles away. It is this capability of the clear
channel broadcasting stations which makes
At nighttime, when
possible.
radio signals travel much farther, it is possi-

Brecom

ble to operate the path between Offutt Air
Force Base and Fort Ritchie with fewer relays

(therefore, more reliability) than are required during the daytime. Additional power

would provide this same advantage during
the daytime. Because electrical storms cause
severe disturbance at broadcast frequencies,
maximum flexibility possible is being engineered into Brecom to provide routes
around stations affected by such interference.
The attachment shows the configuration of
Brecom as being tested September 3, 1962 October 15, 1962. Other configurations are
possible and will be tested.
OTHER COMMENT

Brecom is still in the testing stage. Results thus far indicate that Brecom is
feasible and will provide a highly desirable

emergency path for military communications.

Subsequent to further technical improve-

ment it is intended to include a cryptographic

capability allowing transmission of classified information.
662685-86601

Mr. SYMINGTON. Mr. President,

the last expression of the Senate on

the FCC to grant no station power
greater than 50 kilowatts.
However, the situation prevailing now,

24 years later, would appear to recommend that the Senate restudy its position on this question; and I hope such
action will be taken in the next session,

if the FCC cannot take ample steps

under its existing authority.

In the meantime, I would hope the

FCC will follow carefully and fully the
intent of the House resolution.

I believe also the clear channel stations mentioned above-including station KMOX of St. Louis, one of the great

radio stations of my State-deserve our
thanks for the time, the effort, and the
very substantial expenditures on equipment they have contributed to development of the Brecom system.

This is but further evidence of their
readiness to serve the public interest.

U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: Mx

November 5, 1962

Reed T. Rollo, Esq.
Kirkland, Ellis, Hodson, Chaffets & Masters
16th and K Streets, N. S4.
Washington 6, D. C.
Dear Reed:

Under date of October 25, Roy Battles sent me detailed material attendant
to the "passage" of Senate Resolution 294 of June of 1938.

You will recall that I stated on my last visit to Washington that even
those of us long associated with clear channel activity had forgotten
about same of the details. The material Roy has submitted, and of which
you have a copy, is revealing indeed.
It would appear to me to be extremely appropriate and highly constructive
if the material now in "focus" once again because of Roy's research was
directed formally to the attention of the Commission.
While Commissioner Hyde has had the most experience through the years
with the clear channel subject, as I recall he did not gain appointment
until 1939 or 1940. While he may have had exposure in the past of the
material Roy has submitted to me, I am sure that his memory might be just
as hazy as that of the rest of us. I should like to suggest therefore
the filing of the usual 14 copies so that members of the Commission and
the staff will realise that that to which so touch "tribute" has been paid
for 24 years falls far short of meriting the consideration which has manifest itself.

I think we should dawmetrate in every fitting and proper =Inner the
fact that R. Res. 714 resulted from hearings before the House Subcommittee
on Communications wad /over was given consideration and unanimous approval
by the entire louse Commerce Committee and then taken to the floor with
the full knowledge of not only the Committee and its leadership, but with
the attention of the Speaker and the Minority Leader and their respective
Lieutenants. In view of the fact that Senate Resolution 294 could not
withstand the "light of day", the manner of its handling vas unique, to
say the least.

Reed T. Rollo, Esq.
November 5, 1962

-2-

Further, I recommend that every member of the House and every member of
the Senate, at the proper time, be apprised of this material. This
should be done through individual formal letters, in my opinion, but also
should be introduced into the Congressional Record for a "modern day"
exposure so that all persons will have the facts.
\.s Roy is about to embark upon his fall and early winter farm schedule,
he should be armed with this material so as to inform those individuals
who have fought by our side for the preservation of improved radio for
rural and small town America.
Best wishes, Reed.

Sincerely,

Ward L. Quaal

ww/r
cc:

R. Russell Eagan, Esq.
John H. DeWitt, Jr.
Roy Battles
Dan Calibraro

c,ry
_
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November 13, 1962

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr.
WSM-TV

301 -7th Avenue, North

Nashville, Tennessee
Dear Jack:

I have just returned to the city and read your

letter.
Let me know what I can do to help you and WSM.
I will be glad to testify before any of the necessary bodies

so please call me.
Best wishes always.
SiriCerely,
ClAk)

Ben

est

Mayor
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November 13, 1962

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr.
WSM-TV

301 -7th Avenue, North

Nashville, Tennessee
Dear Jack:

letter.

I have just returned to the city and read your
Let me know what I can do to help you and WSM.

I will be glad to testify before any of the necessary bodies
so please call me.

Best wishes always.
Si Y1 erely,

Ben

(AO

est

Mayor
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November 13, 1962

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr.
WSM-TV

301 -7th Avenue, North

Nashville, Tennessee
Dear Jack:

letter.

I have just returned to the city and read your
Let me know what I can do to help you and WSM.

I will be glad to testify before any of the necessary bodies
so please call me.

Best wishes always.
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Sincerely,
Ben

est
Mayor
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NASHVILLE 3, TENNESSEE

November 13, 1962

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr.
WSM-TV

301 -7th Avenue, North

Nashville, Tennessee
Dear Jack:

I have just returned to the city and read your

letter.
Let me know what I can do to help you and WSM.

I will be glad to testify before any of the necessary bodies
so please call me,

Best wishes always.

Sierely,
t4
Ben

est
Mayor
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JAMES F. Barrin, MONT.
JAMES E. BROMWELL, IOWA

Ar. John H.DeAtt, Jr.
1:1:3, Inc.

Nashville 3, Tennessee
Dear jr. DeWitt:

Thank you very Aucn for your letter enclosin,
a copy of an editorial in re ard to 0:SJ's application
for an increase in power fro 1 30 K., to 730 K

on your

clear channel.
.ith jest wishes, I aia

Sincerely yours,

Frank. Che1f
1,1eber of Conbress

EMANUEL CELLER, N.Y.

FRANK CHELF

CHAIRMAN

EIGHTY-SEVENTH CONGRESS

4m DISTRICT. KENTUCKY

MAJORITY MrmnrRs
FRANCIS F. INALTI R. PA.

TliomAl J. LAN'

MASS.

Mnr HAIL A. I I(.HAN. OHIO
FRANK CHILE. KY.
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of tlit Einiteb

Concfre

()WIN E. Willis, LA.
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COMMITTEE ON JUDICIARY
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RICHARD H. rorr, VA.
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lEarsbington, 33.C.
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JOHN DOWDY, TL TiX.

BASIL L. WHITENER. N.C.
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HERMAN TOLL, PA
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JOHN .1. RAY, N.Y.
GARNER E. SHRIVER, KANS.
CLARK MAC GREGOR, MINN.
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CHARLES MCC. MAMAS, JR.. MD.
JAMES F. BATTIN, MONT.

M. OLATHE PETERSON. UTAH
JACOB H. GILBERT. N.Y.

JAMES C. SROMWELL. IOWA

John H. DeWitt,
WS14, Inc.
i.Ir.

.

Nasnville 3, Tennessee
Dear 'Ai'. DeWitt:

Thank you very much for your letter enclosing
a copy of an editorial in regard to WSM's application
for an increase in power from 50 KW to 750 KW on your
clear channel.

With best wishes, I am
Sincerebr yours,

//

-

/

Frank Chelf
Member of Congress,

A
r

EMANUEL CrLLER, N.Y.
CHAIRMAN

EIGHTY-SEVENTH CONGRESS
MAJORITY MEMBERS
FRANCIS E. WALTER, PA.
THOMAS J. LANE, MASS.
MICHAEL A. rr IGHAN, OHIO
FRANK CHFI F, KY.

Conge55 of Hie ?guitar *tato:4
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F. L. I OIRIF,,ri II, GA.
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4TH ISTRICT, KENTUCKY

WILLIAM C. CRAMER, FLA.
ARCH A. MOORE, JR., W. VA.
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ROHE. UT T. ASHMORE. S.C.
JOHN DOWDY, TEX.

FRANK CHELF

12 November 1962

JOHN J. RAY, N.Y.
GARNER E. SHRIVER, KANS.
CLARK MAC GREGOR, MINN.
CHARLES MCC. MATHIAS. JR., MD.
JAMES F. BATON, MONT.
JAMES E. BROMWELL, IOWA

John H.DeWitt, Jr.

WS, Inc.
Nashville 3, Tennessee
Dear Ar. DeWitt:

Thank you very much for your letter enclosing
a copy of an editorial in regard to WSM's application
for an increase in power from 50 KW to 750 KW on your
clear channel.

With best wishes, I am
Sincere y yours,

Frank Chelf
Member of Congress

EMANUEL CELLER, N.Y.

FRANK CHELF

CHAIRMAN

EIGHTY-SEVENTH CONGRESS
MAJORITY MEMBERS
FRANCIS E. WALTER, PA.
THOMAS .1. LANE, MASS.
MICHAEL A. FE1GHAN, OHIO
FRANK CHELF, KY.

Congroz of tije Zillniteb

EDWIN E. WILLIS, LA.
PETER W. RODIN°, JR., N.J.
E. L. FORRESTER, GA.

Poo5e of RepreZentatibeiS

BYRON G. ROGERS, COLO.
HAROLD D. DONOHUE, MASS.
JACK BROOKS, TEX.

COMMITTEE ON JUDICIARY

WILLIAM M. TUCK. VA.

4Th DISTRICT, KENTUCKY

tateo

azbington,

ROBERT T. ASHMORE, S.C.
JOHN DOWDY. TEX.
BASIL L. WHITENER. N.C.
ROLAND V. LIBONATI, ILL.
J. CARLTON LOSER, TENN.
HERMAN TOLL, PA.
ROBERT W. KASTENMEIER, WIS.
M. BLAINE PETERSON, UTAH
JACOB H. GILBERT, N.Y.

HOME ADDRESS:

FEDERAL BUILDING

LEBANON, KENTUCKY
MINORITY MEMBERS
WILLIAM M. MCCULLOCH. 0100
WILLIAM E. MILLER, N.Y.
RICHARD H. POFF, VA.
WILLIAM C. CRAMER, FLA.
ARCH A. MOORE, JR., W. VA.
GEORGE MEADER, MICH.
JOHN V. LINDSAY, N.Y.

WILLIAM T. CAHILL, N.J.

12 November 1962

JOHN J. RAY, N.Y.
GARNER E. SHRIVER, KANS.
CLARK MACGREGOR, MINN.
CHARLES MCC. MATHIAS. JR., MD.
JAMES P. BATTIN, MONT.
JAMES E. BROMWELL, IOWA

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr.
WSM, Inc.
Nasnville 3, Tennessee

Dear Mr. DeWitt:

Thank you very much for your letter enclosing
a copy of an editorial in regard to WSM's application
for an increase in power from 50 KW to 750 KW on your
clear channel.

With best wishes, I am
Sincere y yours,

Frank Chelf
Member of Congress

COMMITTEE ON
PUBLIC WORKS

FRANK E. SMITH
3D DIST., MISSISSIPPI

Congre55 of tbe Eniteb Otatez
ji)oule of Repretentatibe9
assbington, J. cc.

SUBCOMMITTEES ON:
WATERSHED DEVELOPMENT,
CHAIRMAN
FLOOD CONTROL
ROADS

COMMITTEE ON
HOUSE ADMINISTRATION

405 New Sprankle Building
Knoxville, Tennessee
November 13, 1962

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr. , President
WSM, Incorporated
Nashville 3, Tennessee

Dear Mr. DeWitt:

Thank you for sending me the editorial in regard to WSM's
application for increased power. I asked my office in
Washington to express an interest in this application to
the Federal Communications Commission.
WSM provides a helpful service to listeners throughout
the South, and it has been an institution in many parts of
Mississippi for many years.
Cordially,

k E. Smith

FRANK E. SMITH

COMMITTEE ON
PUBLIC WORKS

90 Disr., Mississippi

Congraq; of fly Ziniteb aptate5

SUBCOMMITTEES ON:
WATERSHED DEVELOPMENT.
CHAIRMAN
FLCOD CONTROL
ROADS

PooOe of ikepreOentatiteli
Wagbington,

C.

COMMITTEE ON
HOUSE ADMINISTRATION

405 New Sprankle Building
Knoxville, Tennessee
November 13, 1962

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr.
WSM, Incorporated
Nashville 3, Tennessee

,

President

Dear Mr. DeWitt:

Thank you for sending me the editorial in regard to WSM's
application for increased power. I asked my office in
Washington to express an interest in this application to
the Federal Communications Commission.
WSM provides a helpful service to listeners throughout
the South, and it has been an institution in many parts of
Mississippi for many years.
Cordially,

Frank E. Smith

FRANK E. SMITH

COMMITTEE ON
PUBLIC WORKS

3D DIST., MISSISSIPPI

Congre5cs of tbe Einiteb 6tate5
pourt of ilepregentatibeg
WasSbington, A C.

SURCOMM ITTE ES ON:
WATERSHED DEVELOPMENT,
CHAIRMAN
FLOOD CONTROL
ROADS

COMMITTEE ON
HOUSE ADMINISTRATION

405 New Spranlde Building
Knoxville, Tennessee
November 13, 1962

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr., President
WSM, Incorporated

Nashville 3, Tennessee
Dear Mr. DeWitt:

Thank you for sending me the editorial in regard to WSM's
application for increased power. I asked my office in
Washington to express an interest in this application to
the Federal Communications Commission.
WSM provides a helpful service to listeners throughout
the South, and it has been an institution in many parts of
Mississippi for many years.
Cordially,

FRANK E. SMITH

COMMITTEE ON
PUBLIC WORKS

3D DIST.. MISSISSIPPI

Congre5 of the Elniteb gptatez

SUSCOMMITTEES ON:
WATERSHED DEVELOPMENT,
CHAYRMAN
FLOOD CONTROL
ROADS

31)ottOe of 3lepreOentati3e9
ULtaobington, A c.

COMMITTEE ON
HOUSE ADMINISTRATION

405 New Sprankle Building
Knoxville, Tennessee
November 13, 1962

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr.

,

President

WSM, Incorporated

Nashville 3, Tennessee
Dear Mr. DeWitt:

Thank you for sending me the editorial in regard to WSM's
application for increased power. I asked my office in
Washington to express an interest in this application to
the Federal Communications Commission.
WSM provides a helpful service to listeners throughout
the South, and it has been an institution in many parts of
Mississippi for many years.
Cordially,

John D. Dingell
Michigan

Cull.

Interstate and Foi
Commerce

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES

Merchant Marine and
Fisheries

House of Representatives
Washington, D.C.

October 18, 1962

Honorable Newton Minow, Chairman
Federal Communications Commission
Washington 25, D. C.
Dear Mr. Chairman:

Since I had the opportunity to talk with your very able assistant
and with Mr. Kenneth A. Cox, Chief of the Broadcast Bureau, I have had an
opportunity to go further into the discussion in which Mr. Cox appeared on
a panel entitled "The FCC, NAB and Us" at the Michigan Association of
Broadcasters Convention at Hidden Valley, Gaylord, Michigan on September 14.
There are a number of points about this which concern me greatly.
Mr. Cox interpreted House Resolution 714, of which I was a co-sponsor,
a great deal differently than do I and than did the Congress in its debate.
If you recall, it was our interpretation that the legislation to which I refer
constituted a very clear statement of policy of the House of Representatives
that higher power is definitely in the public interest.
should ask the
In addition to this, I am rather concerned that Mr. Cox
question, "Where are the people who support the Commission's position on this
Mr. Cox indicated that
question?", according to reports which I have received.
the lack of public support for the Commission's viewpoint was embarrassing.

I wonder about the propriety of this type of reported proselyting,
in view of the clear enunciation of my Committee and the House
of Representatives.
especially

In addition to this, the reported version of Mr. Cox's comment again
caused me concern because he indicated, according to what I have heard that,
"One of your own local Congressmen tied us in knots." While I am flattered
that he should so refer to me and while I appreciate being regarded as an
effective Member of this Body, again I am apprehensive lest this should reflect
some preconceived position on the part of the FCC.

Again, the reports indicate to me that Mr. Cox said, "Congress, for some
reason they can't understand, has taken this position." Also, according to
reports, Mr. Cox is said to have asked broadcasters to contact or write their
own Congressman to register opposition to higher power, and also to have suggested
that broadcasters register their opposition with the FCC.
While I have no objection to Mr. Cox speaking out as a citizen and
utilizing his freedom of speech to the fullest I do feel that this matter should
be scrutinized by yourself and the Commission in the light of a number of consideration;

-2--

1.

Does this constitute a predetermination of the position of the

Commission?

Does this constitute a proper action on the part of a ministerial
officer of the Commission, to be making comments about the attitude of
Members of Congress, to be urging letter writing to the FCC and to the
Congress, and to be enunciating what would appear to be policy statement
on behalf of the FCC indicating a predetermination of the Commission's
position on this matter?
I would very much appreciate
on this matter.

hearing from you at your convenience

With every good wish,
Sincerely,

John D. Dingell
Member of Congress

cc:

bcc:

Mr. Kenneth A. Cox
Jim Quello
Ward Quaal

November 1, 1962
Dic. 10/31/62

Mr. Roy Battles
Clear Channel Broadcasting Service
532 Shoreham Building
Washington, D. C.
Dear Roy:

fi

r--'
rill

1--/

Last night in the airport in Dallas I ran into
Leonard Reinsch who gave me a copy of the story which
Jack Gould had in his column of recent date. The story
covered the Cuban situation quite well so I do not believe
it will be necessary to furnish any further information.
Enclosed im a copy of an editorial which appea
e
the Nashville Tennessean on Saturday, October 27th.
are sending this to all of the members of the Tennessee
delegation and I would like to have your reaction to the
idea of buying a page in Broadcasting to display it.
Best regards.

Sincerely yours,

John H. DeWitt, Jr.

JHD:am

MEMORANDUM
November 1, 1962

TO:

NA. TOM HANSERD

FROM:

JOHN H. DEWITT, JR.

Thank you so much for sending the clipping of the
editorial to me.
I was out of town had not seen this
but Ann read it to me when I called in early this week.
This attitude on the part of the Tennessean is encouraging
and will probably prove quite helpful.

JHD:am

MEMORANDUM
November 1, 1962

TO:

MR. HOUSTON ROBERTS
JOHN H. DEWITT, JR.

Thank you for your note re titorference on WSM as reported
by a listener in Florida. We have had several such complaints
and have checked and found that a Cuban station has come on
our frequency in Camaguy which is in violation of the North
American Regional Broadcasters Agreement. It is interesting
to note the listeners' concern over this development.

JHD:am

November 9, 1962

The Honorable Albert S. Gore
United States Senate
Washington, D. C.
Dear Alberts

Thank you for your letter regarding the Tennessean
editorial on WSM's application for higher power. We
are sincere in the feeling that this is in the best
interest of the public and we appreciate greatly your
active interest in our efforts.
Best regards.

Sincerely yours,

John H. DeWitt, Jr.

JHDsam

October 24, 1962

The Honorable Buford Ellington
The Capitol
Nashville, Tennessee
Dear Buford:

Following the resolution by the House of Representatives
in July of this year in which that body indicated to the
Federal Communications Commission that the clear channel
matter should be re-examined, WSM has filed as of today an
application with the FCC for permission to increase its power
from 50 KW to 750 KW. Enclosed is a news release which we
sent out covering the salient points of this application.
I felt sure that you would wish to see it in view of your
support of our position in the past and the fact that the
granting of this application would obviously mean much to
the State of Tennessee and our entire Southland.
While the application was prepared last week, the events
of the past few days point up strongly the need for this
facility for communications to our populace in time of energency
as well as a means of carrying the news in the Spanish language
at certain times to the countries to the south of us.
Sincerely yours,

John H. DeWitt, Jr.

JHDram

THE NASHVILLE TENNESSEAN
SILLIMAN EVANS SR., Publisher (1937-1955)
SILLIMAN EVANS JR., Publisher (1955-1961)
AMON C. EVANS, Executive Vice President and Publisher
JOHN SEIGENTHALER, Editor
RUSSELL L. SPEIGHTS, Vice President
LLOYD ARMOUR, Associate Editor
The news columns shall be fair and accurate and the editorial columns shall be
honest and just in the expression of conscientious opinion.-Silliman Evans Sr.

Page 6

Saturday Morning, Oct. 27, 1962

WSM's Request

Needs Approval
4N INCREASE of WSM radio's
transmission power from

50,000 watts to 750.000 watts
could be of inestimable value in
times of national emergency.

The added power would extend the clear channel station's
coverage to vast areas now un-

reached, including the Latin
American countries, and carry
Conelrad civil defense messages
to 10 million people now depending on unreliable night time
signals.

This service would give the

nation's friends to the South feel-

ings of closer relationship with
the North American continent

and contribute to stronger international ties.
The station's officials have requested the Federal Communications Commission to grant authority to increase the power output. The Defense Department
has expressed a desire for increased power for clear channel

stations to aid the nation's defense. This newspaper - although in some respects a competing medium-joins WSM in
the earnest hope the FCC will
act promptly and favorably on
the request.

November 13, 1962

Dear Fats:

Thanks for your note
Tennessean editorial. We
with this attitude on the
and are grateful for your

regarding the Nashville
were highly pleased
part of the paper,
continued support.

Best personal regards.
Sincerely,

John H. DeWitt, Jr.

JHD:am

The Honorable R. A. Everett
United States House
Washington, D. C.

EFF-F-1-17-1771-__L
Radio/720 Television /channel 9

w

C.

2501 West Bradley Place Chicago 18, Illinois LAkeview 8-2311

Ward L. Quaal Executive Vice President and General Manager

November 6, 1962
Dic. 11-5-62

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr., President
WSM, Inc.
Nashville 3, Tennessee
Dear Jack:

With profound appreciation and truly great respect, I have
read the photocopies of the various communications which you
directed to my attention following your filing application
for higher power.
If every station in the CCBS "family" enjoyed this kind of
area and state-wide support, we would have no difficulties
now and in the future.
Warmest wishes and hearty congratulations, Jack.
Sincerely,
/

t

/ LAA(//
1L.d L. Quaal
ii
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November o, 1902

Dic. 11-5-62

R. Russell Eagan, Esq.
Kirkland, Ellis, Hodson, Chaffetz
16th and K Streets, N. W.
Washington 0, D. C.

Masters

Dear Russ:

Thank you for your letter of November 2 in regard to station KBOI,
Boise, Idaho, filing for a change in frequency assignment from 950 kc
to 070 kc.
While talking to Reed today on other subjects, I mentioned that we have
not received as yet a "dropping" of the application of station KID, Idaho
Falls, for 720 and now the now application, namely, that of KDOI for 570
is all the more disturbing in the wake of the statement of Arch Madsen
that he and his colleagues of the Mormon Church, Salt Lake, were embarrassed
thut there had been a filing for the use of any clear channel frequency.
Reed told me that nothing has happened so far in regard to KID and 720.
Therefore, after we file for high power, I will talk with Arch and discuss
this with him, as I know that he is 100% opposed to that Idaho Falls
station applying for use of our frequency.
Kindest wishes, Russ.
Sincerely,

i
r '

/`Ward
WLQick
cc:

Reed T. Rollo, Esq.
John n. DeWitt, Jr. -Roy Battles
Edwin T. Sujack, Esq.

,

(.

L. Quaal

November 13, 1962

Mr. James K. Smith
Route 7
Fayetteville, Tennessee
Dear Mr. Smith:

Thank you so much for your letter of October 13th.
We are always grateful for letters from our listeners for
it is only in this manner can we determine the effectiveness of our operation.
an application
As you are probably aware WSM has fi
with the FCC for increased power. I am enc sing for your
information an editorial carried in the Tennessean on
October 27th.
Thank you again for your interest in WSM.
Sincerely yours,

John H. DeWitt, Jr.

JHD:am
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November 14, 1962

Mr. Harold C. Stuart
Station KVOO
Tulsa, Oklahoma
Dear Harold:

The kind of flattery in your letter just received will always get a
prompt answer but I am afraid it will not be an informative one at the
present time.

J
CI

So far we have contracted to put in a transmitter fallout shelter
and are tied in with the State Police System and the Governor's underground
bunker but this is about as far as our plans have progressed. We feel
that WSM being a wide area station and located outside the city has a
responsibility to become somewhat of a communications center through which
information can be channeled to the general public. As you probably know,
Secretary Pittman's office has championed the NEAR system which is a means
of alerting the populace via the power lines. Recent conversations with
Mr. A. P. Miller in Pittman's office indicate that their attitude is changing
somewhat and that they are studying actively the possibility of using the
clear channels, including 1 -Bs and well protected regionals in a network
to alert the public. I hear that they have found that the NEAR system is
hard to make effective in industrial areas where there are certain types
of equipment which create interference back on the power lines. Radio is,
in our opinion, the best way of performing this vitalitservice to the public
siMe it can reach people in homes without power as All as listeners in
automobiles and in fact anyone who might have a battery operated transistor
radio.
Our transmitter is nor equipped with an auxiliary power unit which will
handle the station at a power level of 5 KW. This is admittedly quite inadequate and we plan to put in a large diesel unit which will handle the transmitter at 50 KW output. We have delayed somewhat hoping that the government
might come through with some money. The Governor has an underground bunker
about fifteen miles outside of Nashville to which he and his officials would
repair in case of emergency. We are at the present connecting this bunker
and our transmitter directly with a VHF link.
So far we haven't done anything in the way of preparing directives as
mentioned in your letter but plan to do so within the near future. Such
action appears to be essential.

Mr. Harold C. Stuart

-2-

November 14, 1962

When we do issue a directive, 1 shall be happy to send a copy to you.

Kindest wards.
Sincerely yours,

John H. DeWitt, Jr.

JHD:am

Cpl

RADIO AND TELEVISION
NIBIC

HAROLD C. STUART, President
37th at PEORIA

Ph. Riverside 2-5561

TULSA, OKLAHOMA
November 12, 1962

Mr. Jack DeWitt
WSM-TV
Nashville, Tennessee
Dear Jack:

We are in the process of definitizing plans, procedures, etc. for our radio and television stations in
case of a national emergency. Knowing you to be the
smartest and ablest engineer in the business, thought
you might have plans, directives, etc. for the protection of transmission equipment, handling of personnel,
etc.

If so, I would appreciate exchanging thoughts and

ideas with you in an effort to assure the best possible arrangements are made.
Your suggestions would be personally appreciated.
Best personal regards,

rt

HCS:yw

November 14, 1962

Mr. Ward Quaal
WGN, Incorporated
2501 West Bradley Place
Chicago, Illinois
Dear Wards

Since your highly amusing letter came in regarding Westinghouse
we have had a meeting here in Nashville on the subject of BRECOII
which was attended by military and civilian personnel from Fort
Ritchie, Scott AFB and SAC. In the meeting it was decided that another
teat would be made within the near future which we hope will result in
action
the Air Force making our BRECOM setup a permanent adjunct to
the Air Force Diergency Communications Sy:tem.

The reason for this letter iu to tell you that the Ft. Ritchie
people (Lt. Carrison and Mr. Chewning) were so emphatic about the
poor performance of KDKA that they spent part of an afternoon looking
over allocation maps at our station hoping that some means could be
found to eliminate KDKA from the systen. We decieed at the geeting
that we would use KW only to transmit since this is an "ignorant"
kind of undertaking. Ft. Ritchie will get its feedback from SAC by
picking up WLW directly. This is somewhat amazing because of the
distance involved but the Lieutenant and his engineer both avow that
the signal although weak is quite reliable because of their fine
receiver location at the Rock.
We suggested that WWVA at Wheeling,
West Virginia might be brought in as a relay between WLW and Ft. Ritchie.
This will be explored by Colonel. Stanat who representee the FCC at our
meeting.
I pointed out as a policy matter it uoule proJably be beat
for the FCC and preferably a Commissioner to ask other stations than
our own to participate for there seems to be a certain degree of
jealousy involved visa vis the clear channel group.
I think the observation about McGannon must be correct. Certainly
he doesn't know what is going on within his organization, or he doesn't
care, or both. I would,guess that if someone in a high place in the
administration, like JFItt, aske& hir,, to participate in BRECO

he v.ould

come out with wild publicity on the sueject ineicating that KDKA would
save the country.
'Ancerely yours,

John H. DeWitt, Jr.
cc:

Mr. Roy Battles, Mr. Carl Meyers. Mr. George Lang

Radio/720 Television/channel 9

1/1,,g

i

c.

2501 West Bradley Place Chicago 18, Illinois LAkeview 8-2311

Ward L. Quaal Executive Vice President and General Manager

October 30, 1962
Dictated 10/28/62

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr.

President

WSM, Inc.
Nashville 3, Tennessee
Dear Jack:

I have failed to reach Don McGannon.
Russia, just about to leave for Copenhagen.

Again,

Believe it or not, he was in

I have yet to determine what this man does for his company, unless the
attorneys for Westinghouse thought it would be a good idea to have him
6,000 miles distant during the course of the NBC-Westinghouse-RKO-Philco
court proceedings in Philadelphia.
I did talk to Joe Baudino and, for the first time, really "put it on the
line." He said, "Ward, do you and Jack really feel that we are doing an
I stated that there had been some improvement,
ineffective job at KDKA?"
but based upon past performance, we didn't know how long we could
anticipate reliable cooperation from KDKA. Having seen your report of
several weeks ago, Jack, he knows there has been a problem and he
promised that he would talk with Ted by phone within the hour and would
go to Pittsburgh within the next few days (by Monday night, October 29)
to personally examine the installation and the steps that need be taken
It
to give us a reliable "teammate" in Pittsburgh in the BRECOM program.
was after I mentioned the possibility of more "formal action" by the Air
Force that Joe decided this one merited some immediate attention on the
scene.

Our special broadcasts in Spanish definitely "broke through" the Castro
Curtain, Jack. We have fine reports from various areas of Latin America.
This is in spite of the fact that Castro is all over the dial, using most
of our clear channels every night.
Kindest wishes, Jack.

1
/Sincea41y,
/

(A/-:""
Ward L. Quaal
WLQ/rmz
cc:

Messrs. Roy Battles, Carl Meyers, George Lang
WGN Syndication Sales KDAL Radio/Television serving Duluth -Superior

November 14, 1962

Mr. Arch Madsen
Station K S L
Salt Lake City, Utah
Dear Arch:

Thanks for your nice letter of the 6th.
So far the
Commission hasn't sent back our 750 KW application and the
longer it sticks the better we will feel about it.
I
understand from our lawyers that it still hasn't been
formally accepted so it could come back anytime, but the
Commission has announced that it was filed.

The editorial in the Tennessean has resulted in a
lot of spontaneous expressions from people on the Hill
which I hope will be helpful.

Best ikards.
4

Sincerely yours,

John H. DeWitt, Jr.

JHD:am

ORPORATION OF UTAH
RADIO SERVIC
145 SOCIAL HALL AVENUE, SALT LAKE CITY 11,UTAH
ARCH L. MADSEN
PRESIDENT

November 6, 1962

AIRMAIL

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr., President
WSM, Inc.
Nashville 3, Tenn.
Dear Jack:

Thank you very much for your mailing of November 2 with
the attached editorial from the Nashville Tennessean.
An excellent editorial and I salute you on the fine relationships you have with the newspapers in your town to
Or
make them feel they should carry such an editorial.
is it that they realize the tremendous financial obligation you will incur might place you at a competitive
disadvantage! I am sure it is the former.
Thank you for the wonderful job you are doing for all of
I am sure we are deeply indebted to you.
us.
Look forward to seeing you very soon.

ALM:ej

CLEAR CHANNEL BROADCASTING SERVICE

IVINUTES OF SPECIAL MEETING OF
CLEAR CHANNEL BROADCASTING SERVICE
TUESDAY, AUGUST 28, 1962

CONFIDENTIAL

CONFIDENTIAL

Pursuant to notice sent out by CCBS Director Battles

at the request of Chairman Craig, a special meeting of the Clear
Channel Broadcasting Service was held in Nashville, Tennessee on
Tuesday, August 28, 1962, commencing at 9:45 a. m.

Chairman Edwin W. Craig presided and R. Russell
Eagan served as Acting Secretary.
The following representatives of member stations
(arranged by frequency) were present:
1. KFI

2. -;TSM

3. WLW

Curtis Mason
George Curran
Edwin W, Craig
John H. DeWitt, Jr.
George A. Reynolds
Robert E. Cooper
Johnie S. Campbell

4.

WGN

Carl J. Meyers

G. William Lang
5.

WSB

Frank Gaither

6.

W JR

John F. Patt

G. F. Leydorf
A. Friedenthal

R. J. Rockwell
Clyde G. Haehnle

Ward L. Quaal

7.

W BAP

A. M. Herman
Rupert Bogan
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9.

WFAA
WHAS

10. WHO

James Moroney, Jr.
James W. Cooper
Victor A. Sholis
Orrin W. Towner

11.

KSL

J. A. Kjar

12. WHAM William F. Rust, Jr.
13. WOAI

Charles Jeffers

Paul A. Loyet
William D. Wagner
Roy W. Pratt
Paul Arvidson

Also present were CCBS legal counsel (Reed T. Rollo,

R. Russell Eagan and Percy H. Russell of Kirkland, Ellis, Hodson,
Chaffetz & Masters) and CCBS Director, Roy Battles.
Upon motion duly made and passed, reading of the minutes
of the Annual Meeting held in Chicago on April. 1, 1962 was dispensed

with and the minutes were approved.

Mr. Craig opened the meeting by extending a warm and

hearty welcome to all present and by expressing his gratitude to the
members for coming to Nashville.

R. Russell Eagan reported on the legal activities set
forth in Item 3 on the attached Agenda. In reporting on Agenda

Items 3(b) and 3(d), Mr. Eagan emphasized that the House Report
(No. 1954) which accompanied House Resolution 714 stated that
".

. .

a 1 -year moratorium on the Commission's decision in the

clear channel case .
".

. .

.

." was recommended by the committee

in order to give ail class I -A clear channel stations an

3-

opportunity to file with the Commission an application to go to

higher power, and to give the Commission an opportunity to recon-

sider its report and order in the light of the resolution of the House
of Representatives,"

Mr. Battles reported on the matters set forth in Agenda
Item 4. Mr. Craig complimented Mr. Battles on the magnificent

job he has done as CCBS Director.

In giving his report, Mr. Battles requested authority
to engage in the following activities:
1)

to continue to attend farm meetings;

2)

to reinstitute the practice of making tape
recordings, at CCBS's expense, of events
in the agricultural field considered newsworthy;

3)

to increase the use of the facilities of the
CCBS Washington office to coordinate for

member stations the various activities
involved in creating programs featuring
Senators and Congressmen reporting to
their constituents;
4)

to call meetings of CCBS program directors
at least on an annual basis; and

5)

to call a meeting of the farm directors in
Chicago in November or December.

By a motion duly made, seconded and approved, Mr.

Battles was given the authorities requested above.

Mr. DeWitt, as Chairman of the CCBS Engineering

Committee, reported on the matters set forth in Agenda Item 5.
Mr. DeWitt reported in some detail the signal

increases that could be expected at various operating power

levels and the results of his surveys as to expected capital and
operating costs.
With respect to Agenda Items 5(c) -(e), Mr. DeWitt

summarized the engineering standards set forth in the Commission's
Rules, NARBA, the United States -Mexican Agreement and Exhibit
109.

With respect to BRECOM, Mr. DeWitt summarized the

analysis of the test held this spring and referred to the plans for a
new test to commence September 3.

With respect to Civil Defense, Mr. DeWitt summarized
the conversation he and Roy Battles had with Mr. Elmer Crane in

the office of Steuart L. Pittman, Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Civil). In essence, Messrs. DeWitt and Battles urged that radio

should be employed in a Civil Defense alert system rather than the
NEAR system. Mr. DeWitt urged that everything possible should

be done by NAB to see to it that radio is employed in lieu of the
NEAR system.

At the completion of Mr. DeWitt's report, Mr. Quaal
moved the adoption of a resolution commending Mr. DeWitt for
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his excellent report and for the fine job he has done for so many
years as Chairman of the COBS Engineering Committee (which is

comprised of chief engineers of the member stations). The motion
was duly seconded and unanimously adopted.

Mr. A. M. Herman gave the treasurer's report in the
absence of Mr. Hough who asked Mr. Herman to convey to the group

his regret at not being able to attend the meeting, a matter he
regretted more than anything that has happened to him in the past

several years. Mr. Herman summarized the current financial
status which is set forth in a report being mailed to each station
and notified the members that a regular assessment will be levied
on September 1.

At this point Mr. Craig called for a discussion with
respect to the question of filing applications for higher power.
Following an extended discussion, the stations were polled as to
whether they intended to file applications for higher power. All
of the mf..r.-nber stations except WBAP, 1NFAA, WHAM and WOAI

stated that their respective boards had authorized the filing of applications for higher power. WBAP, WFAA and V.'0AI reported

that the question would be taken up by their respective

boards in the near future and that in all probability higher
power applications would be filed.

WHAM reported that

-6 -

probably it would file for higher power if further economic studies

justified it.
At this point, the members adjourned for lunch following
which further discussion was held concerning higher power applications. Mr. Battles was authorized to make an announcement on

or about September 15 (the exact date to be left to his discretion)
to the effect that members of CCBS would submit applications

requesting higher power in the near future.

Mr. Craig appointed a committee consisting of Messrs.
Quaal, Loyet and Sholis to send an appropriate telegram to Mr. Hough
expressing the group's regret that Mr. Hough had been unable to
attend the meeting and thanking him for his long and outstanding

services to the group.
Mr. Quaal, on behalf of everyone present, thanked
Messrs. Craig and DeWitt for the outstanding hospitality shown
everyone by WSM.

The meeting was adjourned at approximately 2:00 p. m.

R. Russell Eagan

Agenda for August 28, 1962 CCBS Meeting
1.

Call to order by Chairman Edwin W. Craig.

2.

Approval of minutes of April 1, 1962 meeting.

3.

Report of CCBS legal counsel.
a.
b.

c.
d.
4.

Passage of H.R. 4749 on July 2, 1962 (H. Rept. No.
1870) and possibility of FCC rule making.
Passage of H. Res. 714 on July 2, 1962 (H. Rept. No.
1954) and Docket 6741 petitions for reconsideration.
Pending Class II -A applications.
Filing of applications for higher power and necessary
waiver requests.

Report of CCBS Director.
a.

Programming activities; activities respecting farm
organizations and activities on Capitol Hill.

b.

The public relations challenge respecting hig:2er
power.

5.

Report of the Engineering Committee Chairman.
a.
b.

c.
d.
e.
f.

Amount of higher power which should be used.
Capital and operating costs respecting higher power.
Interference problems.
Rapid fading zone problems.
Blanketing problems.
BRECOM and Civil Defense.

6.

Report of Treasurer.

7.

Discussion respecting applications for higher power.

8.

Other business.

9.

Adjournment.

JOHN SPARKMAN, ALA., CHAIRMAN
RUSSELL B. LONG, LA.
LEVERETT SALTONSTALL, MASS.
HUBERT H. HUMPHREY, MINN.
JACOB K. JAVITS,
GEORGE A. SmATHERS, FLA.
JOHN SHERMAN COOPER, KY.
WAYNE MORSE, OREG.
HUGH SCOTT, PA.
ALAN BIBLE, NEV.
WINSTON L. PROUTY, VT.
JENNINGS RANDOLPH, W. VA.
NORRIS COTTON, N.H.
CLAIR ENGLE, CALIF.
E. L. BARTLETT, ALASKA
HARRISON A. WILLIAMS, JR., N.J.
FRANK E. MOSS, UTAH

#11Cnifeb ,Sictiez Senate
SELECT COMMITTEE ON SMALL BUSINESS
(CREATED PURSUANT TO S. RES. 58, GIST CONGRESS)

LEWIS G. 000M, JR., STAFF DIRECTOR
AND GENERAL COUNSEL
BLAKE 0 CONNOR, ASSISTANT STAFF DIRECTOR

November 6, 1962

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr.
WSM, Incorporated
301 Seventh Avenue, North
Nashville 3, Tennessee
Dear Mr. DeWitt:

Senator Sparkman is maintaining an office at Huntsville
during the adjournment of Congress. In his absence, I am taking
the liberty of acknowledging your letter received in the Senator's
office on November 3, calling attention to the editorial relating
to WSM's application for an increase in power.
I am going to call this editorial to the Senator's
attention.

Extending Senator Sparkman's best wishes, I am
Sincerely,

A-scr

Grover C. Smith
Assistant to
Senator Sparkman

u
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',Standby Network, Including Kmox,
Available for Nuclear Emergency

.

By EDWARD W. O'BRIEN
Chief of The Globe -Democrat Washington Bureau
WASHINGTON.-The Pentagon has set up emer2ency_stand-by

communications circuits between the Washington area and Strategic Air Cominand headquarters at Omaha, Neb., using regular
radio broadcasting stations.
-The- network, which includes !tains an underground military
Kmox in St. Louis, and Wwl in I command post which would funcNew Orleans, is intended for I tion in war. The post is the site

operation in the event that an iof the Joint Communications
enemy nuclear attack destroys !Agency serving all of the mili-

conventional military communi- tary services.
cations

The new ' syilem was tested

day and night seven days

a

week, from Sept. 3 to Oct. 15.
It worked fine, achieving near
perfect accuracy and reliability.
In this system, special im-

The new system was first
tested for a month last spring.
According to the Air Force, it
"is currently an available and

usable system and would be
utilized in any emergency, if ,

pulses are broadcast simultane- required."
One of the improvements
ously with the stations' ordinary
programs. There is no interrup-i planned for the, future is provition or disruption in the regular sion fur transmitting messages
programming. Listeners cannot in code so that secret informadetect the impulses which are tion may be moved
picked up by receivers at the The system has different basic

next relay point and are

re- mutes for each direction, as each

broadcast toward their destina- circuit cannot operate in both
directions at the same time. For
tion.
The impulses power a 60-worsi- nighttime operation, shorter alper-minute teletype circuit be- ternate routes are available between Fort Ritchie, Md., and cause the signals travel farther
SAC headquarters, which is in and do not need as many relays.

The normal east -to -west route
control of United States bombers
and long-range missiles through- is from Fort Ritchie to Pitts' burgh, to Detroit, to Chicago, to
out the world.
According to published reports Des Moines to SAC headquarin the past. Fort Ritchie, in the ; ters. The nighttime alternates
Catoctin Mountains, 75 miles are from Fort Ritchie to Pitts -

northwest of Washington, con - burgh, to Nashville to SAC, or'

directly from Fort Ritchie to

Wwl in New Orleans to SAC.
The normal west -to -east route
is from SAC to an .Omaha broadcast station, Kmox in St. Louis,
to Louisville, to Cincinnati, to
Pittsburgh, to Fort Ritchie.. The

alternates are SAC to Omaha,
to Des Moines, to Fort Ritchie,

or from SAC to New Orleans, to
Fort Ritchie.
According to the Air Force,
.."war exercises and operation-

al analyses have proved that

any enemy using nuclear

weapons

could

cause

wide

damage to military circuits.

Further data exist which show
that nuclear bursts can knock
out high frequency communications for several hours."
"We must exploit every means

of communicating which may

survive," Maj. Gen. John B.

Bestic, Air Force telecommunications director, has said.
The broadcast stations in the
system are high-powered opera-

tors on clear channels. They
are providing much of the speaIequipment at their own ex-

pense.

.
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!Mar Ward:
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receiv'd your Letter of Ottdber 17 enclosing
c.ontributi:m of W. Willi*.t Wagner.
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letter.
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Dear Warcir
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CLEAR CHANNEL BROADCASTING SERVICE

SHOREHAM BUILDING
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

October 30, 1962

Mr. John McDonald
Farm Director
WSM, Inc.
301 - 7th Avenue North
Nashville 3, Tennessee
Dear John:

The meeting of CCBS farm directs 700Ntheir assistants
in Chicago is now definitely set.
It wi
'leo in the WG4i'
suite in the Conrad Hilton Hotel starting -with an) i a.m. breakfast
on Monday, November 26, 1962. AdjournmOnt is 8 ted for 11 a.m.

We will tell you in Chicago the number'4the j

suite.

By meeting on Monday merning, we
avoid conflicting
with the numerous important apleditural ev
that bring clear
channel farm broadcasters annually to 6h1cago. \

No segment of theCCBS group is more important in terms
of the attainment of the ggl: we seek Ian the farm directors. The
above meeting, I am sure,
be of grt value to you and your
station and will,seTVe:an egna1ly-impOrtant purpose to CCBS at this
particular stage:Of our history.
.

Thia/is an off the'record meeting and it is desirable that
non -clear channel farm broadcasters do not know about it.

Besi-slahes and

say "Hi" to Evelyn.
Sincerely,

Roy Battles

RB/bh
cc:

Mr. DeWitt

Westinghouse Broadcasting Company, Inc.
Llinnin Building 122 East 42nd Street New York 17, N. Y. MUrray Hill 7-0808

October 29, 1962

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr.
President
WSM Incorporated

Nashville 3, Tennessee
Dear Jack:

Enclosed please find check for $1,184.00 to
cover your invoice for two phase lock units shipped to
KDKA, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
We regret the delay in making this payment.
Sincerely,'

George E.Hage y
Engineering
nag
GEH:rrii
enc:

OO

C

WBZWBZA WBZ-TV WJZ-TV KDKA KDKA-TV KYW KYW-TV WOWO WIND KPIX KEX

at paths

mit% Nag

TEXAS' LEADING NEWSPAPER
1111%

Communications Center, Dallas 22, Texas

4it

RADIO -TELEVISION STATIONS WFA A

TEXAS ALMANAC

Executive Offices

November 7, 1962

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr.
WSM, Incorporated

Nashville 3, Tennessee
Dear Jack:
This will acknowledge yours of the 2nd together
with copy of an editorial which appeared in the Nashville
Tennessean with reference to your application for increased
power on WSM.

This is a very nice compliment from the paper
and I am happy to have the opportunity to read it.
We have not yet filed for increased power on
our 820 since it is still under discussion.

Trusting this finds you well and with regards,
I am
Sincere

yours,

r ney

OLDEST BUSINESS INSTITUTION IN TEXAS

CLEAR CHANNEL BROADCASTING SERVICE

SHOREHAM BUILDING
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

November 8, 1962
Mr. James H. Quello
Vice Pres. & General Manager
The Goodwill Stations, Inc.
Fisher Building
Detroit 2, Michigan
Dear Jim:

One of my good secretary friends on the Hill today showed
me a copy of a letter that her boss had received from Chairman Minow
in response to a letter he had directed to Mr. Know.

The letter in essence said es following;
1.

Ken Cox is currently out of tom.

2.

I am familiar with the Cox affair and believe that
Mr. Cox did nothing wrong.

3.

No, the Commission has not pre -determined the clear
channel case. The case is still very much in the
category of the unresolved at the FCC.

The lady did not offer to give me a copy of the letter and I
felt it inappropriate to a" for one.
Beast wishes.

Sincerely yours,

Roy Battles

RB/bh
cc:

Mr. DeWitt
Mr. Eagan
Mr. Quaal

CLEAR CHANNEL BROADCASTING SERVICE

SHOREHAM BUILDING
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

October 25, 1962

Mr. Ward L. Quaal
Executive Vice President
WCM, Inc.
2601 West Bradley Place
Chicago 18, Illinois
Dear Ward:

Recently you asked for the actu
Senate Resolution 294 in June 1938, inc
uncover relative to the matter.

ttrils of the passage of
whatever
language I could
ng

/
Enclosed you will find:

Exhibit A - LegislativeiristOry of

hate Resolution 294.

Exhibit B - Loui406. Caldwell' ,1948 statement (hearing on
five to Senate Res. 294 and Senator Wheeler's
Johnson Bill - S. 2231) r
defense thereof at the S. 22~31 hearings./

You will -note-that\Onate

R.e.sa

294 had not been before the

Senate Commerce- Odsznittee.

Alak4 this legislation was passed during the hectic closing
hours of Congress. CongreWadjourned in 1938 on June 16, 1938, and the
resolution wat(passed June/lb, 1938.
Soon f-kit'31.1 cOuniel with our attorneys as to the use we might

make of the two enclaeures.
Sincerely,

Roy Battles

RB/bh
Encls.
cc:

Messrs. Rollo, Eagan & DeWitt

EXHIBIT A

LIMIT POWER OF RADIO STATIONS
Legislative History of Senate Resolution 294 (the Wheeler Resolution
Limiting Broadcast -Station Power to 50 Kilowatts, June 13, 1938)
Resolution was submitted by Mr. Wheeler June 9, 1938.
on the table (83 Congressional Record 8585).

It was ordered to lie

On June 13, 1938, Mr. Wheeler asked unanimous consent for the present consideration of the resolution (83 Congressional Record 8943). The only roll call
preceding the consideration and adoption of the resolution is shown 25 pages
earlier in the Congressional Record (83 Congressional Record 8918), almost
hnuediately after the opening of that day's session.
The discussion of the resolution on June 13 occupied less than a page and a
half of the Congressional Record and was as follows:
Mr. Wheeler. Mr. President, 1 ask unanimous consent for the present consideration of Senate Resolution 294, submitted by me on June 9, 1938, which
lies on the table.
I may say with reference to the resolution that it is agreed
to between the chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee, the Senator from
Nevada (Mr. Pittman), the Senator from Maine (Mr. White), and myself.
It is a
resolution the adoption of which is desired by all the independent broadcasters.
The Presiding Officer.
Senate Resolution 294?

Is there objection to the present consideration of

Mr. Butkley.

Mr. President, may we have an explanation of the resolution?

Mr. Wheeler.

I shall be glad to explain it.

Mr. McNary.
calendar?
Mr. Wheeler.

Mr. President, as I understand, this resolution is not on the

That is correct.

Mr. McNary. I have no objection to it. I understand the able Senator from
Montana (Mr. Wheeler), the Senator from Maine (Mr. White), and the Senator
from Nevada (Mr. Pittman) have all agreed to it. It is a resolution not on the
calendar, but on the table. I think it proper that the number should be given,
and the resolution should be read. Then we may discuss it.
The Presiding Officer.

The clerk will read the resolution.

The Chief Clerk read the resolution (S. Res. 294) submitted by Mr. Wheeler
on the calendar day June 9, 1938, as follows:

Resolved, That it is the sense of the Senate of the United
States of America that the operation of radio -broadcast stations
in the standard broadcast band (550 to 1600 kilocycles) with
power in excess of 50 kilowatts is definitely against the public
interest, in that such operation would tend to concentrate political,
social, and economic power and influence in the hands of a ve4 small
group, and is against the public interest for the further reason
that the operation of broadcast stations with power in excess of 50
kilowatts has been demonstrated to have adverse and injurious economic
effects on other stations operating with less power, in depriving such
stations of revenue and in limiting the ability of such stations to
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adequately or efficiently serve the social, religious, educational,
civic and other like organizations and institutions in the communieries
in which such stations are located and which must and do depend on such
stations for the carrying on of community welfare work generally; and
be it further
Resolved, That it is therefore the sense of the Senate of the
United States of America that the Federal Communications Commission
should not adopt or promulgate rules to permit or otherwise allow any
station operating on a frequency in the standard broadcast band (550
to 1600 kilocycles) to operate on a regular or other basis with power
in excess of SO kilowatts (Congressional Record, vol. 83, p. 8944).
The Presiding Officer.
the resolution?

Is there objection to the present consideration of

Mr. Austin. Hr. President, reserving the right to object, I should like to
ask the Senator from Montana a question. In the first place, does the Senator
understand that is the policy of the Congress to create any radio telegraph
monopolies?
Mr. Wheeler.

I understand it is.

Mr. Austin. Does the Senator understand that the United States Circuit
Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia in a case recently decided held
positively and directly that it was the policy of the Congress to create radio
telegraph monopolies?
Mr. Wheeler. Mr. President, I understand that that is what the court held,
but I wish to say that it is contrary to the policy of the United States and a
resolution has been submitted on that question. This resolution is designed to
In view of the treaty that has
prevent monopoly getting into the radio field.
been negotiated at Habana,<The resolution was offered so that it could not be claimed
afterward that when we ratify that treaty we are approving of the policy of
establishing a few tremendously high-powered stations, which would give a few
people an absolute monopoly.

Every independent radio station in the country and the radio associations
are in favor of this resolution. It will not affect existing facilities. The
only thing it does is to state as the policy of the Senate for the futare, what
has always been the policy of the Senate. We would not have presented the
resolution except for the provisions of the treaty.
Mr. Austin.
Mr. Wheeler.

Mr. President, will the Senator yield further?
I yield.

Mr. Austin. I wish to say, in taking my seat, that if that is the purpose
of the resolution, I am in favor of it.
Mr. Wheeler.
Mr. Hinton.
Mr. Wheeler.

That is the purpose of it.

Mr. President, will the Senator from Montana yield?
I yield.

Mr. Minton. In order to keep the record straight, let me say that I
understood the Senator from Vermont to say that the Circuit Court of Appeals
for the District of Columbia held that it was the policy of Congress to favor
monopolies in radio -telegraph service. I do not understand that opinion to hold
anything of the kind. What the opinion did hold, as I understand, was that
competition in the particular case was held not be be in the public interest.

Mr. Wheeler.

I thank the Senator from Indiana.

Mr. Belkley. Mr. President, I should like to inquire of the Senator what
effect the resolution would have on stations having power in excess of that
ihich is condemned by the declaration of the resolution?
Mr. Wheeler. I may say to the Senator from Ohio - and I make this statement purposely - that the legislation is not intended to affect any of the
existing facilities or to have anything to do with them.
Mr. Borah.

Mr. President, I rise to a question of order.

The Presiding Officer.
order.

The Senator from Idaho will state his point of

Mr. Borah. Mr. President, we literally cannot hear anything that is
going on in the Chamber. I insist upon the restoration of order and the
maintenance of order.
The Presiding Officer. The Senate will be in order. The confusion is
such that Senators cannot follow the discussion. The Senator from Montana
(Mr. Wheeler) has the floor and has requested unanimous consent for the present
consideration of Senate Resolution 294. Is there objection?
Mr. Bulkley. Mr. President, I now understand the Senator from Montana
to say that the resolution does not affect any existing stations?
Mr. Wheeler.

That is correct.

Mr. Barkley.

Mr. President, will the Senator from Montana yield to me?

Mr. Wheeler.

I yield.

Mr. Barkley. I understand that the Senator has proposed this resolution
to avoid undertaking to have a reservation placed in a treaty which is to be
considered a little later?
Mr. Wheeler. That is correct - to avoid having a reservation and to take the
place of it. I may say I took the matter up with the State Department, and the
State Department is agreeable to the resolution.
Mr. Barkley. So that, without a reservation to the treaty, it becomes
effective and does not have to have the further ratification of the other
country as a reservation itself would?
Mr. Wheeler.

That is correct.

The Presiding Officer.
Resolution 294?

Is there objection to the consideration of Senate

Mr. King. Mr. President, I shall not object to the consideration of the
resolution, but I shall reserve the right to interpose a motion to reconsider,
because this As a matter of tremendous importance, and we have had not time
to consider it; no one has ever seen the resolution except, perhaps, the
Senator from Montana. Our supreme confidence in him leads me, of course, to
think it is, perhaps, all right, but still I should like to know something
j shall, as I have said, not object to the consideration of the
about it.
resolutions but I want the Senate to understand that I will file a motion to
reconsider, for the purpose of giving an opportunity to examine it and to find
out further as to its merits,

The Presiding Officer.
from Montana (Mr. Wheeler)?

Is there objection to the request of the Senator

Mr. Schwartz. Mr. President, may I be informed what the request of the
Senator from Montana is? I endeavored to listen, but the racket here on the
floor has prevented my hearing it.
Mr. Wheeler. I have explained the resolution three or four times. It is
a resolution declaring it to be the sense of the Senate of the United States
that the Power Commission shall not issue -Mr. Schwartz.
considered.

When does the Senator desire to have the resolution

Mr. Wheeler. Right now. As I was saying, the resolution declares it to
be the sense of the Senate of the United States that the Power Commission shall
not issue licenses for a few very nigh -power stations in order to create a
monopoly.

Mr. Connally.
question?
Mr. Wheeler.

Mr. President, will the Senator from Montana yield for a

I yield.

Mr. Connally. I understand the Senator to say that if this resolution were
adopted it would obviate the necessity of making a reservation to some treaty.
Mr. Wheeler.

That is correct.

Mr. Connally. Row can that happen? If we make a treaty with sone other
nation, without a reservation, we have, I suppose, to stand by the treaty?
Mr. Wheeler. We would be standing by the treaty. Let me say that the
State Department holds - and I have come to the same conclusion - that the treaty
does not go so far as some people think. When we ratify the treaty we do not
want people to get the idea that we are approving of a policy on the part of the
Government of having but a few high-powered stations in this country.
Mr. Connally. I am in sympathy with that attitude, but I do not see how
when we sign a treaty we can sign it and then say we do not mean it.
Mr. Wheeler.

We would not be doing that in this case.

Mr. Lewis. Mr. President, may I ask what is the emergency that requires the
bringing up of this matter now instead of bringing it up at the time the treaty
is presented?

Mr. Wheeler.
not be here.

Because of the fact that I way have to leave town, and I may

The Presiding Officer.
the resolution?

Is there objection to the present consideration of

There being no objection, the resolution was considered and agreed to.
Mr. Bulkley subsequently said: Mr. President, I enter a motion to reconsider
the vote by which the Senate agreed to Senate Resolution 294.
The Presiding Officer (Mr. Gillette in the chair).
entered.
(83 Congressional Record 8944-8945).

The motion will be

On the following day the subject was further discussed as follows:
Mr. Bulkley. Hr. President, yesterday I entered a motion to reconsider the
vote by which the Senate agreed to Senate Resolution 294. After consideration
some doubt has developed as to the meaning of the language where the resolution
declares that the Communications Commission should not adopt any rules which
would permit any station to operate 'on a regular or other basis with power in
excess of 50 kilowatts.'
While the Senator from Montana gave us general assurance that it was not
intended to interfere with any existing rights, I should like to have his further
explanation about the words 'or other basis', because there is a static operating
on an experimental basis with power in excess of 50 kilowatts.
Mr. Wheeler. Mr. President, this resolution is not intended to affect any
existing facilities. The idea was, however, that the Commission should not grant
experimental permits to high-powered stations all over the country, as they did
at one time, and then let them go on indefinitely. I understand those in whom
the Senator is interested are satisfied with that explanation.
Mr. Bulkley. It is not intended as a direction to the Commission in respect
to permits heretofore granted?
Mr. Wheeler.

Certainly not.

Mr. Bulkley. It is not intended to affect any proceedings which are now
pending before the Commission?
Mr. Wheeler.
Mr. &Ilkley.
to reconsider.

Of course not.

I thank the Senator, and I ask leave to withdraw the motion

The President pro tempore.
Record 9147).

The motion is withdrawn (83 Congressional

From the above it appears that the following Senators participated in the
discussion: Senators Austin, Barkley, Borah, Bulkley, Connally, King, Lewis,
MONary, Minton, Schwartz and Wheeler.

EXHIBIT B
Louis Caldwell 1948 Statement Re:

Senate Resolution 294 (The Wheeler Resolution, 1938)

I have no desire to engage in an extended discussion of Senate Resolution
This is the resolution Senator Wheeler introduced June 9, 1938, directing
the Commission not to authorize power in excess of 50 kilowatts for broadcast
stations.
294.

In fairness to both of us, I think the record should contain a copy of the
discussion of the resolution in the Senate on June 13, 1938, the day it was
agreed to, and on the following day, when a motion to reconsider the vote was
withdrawn. Accordingly, I have attached such a copy to this statement as
The entire discussion consumed less than two
appendix B. It is very short.
pages of the Congressional Record.
Senator Wheeler has challenged my assertion that only a handful of Senators
I accept this statement as correct. He was present and I was
were on the floor.
not. Nearly 10 years have passed since the event and my recollection as to the
source of my information is not clear enough for me to check it. The Congressional Record shows that a total of 11 Senators participated in the discussion.
That others were present is indicated by the excerpts which Mr. Wheeler read,
referring to the lack of order and "the racket here on the floor," but these
excerpts also seem to indicate that the others were paying no attention. Former
Senator King commented "no one has ever seen the resolution except, perhaps,
the Senator from Montana" (83 Congressional Record 8944). I cannot, however,
accept the results of a roll call, appearing 25 pages earlier in the Congressional
Record, as showing very much as to kho was present.
Statements similar to mine were current in the industry at the time and
have been repeated from time to time ever since, without ever being challenged
as far as I know.

The resolution was introduced in the Senate on a Thursday, and was agreed
to the following Monday, when we were in the midst of proceedings before the
Commission to determine practically the same issues that are before the Commission
(and this committee) today. Contrary to Senator Wheeler's prepared statement,
the resolution was never referred to this committee nor was it ever approved
by this committee.
The hearing before the Comeission commenced June 6 and lasted until June
We were given no opportunity to be heard on Senate Resolution 294 and, so
far as I personally was concerned, the resolution was agreed to almost before
I knew it was introduced. You will notice from the discussion of the resolution
set forth in the Appendix that Senator Wheeler asserted:
30.

"It is a resolution the adoption of which is desired by all the independent
broadcasters * * *.
"Every independent radio station in the country and the radio associations
are in favor of the resolution" (83 Congressional Record 8943 - 8944).

Most of the industry did not even know about the resolution until the trade
press reported its adoption.

- 2 -

In the course of the discussion Ealator Wheeler asserted repeatedly that
his purpose was solely with respect tc meal, which was then before the Senate
for ratification. He was anxious that it not be claimed afterward that ratification of NAABA comiti-cuted approvai o '.142 policy of estaLlisLini;
few tremendously iUgh-peered statious, khich would give a few people an absolute
monopoly." He did not tell;the Senate that the matter was then pending before
the Commission in a formal scaring.
Senator Wheeler went on to make several unqualified assurances to the
Senate to the effect that the resolution "will not affect existing facilities"
(83 Congressional Record 9844).
In fact, the whole point of the motion to
reconsider, entered 00 former Senator Bulkley of Ohio, had to do with whether
WLW would be forced to red ace its power from SOO kilowatts to 50 kilowatts.
In the disgmlsion which took place between Senator Wheeler and Senator Bulkley
on April 14, b4nator Wheeler stated without qualification that the resolution
was not intended as a direction to the Commission in respect to permits theretofore granted and was not intended to affect any proceedings then pending before
the Commission (83 Congressional Record 9147). On the basis of these assurances
Senator Bulkley withdrew his motion. Zenator Wheeler now sea= to assert that
his principal reason for introducing the resolution was because of complaints
by stations against WLW, and that "even the powerful national networks wore at
the mercy of WLW." He also seems now to assert that the Commission's reason
for forcing WLW to reduce its power from 500 Ailowattc to 50 kilowatts was,
at least in pare, to be found in this resolution, and that this was his
intention from the very start.

October 31, 195'2

Dic. 10-30-e2

The Honorable LeRoy Collins, President
National Association of Broadcasters
1771 N Street, N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
My dear Roy:

Today I am in receipt of some material from Roy Battles, Director of
Clear Channel Broadcasting Service, Washington, and he has notified
me that a request has come from the NAB for information about the
so-called "white area" involving radio coverage in the United States.
The figures are very illuminating and I am asking Roy to direct them
to your personal attention so that upon completion of the regional
conference "circuit" you will see these astounding statistics on the
failure of radio to roach 25,000,000 plus Americans, in spite of the
"population explosionft which has taken us from 303 full time stations
in 1938 to almost 2,000 in 19132.
Roy,

I do not expect nor do I want NAB to involve itself in any matters
that arc peculiar to the clear channel stations or to daytime broadcasters.
The NAB is un association for all elements of the industry and, as
Chairman Oren Harris of House Interstate said in a speech before the
Georgia -Carolina broadcasters' group this fall, all broadcasters must
live together and cease the -in-fighting" before we are the victims of
more Federal encroachment and more handicaps in our efforts to render a
public service.
I do feel, however, that sebmitting the subject detail
to you will be of help as you approach a "slmmit meeting' on th© matter
of the
explosion in stations.
It is ironic, in short, Roy,
that the Commission proposed in September of 1951 to break down 13 of
the remaining 25 1-A clear channels so as to accommodate additional
broadcast properties and then at this time to have the Commission
concerned, along with the NAB and its members, about the so-called
station "population explosion".
It would seem far more sound to
preserve all existing 1-A clear channels which are so basic to sound
radio and adequate coverage in the United States.
In fact, there is

The Honorable. LeRoy Collins -- 2
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only one way in which these 2$,000,000 plus Americans who do not get
reliable service today can possibly receive an improvement after 41
years of radio as a medium and that is through higher power on 1-A
clear channel stations.
Roy Battles will send details to you on these statistics and I will
be grateful for your consideration upon conclusion of the regional
conferences.
Warmest wishes and many thanks, Roy.

Sincerely,
,

(N

Ward L. Quaal

WLQ/ck

cc:
bcc:

Roy Battles
James D. Shouse
John H. DeWitt, Jr.
James H. Quello
R. Russell Eagan, Esq.

LISTER HILL, ALA., CHAIRMAN
PAT MCNAMARA, MICH.
BARRY GOLDWATER, ARIZ.
WAYNE MORSE, OREG.
JACOB K. DAVITS, N.Y.
RALPH YARBOROUGH, TEX.
WINSTON L. PROUTY, VT.
JOSEPH S. CLARK, PA.
JOHN G. TOWER, TEX.
JENNINGS RANDOLPH. W. VA.
MAURICE J. MURPHY. JR., N.H.
HARRISON A. WILLIAMS, JR., N.J
QUEWIN N. BURDICK, N. DAK.
BENJAMIN A. SMITH II, MASS.
CLAIBORNE PELL, R.I.

Ileniteb Ziatez -Senate

STEWART E. MCCLURE, CHIEF CLERK
JOHN S. FORSYTHE, GENERAL COUNSEL.

COMMITTEE ON
LABOR AND PUBLIC WELFARE

Washington 25, D. C.
November 3, 1962

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr.
WSM, Incorporated
Nashville 3, Tennessee
My dear Mr. DeWitt:

Let me in Senator Hill's absence acknowledge
and thank you for your letter of November 2 with
enclosure about WSM's application to the Federal
Communications Commission for an increased transmission power.
I know the Senator will be glad to have your
letter and the editorial, which I will bring to
his attention at my first opportunity.

With kindest regards and best wishes, I am
Very sincerely,

John E. Ca
Assistant to S
st

ator Hill

MEMBER:
COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS

JOE L. EVINS
FOURTH DISTRICT
TENNESSEE

Cortgre51 of tbe ?Liniteb &tato
Souse of teprdentatibes
aisbingtort, J. C.
2 November 1962
ShAthville, Tennessee

Mr. John H. DeSitt
President
WSM-TV
Nashville 3, Tennessee
Dear Jack:

This will acknowledge and respond to your
recent letter regarding the application of WSM for
an increase in its power authorization to 750 kilowatts
and your enclosed press release pointing out what
this additional increase in power would mean in service to the people of the United States and Latin
American.
Let me assure you I appreciate receiving
this information and that you have my support.
With kindest regards and best wishes,

ely yours,

Very sin

.

JLE : bwm

I am

EVINS, M.

COMMITTEE ON
HOUSE ADMINISTRATION
VETERANS' AFFAIRS

ROBERT A. EVERETT
8Th DISTRICT, TENNESSEE
HOME ADDRESS:

UNION CITY, TENNESSEE

Congre55 of the tiniteb Otate5
jbotuSt of RepresSentatibeS
azbington, D.

Union City, Tennessee
November 1, 1962

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr.
W S M
301 Seventh Avenue, North
Nashville 3, Tennessee
Dear Jack:

I certainly appreciate your letter of
the twenty-fourth.
If there is any way I can be of assistance
to you in this matter, don't hesitate to call on
me.

With every good wish, I remain
Sincerely your friend,

Robert A. Everett

SECRETARY:

HOPE HART

TENNESSEE

EXECUTIVE OFFICE
BUFORD ELLINGTON

NASHVILLE

October 26,

GOVERNOR

Mr. John H. De
,VSM, Incorporated

1962

Jr. , President

Nashville, Tennessee
Dear Jack:

Thank you for your letter of October 24, and the
news release relative to increasing WSM' s power
from 50 to 750 kilowatts
.

I appreciate your sending me this copy which I
read with interest and I hope you are successful
in securing from the FCC permission to effect this
proposed expansion. If I can help in any way, let
me know.

Sincerely yours,

Buford Ellington

BE/ms

CLEMENT, SANFORD & FISHER
LAWYERS
811 THIRD NATIONAL BANK BUILDING
FRANK G. CLEMENT
VAL SANFORD
DOUGLAS M. FISHER

NASHVILLE 3, TENNESSEE

SORRY H. SHOULDERS

October 25, 1962

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr.
President
WSM
Nashville 3, Tennessee
Dear Jack:

Thank you very much for your thoughtful letter of
October 2J.., together with the enclosure.

Please let me know, if I can do anything to be of
help to you and WSM, as I am very interested in supporting you.
I do not know of any station anywhere which endeavors
to render a greater service to the public than yours.

With every good wish, I remain
Sine= ely yours,

Frank G. Clement
PGetpd

KENNETH A. ROBERTS

COMMITTEE:

4TH DISTRICT, ALABAMA

INTERSTATE AND FOREIGN
COMMERCE

DISTRICT OFFICE:
P. 0. BUILDING
ANNISTON. ALABAMA

Congramsof tlje tiniteb &tato

CHAIRMAN, SUBCOMMI FILE ON
HEALTH AND SAFETY

ji)ouEit of RepretentatibeS
tilia0ington, A C.

hr. John h. 1.1.viL.L.,

WSM Incorporated
'.ashville 3, Tennessee
Dear Mr. DeWitt:

Thank you for your recent letter advising that WSM has asked the
Federal Communications Commission for permission to increase its
power from 53 kilowatts to 75) kilowatts to meet the needs of
national emergency and international understanding.
I have contacted the FCC urging favorable consideration of your
request. As soon as I receive a report, I will be in touch with
you again.
With kindest regards and best wishes, I am
Sincere ]1y yours,

,..enneth A. Roberts

LOUISE G. REECE

PUBLIC WORKS COMMITTEE

1ST DISTRICT, TENNESSEE

SUBCOMMITTEES:

PUBLIC BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS
FLOOD CONTROL

Com:1mq; of the tiniteb gitatecs
otifie of ReprelentatibeS
astington, AI. C.

October 26, 1962

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr.
WSM, Incorporated
Nashville 3, Tennessee
Dear Mr. DeWitt:

Thank you very much for your letter of
October 24, advising me that WSM has filed an
application with the Federal Communications
Commission for permission to increase its powers
from 50 KW to 750 KW.
Of course, if you feel that I can be of
assistance in this matter, please let me know.
With very best wishes,
Sincerely,

ROSS BASS

MEMBER:

6TH DISTRICT, TENNESSEE

COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE
COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT
OPERATIONS

COUNTIES:

CHEATHAM
DICKSON

GILES
HICKMAN
HOUSTON

HUMPHREYS
LAWRENCE
LEWIS

M AURV

MONTGOMERY
PERRY
ROBERTSON
STEWART
SUMNER
WAYNE

&tato

Congrecz of tbe

joomzie of Reprefientatibd

WILLIAMSON
111.:

attbington, )0. C.
October 29, 1962

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr., President
WSM-WSM-TV
Nashville, Tennessee
Dear Jack:

Thank you for your recent letter and for forwarding to
me a copy of your news release concerning your application for permission to increase your broadcasting power.
Jack, if I can assist you in this matter by contacting
the Federal Communications Commission, or by taking any other action,
I hope you will not hesitate to call upon me, for you will have my
full cooperation and I will be happy to lend your application my
wholehearted support.

With kindest personal regards and assurances of my
desire to serve and assist you whenever possible, I am
Sincerely yours,

Ross

RB:pb

ass, TI. C.

DAVID W. SHIELDS, JR.
COUNTY JUDGE OF COFFEE COUNTY

MANCHESTER. TENNESSEE

October 29, 1962

Hon. John H. DeWitt, President
W.S.M., Inc.
Nashville, Tennessee
Dear Mr. DeWitt:

I endorse strongly your request to the Federal Communications
Commission for permission to increase the power of WSM.
Not only will this, when granted, increase the services of
WSM to millions of people, but it will also be a great advertisement to Tennessee and the South.
If there is any way that I can assist in this matter, in my
small way, do not hesitate to advise.
Yo rs tru

Gt

1
David W. Shields, Jr.
DWS:mc

J.CARLTONLOSER

COMMITTEES.

5TH DISTRICT, TENNESSEE

JUDICIARY

JOHN E. HARRIS, SECRETARY
DISTRICT OFFICE:

469 U.S. COURTHOUSE
NASHVILLE. TENNESSEE

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Congre55 of the Elniteb 6tatez
jtiou5e of UrpretientatibefS
Wafsbington, D. C.

Is. John a. D&Jitt, Jr.
President
WM.!, Inc.

Nashville 3. Tennssee
Dear Jach:

TLanac you very =oh for ycur letter of October
24, 1962, and the enclosed no's release concernin: the an7dicatic)n filed with the Federal
Corammications Cornission for nernission to increase the nower of
fror. 50
to 750
I have contacted. Chairrnn 1:ino7:1 and recuested
that he :ive your c..1.11cation every 2ossible
censiderc.tion and
hoyeful that the increase
he :ranted.
hiryqont

re :.rd s,

ar.-1

Sincerely,
/

J. W. FULBRIGHT, ARK., CHAIRMAN
JOHN SPARKMAN, ALA.
ALEXANDER WILEY, WIS.
HUBERT H. HUMPHREY, MINN.
BOURKE B. HICKENLOOPER, IOWA
MIKE MANSFIELD, MONT.
GEORGE D. AIKEN, VT.
WAYNE MORSE, OREG.
HOMER E. C.APEHART, IND,
RUSSELL B. LONG, LA.
FRANK CARLSON, KANS.
ALBERT GORE, TENN.
JOHN J. WILLIAMS, DEL.
FRANK J. LAUSCHE, OHIO
FRANK CHURCH, IDAHO
STUART SYMINGTON, MO.
THOMAS J. DODD, CONN.

'alCniteb Zfatea Zenate
COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS

CARL MARCY, CHIEF OF STAFF
DARRELL ST. CLAIRE, CLERK

October 25, 1962

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr.
President
WSM-TV

Nashville 3, Tennessee
Dear Mr. DeWitt:
Since Senator Gore is presently in New York
as a member of the United States Delegation to the
United Nations General Assembly, I am taking the
liberty of acknowledging receipt of your letter of
October 24 and the enclosed news release concerning
the application which WSM has filed with the FCC
for permission to increase its power from 50 KW to
750 KW.

Senator Gore received a letter about a
week ago from the Clear Channel office here in
Washington stating that certain clear channel stations would shortly file such an application, and I
know that he will be interested in knowing that WSM
is among this group.

Your letter will be called to Senator Gore's
attention on his return to the office and I know he will
want to follow this matter closely.
Sincerely yours,

Andrew J. L nch
Legislative Assistant
to Senator Gore
AJL:sm

CARL HAYDEN, ARI Z., CHAIRMAN
LEVERETT SALTONSTALL, MASS.
MILTON R. YOUNG, N. DAK.

RICHARD B. RUSSELL, GA.
DENNIS CHAVEZ, N. MEX.
ALLEN J. ELLENDER, LA.
LISTER HILL, ALA.
JOHN L. MCCLELLAN, ARK.
A. WILLIS ROBERTSON, VA.

WARREN G. MAGNUSON, WASH.
SPESSARD L. HOLLAND, FLA.
JOHN STENNIS, MISS.
JOHN 0. PASTORE, R.I.
ESTES KEFAUVER, TENN.
A. S. MIKE MONRONEY, OKLA.

KARL E. MUNDT. S. DAK.
MARGARET CHASE SMITH, MAINE
THOMAS H. KUCHEL, CALIF.
ROMAN L. HRUSKA, NEBR.
GORDON ALLOTT, COLO.
NORRIS COTTON, N.H.

Crtiifeb Zfatez Zenate

CLIFFORD P. CASE. N.J.
JACOB K. JAVITS, N.Y.

COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS

ALAN BIBLE, NEV.
ROBERT C. BYRD, W. VA.
GALE W. MC GEE, WYO.
HUBERT H. HUMPHREY, MINN.

October 30, 1962

EVERARO H. SMITH, CLERK
THOMAS J. SCOTT, ASST. CLERK

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr., President
WSM-WSM- TV

Nashville, Tennessee
Dear Mr, DeWitt:

Your recent letter and enclosure addressed
to Senator Kefauver have been received and in
his absence I am taking the liberty of replying.
We are very happy to contact Chairman
Newton Minow of the Federal Communications
Commission in behalf of your application in the
Senator's name, and will keep you advised about

this matter.

With kindest regards, I am
Sincerely,

77'
Special Assistant to
Senator Estes Kefauver

FB:rk
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. Here is our Application to ioin or Contribute to the

Daytime Broadcasters Association
Name of officer

Title

Address
Station Call Letters
Annual dues of $25.00 enclosed (

I do not wish to become a Member but here is

Mail to: JOE LEONARD, Sec'y-Treas.
KGAF - Gainesville, Texas

Town

._.$25.

Send Statement (
$50 or .'100

State

Contribution

Actual Signature of Authorized Officer

W711 , INC.
NASHVILLE

ROUTING SLIP
FROM:
TO:

JACK DEWITT
1

fr

2

34

Note and Return
Please handle
File

Would like to have your comments
;

o--7 (

Date

.

/'7 ' --

- 7/-

..._

C

---t-z--_:--r--4:
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Announcement (for full time station)

School announcements...news and weather reports...traffic conditions...and other urgent information is all broadcast in the
early morning hours....yet, the Federal Communications Commission is seriously considering a new regulation which, if passed,
would not permit many of you to hear (call letters) until after
sunrise.
If you want (call letters) to continue full service in
the early morning hours write your congressman or senator. Tell
him what early morning service on (call letters) means to you.
Write Commissioner
F. C. C., Washington 25,
D. C. (repeat address)
additional information may be obtained
by calling the manager of (call letters) at (phone number).
,

Note:

See daytime station announcement for F. C. C. Commissioner
list.

ANNOUNCEMENT (for daytime station)

Listen carefully...if the Federal Communications Commission in
Washington votes in favor of a proposed new regulation...this
program will not be heard
(Call letters) will not be on
the air until much later in the morning...in fact, this station
will not be permitted to sign on until after local sunrise. If
you want (Call letters) to continue with its fine service of
entertainment, information and education, write to Commissioner
Federal Communications Commission, Washington
25, D. C.
(repeat address).
Tell the F.C.C. what this fine
early morning service on (Call letters) means to you.
Additional
information on this urgent matter may be received by telephoning
the Manager of (call letters) .... at (telephone number).
,

Rotate F.C.C. Commissioners if your area is not listed:
Chairman Minow - Illinois
Commissioner Lee - Illinois
Commissioner Ford - West Virginia, Virginia, Kentucky & Tennessee
Commissioner Hyde - far west
Commissioner Cross - Arkansas & Louisiana
Commissioner Bartley - Texas & New England

NI

STUDIO

COPY

USE ON THE AIR AT SIGN -OFF
April 16 thru 30, 1962
(Save for later use when bills get on House floor)

ANNOUNCER:

Note: Re-edit to suit your
own local situation.
(Public Service spot)

It is now near the hour of sunset for this month....so in accordance with the

Rules and Regulations adopted in Washington by the Federal Communications Commission many
years ago.....

is required to leave the air.

We regret that we are not

(call)

permitted to continue to serve you throughout the evening hours with LOCAL, Community
Programming.

In April, since sundown is later in the day, we are permitted to remain on

the air until

P.M.

There are now EIGHT bills before the United States Congress

(Sign -off)

in Washington, D.C., which...if passed...will permit

to be on the air at
(call)

.

least from 6 A.M. to 6 P.M. during the fall and winter months.

In the month of December

is forced by Federal Regulation to leave the air at

P.M. in the

(call)

afternoon.

(Sign -off)

If you enjoy our local radio programming and wish to have
(call)

remain on the air longer hours during fall and winter months

may we suggest that

you write your congressman, asking him to support the eight Daytime Radio hours bills.
Write to CONGRESSMAN

HOUSE OFFICE BUILDING, WASHINGTON, 25,

D.C., and ask him to support the DAYTIME RADIO' Bills to permit Daytime Radio stations
like

to be on the air from 6:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. during fall and
(call)

winter months.

Don't put it off....Write Today!

We now come to the close of our broadcast day.

operates on
(call)

the assigned frequency of

kcs. with a power of

watts, with

Studios and Offices in
(address a City)
and our transmitter located

Until tomorrow morning at

(state)

A.M. when

returns to the air,
(call)

this is

(call)

speaking in behalf of the staff and owners of
(name of announcer)
,
bidding you a very pleasant, Good Evening.

U

c3

n,OPY

I

Note: Re-edit to suit your
own local situation.
(Public Service spot)

USE ON THE AIR
April 16 thru 30, 1962
(Save for later use when bills get on House floor)

ANNOUNCER:

Several Congressmen. in Washington are concerned about the limited hours which

are permitted by the F.C.C. to render LOCAL

Daytime Radio Stations like
(Call)

Radio Broadcast service'

In fact, Eight Congressmen; have introduced Daytime Radio Hours

_
---7(7a11)_

bills which, if passed, will permit

In months like April we are permitted

the air, at least, from 6:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M.

P.M. but come this fall and the F.C.C.

A.M. to

to serve you from

(sign-onr

and other Daytime Stations to be on

v)igh-of0

forces us to cut back our hours until in De:ember we can serve you only. from
(Dec. sign -on)

P.M.
(Dec. Sign -off)

A.M. to

We feel that Federal Regulation should not discriminate against you, our
Your own Congressman is anxious to know how you feel about

listeners, in this manner.
this cut -back in the hours.

Your Congressman may be voting on these bills very soon,

so why don't you act promptly so yowl" Congressinan may have the benefit of knowing your

wishes before he votes.

Write today - to CONGRESSMAN

HOUSE OFFICE BUILDING, WASHINGTON 25, D.C., ask him to support the DAYTIME RADIO BILLS
so we can give you LOCAL Broadcast se7:vice during the fall

6:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. daily.

and winter months from

Do your part, help prevent discrimination through

Federal Regulation....if you want our

news and other features during
--\

the early morning hours and late e.ftemoon hours during the fall and winter months,
then write to your Congressman TODAY.....Address your card or letter to CONGRESSMAN
HOUSE OFFICE BUILDING, WASHINGTON 25, D.C.

UNITED STATES IITTERSTATE AiID FOREIGN COM ERCE C 011aTTEES

SENATE 1961
DEMOCRATS

REPUPLiCkhS

Warren G. Magnuson (Wash.)
John Marshall Butler (Ed.)
John O. Pastore (n. I.)
Lorric Cotton (N. H.)
A. S. Mihe Monronoy (Okla.)
Clffford P. Case (N. J.)
Georg() k. Smothers (Fla.)
Thruston B. Morton (Ky.)
Strom Thurmord (S. C.)
Kenneth B. Xeating (N. Y.)
Frank J. Lausohe (Ohio)
Ralph W. Yarborough (Texas)
Clair Engle (Calif.)
E. L. (Bob) Bartlett (Alasha)
Vance Hartke (Ind.)
Gale W. 1icGee (Wyoming)
Edward Jarrett, Chief Clerk

HOUSE OF REPRESnNTATIVES 1962
DilcCORkri'S

Cron Parris (Ark.)
Join Dell Williams (:Tiss.)
Peter F. Mauk, Jr. (Ill.)
Kenneth A. Roberts (Ala.)
Morgan M. Moulder (Mo. )
Harley 0. Staggers (W. V.)
Wal.ter Rogers,(Te-:as)

Samuel N. Friedel (Ed.)
Torbert H. Ilacdonuld (Mass.
George M. Rhodes (Penn.)
John Jarman (Okla.)
John D. Dingell (Mich.)
Joe M. Kilgore (lexas)
Paul G. Rogers (Fla.)
Robert W. Hemphill (S. C.)
Dan Rostenkowski (Ill.)
James C. Healey (N. Y.)
Horace R. Kornegay (N. C.)
Leo W. 0'Dr-.1.ea (N. Y. )

John E. Moss (Calif.)

BT T. GA :IS

John B. Pcnnctt (Mich. )

Wini'lm L. Sprngcsr (111.)
Paul r. Schonck (Ohio)
J. Arthur Yovnger (Calif.)
Harold R. Collier (Ill.)
lalton W. Glcnn (N. J. )
Samuel. L. Devine (Ohio)
Ancher Nelsen (hinn.)
Hastings Keith (Muss.)
Willard S. Curtin (Penn.)
Abner U. Eibca (Conn.)
Vernon W. Tho.nson (Wis.)
Peter h. Dominick (Colo.)

Regional Chairmen

P DICE BISHOP. President
WCTA - Andalusia Alabama

MARL BARNETT. Crises., kinosee
KEOS -Flagsted. Alison.

PRE -SUNRISE BROADCASTER'S COMMITTEE

J. A WEST. 1R., Cr'.,,,! Menem
ROMS - El Dorado. Arkansas

Chairman

Secretary -Treasurer

SHERWOOD J. TARLOW, President
WH1L - Medford. Massachusetts

EDWARD E URNER. Prssidens
KYLD- Bakersfield. Celtromla
KSFE -Santa Maria, Caltiornia

ISRAEL COHEN. President
WCAP - Lowell, Massachusetts

TOM RELICT, Vies Pronto.
KAHR - Redding. California
WARREN HAAS, A!

WAS, - Groin, Connecticut

April 20, 1962

W L ARMSTRONG. President
KOSI - Denver. Coloeedo
GORDON X MarINTOSH. President
WTUX
0.1...,.

MARSHALL W ROWLAND. President
WOIK -Jarksnevetlle. Florida

BARRY SHERMAN. Ernesitire VW !Weida.
Esotore Inc

WUXI - Adam*. Georgia
BRADY.

- Nebo Falls. Idaho
CHARLES F SEBASTIAN, President
WTAQ - LaGrange. Illinois
ROISERT D ENOCH. tseristirt View Prirsident
WACI.W - Indlananotic Indiana

'SKIP' torsciint, A4

Dear Broadcaster:
The Pre -Sunrise Broadcaster's Committee is a fact. May 15th is
another fact;
it is the date that Comments must be filed with
the F.C.C.
It is our last chance to tell the Commission why we
should continue to have the right to broadcast during pre -sunrise
hours.

KWNT- Davenport. Iona

I OWI II

JACK, C
1 Mnnodee
K MAN -- Manhotan. Kansas
1

MAIIRR 1 K HENRY, Genet,
WASIK - MIddleshorn. Kentucky

HOWARD F

6R11 I MI, !Innen &Si C. L.
RUIN --W Monroe. 1 ottIslana

n BY SII VI NS, Pa, Prowls,.
(.116,11 Maim

WS ST -

III) SHANK Co

.or
WMK I - freshen a Maryland

G RA! L COHEN. Amidst.

WCAP - tor.. MassachuorN

ctimliss A. SPRAGUE. G

I

Alstoodes

WMAX -Grand Rapids. Michigan

The time to act is now. We must unite in this final effort. The
Committee asks you to invest $100, one time and one time only;
it is the cheapest insurance policy you could ever buy in view of
the tremendous stakes involved.
The $100 could save you the thousands of dollars you would lose if the F.C.C. abrogates your right
to broadcast pre -sunrise. Your contribution will enable our Washington counsel and engineers to prepare the necessary documents,
statements and exhibits for filing on May 15th.

FRANK SIGNET. L. Al

WHMI-Ho.ell. Mnhtgan
FRANK 1 HAAS. G

Ma-ser

RAGE-Winona. Minnesota
MRS CLOTILDE THORNTON, Mesnane

-11eittesburg, M1.nIpnI

In addition to this financial contribution, we ask you to do the
following:

LESIIE L KENNON. Pier Insider"
KWTO -Sminafield. Miasouri

1.

Owner
Montana

10111
KSFN

RANA -Anaconda. Montana

Read the enclosed question and answer fact sheet
fully.

JAY L SPURCEON, General Id
E mro - Omaha. Nehrask

Rom RI 1110MAS (
WJA0 - NotrolY Neloask

Merman

I DWARD I JANSI N.

Sorls. Nevad

K ill 111

Id! I VIII

I

111151, l,rerr.l Meninfer

roots,. Maine -

W1.11

2.

Read and air the sample editorials we have enclosed.

3.

Read and air the sample spots enclosed and stimulate
your audience to write to the F.C.C. Commissioners.

4.

Write to the F.C.C. Commissioners, your Congressmen
and Senators.

5.

Contact your fellow broadcasters at once and ask them
to do the above.

6.

Send your $100 contribution at once to:
Pre -Sunrise Broadcaster's Committee
Radio Station WHIL, Boston 55, Mass.

rdisonsee

IN.. Hampshire)

Hanoi. al GAO. ',int.,.
WII it, loon..., Non /ow,
W

Kolar
W

110'1011
ildrnI
Roane., New Meslett
-

I RANK 11111.11. G

WI I

-

I

Aleinsinr!

(Acorn°, Ns. York

R(IRI RE R 11111(1 It. Peoldene
WI CC - Helmont. North Caroline
EDMOND 11

SMITH. JR.. General U.

WIRC-Ilnkory, Nonh Constant
ROBI RT EUBANKS. G

Alimaner

RPM - ILonark. North Dakota
PAUL. F. DRADEN. President
WPFIS - Middletonn. Ohio

DONALD WEBB
WNAD - Norman. Oklahoma

GLENN THOMAS. C. L.
KUSH -Cushing, Oklahoma
OGDEN KNAPP. Irriietrne
KLAD-Klarnmh Falls. Oregon
JOEI ROSENBLUM. Prsident
WISR -. Roller. Pennsylvania

WA(13-KttlennindPenmy.Ma
WSIIII -Introit, Pennsylveede
IOSI PII BRITT. Prettelnr
WNMI --- Woonsocket, Rhode Island

CI ARS NI I. T RI YNIII DS, Gneind Nonagon
WRI R -. Roteatuird South Carolina

Time is short. We cannot --we must not --lose this battle. Do not
be lulled into complacency by the published reports of a supposed
soft policy the Commission will take toward our problem. Carry
out the above suggestions. Do it today.

ERE flERIEK M WAI GRIN
Set legal, (,,,,,o1 Nona,'
ROB. - lint Sprang,. South Dakota
GRIER. Genrral Arenottan

KTLW -Texas City. Teem

M IL HILTON. Prrildrin and General klessmie
KSOP - Salt false City. Uleh

Sincerely yours,
PRE -SUNRISE BROADCASTER'S COMMITTEE

E GORDON KEYWORD(
KIITN -Bennington. Vermont
FRANK SODEN. Id
WRNL -Roc/wooed, Virginia
WARREN E DURHAM, President

KLOQ- Yakima. Washingt.

Sherwood J.

low, Chairman

JOSEPH LAROSA. President

WMOD- Moundreille, Weal Viratala
HOWIE STURTZ II

Vice 11014.VII mid General Atonment
WCCN - Neilheille. W ICONS*

LOUIS C. ERCK. President

KRAL - Cheyenne, Wynn...

Address all correspondence to:

PRE -SUNRISE BROADCASTER'S COMMITTEE
c/o Station WHIL, Medford 55, Massachusetts

Questions and Answers on Effect of FCC
Proposal to Abolish Present Provisions
of Section 3.87 of the Mules
QUESTION 1:

What rights does Section 3.87 of the Commission's
Rules give day time only and full time stations?
ANSWER:

The Rule permits certain stations to operate beyond the hours specified in their
licenses.
It permits most daytime only
stations to operate from 4 a.m. to sunrise -even though their licenses do not provide
for it --and also permits full time stamens
on regional frequencies (with different patterns day and night) to operate with their
daytime pattern beginning at 4 a.m.--even
though the station's license provides that
the daytime pattern may be used only after
sunrise.

QUESTION 2:

What frequencies are covered by Section 3.87?
ANSWER:

QUESTION 3:

For how long a period of time has Section 3.87 been
in effect?
ANSWER:

QUESTION 4:

The Rule covers all of the frequencies from
540 kc to 1600 kc with the exception of (1)
full time stations on Class IV frequencies
(1230, 1240, 1340, 1400, 1450 and 1490 kilocycles) and (2) Class II stations (daytime
stations operating on Class I frequencies)
where the dominant station is west of the
Class II station.

Since 1941.

Suppose a station takes advantage of operating between 4 a.m. and sunrise under Section 3.87, and
causes interference to another station during those
hours, what rights does the other station have?
ANSWER:

In essence, at present the station which
complains about interference during those
hours must make a showing of actual harmful interference which is supported by
evidence of listener complaints.

-1-

QUESTION 5:

If the Commission abolishes Section 3.87 and
adopts the new proposed Rules, what must a daytime only station do which desires to operate
between 4 a.m. and local sunrise or a full time
Class III station which desires to use its daytime pattern between those hours?
ANSWER:

QUESTION 6:

What rights will the full time stations which object
to the 4 a.m. to sunrise operation of other stations
have under the new proposed Rules?
ANSWER:

QUESTION 7:

The daytime only station must notify the
Commission as to the hours which it intends to operate prior to sunrise. The
full time Class III station must notify
the Commission as to which hours, before
sunrise, it intends to use its daytime
only pattern.

Any full time station may object to the
operation of any other station between the
hours of 4 a.m. and sunrise --pursuant to
the Rules and not its license --as long as
it can show that there is any theoretical
interference under the Commission's sky (By definition
wave propagation curves.
any operation prior to sunrise will cause
some theoretical interference.) Such a
theoretical showing will be considered
conclusive on the question of interference.
When such a showing is made to the Commission,
the Commission will, in turn, without any
consideration of other equities, require the
cessation of the 4 a.m. to sunrise operations.

What consideration will the Commission give to economic
hardship, programming or other public interest questions if the complaining station establishes the theoretical interference referred to in Question 6?
ANSWER:

The Commission's proposed Rule precludes the
Commission from considering anything other
than the theoretical interference --regardless
of the amount.

-2-

Editorial

The following is an expression of editorial opinion by the management of (call letters).
The Federal Communications Commission is seriously considering a
new rule which would prohibit some 2300 radio stations in the
United States from operating before sunrise or confining their
operation to a small and limited area.
(Call letters) would be
drastically effected by this harsh ruling, if passed. Who will
benefit by this rule if it is passed? The answer...a simple one
... a few stations who already enjoy many advantages.
Who will
be hurt by this unfair and harsh rule if passed? You....you the
listener who receives farm information -in the early morning hours
...you who depend on this station to tell you whether to take a
raincoat with you for those late day showers...you who depend on
your radio for traffic conditions and late news reports.
It is
to your direct advantage to see that the rule that would curtail
(call letters) early morning programs is not passed. I know many
of you have never written to the Federal Communications Commission.
We ask you to send a letter now - - urging that (call letters) be
permitted to retain their present early morning broadcast schedule.
We ask you to write this letter now.
Address your letter to
Commissioner
F. C. C., Washington 25, D. C. Allow me to repeat the address (repeat).
If you want additional information on this matter cell the manager of (call letters) at
(telephone number).
Let us make sure that the Government takes
away none of the democratic privileges that free radio stations
have enjoyed for over twenty years.
Thank you.
,

The preceding was an expression of editorial opinion of (call
letters).

Note:

See daytime station announcement for F.C.C. Commissioner
list.

THE GOOD

NEIGHBOR
STATIONS
INC.
P. 0. BOX 1747

YORK, PA.

PHONE YORK 47-7481

April 26, 1962

Mr. Roy Battles
Director
Clear Channel Broadcasting Service
Shoreham Building
Washington 5, D. C.
Dear Mr. Battles:

I thought you might be interested in the attached
blast from the "Daytimers" in case you haven't seen
it yet.
It seems a tough break that the pre -sunrise
agitation is getting tnem all organized just at this
critical point.
Regards

.

RUST, JR.

WFR/dnt
encls.

Vii
ALLENTOWN, PA.

01.11

YORK, PA.

V/ i7). A IN

READING, PA.

1fil" S

MANCHESTER, N. H.

DOVER, N. H.

.41

(

KEENE, N. H.
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Super -Power for
Clear Channels

TILE DAYTIMER

IS SUPER -POWER for the 50.000
Watt Giant Clear Channel stations

Benefit By DBA Plan

Regional Stations Will
The Clear Channel lobby has carried on a great romance with the fulltime regional stations with the hope
that the Regionals will help them in
their fight to maintain their anti-

really in the Public Interest? What
effect will it have on the ability of
your Daytimer to survive and continue to render a broadcast service en
the LOCAL level?

quated philosophy of "White Area"

The FCC has proposed in docket
No. 6741 that 13 of the 25 U. S. assigned Clear Channels be duplicated
and that the remaining 12 be permitted to boost their power from 50,000
Watts to 750,000 Watts. This will be
somea 15 times power increase
what like a 1,000 Watts station going
up to 15,000 Watts. If your spot on
the dial is only 10, 20 or 30 Kilocycles
.

.

.

.

. BEWARE. You

may be smothered in the process.
The Clear Channel Lobbyists have
done an outstanding job in the Congress and the Senate to get this job
done. It seems that the House SubCommunications
about to render a decision. Hearings

committee

on

Actually, Regional Channel fulltime
stations will benefit from the DBA
plan of fixed and extended hours of
operation. Most regional stations operate with different patterns and usually different power Day and Night.

.

removed from one of these superpower stations

coverage.

is

were held in February 1962. Congressman Morgan Moulder is chairmon of the Sub -committee and Congressman Oren Harris Chairman of
the House Interstate and Foreign
Commerce Committe.
If you feel that this legislation

Under the pre -sunrise rule of the
FCC, most Fulltime Regional Stations
sign on early mornings before local
sunrise with their Daytime facilities

RICHARD ADAMS - WKOX
Framingham, Mass., Re-elected

(Daytime power and antenna pattern)

President of DBA

but they must switch to their nighttime pattern and power at local sundown. This means that the sundown
switch comes at a different hour

Kentucky Senate Adopts
Pre -Sunrise Resolution
The State Senate of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, in February 1962

adopted a resolution requesting and
petitioning the FCC to refuse to
adopt a proposed rule that would
amend Section 3.87 of the Rules of
the

such

Cormnission;

proposed

amendment denying to any of the

Daytime radio stations the right to
operations earlier
legal sunrise.

commence

than

The resolution was introduced in
the Kentucky Senate at Frankfort by

you should lodge your objections with
your Congressman and the above two
congressmen immediately.
Many Daytimers cannot understand

Senator II. Nick .Johnson from Harlan, Kentucky. It was adopted.
This is an example of how the need
for LOCAL Radio Broadcast service
is fast becoming a Public issue. FCC
Chairman Newton Minow talks about

why the FCC proposed in the above

the

docket to add additional 50,000 Watts

Broadcast ser%iee yet he permits his

Stations, mostly in the Western part
of the United States on the remaining
13 Clear Channels when there are
1,000 communities across the United

commission to take actions such as
the Proposed Rule Making of Dec. 6.
1961 in Docket 14,419 which would
destroy the pre -sunrise broadcast service of practically every Daytime sta
lion in the United States. Daytimers
are most happy that FCC Chairman
Minow held reservations about the
above docket and anxiously await his
good judgment and handling of this
very important matter.

would adversely affect your service,

States served Locally ONLY by Daytime Stations. LOCAL programming
would have been enhanced tremendously if there could have been a con-

of some of our present
Clear Channels and then come up
solidation

with 6 or 8 additional LOCAL Class

IV channels so that most of these
1,000 communities could have a fulltime facility. This was proposed by
DBA to the FCC in the above Docket.
There are now almost 1,000 fulltime
stations on the present Class IV Channels.

importance

of

LOCAL

Radio

0

This inconveniences

thousands of their listeners who lose
their program if they happen to be in
a

null of the pattern or if the re-

duced power does not continue to give
them serivce.
Under the DIM plan, Regional Stations would continue with their Daytime facilities from 6:00 a.m. to 6:00

p.m. daily the year 'round. It has
long been recognized that full sky wave service does not become reliable

and stable until two hours after sunset. The DBA plan would greatly improve the service during the tran-

sitional period and would not leave
a void in the white areas as now exists
between sundown and that time when
skywave becomes a reliable broadcast
service.
Regional Station owners and en-

gineers should weigh this matter very
seriously before they are mislead by
the Clear Channel Giants into support

ing and continuing their monopoly
which may look good on engineering
maps but does not stand up under the

test of proving listenership in their
claimed distant "White Areas." Habits

ENGINEERED CONFUSION!
TIME FOR A REVISION

Today, man lives by the clock
Not by the sun. Engineers may try to
.

.

confuse the issue with technical details, but this goes much deeper . .
it is a moral and social issue that will
grow in magnitude unless something
constructive is done immediately by
.

the U. S. Congress.

every month.

in the home have changed tremendously in the past 25 years. RADIO is
more LOCAL today than ever before
and the FCC cannot administer the
Standard Broadcast band in the Public Interest, Convenience and Necessity using their obsolete philosophy
adopted a quarter of a century ago.

citizens. fellow metropolitrui their like
service Broadcast Radio LOCAL a
have can't they except . . . life full a
live and taxes, pay vote, people good
These sunset. to sunrise from except
outlet, broadcast Radio LOCAL a have
them letting not by them against
discriminating actually . . . CITIZENS
RADIO CLASS" "SECOND THEM
MAKING ARE WE REGULATION,
GOVERNMENT FEDERAL THROUGH
sundown. after service Broadcast
Radio LOCAL of "Blackout" a have
which communities 1,000 some in
live citizens our of millions Several

RADIO LOCAL
Texas. Gainesville, KGAF, ARD,
LEON- JOE to: letter your Address
support. financitil some in sending
or now joining by efforts our port
sup- will you that DBA, of member
a not are you if that hoped is It
criticism. above be will FCC

the then and interest public true the
in solution complete a be eventually
must It interests. Channel Clear
as such groups lobbying from sures
pres- selfish resist to enough strong
be must FCC The solution. a is there
know all We problem. this to solution
a finding in public American the to
responsibility its meets FCC the when
and if service local improved greatly
from benefit will Daytimer every
about Just Congress. the and Senate
the with FCC, the at knowledge mon
com- is stations Daytime their through
service broadcast local getting of lem
prob- public's The 1954. in day that
since fees engineering and legal on
dollars of thousands spent has DBA
needs. broadcast local their
serve adequately to short too far are
that
months winter during hours with
.
.
month every changed that hours
operating with listener the to venient
incon- so service broadcast a tolerate
to have not should public the that
knew They headed. were they which
for goal the set and doing were they
what exactly knew who Broadcasters
Daytime 60 some by 1954 8, January
on Louis St. at organized was DBA
home. the in rabits listening
of trends changing the with step in
keep can we that so standards cast
broad- our of revision overdue long a
about bring help to broadcasters low
fel- their with along wheel the to er
should- their place to refuse who those
always are There Daytimers. ALL of
membership 100% have to hope ever
cannot organization, any like DBA,
.

Member? A You Are

situation.
particular own your fit to DBA by
sent ones the re-edit or nouncements
an- own your up Write THEM. AT
THROWN CONTINUALLY IS THAT
PROPAGANDA CHANNEL CLEAR
THE OF SOME TO SUCCUMB MIGHT
THEY OR FACTS WITH FORMED
IN- LISTENERSHIP YOUR KEEP
TO AIR THE ON NOUNCEMENTS
AN- KEEP SHOULD DAYTIMERS

Listeners Your Inform
programming. ity
qual- offer to pressed hard be would
stations the and season, to season
from hours fluctuating the of because
problem employee an present would
rules the hours; winter abbreviated
daring commercials bunch to forced
be would they because stations small
damage would FCC the before posals
pro- said Senator The Government.
the by legislated arbritarily be not
should finances and time equipment,
their and interests local serve best
stations small said Curtis Senator
facilities. night-time their
1)
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GROWTH OF DAYTIMERS

Senators and Congressmen
Home Campaigning
For Re-election

There are now more than 1,600 Day-

time Radio Stations in the USA and
over 1,000 of these arc located in com-

munities that have no fulltime "AM"
Broadcast service locally. Almost half
of all "AM" Stations in our nation are
Daytimers. Milions of U. S. citizens
depend on these Daytimers for their
ONLY LOCAL Broadcast Service.
These citizens are "regulated" into be-

Your elect NI representatives are up
r; -elect ion and will be touring
respective home states and districts. One of the main reasons for
their doing this is to ke, p their finger
on the pulses of the people ,vho elect

ing second-class Radio citizens when it

them.

comes to LOCAL Radio service by
edict from Washington. In most of
these communities served only by a

handicap of our ever changing sign -on
and sign -off hours. Point out how our
broadcast services can be greatly improved to the public with fixed hours

stances, fulltime might be available
with an elaborate directional antenna
array but the communities cannot
economically justify the capital installation.

Daytime Station owners and operators must face up to their responsibility to their listenership to improve
the hours of service on the LOCAL
level. Most all Daytimers are LOCAL

they reflect the everyday whims
of the community
the births and
deaths ... the weddings and anniversaries ... the local weather ... storm
warnings ... local school information
and hundreds of thousands of other
worthwhile community functions
all reflected through the microphones
of the LOCAL Daytimer. Yet, this is
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

the service which the giants of the

Broadcast industry would have throttled
. WHY? . . . Keep the Day timers handicapped and these giants
.

.

hope the listener will be forced to
tune over to one of their distant
skipping
fading
wave signals.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

weak sky -

a most opportune time

ators and Congressmen and outline
our problem of serving under the

Daytimer, frequencies for fulltime operation are not available. In a few in-

vestment for such an expensive in-

It is

for all Daytimers to contact their Sen-

of 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. daily the year

'round.
RAY LIVES,e
CHAIRMAN,
DBA DIRECT

A BOARD
ECTED

District lii,rael Cohen, WCAP,
Lowell, Mass.

District 4-Jack Hankins, WGOL,
Goldsboro, N. C.
District 6-Al Evans, KOKA,
Shreveport, La.
District 7-Thomas Rogers, WCLT,
Newark, Ohio.
District 9-Ray Livesay, WLBII,
Mattoon, Ill.
District 10-Bob Neathery, KALM,
Thayer, Mo.

Keep in mind that the FCC is an
agency set up by the Congress and the
final responsibility lies with our elected representatives. Our congressmen

and senators are closer to the people
than members of the FCC who usually travel only in the plush circles of
the great Clear Channel giants. How
long has it been since a member of
the FCC (an actual commissioner) has

been in

to visit

your "little" Day -

timer? Just one of the many reasons

why the FCC is 20 years behind in

13-Joe Leonard, KGAF,

their allocation policy of the Standard
broadcast band.
It is YOUR responsibility (Mr. Day

The Directors met April 3rd and

timer) to see, in behalf of the many

District

Gainesville, Texas.

-

elected the following officers:
Board Chairman-Livesay

President-Richard Adams
Vice-Pres.-Thomas Rogers
Vice-Pres.-Ike Cohen
Sec't-Treas.-Joe Leonard

citizens and listeners you serve, to let
your Senators and Congressmen know

the true facts of our problem

.

.

lem of the Senators and Congressmen.
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WHO, WHO -FM. & WMCD-TV

SECRETARY

DES MOINES

Mr. Roy Battles, Director
Clear Channel Service
Shoreham Building
Washington, D.C.
Dear nay:

It was very nice visiting with you regarding the Clear Channel
situation.
To reiterate what I told you yesterday, 3st and I had a
very nice dinner meeting with Congressman Fred Schwengel.
To sum up what

was said, Congressman Schwengel promised to do all he could to help the
Clear Channel cause. He told me he and his wife were very close friends
of Oren Harris and his wife and that this friendship would permit him to
urge Rep. Harris to use all possible haste in the Clear Channel legislation.
I also asked that he be furnished the Clear Channel case in layman's
language.
I suggested that in addition to such type of information that it
might be well for you to talk to him first hand regarding the merits of our
problem. This the Congressman said he would be very happy to do and suggested
that you make an appointment with him thru his Administrative Assistant,
Charlie at one time was one of our valued employees and is
Charles Freburg.
I had lunch with him yesterday and told him
still friendly to our interests.
that you would contact him for an appointment with Congressman Schwengel.
Ray Guth and I also saw Senator Jack Miller and Senator Hickenlooper
from Towa yesterday afternoon. Senator Miller has already made a statement
leg:truing t,ne %...t.ear %;hunne.t. t;etJe when .4.2290 was introduced.
He assured me
that he would be most happy, when the Senate Committee hearing is held, to
reiterate his stand on Clear Channels before the Committee.
Senator Hickenlooper,
although not saying he would perform this identical act, did say that he was
always in favor of the Clear Channel legislation, had not changed his viewpoint
and would continue to lend it his support.
Roy, that about sums up our trio to Washington.
Both Ray Guth and I
feel that the people we saw will do everything possible to help in the passage
of H.R.8210 and S.2290.
Sincerely,

Secretary
Wait EM

MEMORANDUM
June 5

TO:

MR. E. W. CRAIG

FROM:

JOHN H. DEWITT JR.

1962

After consideration by both Kirkland. Ellis lawyers
and by our lawyer. Mr. Glasgow, I bialeve that the attached
retirement annuity for Roy Battles is in correct form for
your signature
As I understand it when Mr Battles was
engaged Ward Quaal for the group agreed to the purchase
of a $1 000 annuity. Jim Glasgow says that when the attached
agreement is signed by you and returned to Roy we will have
carried out our agreement with him subject of course, to
the pyament each year of $1.000 to the National Life

JHD:am

August 15, 1962

Mr. Roy Battles
Clear Channel Broadcasting Service
532 Shoreham Building
Washington, D. C.
Dear Roy:

We have the perennial question from daytimers as
to whether people listen to skywaye from distant states.
The attached sheet shows that they do listen to WSM and
over a wide area.
Do you think that we should use this
immediately in any way or should we hold it until such
time as we might have hearings.
.

Best regards.

Sincerely yours,

John H. DeWitt, Jr.

JHD:am
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F.GENDA FOR

NATIONAL IND JSTRY ADV ISORY COMMITTEE
MEET ING
10 :00

, May 24, 1962
r;OOM # 1420

FEDERAL COMUNICAT IONS COMMISSION
12TH & PEMSYLV AN IA AVENUE, N. W.
ASHINGTON, D. C.

Status report of recommendation of NIAC
REPORT:
13 February 195:., requesting DOD re-evaluation and
re -statement of requirements for CONELRAD.

ITEM # 1

Lt. Col. Connell - DOD
ITEM # 2(A)

(B)

REPORT: Status of credentials and travel authorizations for radio broadcast station personnel to
permit access to duty stations during an emergency.
REPORT: Status of assignments, credentials and travel
authorizations :for NIAC personnel to specified emergency
locations.
- OEP
Mr. Hagen
Mr. Sharkey - NBC

ITEM # 3

REPORT: Development of additional NIAC Orders
(By-pass arrangements). Status of NIAC Order #2.
Mr. Peck
- CBS
Mr. Pothen - AT&T

ITEM ## 4

REPORT: DOD(CCD) Plans for provision of emergency
operating capabilities for FCC/NIAC selected facilities.

Mr. Visher - DOD
ITEM # 5

REPORT: Requirements for emergency power in broadcast
stations.

Mr. Phelan - NBC
ITEM # 6

REPORT: Stat,...s of additional RESTORE project
implementation, in Florida.

Mr. Linx - FCC

- 2 -

ITEM # 7

REPORT:

National BRECOM
- WSM
Mr. DeWitt
Mr. Thelemann - FCC

ITEM # 8

REPORT:

Status of Emergency Information Program.
Lt, Cmdr. Butts - White House

ITEM # 9

REPORT: Illinois State Industry Advisory Committee
recommendation regarding Remote Pickup Broadcast
facilities.
Mr. Owen
- ABC
Mr. Parker - FCC

ITEM # 10

REPORT: Recommendation that FCC appoint a sub -committee
of NIAC to serve as National Coordinating Committee for
Local Emergency Planning and for Program Control.
Mr. Keating - MBS
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May 22, 1962

Dr. Alton Frye
United States Senate
241 Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C.
Dear Dr. Frye:

Thank you so much for your fine letter of May 7th
regarding our clear channel efforts on the Hill. Roy
Battles has told me how much you have assisted him in
evaluating the situation. There is nothing like having
good hometown folks taking a personal interest in an
effort which through its technical nature is sometimes
hard to explain to people who are not generally familiar

with radio propagation mays.
I plan to be in Washington on Thursday, May 24th,
and will call you hoping that you will be able to see
Roy Battles and me if we drop by your office.
I would
just like to pay my respects.
Sincerely yours,

John H. DeWitt, Jr.

JHD:am

11Cniteti -Statez -.Senate
WASHINGTON. D.C.

241 Senate Office Building
May 7, 1962
Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr.
President
WSM Inc.
National Life and Accident Insurance Co. Building
Nashville, Tennessee
Dear Mr. DeWitt:

Bill Brittain's call last week about the Fryingpan,
Arkansas project reminded me that I had been intending
to drop you a line about the legislative situation regarding
the clear channels. As you may know, Bill contacted me
some time ago about the pending legislation and I have
been giving considerable attention to the progress of
the several bills.
Roy Battles and I have had a number of conversations
on the subject and I suggested several things which I
thought he should do to smooth the way for the bills,
assuming that one of them gets to the floor of the House.
I am pleased to say that he has done a first-rate job
of helping spread the word among the members who do
not have a direct interest in the matter but whose votes
will be crucial.
The principal problem has appeared to be the
difficulty of getting something on the floor during
the current session of Congress, and then speeding passage
through both houses. There isrbw reason to believe, as
Roy has probably told you, that, in spite of the mammoth
pile of legislation which is now building up, Congressman
Harris will be able to get a clear channels bill to the
floor. There is no guarantee of this yet, no more than
there is that there will then be time for the necessary
Senate action, but I think you should be moderately
encouraged. My own rather extensive discussions among

-2 -

the members on both sides of the Hill during the last few
months have given me more than slight confidence about
the outcome.
Since my own interest in the matter, aside from
a warm feeling for WSM as my home town's principal
broadcast outlet, stems directly from my work here as
a consultant on national security problems, I want you
to know that I am particularly impressed by BRECOM.
Roy tells me that you have been a prime mover in the
development of this potentially very important system.
Let me especially congratulate you for your work on
this technique, as well as for your useful statement
to the House subcommittee.
I think the merits of the legislation in which
you are interested justify its passage and I hope we
I'll be keeping an eye on the
have early action on it.
Please
situation and lend a hand wherever I can.
accept my best regards for yourself and my other friends
at WSM.

Sincerely yours,

Alton Frye

Roy suggested that we get together for lunch on
If you do get back up, I'll be
your next visit here.
very pleased to meet and chat with you.
P.S.

AF: dg
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FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
OFFICE OF CHIEF ENGINEER
TECHNICAL RESEARCH DIVISION
T. R. R. REPORT

1. 2. 7.

SUPPRESSION PERFORMANCE
OF

DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA SYSTEMS
IN THE

STANDARD BROADCAST BAND

BY

HARRY FINE
JACK DAMELIN

WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
Washington 25, D. Co
September 6, 1957

INTER -OFFICE MEMORANDUM
FOR.

Information

TOg

Chief Engineer

FROM.

Chief, Applied Propagation Branch

SUBJECT.

Suppression Performance of Directional Antenna Systems
in the Standard Broadcast Band.

The attached report has been prepared to supply information which has long been needed for allocation in the standard
broadcast band.

It is believed that some of the results will be

of appreciable use to the Broadcast Bureau.

Harry Fine', Chief

Applied Propagation Branch

Jack Damelin

SUMMARY

(1)

The suppression performance of directional antenna systems in
the standard broadcast band is studied both near -in to the arrays and
at the greater distances in the range of the skywave fields.
In both
cases, it is found that the measured fields are greater than the theoretically calculated fields, assuming perfectly conducting smooth earth,
the departures increasing with the theoretical suppression and being
much more substantial for the skywave fields. Methods are developed
to estimate the average and maximum effective radiated fields expected
in these suppression directions.
In addition, based on the form of
these estimates, the probable nature of the physical mechanisms, which
cause these departures from theory, is discussed. For the close -in
fields, the departures are probably caused by radiation from large
objects and reflection from gross irregularities of the terrain in all
azimuthal directions, whereas for the skywave fields - these departures
are most likely caused by incoherence in the fields from the individual
elements of the array, introduced by scattering from terrain and ionospheric irregularities.

INTRODUCTION

( 2 )

This report is a study of the suppression performance of directional
antenna systems in the standard broadcast band (540 - 1600 kc) both near in to the arrays and at the greater distances in the range of skywave
For years, the operating performance of directional arrays has
fields.
been treated as a matter of judgement by experienced engineers and few
attempts have been made to systematize the results of the available
measurements although the need for such a study has long been recognized.
An attempt will be made here to correlate the measured with the theoretical performance in order to give practical systematic estimates
which are believed to be better in most cases than sheer judgement.
Also, it is hoped from this stud to arrive at a better understanding
of the fundamental physical processes involved in radiation from directional antennas in the standard broadcast band.
The first will treat
The study will be divided into two parts.
with the close -in groundwave fields, as measured in proofs of performance submitted to the Commission) The second part will study the sky wave suppression measurements on directional arrays, made in April 1949
by NARBA Committee IA.
NEAR -IN PERFORMANCE

For this type of performance, there are much data which have been
submitted to the FCC in various proofs -of -performance for standard
broadcast facilities. These horizontal radiation patterns for the directional arrays have been measured near the arrays but far out enough
so that the array appears to be approximately a point source.
Selected for the study were the measured patterns of lj arrays in
55 azimuthal directions with the greatest emphasis on those directions
The directional arrays were also
involving the greatest suppressions.
chosen to have a wide practical range of frequency, ratio of Erss to
Erms, and ratio of Emax to Erms; where Emax is the maximum horizontal
field of the array, Erms is the horizontal R.M.S. (root -mean -square)
field corresponding to the average power in the horizontal plane, and
Erss is the horizontal R.S.S. (root -sum -square) field of the individual antenna elements. These data are plotted in Figure 1 in the form
of measured versus theoretical horizontal inverse distance fields per
kilowatt at one mile. With this type of plot, the greater the suppression - the smaller would be the inverse distance field radiated in
As
the direction of suppression per kilowatt of average array power.
expected, the measured fields do not generally give the suppressions
predicted by the theoretical fields for perfectly conducting smooth
terrain; the departures from the theoretical fields increasing with
It is apparent that the theoretical
the theoretical suppression.
fields, as such, may not be used for estimating the true performance
of directional arrays, especially when large suppressions are involved.

NEAR -IN PERFORMANCE (CONTINUED)

(3)

It seems reasonable to expect, assuming the arrays are properly
adjusted that the main sources contributing to the discrepancies
between the measured and theoretical fields areg
Re -radiation from large objects and reflection from gross
irregularities of the terrain in all azimuthal directions about
the array,
l.

Reflection from smaller off -path objects and less irregular
terrain in the same general direction,
2.

Changes in the fields of the individual elements of the
directional array because of irregular terrain.
3,

Presumably, the effects of finite ground conductivity are made negligible by using the inverse distance fields at one mile, obtained by
matching the measured field intensity versus distance curves against
those calculated for finite conductivity. Which of the above sources
are mostly responsible for the appreciable departures from theoretical
fields may be determined by the correlation studies which were made of
the measured fields with the maximum theoretical fields for various
horizontal bracket angles, with Erms fields, with Emax, and with Erss.
Figures 2, 3, and 4 compare the measured fields with those estimated by adding the theoretical field for the pertinent azimuthal direction in quadrature with the indicated percentages of the theoretical
A similar curve could have been drawn,
Erms, Emax and Erss fields.
using the maximum theoretical horizontal field within some bracket angle
but the results along these lines showed less correlation and greater
The percentages used in Figures
departures than did Figures 2, 3, or 4.
2, 3, and 4 are the ones giving the best fit to the data for these various approaches considering the logarithm of the field intensity as the
These optimum percentages were found mainly by trial
fundamental unit.
and error procedures.
By visual observation or even by comparing the standard errors,
it is almost impossible to determine whether the Erms estimates of
Figure 2 or the Emax estimates of Figure 3 shows the better correlation.
No combination of Erms, Emax, and Erss gives any significantly better
fit to the data.

The dependence on the Emax and Erss fields, shown in Figures 3
and 4 respectively are not significant fundamental correlations, as
may be seen by examining Figures 5, 6, 7 and Se Figures 5 and 6 show
the deviations of the measured fields from the Erms estimates of
Figure 2 when plotted against the ratios of Emax/Erms and Erss/Erms,
If there were any fundamental trends with Emax or 7rss,
respectively.
they would show up on this type of plot. To complete the proof that

NEAR -IN PERFORMANCE (CONTINUED)

(1)

the only significant fundamental correlation is with Erms, there are
plotted in Figure 7 the deviations from the Emax estimates of Figure 3
versus Emax/Erms, and in Figure 8 the deviations from the Erss estimates
of Figure 4 versus Erss/Erms. These latter two plots show that there
are trends still left when Emax or Erss are used as the basis for estimates.
Apparently, the practical ranges in variation of Emax/Erms
and Erss/Erms are so small compared to the variation of the data that
artificial trends in Emax and Erss are produced.
Figure 9 shows that there are no frequency trends to be considered,
at least in the standard broadcast band, when the Erms estimates are
A similar plot, not shown, of the deviations from the Erms esused.
timates versus the number of elements in the array, would indicate that
the number of elements in the array does not affect the quality of the
estimate.

Figure 9A is a plot of the deviations of the measured fields from
the Erms estimates of Figure 2 versus the theoretical fields.
This
plot shows that the scatter is spread over most of the range of theoretical fields.
It is to be expected from practical considerations
that the scatter would decrease for the higher fields where the extraneous scatter fields represent a smaller percentage of the on -path
radiated field.
Many of the data points in Figures 2, 3, and 4 represent different azimuth angles for the same station.
In the analysis, the data
was weighted so that all points within a 900 spread had the same total
weight as a single independent point.
Using this system of weighting,
the results were the same as would have been obtained without weighting.
It has thus been found that the best estimate for the near -in suppression fields is given by the root sum square of the theoretical
smooth earth field in the pertinent direction and 3.5% of Erms.
The
standard error for this type of estimate was 2.8 db.
However, this
standard error applies to freshly adjusted arrays, since the proofs of -performance measurements, used in this study, fall into this category.
It is expected that as time progresses, the currents and phases
in the various elements of the array may vary, some appreciably.11

F.C.C. Report No. T.R.R. 1.2.6 "Physical Limitations to Directional
Antenna Systems in the Standard Broadcast Band" by Harry Fine.

NEAR -IN PERFORMANCE (CONTINUED)

(5)

However, these variations will not usually affect Erms much, although
they may change the theoretical field greatly, especially in directions
of high suppression. Consequently, these operating variations should
not affect too greatly the measured fields, since the contribution of
the theoretical fields in these critical null directions is usually
As an educated guess, the standard
much less than that from Erms.
error for estimating the suppression fields by the Erms method of
Figure 2 should be in the order of 3.5 db for all arrays, including
those not freshly adjusted.
In practice, an applicant for standard broadcast facilities submits to the Commission a theoretical horizontal radiation pattern for
the directional array and superimposed upon this pattern are drawn
M.E.O.V. (maximum expected operating values) estimates for those critical azimuthal directions in which objectionable interference might ocThese proposed M.E.O.V. fields depend mostly upon how much tolercur.
ance can be allowed and also upon the experienced judgement of the designing engineer. Figures 10 and 11 show that the minimum M.E.O.V.
tolerances can be set systematically by adding the theoretical field
in quadrature with approximately 15% of the horizontal R.M.S. field.
Having determined that the deviations of the measured from theoretical fields show by far the greatest correlation with the R.M.S.
fields, the physical mechanism which causes the fill-in of the nulls
Since the R.M.S.
of directional arrays becomes somewhat clarified.
field is a direct measure of the average power radiated in the horizontal plane, the fill-in of the nulls must be caused mainly by fields
Only re -radiawhich are likely to come from any azimuthal direction.
tion from large objects and reflections from gross irregularities in
the terrain around the array could supply these fields from all diThe 2.8 db standard error would be explained by the irregurections.
larities in height, angle of reflection, and horizontal spacing of these
large re -radiating objects and of the irregular terrain.
Summing up the results of this section, it has been found that
the near -in fields which are measured for freshly adjusted directional
antenna arrays can be estimated with a standard error in the order of
2.8 db by adding the theoretical fields in the pertinent azimuthal
In
direction in quadrature with 3.5% of the horizontal R.M.S. fields.
addition, the minimum M.E.O.V. tolerances can be systematically set by
adding the theoretical fields for the pertinent azimuthal directions
in quadrature with approximately 15% of the horizontal R.M.S. fields.
Finally, from the above correlation study, it appears that the fill-ins
of the nulls are caused mainly by re -radiation from large objects and
reflection from gross irregularities of the terrain in all azimuthal
directions.

SUPPRESSION OF SKYWAVE FIELDS FROM DIRECTIONAL ARRAYS
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The performance of directional antennas in suppressing skywave
signals, received at distances greater than several hundred miles
will be considered in this section.
Estimates from the theoretical
calculations based on perfectly conducting smooth earth will be developed for the effective skywave radiated fields.
Back in 1949, the government -industry Subcommittee IA of the
NARBA (North American Regional Broadcasting Agreement) Preparatory
Committee began this type of investigation with measurements on 2g
directional arrays at 22 different recording sites within the single
hop E layer reflection range. Beyond submitting a preliminary summary of the theoretical and measured suppression ratios, this study
was never completed, unfortunately.
These measurements represent the
best data available. For the present study, the data over 55 paths
from 14 stations to 16 different recording sites were selected from
the NARBA data.
This data was selected both for reliability and to
give as wide a spread as possible with frequency, distance, number
of elements, Erss/Erms, and Emax/Erss.

The measurements were made throughout the night after regularly
scheduled operations in April, 1949 by running the broadcast stations
continuously for several nights on the following cycleg
a)
b)
c)
d)

9
1
9
1

minutes of directional operation
minute of silence
minutes of non -directional operation
minute of silence

Before the measurements were started, the arrays were adjusted
to rated performance by the station engineers who had originally adjusted the arrays.
Non -directional operation was obtained by feeding a central
element plus grounding and de -tuning the other towers of the array.
Actually, one of the important factors considered by the NARBA Subcommittee IA in selecting stations was their ability to operate with
non -directional characteristics, so that most of the stations selected
for these tests operated regularly as non directional during the daytime, and the others could be easily converted for the tests. Adequate
checks were made to ensure proper non -directional operation.
By measuring the ratios of non -directional to directional fields, the uncertainties of path attenuation were eliminated or at least minimized.

SUPPRESSION OF SKYWAVE FIELDS FROM DIRECTIONAL ARRAYS (CONTINUED)
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The selected data is plotted in Figure 12 as measured versus
theoretical suppression ratios at the pertinent elevation angle.
If
the measured and theoretical ratios agreed, the 45O line would be the
locus of the data points.
It is apparent that the measured ratios show
much less suppression than the theoretical ratios, the divergence increasing as the theoretical suppression ratio increases.

There are a number of physical factors which could affect the
Chief among these area
suppression ratios.
Scattering from irregular terrain in the general direction
of the pertinent azimuth angle will modify and cause the vertical
radiation patterns for each element of the array to differ from
theory as well as from the patterns of other elements of the array,
even though the physical tower heights are the same. Further
departures may occur because the element used for non -directional
operation may have its vertical pattern modified.
1.

Reflection from gross irregularities in the terrain and re radiation from large objects in all azimuthal directions from the
array may modify the suppression.
2.

Ionospheric irregularities will increase the incoherence
caused by the ground scatter. Thus, if the vertical patterns
from every element have different lobes, the ionospheric reflection areas for the main contributions from each element to
the resultant received fields may well be different.
3.

4.
The finite conductivity of the ground modifies the vertical
radiation pattern and causes a tuck -in at small angles of departure
from the ground, resulting in vertical plane overhangs.
This overhang increases, with distance from the transmitting antenna./ Consequently, calculations based on perfectly conducting ground would
be in error.
In the oresent instance, this factor is relatively
unimportant, except insofar as it affects ground reflections for
the case of arrays with equal height elements such as most of
these were, since it affects the vertical antenna pattern factor
about the same for all the elements of an array and such effects
would tend to cancel out in taking the ratio of non -directional
to directional operation.

"Skywave Field Intensity I" by J. A. Pierce, Technical Report
No. 158, Cruft Laboratory, Harvard University.

SUPPRESSION OF SKYWAVE FIELDS FROM DIRECTIONAL ARRAYS (CONTINUED)
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In order to determine which sources contribute mostly to the
appreciable departures from the theoretical suppressions, correlation
studies were made of the measured suppression ratios with those estimated from the maximum theoretical fields for various combinations
of vertical and horizontal bracket angles, from the theoretical rootsum -square fields, from the theoretical maximum fields in any azimuthal direction, and from the theoretical root -mean -square fields.
It
was found that the use of bracket angles showed the poorest correlation.

Whether the root -sum -square maximum and root -mean -square fields

for the pertinent vertical angles were used or whether the corresponding horizontal plane values were employed made negligible difference,
so that the results in terms of the horizontal fields will be shown
since the solutions are more practical.
Figures 13, 14, and 15 compare the measured suppression ratios
with those estimated by adding the indicated percentages of the theoretical Erss, Emax, or Erms fields in quadrature with the theoretical
directional field at the pertinent elevation angle.
The percentages
used in these figures are the ones giving the best fit to the data,
considering the logarithm of field intensity as the fundamental unit.
These optimum percentages were also found chiefly by trial and error.
For this case of received skywave signals, it is found that the
best estimates of the experimental data are in Figure 13, where 9% of
Erss was added in quadrature to the theoretical directional fields at
the pertinent vertical angles and in the pertinent azimuthal direction.
The standard error of estimate was 4.2 db. No combination of the Erss,
Emax, and Erms fields gave any more significant estimates.
As for the previous case of the near -in fields, the spread of the
data with respect to Emax/Erss and Erss/Erms was not large enough to
show which of the above fields had true correlation with the measured
data.
These artificial correlations are again best observed by studying the deviations of the measured from estimated suppressions. Figures
16 and 17 show the deviations from the Erss estimates of Figure 13 versus Emax/Erss and Erss/Erms, respectively. Figure 16 shows no trend
with Emax, whereas Figure 17 indicates that there may be a slight trend
with Erms, but any such trend is not significant considering the scatter
of the data.
Figure 15 is a plot of the deviations from the Emax estimates of Figure 14 versus Emax/Erss, and Figure 19 shows the deviations of the Erms estimates versus Erss/Erms.
Both indicate that
definite trends with Erss remain.
Thus, it is apparent that of the
three estimates - only that from Erss gives a significant fundamental
trend.

SUPPRESSION OF SKYWAVE FIELDS FROM DIRECTIONAL ARRAYS (CONTINUED)
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Figure 20 is a plot of the deviations from the Erss estimates of
Figure 13 versus frequency.
There appears to be a slight trend with
frequency, but it is not significant statistically within the standard
broadcast frequency range.
Figure 20A shows the deviations from the
Erss estimates as plotted against the theoretical suppressions.
Surprisingly enough, the deviations are scattered fairly uniformly over
most of the range of theoretical suppressions and do not increase
markedly as the suppression ratios increase beyond about 10.
Figure
21 shows that the quality of the Erss estimates does not vary with
distance in the one hop E layer reflection range. Likewise, a similar
plot of the deviations from the Erss estimates versus the number of
elements in the directional array would indicate that neither the estimate nor the scatter of data depends upon the number of elements.
It should be pointed out that many of the data points represent
measurements on the same arrays at slightly different azimuthal angles,
giving undue weight to such arrays unless some method of weighting is
employed.
In the present analysis, the points were weighted so that all
points for the same array representing azimuthal directions less than
90° apart have a combined weight of a single independent point.
It was
on this basis that the standard error for the Erss estimate of Figure
13 was evaluated as 4.2 db, although if all points were given equal
weight, the standard error would have been 5.2 db.
The standard error of h,2 db represents the combined error or
deviation in both the directional and non directional fields.
For
the present purposes, only the directional field and its standard error
are of interest.
It can easily be shown that the greatest contribution
to the standard error of Figure 13 comes from the variability of the
directional fields.
Thus, the measured suppression ratio might be represented as

(1)

End 4 ®nd
Ed &

4O. d.

End

Ed

1

.f!-

1 4

And/End
d/Ed

where E is the theoretical field intensity, Ais the deviation from
theoretical, and the subscripts nd and d refer to non -directional and
directional operation, respectively.
For equal radiated power, Erss
will be roughly of the same order of magnitude for directional or
non -directional operation, as will be the estimates for iNnd and 4:`.0
which are proportional to Erss.
Therefore, ZNnd/End will be much
smaller than ad/Ed in directions of suppression. Thus, it is apparent that most of the deviation from the theoretical suppression
ratio is caused by the deviation in the directional field, since
1L\d/Ed is the largest factor in the above equation.

SUPPRESSION OF SKYWAVE FIELDS FROM DIRECTIONAL ARRAYS (CONTINUED)(10)
The standard error of the Erss estimate for the effective radiated
directional skywave field is then about 4 db. However, it should be
remembered that these arrays were all adjusted immediately prior to the
measurements so that some allowance should be made for operational variation of the array. This variation in the array tuning and adjustment
may greatly affect the theoretical directional radiated field in the
pertinent direction but should not affect very much the Erss, so long
as the radiated power is maintained within the limits prescribed by the
Consequently, in those directions for which a large amount
Commission.
of suppression has been designed -i.e.
Ed

..c<

Eras

the received skywave field should not be too sensitive to operational
In
variations of the currents and phases in the elements of the array.
addition, this standard error for the operational variation should be
added in quadrature - i.e. root sum squared - with the 4 db standard
error in the estimate. Thus, in those directions for which a suppression has been designed, the overall standard error of estimate should
be in the order of 6 db for the effective radiated field estimated by
adding the theoretical field in the pertinent direction in quadrature
It should be pointed out that in estimating
with 9 percent of Erss.
the accuracy of a received skywave field, it would be necessary to add
in quadrature with the above 6 db a standard error for the propagation
curves used, since this type of error was made negligible by measuring
the ratio of non directional to directional fields.

Figure 22 compares the measured ratios with those calculated by
adding 25% of Erss in quadrature with the theoretical directional
It is seen that nearly all the measured
field at the pertinent angle.
suppression ratios are greater than these calculated values, so that
this type of estimate may be used as rough gauge of the minimum suppression to be expected from a given directional array.
It is to be noted that since the ratio of Erss/Erms is a rough
measure of the stability of the array, ;V the more stable the array
the smaller will be its 7rss for a given Erms and the better will be
its suppression performance.

F.C.C. Report - T.R.R. No. 1.2.4 "Directional Antennas in the
Standard Broadcast Band" by Harry Fine.

SUPPRESSION OF SKYWAVE FIELDS FROM DIRECTIONAL ARRAYS (CONTINUED) (11)
It has been shown 1/ that the resultant deviation, caused by incoherence or random deviations in the fields from the individual elements of an array, is proportional to the R.S.S. (root sum squared)
field of the array. Therefore, the physical mechanism which causes
these departures of measured from theoretical suppressions should be
chiefly a combination of scattering from irregular terrain and ionosThus, the scattering from irregular terrain
pheric irregularities.
causes each element of the array to have a different vertical radiation pattern, so that the maximum contribution at the receiving end
is made by fields radiated at different elevation angles from the
individual antenna elements and reflected from different blobs in the
ionosphere.
Summarizing the results of this study on received skywave fields,
it has been found that the measured effective radiated fields in the
null directions are much greater than the corresponding theoretical
fields in the pertinent directions, this deviation increasing as the
theoretical null increases. These deviations are apparently caused
by incoherence, introduced in the fields from the individual elements
of the array by scattering from irregular terrain and ionospheric irregularities. It has been found that fair estimates of the effective
radiated fields in these directions of suppression are given by adding
the theoretical field in the pertinent direction in quadrature with
9% of the horizontal R.S.S. field with a standard error of estimate in
Also, it has been found that the maximum effective
the order of 5 db.
radiated field to be expected in these directions of suppression is
approximately equal to the theoretical field in the pertinent direction
in quadrature with 25% of the horizontal R.S.S. field.

TABLE I

(12)

Stations Employed in the Close -In Directional Antenna Suppression Study

CALL

FREQ.
(kc)

Erms
(mv/m)

Emax.
(mv/m)

Ersa
(mv/m)

KCMO

810

boo

13go

670

WINS

1010

1630

3340

2080

WIBG

990

66o

145o

1172

1110

1590

2680

1625

WXKW

850

580

1530

1998

KOAM

86o

418

680

424

WCTT

680

175

298

208

KIDO

630

434

738

448

KING

1090

1655

2660

1618

WMAY

970

153

310

235

WTVH

1590

214

400

269

WLEX

1300

200

408

298

KSJO

1590

156

220

156

WBT

i

TABLE II
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Stations Employed in the Skywave Antenna Suppression Study

CALL

FREq.

hal

Erms

Emax

Eras

(mv/m)

(mv/m)

(mv/m)

WEAL

1090

1600

2600

1655

KOMA

1520

1700

3000

1930

WGBS

710

600

97o

534

WMAZ

940

622

150o

1595

WHB

710

400

85o

405

WKOW

1070

)405

1200

524

KOAM

860

418

68o

424

KABC

680

601

1450

724

KCMO

810

600

1380

670

WWVA

1170

1600

2550

1570

WXKW

850

570

1440

963

MO

850

394

940

1223

WLAC

1510

1600

265o

2018

KXEL

1540

1700

2350

1678

TABLE III

(14)

List of Receiving Locations in Skywave Antenna Suppression Study
Allegan, Michigan
Atlanta, Georgia
Baltimore, Maryland
Chicago, Illinois
Cincinnati, Ohio
Cleveland, Ohio
Dallas, Texas

Des Moines, Iowa
Detroit, Michigan
Grand Island, Nebraska
Nashville, Tennessee
Kingsville, Texas
Portland, Oregon
Salt Lake City, Utah
Rochester, New York

Richmond, Florida
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NOM TO:

Masora. Rollo, ism, cluaals Dewitt & Has

FEILMs

.tc- Battles

'L.arly next week we should place

Dingell and other friends material to
sp
spelling out certain gui delines to be
Committee report on the proposed Cl

Charms

Here is the semi-final
:11.11 you please givo_

suggeations you may have

their gui
6 in
in the wri
of the
egislation.
suggested material.

"tie

,,yo

reviated

Thin is much
certain items added.

Li;4jililiaRli::eressman

1

t

tment" and send me any
vanience.

Sion of our testimony with

You vii note 't we:
17',Aruild a summuIressi(for Clear Channels.
0,

Justify tpreservation of all 25 1-A Clear Channels.
)

Summarize /tile need for higher power.
1d14. --Case for at least 750 kw.
5.
Attempt to lay out desired protection standards for the
Clears in case they are duplicated at a later date.
(Jack Deatt
is providing copy for this section).

6. Show that no economic harm will accrue through the use
of higher power.
7.

show that unless Congress acts we face a dim future.
Sincerely,

Roy isattles

DitAiT

et ,tut CAANNaLS
e:!;

I.

RADIO
A.

FLiir

I ai:a..C*1

L4R CflAIRLLS

It is unanimously acreed that !radio Clear ChannelA .)tationst
(1)

Are the only source pf nighttime AM radio listening !'or over

25 million people residing in nearly 6O.

of the U.S. land area (known as

thewhite area" plus millions of car reel.° listener*.
(2)

Are the only source of a choice of AN nighttime radio programs

for anditional millions.
(3)

Could be the only posAble way to reach millions in case of a

national disaster.
(4)

ere an uniquely valuable military defense communicetion vehicle

both now and potentially.

B.

(a)

e:iaCci4 :ystem.

(b)

°triers.

It is unanimously agreed that it is an engineering impossibility

with present technical knowledee to provide AY nighttime radio service to
vast remote U.S. rural reeions by the addition of radio stations (doubling
the number of
of/A? stations in tns last 15 years has not appreciably changed the "white
area" picture).
C.

e above is true ii becaase a;

ionosphere to great distances at
(1)

signals are reflected .'roar:

thusi

incto all non -clear channele (frequencies) have many stations

operating tnereon, their reflected sioals "jaar each otaer

ruterially

shrink the station's nitnttims covarae urea (this does not nappen in the
daytime hours).

(2) Since I -A Clear

ennels is vac. only one station operating

thereon at night, the reflected "WWWVer signals of these stations ere
not "jammed".

Thus they provide nighttime service to vast remote ximml

regions.
D.

Duplication dissipates and destroys.
(1)

'Ien a I -a Clear i'jtannel is duplicated by the addition of

a second station thereto:
(a)

Its nighttime skywave s --vice is reduced.

(b)

Ito usefulnese as u visa ale for the use of higher power

is forever foreclosed.
(c)

;he pressures to add more and more duplicators,; stations

cannot be overcome.
(d)

The channel wafers "creeping paralysis" and its usefulness

for distant nienttime cova'aee is erossly impaired or destroyed.
(e)

it can never be "unduplicated'.

Once duplicated this

vital natural resource is :,one forever.

II.

HOW MANY U.!;.

A.

k6.

CL .,n

History:
(1)

Originally there were 40 I-1,, dear Channels.

to !;eptember 13, 1961, 15 of these had been dissipated

(2)

by duplimitions

(3) ax115 have suffered multiple duplication.
(h)

en September 13, 1961 the

proposed duplication of 13 more

Clear channels, leaving only 12.
(5)

tour of the 12 are already partially or totally duplicated.

(6)

Thus, the

proposes to leave only

true Clear Marinelli.

all of the present 25 1-

-liar Channels are needed!

Ugat or even 12 Clear ;hannals would be ins efficient even
(1)
substantially
if/higher than 50 kw power were used thereon to Aim satisfactorily improve
inadequate nirhttime radio signals to over 25 million americans.
(a)

aome have !arrested that 12 Clear Channel statiers using

higher sower could bring an annual avarage Type ? skywave service of four
signals to virtually all of the above milliOns*

A type

service falls far short of meeting the needs

for improved radio signals to tae nearla 60a of the nation's geographic
area that depends solely upon skywave service for its only nighttime A!
radio listening*

A Type

service is roughly defined as a service that

is available in the area concerned sex* at least 50a of tne time within an

hour on -t least 604 of tae nits of ti'.e year.
(b)

hat is direly needed is Type is nifhttime service from

several stations to the maximum extent obtainable to the above areas.

lais

Is the best arade of skywave service. A compares more favorably with
service now available to urban areas.

A 'Type r, service is roughly defined

as a service that is available in thri area concerned for at least 50f or

the time within an hour on at leant 90
(c)

rf the nirhts of the year.

Far more than 12 1.a Clear Lhannels using higher power

are needed to arovide a maximum amount of Type D service to V.F. ramote
rec ions.
(d)

it must be remembered that tae population of the land

area fully dependent upon Clear :;haanels
grow - not di:alai/vb.

or nighttime radio service will

(2)

to

4ght or 12 Clear Channels would be in

satiefactorily meet our civil end military defense needs (present and
potentially).
(a)

eho knows what the lethre holds in terms of defense

communication problems 4nd requirementsY

a cannot a: ford to fritter away

precious Clear Channels to accommodate 11 new local small radio stations
that would serve but a few thousand people as the FCC proposes while at
the same time selling short the defense potential use of the channels the
Colmiesion -roposes to duplicate.

The distance coveraee capabilities of

Clear CIlannel stations operating with adequate power are unique, non-

duplicatable and irreplaceable under the American system of commercial
broadcasting.

tat
C.

Tie IL,C's proposed duplication of 13

1.+A Clear Channels would

deprive lmportaat eeographic regime of potentiall,; ieproved skyways service
from several strategic areas.
(1)

Ihese ..nclude the Clear Wiaticiel station in*

-,'he Chicago-Letroit Lnci at. Louis areas -- heart of the

nation's breadbasket.
(2;

ienneylvania and Upstate :4614 iork where heavily populated areas

depenee solely upon skywave service ior

including northern }yew

nighttime Ai
(3)

radio listening.

Atlanta, which is located in the center of a broad expanse

of tniokly populated "white area" in the Autheast.

III.

H10-531 ?0,a C7.4

A.

,-...111A1LS

A.

PAit.;,41

74o one, including the FCC, disaerees
(1)

rry

I(AAM COeLITIS.

it17. these facts*

existing skyway's, service ix aver 25 layman Americans is grossly

inadequate. A long nighttime trip by card will soon indicate the difficulty
of obtaining any satisfactory Ar radio signals in many areas.

(2)

~xe Ccramnieatieas Act

that where possible all emericane

'

1934, as Aimendeds wisely provides

:-he recipient of adequate radio signals

both day- and night.
(3)

et is easile possible to brig g greatly improved niehttime radio

service to t)

nation's "white area,: ee setatantially increasing the power of

I -A Clear Chennel stations.

in feet, teis Is tee only way that this needed

improvement een be achieved.
(4)

Llectrical man made noiee raao interference levels are rapidly

increasine in rural arms (farm use of electrical energy is currently over
four times as great as it loi:;:t.8 in 1940).

eural radio AM nighttime service is

therefore gradually deteriorating ee tee "whiee area."

b) Me FCC authorized a power increase from 2W watts to 101) watts
for Clans IV local stations during daytime hours (wit's certain exceptions) in

1758 so es to eeeeles emene other things, these stations to overcome increasing
electrical man made noise levels in urban areal.

Yet the pr resident increase

in the use of electrical energy in urban areas has been less than that
rural areas where no

experienced

aster increase has been aethorized for

radio Motions.
I,

Conereseional police requested.
The !DC specifically requested ::oneress to develop langeaee that would

provide the Ccemismion with an indication of "Vle will of Congress" concerning
the Use of higher power en .*lear Channels.

Acre are excerpts from the testimony of the i4semienion before the
douse Commerce !.ubeommittee on evammnicetions and Power february 13, 1962.
?ege 254 - Con; reesmen loungers ":could you agree that if the

Congress passed an authorization for higher power leaving it to the discretion
of the Commission as to welch stations could. be authorized to use that higher

power would be an advantage?"

eommissioner craven - "It uoelo De helpful froe the standpoint
of the > enate eesolution* at lease.

et would remove that and give us a

degree of flexibility which I think

s ULhly desirable."

k

Chairman

"1 woveln certaiely concur in that Congressman

There is are area of confusion hers as has been pointed out by

lounger.

Commissioner

ord end ;;ommiseionor Lesoi eith resi,ect

raven, ,..ceueissioner

to what the eenereasional policy is in ;ells area.

We would welcome a

clarification of it."
C.

Practicelly every country in tee world is using power greatly tn

excess of 50 kw on its radio stances on a rapidly expanding basis.

Over

1200 static s around the world are nou using power in emcees of 5C kw.

Many

of them are using 1000 kw end more.
L.

euban end other Latin omerecae considerations.
(1)

'animas U. . 1-A eloar

a -e soon more fully utilised in

tames of their potential nigettime service through the use of higher power,
neighboring countries will utilise them.

ace

eupidly improving Latin American

conditions coupled with the development of rood, reasonably priced

oattary operated transistor receivers point toward greatly expanded radio
activities in neighboring countries.

our use of higher power on U.S.

i-u Uwe. ;:::haze els prior to the time eeeir usefelnese eaw and potentially

is seriously eroded by foreign interference, will avoid future international
eesides, there

problems.

arc

c.:rreeely plenty of other desirable c'teenels

available to our foreign friends.
(2)

:he above logic also applile in the case of Cubs, te7ich is

not friendly to the United etestes at this time.

It could at any time create

.11

* This refers to a ..senate Resolution opposing higher power passed in 1938
by a voice vote but never considered the House.

interference chaos an U.3. 'Clair :;hannels by- utilising higher power

transmission thereon, thus seriously curtailing rural U.S. ni4:httime
radio reception.

This is true even though we have en International Radio

agreautent with gobs (we Also have &Jab an Agreement with 1.4nada and Aexioo

IV.

vat IOW

HO MUCH ?C 11A ON I -A CLLAk CHAUALL STAMM

SIM ?RE MIMIC INTEREST?

A.
1000 kw -upper limit. sue to tre increased crating and equipment
amortization
simmetbmatma
cons involved as power is increased, W1,4 at Cincinnati, a 1-A

Clear rTharnel station'estimates that power -!,n excess of 1000 kw, while

technically feasible, is not economically feasible in that particular market
under the American system of broaecasting at this time.
B.

500 kw - lower limit. Faigineerinc studies clearly indicate that power

must be raised substantially above 500 kw if we are to overcome atmospheric
noise a large percentage

the nUhts of the year and if we are to overcome

the rapidly increasing lewd

of man made electrical interference.

-fence, the kCt.: should be thinking of power to terms of 750 kw or

more if rural nighttime radio service Is to be brought more nearly in line
wit n the service now received by urban residents and if the defense interests

of the country are 40 be adsquatel4 seeved.
G.

cermitting a

clear Channel station to increase its power prom 50 kw

to 750 kw does cot increase its signal strength by the ratio of these two
figures, namely l to 1$.

aignal stre-4,th is increased only to the extent of

the square root of the power increase.

ilance, when power is increased from

50 to 750 kw, sirnal strength is incroased

times.

The primary value

of the use of hiptpr power on I-ith Clear Channels accrues to V:* improvement

of rural nighttime radio eXywave services,

Although a certain oniount of added

daytime groundwave coverage would AD achieved.

s1ng WU as an example again.. e power increase from 50 for to

750 kw weld increase its "type 3 daitime coverke from 45 to er miles past

its present Type 9 coveree.
V.

?OeHR
,AASIOMNK,SUILA3 OPLie'eT,A.;
SUIVAAITIALLY IN EXCLLb OF 50 iv TN 0111111a CHAINELS 414e DUPLICATED.

fileerlX4 Pe0Ti'eA

(Jack Leviitt is providing this sestion)

VI.

THE USE OF III5He POR
A.

C;%.1iTETITIO14 eAr., OT

ASPCTS.

Other stations.
(1)

Advertising revenue.
(a)

l'scent research indicates tat radio stations operating

in non -metropolitan cities having leze than te.ce stations derive 35% of
their revenue from local advertisers.

Clear Channel stations cannot possibly

touch this revenue.
(b)

This research also towed that national advertisers will

not curtail the amount of their business now channeled to these local stations
in case jaear C:hannel statione go to higher power.

(1ealer tie-ins, etc.,

account., for the reason for this).
(2)

Audience.
(a)

Listeners also 'lave a erefercnce for local stati.ons as

opposed to stations of another area.

In Ashieeton for instance, few people

listen to ..ialtimore stations even though sass i;altimorn stations put a good
signal into .:ashineton.

Therefore, the only way a Clear Channel etet:on could

take audience from a local station would be throueh superior eroerammlne.
that took place, the public would benefit and competition would raise the
level of all programming in that area.
(3)

interference.
(a)

ingineere agree that there ts no appreciable side -channel

or co -channel groundwave interference problems foreseen if Clear Channel

stations go to higher power, anci there will be no such problems in the case

If

'..jseing VEX as en exanple again, a power Increeso from 50 kw to

750 kw w eeld increase its lype 3 daytime coverer- e from 45 to el mil is past

its present Type 13 coverege.

v.

x e e0eeft
011116111L eTitliea3 OrateT:.:AC.
fe:Le4D PAUTeCTIUN TO Iele
SUBeTAITIALLY IN FICEee CF 50 131 TW CASE IffE CHANNELS A.L. DUPLICATED.

(Jack teUitt is providing this section)

VI.

(.;,21,TETITICM eee

TICL..

A.

ASPeCTS.

Other stations.

(1)

Advertising revenue.
(a)

,hectat research endicates teat radio stations operating

in non -metropolitan cities having lese than teree stations derive 35% of

Clear Channel stations cannot possibly

their revenue fram local advertisers.
touch this revenue.
(1))

This research also t-eowed that national advertisers will

not curtail the amount of their business now channeled te these local stations

in case User C'eanael station go to higher power.

(Leakier tie-ins, etc.,

account for the reason for tlia).
(2)

Audience.
(a)

Listeners also eaee a

opposed to statiena of another area.

refercnce for local

state one

as

en ash1170on for instance, few people

listen to ealtimore stations oven though some ealtimorn statiens put a good
sigeel into eashineton.

Therefore, tee eniy way a aeer Channel etat:on could

take audience from a local station would be through superior eroeramming.
that took place, the public would be

If

and competition would raise the

level of all programmind in that area.

(3)

Interference.
(a)

eneineere agree that there ',J# no appreciable side -channel

or co-chennel groundwave interference problems foreseen if Clear Channel

stations go to higher power, and there will be no such problems to the ease

Ai nlehttime ekyeave zeeaels except la vere leolaeed ease&

ectually,

there are ally 55 daytime statieas operetta mm J. IA4 CiAier Channels.
tee total daytimere now operetta&

This ts 3%

ocial ane eceaomec ,especte.

C.ther

(1)

it

.s obvious also teee tee use of higher power will net elace

too muo power ea the hands of Clear aft; eet Croaecasters.

Teee compete

with television, nearly how other a radio stations, a host of Fe stations,
with newspapers and maeasines us wall
(2)

lt is a well known acceeeed fact that advertisers en Clear

;:'.hsnnets aro currently purc:aein

audiences.

e eh other A4;8 media.

time based primarily on metropolitan

Thereore, it is :.et expected that Clear Channel statiMele

try

higher power weld increase their income to any material degree throe" Qs
use of higher eawer ender today's* conditions.

40MOIVUOW
4110

Mlles!! eoneress acts to establish e long overdue national radio

lei GUMP Chanael policy, including ion or level recommendations*
(1)

The nation will be left wite

nit 8 true Clear ehaenelji resources

a number mroesly inadequate to meat the natenal needs both now and In the
future.
(2)

Uetore indioatem teet even eeese 8

in constant jeopardy of the same fate which gradually saw 32
40 Iee Clear

Cilt;naels

would stead

tee orleiael4

elecipatod be- (eplicatIon at tee point of economic

preesuree which overpowered the public interest.

( 3)

The otteoded 50 kw lee Cleer Channel power limit will continue

to prevail.

The national interest requires that all 25 Iee clear Channels be
preserved and authorized to use substantially higher power

CLEAR CHANNEL BROADCASTING SERVICE

SHOREHAM BUILDING
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

April 11, 1962

Mr. Thomas B. Moseley
Director of Sales
Continental Electronics Manufacturing Co.
Dallas, Texas
Dear Tom:

mutual
e to disci
First it was good that we had
conditidni
here
problems in Chicago last Tuesday.
ative
that
2
return
ost imps
in Washington were such that it was
portunity
to
participate
e of the/b
home Tuesday evening which depriv
/ /
in your Wednesday morning affair.
T

emaps are off the press.
es for your personal use.
relies solely on the
to areari, this
You will recall that the'
skywave service of cleaii hannel broa4dasting stations for its only
source of nighttime rad*4 signals.

our new 11-gr

You will find enclosed a)p15-

ti dr, .ages

FPI

;

1

\

The red area on,\,3 map depeods solely upon clear channels
for a choice of-AQm,than volvaight,,,Ime AM radio signals.

i/
A e6 enclosed is, the state by state calculations of the
area and population inv0.*ed in the white area.
It *ou would 1115S to have more copies of the map or the
calculationi1/4:,4et us la* and we will be glad to provide them to you.
....-

__

Best wishes.

Sincerely yours,

AOy Battles

RB/bh
Encla,
DCC:

Er. LeAi-A
Mr. r4' -an

CLEAR CHANNEL BROADCASTING SERVICE

SHOREHAM BUILDING
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

April 12, 1962

IOTE TO:
Re:

ti

Messrs. Rollo, Eagan,

u rewitt

time iiroadcastersi Association 1962 Officered{

Pre -sunrise Committee 1962, Chairman.
-

-

According to broadcasting }iagasine-4 April 9, \902, the
following people make up the guiding 1404t-tzeOc ors and
d members
of the Daytime aroadcasters' Associat,i9h:
I

Richard Adams, President,

_

time JI:Wbadcasters' association,

WKOX, iramingham, Massachusetts.

Joe Leonard, Secret*4440asur

13kiA, c/o EGAF,

Texas.

Following are hard Members:
1.

Israel Cohea;,WCAP, Lowell, Massachusetts.

2.

464NITIAilns,NgOOL, Goldsboro, North Carolina.
/ Al Evans, K

Shreveport, Louisiana.

44\Thomas Roger., WCLT, Newark, Ohio.
5, '11,4b-Naathwii, ULM, Thayer, Missouri.
6.

Joe Leonard, KCIAF, Gainesville, Texas.

Consulting Engineers:
1.

iialph J. Bitser St. Louis

2.

Lverett Dillardl Washington, L.C.

Attorney:
Ben Cottons, Washington, D. C.

Of course, Ray Livesay of WLBF, Mattoon, Illinois, is also
active in the association.
Now about the Fre-sunrise Committee:

The chairman is Sherwood J. Tarlows President, Tarlow Associated
Stations ( the group is currently naming regional chairman).
Associated with the group are:
1.

2verett Dillard, Consulting Engineers Washington, T. C.

2.

Attorney Earcus Cohn,

.ashin-ton, L. C.

I thought you might like tAD nave this informatiLn for your files.

ROY BATTLES

Argil 10,

adetsbed 4/int

Mr. &mold Y. Moe*
IMAP
Port Worth, Togas
Dear Sarel411

lira of all, lot es say it was a genniall pleasure to moo you again sad
hove chases to visit with you dulling the course ed the MAS COMentiaa
Seedless to say. 1 vas phased that you limited so well, sad above all, that
you gore replete with the IIMMO dedicated iatereot is overythiag involving
est isdustry. I as ere of away broadcasters the, for a geed sumber at yeast,
bee leased heavily upon that wise head et MP, Poet Vieth. It NMI a
pest deal to each of se, liassid, to hews roe es the ease et these industry
twoctiess.
le rewiesies the Clear Chanmel meeting, I think that ..Ch of ea cat point
with pride to the essedalty 'WA has seadioat itself ewer the yea's. Ibts
le poselees group ed statism& with sons splendid operators for it
I MOO
the greatart respect.
It sea geed is haws Id Craig active Le the Nestles
ewe agate and to beat the time meet by toy Settles, who is delft sorb
sigedfloset ji ter es, Nereid.

seven such coneeemad about osuposeatioa to Ilse Sonic. be.. is Who
Ihmslametes office. In view of ny frequoat tripe to Weehiagtoa sad ay hems
ledge et ghat the girls ass paid at the Conniaaioa tad oa Capitol Mill, Obis

abeeld he reeolviag beige.. $113 and $140 per week, but I de set r000mmsed
that, as us jeet cannot &fiord it at this tine.
I think she viii stay with
ea, 'weld, because she La dedicated and !oyet, but I do rocennend that ells
be gives a $15 a week iacreass to $110, fer obe has had no isprewaret is
her usably mess steno Jassery 1, 1950. With farther reference to the MIA
testes situatios es DOCTOt&Ti0141, 1 have loused that more than 50S warbles
fee the feeeremest or vet of Cesgreesiesei anaemia's@ es Capitol Bill
tsseive $7,200 per somas or sere. lbeveisse, us eve is a 'sty difficult
pesittes as fled geed sellable pereeemel is the erect we Amid less Hies
Mime lie gives vs meek yeomen peristesese floss day to day.

4, :zrt

April
10, 1062
Apr
Pegs 2

VW Marolif TA Ilesgh
rook worth telise
,

that we
of 'trete. traffic", 1 feel
with
such
a
volts,
bit
sari
than
Alen, is vetting
typewriter, Which is a little
the
manual
fee
it era
ehoult replace
able to Net emus tradeis seaway
We
Will
be
hut
weal!
five years of 444.
may help Miss Use personally,
es electric. This would not
would have your peredssies
"output" in the office if boy
the
add to our daily
electric
typewriter.
price for as
the
hest
possible
hiring her duries
to negotiate
the Commission prior to our
way, kiss Rase used one at
Nellie seevey's edmiuistretioe.
purpose
epon4 mosey for any particular
I would say
Like you, Haro:d, I hesitate to
and,
it
thin
case,
sesestimes it is necessary
these days, bwt
-wise this is all+isspectsni.
that both salary -wise end equipment
r .;our COUS1detet40%.
Kindest vishee a d thank ycu E

Sin; rely,

Werd L, %Neal

W1.14,1aig.

10, 1962
niciaftd 4/9/62
!.pr:..

At. Farold 7. Hough
WRAP
Fort 'worth, Terre

Deer Perold,
First of al!,

!,.:t me

have a c,-1.111cc to 71t:t

ileedlci.F to say,

you

sce you again and

:=r1; during Ole ootraa-oL .04t !ZVI convention.

van pioased that you looked so well, and above all, that

rciA,=.te vitl. tie

our irZl.:try.

t.t WAS a gentlina ?e.,sere

1

KAmt diAtitstc2 intere$L
4:4 Ilany broad.w.frs WIt'a

has lesned-heavily tune that. vlle nem; oS

Y

,..serything frvolving
3
LeDeg nwcber of years,

aurth. It means
,fnel t these industry

great dc',. to sac V -)f 114, barold. to )!ANO

functlaui.
It r-rilet.tr4 the cie'r

with prim to the unanimity Voic

1

Lit:.4-1

.cis of us ran point

as 4wthitebt:

the years. This
is a pe,r!eas grour ul ste!tf.::4 via .0Lo! fr;
4...tc,rs for whom I have
the greatest. respect.
It vat good tc hsva Er. Crlf
ac !lye in the meeting
°MC*
hear the fine report b) Ku), tattles, who is doing such a
uegnificect jcl for us, Haroll.

I am vet) much concerned about compensation to Mitt Sernice Oast in the
Washington office. In view of my frequent trips to W4ohington and sy knees
ledge of Must the girls are paid at the 0014114Sifq, aue on Capitol 11111, As
should be receiving between $125 mad $140 per vuek, but I do not recommend
that, as vs just cannot afford it at this time. 1 think she will stay with
us, Herold; hecsnte rho is dedicated and loyal., !nit 1 do recommend that she
be gives a $15 a week intros,. to MO, for Ole Mss bld'es impeevemeet is
her weekly vases stese Jameasy I. WOO. With further reforenco to the Wash..
lentos situation os secretaries, I have leaved that more thee 50% working
for els Ooveramoot or out of Comeressioual allocations os Capitol Hill
NetaiVO $7,200 par annum or more. Therefore, vs at in a very difficult
position to find good reliable personnelIn the Prec'"Wilhosi2d-lose"11d7r
Mese oho gives us such 'memos performance from day Li day.

April 30, 1962
Dictated 4/2a/62

The Honorable William L. Springer
House ()thee Building
Waahangton 25, D. C.
Dear Hill:

This note is tardy because of my prolonged absence from the city, but I
want you to !MOW how very much I appreciate your courtesy and kindness in
seeing Roy Battles and me on one of the many hectic days of your schedule.
I feel a little more optimistic about getting action by the Jubcommittec
on the pending clear channel legislation. There is enough interest in
certain quarters SO that I think Chairman Harris will have Mr. Moulder
"move' at an early date. Also, I had a good talk with my old friend of
many years, Charlie Halleck, and he promised to intervene with Mr. Harris.
Also, Bill, on the return trip to Chicago, I had a long visit with John
Bennett who promisea to become more active now that he is feeling !somewhat
better.

I want you to know, Bill, how much I appreciate your interest and support.
I assure you that whatever we do in the performance of our obligations as
a licensee, we will never diaappoint you, tor we are grateful, indeed, for
your faith and confidence in us.
I hope that you will never tail to call upon me any time you feel I can be
of help in any matter whatsoever.
Kindest personal regards and much appreciation, Bill.

4

e

aril b. *Iasi
WLQ/rmz
bcc:

John H. DeWitt, Jr.
James Quello
Roy Battles
R. Russell Eagan, Esq.

OREN HARRIS

HOME ADDRESS:

4TH Dirr., ARKANSAS

EL DORADO, ARKANS,:s

CHAIRMAN,

SECRETARIES:

COMMITTEE ON INTERSTATE
AND FOREIGN COMMERCE

WILLIE HARRIS
CHRISTINE CHRISTIE
RUTH COLLINS

Congreo of tie Elniteb gitatecs
30 omit of 3ft epreilentatibeci
as iittgto», 9. C.

April 24, 1962

Dear Mr, Quail:

I want to express my sincere thanks
for the fine tribute from you, aad other good friends, on
April 10. It was such a nice occasion and Mrs. Harris and
I enjoyed it very much.
With all good wishes and kind personal regards,

Mr. Ward L. Quail
734 East Westminster Road
Lake Forest Illinois

Our duos structure, Dill, is basod upon the respective rate cards at
the member status" mmoi, therefore, in all fair
s, those with the
highest rate positieem, namely. ION. WI and LIR, contribute the
largest amount of nosey proportionately speaking. In a marvel year,

wbon this is available we sill totem rd it to you, Dill. Meanwhile,
we do hope that we can have an opportunity for sa good visit with you
at an early date, for such conferences are always mutually beneficial.

In regard to the eoomolimi merit to the latter, Jack DeWitt and I
are busy now emumulatimftbillich we think will be helpful to the
group. WLW has also denr SIM UM work recently on this "project" and

While albliebington this past week, in working with goy Battle." on
001014Mill timer chasma legislation, be told me of his recent
ealawrgr
asewimpaudieso with you and your desire for more information on I
pomp, OW Speelfloalay details in regard to the ocomeic
and engineering probiallnialtentsme to power above 50 kilowatts.

First of all, let no say it was such a genuine pleasure for all of
us in the Clear Channel "family" to have you with us for our annual
CCDS meeting during the course of the MD convention. I rogrot so
astern, of course, that the hectic schedule for each of us precluded
OM hewing a period of timo to visit.

Dear all:

"Dark, Pennsylvania

M. William V. Duet, Jr.
lbe Good Neighbor Stations,
P. O. DM 1747

Die. 4-20-02

April 27, 1902

Mt. William F. Rust

April 27, 1962

throe hi ghost rate card stations, nasally, W0N, IF/ and WJR, contribute
$7,000, or a total of $21,000 for the trio. This lessens the burden
on the stations with smallor income potential.
La your case, with your
present rates, your share of ouch 800,000 budget would be $3,39n.

As I review our Washington problems of the present, I tool that ve can
affix as very ouch of a "coin:roe the figure of 500,000 in the future,
once we conclude the urgent business now manifoeting itself in the
nation's capital.

With further Neferenco to the group, we have remained intact as a unit
since 19344 shoo we wore formed during the course of the NAB Convention
in cniminalbAlimlegv. Ed Craig has served as Chairman and Harold Though
as TroasOrer all through these years. No matter what has evolved,
problem-wiss4 Dill, we have taken the position to stand for one another
and that has made us swat an important factor in the industry for almost
30 years. These clear channels are precious, indeed. They are the
basis, in czar opinion, for a sound broadcasting system in our nation.
In many markets in the country we fool they have boon the bulwark in
serving as an "umbrella" to assist other classes of stations in their
highly competitive struggles with other media, inclIstiing television.
In my opinion, having boon connected
ooe cloa4
onol station
or another for the post 25 yours, nothi
'mold do the radio industry
more good today than higher power en ti
remaining 1 -A's, including
witut, Rochester.
Bill, if radio is topic, and attain its true
potential, we must return the national adwisitaser to the use of this
great modium of communication. In all 4..10 ai
oases, the major agencies
and their clients are ignoring this vii
force iR beesdcasting.
I know
of nothing that will do more to win the atiomal advertiser to the radio
industry fold than higher power. This 000s not mean that the clear
channel stations will be the only ones
,dorive bon ofit therefrom.
fl,uito to the contrary, I think that ma
benofito will accrue to the
stations with higher power and this wi]
L.)e necessary to moot uttenemst
incroosed costs, but, throughout tho cs
ro radio industry, saw, gates
mill manifest thenneilise because, onoo
A radio will became a medium
of constant heavy use by the national advertiser.
Theso are not thoughts at random by me or anyone c1
in our arse they
stem from countless trips to agency hoods in NOw York, Chico o,
Francisoo, Los Angeles and Detroit, vhere
have sought the 'answer"
to why so many firma who at one time used radio now virtually ignore it.

Mr. William F. Rust ®- 3

April 27, 10G2

I feel, Dill, that higher power is desperately needed to servo better
rural and email town areas of the nation, but I feel also that. along
with this improved service which is so essential, will come many
economic benefits to broadcasting as a whole.
In writing to y
today. I would be very remiss if I didn't speak briefly
of what I think will transpire at the preliminary meetings and, finally,
the U. S. Radio Conference to be called by Chairman Lamm and LeRoy Collins
of the MU. Engineering standards will have to be upgraded. Mergers will
have to manifest themselves in markets where there are too many stations.
For example, Bill, it is a sad commentary that in the nation's greatest
growth community, Phoenix, ie the fastest growing state in the nation for
the past two decades, the 15 radio stations reporting to the Commission
in 1900 shared a loss, among them, of $02,000, or in the explosive market
of Orlando, Florida, on the edge of Cope Canaveral, 8 radio stations in
1000 shared a profit, before taxes, of $8200. Something must be done to
uplift the entire industry. Certainly higher power, along with them other
steps mentioned above, will bring new strength to radio broadcasting.

Kindest wishes and be assured I look forward to seeing you in the near
future.

WIdalck
cc:

bcc:

Roy Battles
Harold Hough
John H. DeWitt, Jr.
R. Russell Eagan, Esq.

April 30, 1962
Dictated 4/26/42

The Honorable Charles A. Halleck
U.S. Capitol Building
Washington 28, D.C.
my dear Charlie:

It was grand to see you again and I wunt you to know how much I appreciate
your taking even a few momeeta from your hectic schedule, especially just
prior to leaving for your speaking engagement and brief holiday in Arizona.
Boy Battles and I cannot find words adequate to thank you for your kindness
in agreeing to talk to Chairman Oren Harris of Hones Interstate on the subject of the pending clear channel legislation. Charlie, these bills offered
by Jon Bennett and John Dingell of Michigan, Jack Flynt of Georgia and
Carlton Loser of Tennessee will not only preserve the nation's clear chanoel
system of stations like WGB but give us the opportunity to increase power
to serve better rural and small tow areas which have never bad their fair
share of broadcast service. The bill that is now gaining most support from
the committees and especially the sponsors of the general legislation, is
H.R. 8210, the Dingell bill. his have no opposition. Charlie, on the subcommittee, or to the best of my knowledge the full committee, but um do
need to get action in an executive session so that we can got the legislation through the House and hold hearings early by mid -Hay on the Senate
side.

All of my associates at WGN join in warmest wishes and a deep *mum of gratitude to you, Charlie.

/t Very Sine
/

'i

1
Bcc:

Messrs.

1

and L. Quasi

Roy Battles, Charlie Gates, Dan Calibraro, James Quello, Jack DeWitt
R. Russell Eagan, Esquire

April 30, 1962
Dictated 4/26/62

The Honorable John B. Bennett
House Office Building
Washington 25, D.C.
My dear John:

It was such a genuine treat to find you on the Capitol Limited
as I boarded the train for the trip to Chicago. It was a most
pleasant and memorable occasion.
I trust you found your mother somewhat improved and that the
superior weather we have been having lately will aid her after
the rigors of the past winter.

My colleague at KDAL Radio and Television, Duluth, has written
to you, John. on my suggestion that you furnish him with film
clips and audio tapes of any news statements you make in the
near future. As you know, our radio signal covers a large part
of the western portion of our home district. The television
station. with the new translator located in White Pine, does an
outstanding job in much of our district. Also, John, our news
broadcasts, after sundown on WGN, Radio, have a vast audience
throughout northern Michigan as well as other sections of Mid"
America and the nation as a whole.
I am very hopeful that Chairman Harris will move along on the
pending clear channel legislation by calling an executive
We need to get along with the
session right after the recess.
bill, John, if we are to get action on both sides of the Hill
prior to the end of the session.
Warmest wishes and much appreciation for everything.
incerely,

1Ward '(4
L. Quaal
WLQ:ek
Bcc:

Messrs.

James Quello, Jack DeWitt,' Roy Battles
R. Russell Eagan, Esquire

April 30, 1962
Dictated 4/26/62

The Honorable Charlie Baird
Office of the Honorable Charles A. Halleck
U.S. Capitol Building
Washington 23, D.0
Dear Charles:

It vas good to see you again and I vast you to know hoe very
much Soy Battles and I appreciated your courtesy in permit tins us to see Congressman Halleck just prior to his departure
for the southwest.
I hope that yen will always feel free to call upon Roy or we
at W
and the Tribune any time you feel I can be of help in
any way no matter what it is.
Kindest wisdom and much appreciation, Charles.

'merely.

Ward L. Quaal
IlLgtek

Bcc:

Messrs.

Roy Battles, James Quell°, John H. DeWitt, jr.
R. Russell Eagan, Esquire

May 10, 1962
Die. 5-9-62

Mt. W. P. Out, Jr.
Good Neighbor Stations, Inc.
Post Office Box 1747
Tork, Pennsylvania
Dear Dill:

It was good to hear from you and nicety* your approval of
continuation of the activity of WHAM in the COIS "family."
This
is indood heartening to all of us who have had the pleasure of
working with this great station over the years. It has always
been a fine property and I think that under your energetic
direction it will realise still greater potential.

while your additional power cost of $200,000.00 par year, with
operation of 500,00 watts, is quite accurate in our opinion, it
will vary from
At to market somewhat depending upon electric
power rate structures. We do not feel at our company that it
will go any higher than that. In fact, it should e lower than
$200,000.00 additional expense per annum. When we have mere
(Wails on our analysis we will submit them to yew, Dill.
I want to make my position clear in regard to this so-called
"population explosion" in radio stations. Never have I proposed,
Dill, nor would I even contemplate a proposal whereby the FCC
would have the assignment of determining the *commie potential
for stations in a given market. There is one and only one way
for the Commission to eliminate many of the new applications,
and in time to renew* from the broadcast steno some licenses that

Mr. W. F. lust, Jr.
May 10, 1962
-2-

have been implemented; namely, much more restrictive engineering
standards. As T. A. M. Craven said during the course of the FCC
panel at the recent MAI convention, we have "ignored our engineering standards." Of course, the stabilisation of radio, through
adherence to the strictest engineering standards in the implementation of new limitations, cannot be done overnight, but 1 do
want to underscore that wy interest is based o engineering and
that alone.
All good wishes, Bill, and many thanks for writing.
Sincerely,

Ward L. Quaal
(--"6-----r----(--------------____

in
bcc:

Roy Battles
Dan Calibraro
John H. DeWitt, Jr.
Charles E. Gates
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Mr, Ward L, Quaal
WGN, Inc.
2501 West Bradley Place
Chicago 18, Illinois
Dear Ward:
It was a
Many.thanks for your detailed and helpful letter,
pleammre to meet some of the Clear Channel groilp at the Conventien
and I am lookisig forward to a long and pleasant association.-

On.*

Ws have now received FCC approval of the transfer of WHAM and IOWA'
to take over the station late this month. I feel that WHAM'S Share
of the C.C.S'S. budget is reasonable and we are inclined to go along.
with a payment of $3,393. or thereabouts each year.
0

-

I have investigated sliihTly and feel we could operate WHAM *teary
I
500,008 watts at an additional cost of about $200,000. per
as reasonably sure that the resultant added national advert sin*
revenue would mere than offset this extra cost, even in one of.tbow
'smaller "clear channel" markets like Rochester.
I am pretty much in agreement with your thoughts about the
"population explosion* although I shudder to think of FCC deareZinnaTtiot
Qur purchase of':
of the need for stations based on economic grounds.
WHAM represents a major effort on our part to pull ourselves out. of.
the struggle to the death that so many local and regional channel
stations face, Clearly, new rules and pizocedures will be helpful to
slow down additional stations and permit mergers 1:64t I trust FCC
population control will be restricted to engineering coneideratieSIG
I believe strict protection to existing stations under existing
engiaderins_standarde would eliminate many of the new applioatieliO.
Very sincerely yours,

W. F. RUST, JR.

WTR/dnt
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Mr. Thomson:

deep iimmect

of
appreciation.

Jr. Thomsen, of

"victory" as yet, but it

eneourat,Ting sad a se rant you to 'coos,

'

T

QOM* 11gMbes and pleanc understand our deep s

of gratitude.

If U*4'41601 Of the ;u1Y-Committee manifest themselves through either
loglidatie* ler even the intent of the Congress vi a resolution, rural
and Man town America will experience continuation of and au improve 101041100.1 broadcast service es it os
today. These are the people
AM mom, not less, radio servi o.

ow

dese UM wet

INNIUMe that are aro not et the point

legislatica and, above 41, the activities ibidb manifest them solves in the diecussion of the I:Vb.-Committee on Ocuannications
and Poem of House Interstate this past nay 10.

All uf us interestod in bettor ralftw4WAMidamien are dooply
indebted to you for your support at Mossallime clear dismal

Ili dear

The Honorable Vernon I:. Thomson
House Office Building
vashington 23, D.C.
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CLEAR CHANNEL BROADCASTING SERVICE

SHOREHAM BUILDING
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

April 27, 1)62

Mr. Cecil 3untsinger
Program Director
Radio Station
11C0 Walnut Street
Les Moines, Iowa
Dear

sir

Here is your invitation to Eeechen
programming techniques and eoeie
Channel stations.

rub ehoul
and
,rogram directors

..3toveral CCM program directors,
t the tnvitation of
WSM's 3ob Cooper during the recent
cony
n felt that a clear
channel programming get-togeth "Tat_ iikts\stag
our hit:tory would be
highly banefieial. AW7s Al
'
Ott
iee and WON's Daniel
Pecaro were appointed to set
the meott iand formulate the program.
The Committee has worked an4 iere is the reaulti
.

-,'-

Clear Channel Prot

0

/

i

rirectore,/*eting

PlacelChl,pago\ \-/
ratet:1-----Weditesday

'and Thursday, possibly extending
16, 17 rid 18, 1262.

over in,?) Friday, Ma

a

natal. ,
/

\

p.m. Wednesday, Ma:: 16, informal social banquet.

Mide4erica club
entialDuildine
----AtOm In name of Charles E. Cates
9:30 a.m. Thursday, May 17, all day. cession

WON Studios - 2%1 'est Bradley Place
Lunch - courtesy or AGN
ironing free

9:30 a.m. Friday, May 16, possible one-half day session

depending upon wnetr or not we are able to
cover the agenda by Thursday evening.
Hotel reservations: Make your own.
;Alfa and kids:
Sure
Program and other details: id aand will send tnese to you as
soon as they are fully completed.

Mr. Cecil Huntsinger

Pk:0 2

April 27, 1962

In the meantime, two requests:
1.
Please tell me soon if you will be at the meeting and how
many reservations we should make for you for the Wednesday evening banquet
and Thursday luncheon.

2.
Send Al Bland, Wli#10 Crosley square, Cincinnati 2, D111,
uuwestions for the program topics you would like to have discussed, etc.
Also,
f you have tapes on hand illustratilg successful (or unsuccessful)
program ideas used at your station or additional ideas from which other
Clear Channel program directors would benefits please tell Al about them.

Finaily, this will be an informal "shoot the breeze", "taze a
look at ourselves" session.

i'rograauniila well. a Ulear

of us, and

stati,n

we have the best prouram diroctora in
'De an interesting session. Please try- ixf
i

requircts the boat J.n ail
the busilese. It sliould

Jetties

R3/bh
Mr. Paul A. ',cyst
cc:

CLEAR CHANNEL BROADCASTING SERVICE

SHOREHAM BUILDING
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

April 25, 1962

Mr. Harold Hough
Vice President

4
1

1

The Star -Telegram

Fort worth, Texas
Dear Harold:
on deed c
The Clear Channel legislation
We need quick action by the House Cower _?,/ ommlttle . Am you

committee chairman Molder will move j
Harrle gives him the "signal." There,
present problem.

r too lorg.
1,r, Sub-

t'as soon p full Committee Chairman
Harris is the key, to our

ight of the world" on. his
Mr. Harris, howeverrilid. "th
all channel receiver,
shoulders with the (1) Eduoayfleiial TV,'04 UHF
(3) Satellite Corporation, ond (4) the day'timers legislative problems plus of course the other coMMerce legit:11*m that comes before his Committee.

With many of the, above problOmis pretty well out of the way, we

have moved here with-the,heard.46 al, Jack DeWitt and others at very

high levels to a artist-1)6'Harris, over the Easter vacation
period, to mov the Clear Channel legislat:Ion through his Committee early in
/successful In\getting acceptable language out of the House
May. If we
Committee then We will soon face a vote in the House at which time we will
be calling upon\you for help., We will need every possible vote we can get.

In thOmmuitliaa, we must begin to make plans for the hearings
in the Senate. It itoutd-be very helpful if all Senators who have n Clear
Channel station in their state would show up at the Senate hearings either to
make a short statement in favor of the legislation or at leaTt al7ecr ane file
a favorable statement for the record.
This is one for you to be thinking about. Do you suppose
If you could
Senators Harborough and Tower would be willing to do this?
possibly pave the way for such a statement from your Senators prior to the

April 25, 1962
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hearing and then be here in town at the time of the hearing to personally
It would be
accompany the Senators to the hearing, that would be perfect.
highly helpful also if you could either personally testify or, if that is
impossible, submit a supporting statement.

As you have gathered 4 now the situation here is still fluid,
but with a few breaks and hard work we have a reasonable chance of success.
So far no one except the FCC has ,expressed opposition.
Best wishes.

Sincerely yours,

.o

RB/bh

Tattles

CLEAR CHANNEL BROADCASTING SERVICE

SHOREHAM BUILDING
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

A2)ril 25, 1962

Mr. James M. Gaines
Presirent L General Manager
Station WOAI
1031 Navarro Street
San Antonio 6, Texas
Dear Jim:

The Clear Channel legislation has been on dead center too long.
As you know, Sub'oie need quick action by the House Commtree Committea.
committee Chairman Moulder will move just as soon is full Committee Chairman
Harris gives him the "signal." Therefore, Chairman Harris is the key to our
present problem.

Mr. Harris, however, has had dthe weight of the world" on his
shoulders with the (1) Educational TV, (2) UHF VHF all channel receiver,
(3) Satellite Corporation, and (4) )1e daytimers' legislative problems plus of course the other commerce legislation that comes before his Committee.
With many of the above prOhlems pretty well out of the way, we
have moved here with the help of 'lard Quaal, Jack DeWitt and others at very
high levels to attempt to persuade Mr. Harris, over the Easter vacation
period, to move the Clear Charnel legislation through his Committee early in
If we are successful in getting acceptable language out of the House
May.
Committee then we will soon face a vote in the House at which time we will
be calling upon you for help. We will need every possible vote we can feet.
In the meantime, we must begin to make plans for the hearings
in the Senate. It would be very helpful if all Senators who have a Clear
Channel station in their state would show up at the Senate hearins either to
make a short statement in favor of the legislation or at least appear and file
a favorable statement for the record.
This is one for you to be thinking about. no you suppose
Senators Yarborough and Tower would be willing to do this? If you could
possibly pave the way for such a statement from your Senators prior to the

Mr. James M. Gaines - Page 2
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hearing and then be here in town at the time of the hearing to personally
accompany the Senators to the hearing, that would be perfect.
It would be
highly helpful also if you could eitl-er personally testify or, if that is
impossible, submit a supporting statemert.
As you have gathered by now the situation here is still fluid,
but with a few breaks and hard work we have a reasonable chance of success.
So far no one except the FCC has expressed opposition.
TlefA wishes.

Sincerely yours,

Roy Battles

,zuaal

De.Yitt

April 25, 1962

Dr. B. D. Palmer
President
Central Broadcasting Co.
1002 Brady Street
Davenport, Iowa
Dear Doctor Palmer:
The Clear Channel legislation has been on dead center too long.
We naed quick action by the House Commerce Committee. As you know, Subcommittee Chairman Moulder will move just as soon as full Committee Chairman
Harris gives him the "signal." Therefore, Chairman Harris is the key to our
present problem.

Er. Harris, however, has had "the weight of the world" on his
shoulders with the (1) Educational TV, (2) UNF-VBP all channel receiver,
(3) Satellite Corporation, and (4) the daytimers' legislative problems plus of course the other commerce legislation that comes before his Committee.
With many of the above problems pretty well out of the way, ye
have moved. here with the help of Ward. Q uaal, Jack DeWitt and others at very
high levels to attempt to persuade Hr. Harris, over the Easter vacation
period, to move the Clear Channel legislation through his Committee early in
If we are successful in getting acceptable language out of the House
May.
Committee then we will soon face a vote in the House at which time we will
be calling upon you for help. We will need every possible vote we can get.
In the meantime, we must begin to make plans for the hearings
in the Senate. It would be very helpful if all Senators who have a Clear
Channel station in their state would show up at the Senate hearings either to
make a short statement in favor of the legislation or at least appear and file
a favorable statement for the record.

Do you suppose
This is one for you to be thinking about.
Senators Hickenlooper and Miller woulc' be willing to do this? If you could
possibly pave the way for such a statement from your Senators prior to the

Dr. D. D. Palmer - Page 2
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hearing and then be here in town at the time of the hearing to personally
accompany the Senators tc the hearing, that would be perfect.
It would be
highly helpful also if you could either personally testify or, if that is
impossible, submit a supporting statement.
AS you have gathered by now the situation here is still fluid,
but with a few breaks and hard work we have a reasonable chance of success.
3o far no one except the FCC has expressed opposition.
Best wishes.
Sincerely yours,

ho

RB/bh

:dattlea

1

CLEAR

BROADCASTING SERVICE

SHOREHAM BUILDING
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

May 16, 1962

Mr. Joseph A. Kjar
Vice President & General Manager
Radio Station RIK
145 Social Hall Avenue
Satt Lake City 11, Utah
Dear Joe:

KSL's June 1 affiliation with the Clear annel Broadcasting
Service will add to our organization
estige,
sdom, in fluence and depth of broddcasting
f a grea Clear
Channel station.
I am personally delighte
my enthusiasm.

tire membership shares

Clear Channel std

s have set a standard of
by none 'd eq 3lled by few.

radio excellence excell

I personally pltedge to do
welfare of your broadca t properti

!level best to enhance the

You wi 1-moj, the
ily cooperative and helpful. For
three decades/
has stood illot der to shoulder bearing differences
in an effort/ o add a
atesmanship sector to the American broadcasting scenp,
fl

You
ve joined/#FCBS at a time when you are badly needed.
The Clear Cha el cont of bringing adequate radio service to all
Americans has bee -_
Yet, right is on our side and even
though we are in a life and death struggle we must and will win.

She will ask
Soon you will be hearing from Bernice Hase.
you to send us a list of all of your station personnel so that we
can include them in appropriate mailings, etc.

Mr. Joseph A. Kjar - Page 2

May 16, 1962

Soon also, at least after the elections we should talk
about whether or not CCBS can be of service to *SL in the field
of Congressional liaison in the production of regular recordings
from the Hill.

Soon you will be hearing from Ward Quaal relative to the
business aspects of your affiliation with CCBS.
Again, Joe, it is good to have you with us.
Best wishes.

Sincerely yours,

Roy Battles

RB/bh
cc:

Mr. Madsen
Mr. Quaal

bcc: Mr. DeWitt
Mr. Eagan

Co

K S L

Radio

P

145 Social Hall Avenue
Salt Lake City 11, Utah

Y

1:,:ay

14, 1962

VIA AIR MAIL
Mr. Roy Battles
ulear
,;roadcasting Service
Washington, Z. C.
Dear Roy:

In special action of our Board of Directors
last week, and through Mr. Madsen's persistent efforts in this direction, we have received authority
to affiliate with CCBS effective June 1.

a?preciate hearing back from you as to
what paper work and other details we should transact, and would assume that cost of membership would
be prorated for the balance of the year.

Joseph A. Kjar
CC:

Mr. Arch Madsen

CLEAR CHANNEL BROADCASTING SERVICE

SHOREHAM BUILDING
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

Nay 16, 1952

Mr. Ward L. Waal
CI

Executive Vice President
WGN, Inc.
2501 West Bradley Place
Chicago 18, Illinois

1'

Dear Ward:

/

is 1 ter stating that

Attached is (1) Joe
ICSL desires CCBS membership a
reply to that letter.

June

i 1962, (2) my

Please note in the4ina
that I have told Joe
KSL business routine
you with this, Ward,

ragraph of my letter
ow up on costs to
ormati
\etc. I hate to burden
t this is One I am still not ahead
'

of.

i

l

Also, will
that he can mtlipp,o mo

i

telli

old dough about this so
the necessary machinery at his

level.

or would

'ill you nt tify other CCBS members of this news
like to have me do it?

mgt wished.
Sincerely yours,

Roy Battles

RB/bh

CLEAR CHANNEL BROADCASTING SERVICE

SHOREHAM BUILDING
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

April 25, 1962

illiam Dean
General Manager
Radio Station WWL
Roosevelt Hotel
New Orleans, Louisiana
Mr.

Dear Bill:

The Clear Channel legislation' .s s beenn dead center too long.
As you know, Subneed quick action by the House Commeroe Committee.
committee Chairman Moulder will move PO\as soon ai full Committee Chairman
Harris gives him the "signal." Therefore,:hairmin Harris is the key to our
present problem.
ht of the world" on his
Mr. Harris, howev4r, has h&illthe u
all channel receiver,
shoulders with the (1) Ldueational TV, (4\UHF-V/
(3) Satellite Corporation, and (4) the dayiimers legislative problems - plus
of course the other commerce legislation Oat comes before his Committee.
With mehy-of..the 'at eve proaerfis pretty well out of the way, we
have moved here with theihelp Of-.-Wgit4-latiaal, Jack DeWitt and others at very
high levels to attempt to persuade Mr. Harris, over the .:aster vacation

period, to move the Clear ChAnnel legislation through his Committee early in
If we are successful in getting acceptable language out of the House
May.
Committee then\We will soon face a vote iii the House at which time we will
be eallihg aporiNu for help, '43 will need every possible vote we can get.
In the meantime, we must begin to make plans for the hearings
in the Senate. It would be very helpful if all Senators who have a Clear
Channel station in their state would show up at the Senate hearings either to
make a short statement in favor of the legislation or at least appear and file
a favorable statement for the record.
This is one for you to be thinking about. Do you suppose
If you could possibly Senators Ellender and Long would be willing to do this?
pave te way for such a statement from your Senators prior to the hearing and

Mr. Alliam Lean - ?a:e 2

Adril 25, 1962

then be here in town at the time of the hearing to personally accompany
the Senators to the hearing, -L,at would be perfect. it would be highly- helpful
also if you could either personally testify or, if tat is impossible, submit
a supporting statement.
As you have gathered by now the situat:.on here is still fluid,
but with. a few breaks and hard work we have a reasonable chance of success.
So far no one except the FCC has expressed. opposition.
-Jest wishes.

Sincerely yours,

Roy 3attles
RB/bh
be:

Messrs. Eagan, Quaal & DeWitt

CLEAR CHANNEL BROADCASTING SERVICE

SHOREHAM BUILDING
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

April 25, 1962

Mr. Arch Madsen
President
Radio Station KSL
Salt Lake City, Utah
Dear Arch:
_

The Clear Channel legislation .st. lae0a,on dead Center too long.
4e need quick action by the House Commerceeommittee. As you knows Subcommittee Chairman Moulder will move j44/its soon 40 full Committee Chairman
Harris gives him the "signal." Therefcz% ChatriaWa Harris is the key to our
present problem.
Ipkeight
on his
had "t
Viip all channel receiver,
shoulders with the (1) EducationAl 11;-,12)
(3) Satellite Corporation, wn4 (4) the daytimereVlegislative problems plus of course the other coMMerce legislatAah that comes before his Committee.

With many of the -above problem pretty well out of the way, we
have moved here with the held. e,f Ward caaaL, Jack DeWitt and others at very
high levels to att'empt ta perstadeMr. .;larris, over the Easter vacation
period, to maveithe Clear Channel legislation through his Committee early in
If we are successful It. getting acceptable language out of the House
May.
Committee theO We will soon face a vote in the House at which time we will
be calling upoi!iyou for help. We will need every possible vote we can get.
In the-meantimmy we must begin to make plans for the hearings
in the Senate. It -would be very helpful if all Senators who have a Clear
Channel station in their state would show up at the Senate hearings either to
make a short statement in favor of the legislation or at least appear and file
a favorable statement for the record.
This is one for you to be thinking about. Do you suppose
to do this? If you could possibly
Senators Sennett
Moss would be
pave the way for such a statement from your Senators prior to the hearing
and then be here in town at the time of the hearing to personally accompany

Mr. Arch Madsen - Page 2
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the Senators to the hearing, that wou16 be perfect. It would be highly
helpful also if you could either personally testify or, if that is impossible, submit a supporting statement.
4t$ you have gathered by now the situation here is still fluid,
but with a few breaks and hard work we have a reasonable chance of success.
So far no ohe except the FCC has expressed opposition.
Best wishes.

Sincerely yours,

Roy Battles

RB/bh

CLEAR CHANNEL BROADCASTING SERVICE

SHOREHAM BUILDING
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

April 25, 1262

Mr. Larry Haeg
General Manager
Radio Station WCCO
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Dear Larry:

The Clear Channel legislation hap gee on dead center too long.
We need quick action by the House Commerce10fimittee. As you 'maw, Subcommittee Chairman Moulder will move just as soon ae full Committee Chairman
Harris gives him the "signal." Therefore4 Chairmaniliarris is the key to our
present problem.
Mr. Harris, however, has had "the,14ight of the world" on his
shoulders with the (1) Educational TVA- (2) UHNNF all channel receiver,
(3) Satellite corporation, anti (4) the day%imerilegislative problems plus of course the other commerce legislation that comes before his Committee.
with many of the above problems pretty well out of the way, we
have moved here with the help. of lard Quaal, Jack DeWitt and others at very
high levels to attempt to perstude Mr. Harris, over the Easter vacation
period, to move the Clear Channel legislation through his Committee early in
May. If we are successful in -getting acceptable language out of the House
Committee then ewe will soon face a vote in the House at which time we will
be calling upon you for help. ';463 will need every possible vote we can get.
In the meantime, we must begin to make plans for the hearings
in the Senate. It would be very helpful if all Senators who have a Clear
Channel station in their state would show up at the Senate hearings either to
make a short statement in favor of the legislation or at least appear and file
a favorable statement for the record.
This is one for ycu to be thinking about. Do you suppose
Senators Humphrey and McCarthy would be willing to do this?
If you could
possibly pave the way for such a statement from your Senators prior to the

April 25, 1962
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hearing and then be here in town at the time of the hearing to personally
It would
accompany the Senators to the hearing, that would be perfect.
be hi#hly helpful also if you could either personally testify or, if that
is impossible, submit a supporting statement.
As you have gathered by now the situation here is still fluid,
but with a few breaks and hard work we have a reasonable chance of success.
So far no one except the FCC has expressed opposition.
Best wishes.

Sincerely yours,

Roy Battles

RB/bh

CLEAR CHANNEL BROADCASTING SERVICE

SHOREHAM BUILDING
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

April 25, 1962

Mr. George Wagner
President & General Manager
Station BFI
141 iorth Vermont Avenue
Los Arveles 54, California
Dear George:

The Clear Channel legislation*s been On dead center too long.
We need quick action by the House Commpeoi Committee. As you know, Subcommittee Chairman Moulder will move j1/0\es soon as full Committee Chairman
Harris gives him the "signal." Therefore) 'Plalikslan Harris is the key to our
present problem.
Mr. Harris, hawevar, has had rthe WIsi;ht of the world" on his
shoulders with the (1) Educational TV, (2) ITHF-VHP all channel receiver,
(3) Satellite Corporation, 4ind (4) the daytimers legislative problems - plus
of course the other commerce legislation that comes before his Committee.

With many of the above problems pretty well out of the way, we
have moved here with the help of Ward4ZUaal, Jack DeWitt and others at very
high levels to Attempt to persuade Mr. Harris, over the Easter vacation
period, to move the Clear Cheenel legislation through his Committee early in
May. If we are successful it getting acceptable language out of the House
Committee therrote will soon face a vote in the House at which time we will
be calling upanyou for help. We will need every possible vote we can get.
In the meantime, we must begin to make plans for the hearings
in the Senate. It would be very helpful if all Senators who have a Clear
Channel station in their state would show up at the Senate hearings either to
make a short statement in favor of the legislation or at least appear and file
a favorable statement for the record.
This is one for you to be thinking about. Do you suppose
Senators Engle and Kuchel would be willing to do this? If you could possibly
pave the way for such a statement from your Senators prior to the hearing and

April 25, 1962
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then be here in town at the time of the hegring to personally accompany
the Senators to the hearing, that would be perfect. It would be highly
helpful also if you could either personally testify or, if that is impossible, submit a supporting statement.
As you have gathered by now the situation here is still fluid,
but with a few breaks and hard work we have a reasonable chance of success.
So far no one except the FCC has expressed opposition.
Beat wishes.
Sincerely yours,

Roy Battles

RB/bh

Dc:

Ye:Eirs.

uaal

litt,

4..:LEAR CHANNEL BROADCASTING SERVICE

SHOREHAM BUILDING
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

April 25, 1962

Mr. Victor ". Sholis
Iirector
Radio Station vi:;
6th s }roadway
Louisville 20 Kentucky

\;
1,

Dear Vic*

N

The Clear Channel legislation ,Ma6 been* dead center too long.
We need quick action by the House Coumer*/Committeei. As you know, Subcommittee Chairman Moulder will move jt: tNas soon/Ss full Committee Chairman
Harris gives him the "signal.'' Therefor \(;haipMati Harris is the
key to our
present problem.
.\//

Mr. Harris, howevetYtislithe'

:1,7t of the world" or his

shoulders with the (1) Sducaficinal TV, 01\IIIIF-VWall channel receiver,
(3) Satellite Corporation, willt (4) the daY4merst legislative problems
plus of course the other coMmOrce legislatOn that comes before his Committee.

With many of the
eye problemS pretty well out of the way, we
have moved here with thelielp Ofleisrdlauaall Jack DeWitt Lnd others
at very
high levels to attempt to persuade Mr. Harris, aver the raster
vacation
period, to move/the Clear Chenpel legislation through his Committee
early in
May. If we are Ouccessful intetting
acceptable language out of the House
Committee then
will soon faCe a vote in the louse at which time we will
be calling upon qu for help. We will need every possible vote
we can get.
In theSteintimes we must begin to make plans for the hearings
in the Senate. It would be very helpful if all
5enators who have a Clear
Channel station in their state would show up at the Senate hearings
either to
make a sho-t statement in favor of the legislation or at least appear and file
a favorable statement for the record.
This is one for you to be thinking about. Do you suppose
Senators Cooper and Morton would be willing to do this? If you could possibly
pave the way for such a statement from your Senators prior to the hearing and

April 25, 1962
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then be here in town at the time of t'ne hearinry to personally accompany
the Senators to the hearing, that would be perfect. It would be highly
helpful also if you could eitr.er oersonailx testify or, if that is
impossible, submit a supporting statement.

4s you have gathered by now the situation here is still fluid,
-.)reaks acid hard work we have a reasonable chance of success.
except the X'A; has expresed c000sition.

fcT
o .'"ar

it

.(

Isest wishes.

Sincerely yours,

.wattles

3/bh
be:

Messrs. Eagan, Quaal & DeWitt

CCBS

Memo from
ROY BATTLES

JOHN H. DEWITT, JR.
PRESIDENT

CHANNEL 4

INCORPORATED

May 10, 1962

Mr. Roy Battles
Clear Channel Broadcasting Service
532 Shoreham Building
Washington, D. C.
Dear Roy:

Thanks for the note about Joe Baudino and BRECOM.
My secretary tells me that your letter was
undoubtedly written on an electric typewriter so I guess
there is nothing further to be done in that direction.
Best regards.

Sincerely yours,

lJ hn H. DeWitt, Jr.

JHD:am
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FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

OFFICE OF CHIEF ENGINEER
TECHNICAL RESEARCH DIVISION
T. R. R. REPORT 1. 2. 7.

SUPPRESSION PERFORMANCE
OF

DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA SYSTEMS

IN THE
STANDARD BROADCAST BAND

BY

HARRY FINE
JACK DAMELIN

I'

ll

WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
Washington 25, D. Co
September 6, 1957

INTER -OFFICE MEMORANDUM
FOR2

Information

TO2

Chief Engineer

FROM

Chief, Applied Propagation Branch

SUBJECT

Suppression Performance of Directional Antenna Systems
in the Standard Broadcast Band.

The attached report has been prepared to supply information which has long been needed for allocation in the standard
broadcast band.

It is believed that some of the results will be

of appreciable use to the Broadcast Bureau.

fl-rk_rHarry Fin,Chief
Applied Propagation Branch

()Kt
Jack Damelin

4
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EXecutive 3-0255

Clear Channel Broadcasting Service
Shoreham Building
Washington 5, D. C.

Roy Battles
t . ICCIPC
WAR
Di ector

May 15, 1962

M i . John H. DeWitt, Jr.

P esident & Station Manager
WS
Inc.
7th Avenue North
30
Nashville 3, Tennessee
Dea

Jack:

Last Thursday I met with A. D. Miller, Acting Director
rnings and Communications, Civil Defense, Room 3B 289,
Pentagon, telephone OXford 7-4247.
of

Accompanying Mr. Miller was one of his assistants,
Mr.

a. R. Crane.

Accompanying me were Mr. Robert Metcalf of Continental
Elect onics, and Mr. V.H. Wiley, Engineering Manager, Government
Contra ts, Sylvania Electronics, Batavia, New York.
(1) To
Our purpose in visiting Mr. Miller was twofold.
in on the clear channel -higher power problem, possibly
fill h
solicit ng his aid in our Congressional efforts, and (2) to
sound h m out on whether or not his support of our efforts would
hinge u on whether or not the clear channel stations could be
for civil defense purposes.
harness

o make a long story short, Jack, Miller is much interested
in the passible use of clear channel stations in a system whereby
these stations can be used on a 24 -hour a day basis for alerting
the popul tion in case of a national emergency and for the
transmiss on of messages in case of a national emergency.
He therefore asked whether or not someone from our organization of ngineering competence would be willing to meet with
him laying out the charts and maps of clear channel stations
coverage bath day and night with 50 kw and with 750 kw power.

Independently Owned
Clear Channel Radio Stations

,Sponsored

by

Mr. John H. DeWitt - Page 2

May 15, 1962

Do you think that we should persuade some of our people,
possibly you, Fritz Leydorf, or someone else to follow through
on this lead, or do you think that the civil defense door is
largely closed and that we would be barking up a hollow tree?
Sylvania Electronics is willing to produce a receiver
which would be battery operated except that it would be plugged
in a high line receptacle so as to keep the battery charged.
This receiver would be tuned to the nearest clear channel station
and would be triggered on in case of a national alert by way of
the FSK route.
Miller also would be interested when our charts are
submitted, including the percentage of the population that we
could reach under the above conditions with our clear channel
signals.
Your advice would be appreciated.

RB/bh
cc:

Mr. Eagan
Mr. Quaal

August 15, 1962

Mr. R. A. Holbrook
Station WSB
Atlanta, Georgia

c

Dear Bob:

We are naturally disappointed that you won't be at the clear
channel meeting on August 28 but I imagine you will be having a
great time on one of your camping type vacations.
I believe that the blanketing rule which you quoted and the
one which I quoted are both in effect. My rule comes first in the
application and if the Commission then grants the application the
station has to operate under your rule.

Although we made much in the '30s of hi-fi transmission, we
have come to the conclusion that the percentage of our audience
enjoying the transmission of frequencies above 5 kilocycles is so
limited that we would lose very little if we would cut off at that
figure.
In talking with Barr I was straining for some answer to
his question on side channel interference. WSM would be...perfectly
willing to cut off at 5 kilocycles if this stood between us and
getting higher power on the station.
I am sure you are right in
saying that Jimmy Rockwell would agree with you for he has been
a hi -fl fan for some time. At the age of 56 I find it increasingly
difficult to detect frequencies above 5 kilocycles which may account
for my attitude.
Best wishes for a fine vacation.
Sincerely yours,

John H. DeWitt, Jr.

JHD:am
cc:

Mr. George A. Reynolds

RADIO

TELEVISION

ON PEACHTREE

TRINITY 5-7221

Atlanta, Georgia
August 8, 1962

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr.
Radio Station WSM
Nashville 3, Tennessee
Dear Jack:

I certainly regret that I won't be able to attend the CCBS meetings
on August 28 and 29 but I'll be out of town on a much -delayed vacation. Frank Gaither will be there for the first day's session and
I hope that a complete copy of the minutes of the engineering meeting
will be available so that I can review them closely upon my return.
Regarding your August 2nd memorandum, I note that, under Paragraph 1,
you state that the "present blanketing rule requires that no more
than 1% of the population within the 25 my contour reside within the
In checking my copy of the Rules and Regulations,
1 volt contour".
which are supposed to be continuously up -dated, Paragraph 3.88,
Blanketing Interference, states that "The licensee of each broadcast
station is required to satisfy all reasonable complaints of blanketing
interference within the 1 v/m contour". Since this is so much
broader than your statement of the rule, I'm wondering which one
controls.
Regarding adjacent channel interference, I would like to see the
present attitude on maximum modulating frequencies continued. As
I understand this rule, there is no objection to the use of modulating frequencies of 15 or even 20 k.c. if there is no objectionable
interference created as a result. The only actual restricting
language which I am aware of appears under Section 3.40, Paragraphs
I feel sure that Jim Rockwell would concur in my
(a) 4 and (a) 12.
feeling on this matter.
Again, I'm sorry that I won't be able to partake of that wonderful
WSM hospitality. I will advise Henry White of the upcoming Brecom
tests so that he will be conversant with it if you need to contact us.
Regards,

o brook
Chief Engineer, WSB, WSB-FM, WSB-TV
R.A.

RAH/jhg

THIS IS CCBS WASH DC

TO MR JACK DEWITT FROM ROY BATTLES
ELMER CRANE WHO WORKS DIRECTLY UNDER A. P. MILLER ACTING DIRECTOR
WARNINGS AND COMMUNICATIONS OF CIVIL DEFENSE CALLED TODAY STATING
THAT THE HEAT IS ON TO COME UP SOON WITH A NATIONAL EMERGENCY
ALERTING SYSTEM.

FROM HIS CONVERSATION IT IS PLAIN THAT HE IS

ENTHUSIASTICALLY HOPEFUL THAT HOUSE RES 714 WILL BRING FAVORABLE
HIGHER POWER ACTION FROM THE FCC SO THAT CLEAR CHANNELS MAY BE
HARNESSED FOR THE ABOVE PURPOSES THUS SAVING THE GOVT MILLIONS
OF DOLLARS WHILE PROVIDING A FAR BETTER ALERTING SYSTEM THAN THE
QUOTE NEAR UNQUOTE SYSTEM WHICH NOW HAS THE INSIDE TRACK.

CRANCE IS THEREFORE EXTREMELY ANXIOUS TO SEE US FOR TWO HOURS NEXT
THURSDAY OR FRIDAY WHEN HE WILL HAVE HIS KEY STAFF TOGETHER TO
DISCUSS THE MATTER.

MILLER WILL BE OUT OF TOWN THAT TIME.

WE

MAY CALL CRANE AS LATE AS THURS MORNING AS TO TIME WHEN WE COULD
Mr.rT HIM BUT IF YOU HAVE DEFNINITE TIME COMMITMENTS FROM HARRIS

AND MINNOW SEND THEM TO ME AND WE CAN THEREBY WORK OUT AN ORDERLY
APPOINTMENT SCHEDULE.

ALSO HOW CAN WE HELP CIVIL DEFENSE BRING

EFFECTIVE PRESSURE ON THE FCC TO APPROVE HIGHER POWER OR IS THIS
POSSIBILITY A PIPE DREAM
REGARDS
ROY BATTLES
END OR GAP

THANKS REGARDS AND END WSM TV PPMV

EXecutive 3-0255

Clear Channel Broadcasting Service
Shoreham Building
Washington 5, D. C.

Roy Bat es
Directo

July 26, 1962

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr.
President & Station Manager
WSM, Inc.
301 - 7th Avenue North
Nashville 3, Tennessee
Dear Jack:

You will be interested to know that WWI has made inquiry
o its attorney here in Washington, Mr. Robert Marmet, according
t a telephone call yesterday from Bob, as to whether or not it
s ould start preparing an application for the use of higher power.

RB/ h
cc:

Mr. Quaal
Mr. Rollo
r. Eagan
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Bee:

Dan Calibraro
Roy Battles
R. Russell Eagan
Jack DeWitt
James Quell°
C.J. Meyers
Charlie Gates
Jim Hanlon
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MEFORANDUM
August 2, 1962
TO:

ALL CLEAR CHANNEL CHIEF ENGINEERS

FROM:

JOHN H. DEWITT, JR.

CONFIDENTIAL

While in Washington last Friday, July 27th, Russ Eagan and I discussed
several of the clear channel high power problems with Jim Barr of the FCC.
While he could not commit himsblf, he gave us some general ideas which
should be useful in considering high power on our stations.
The present blanketing rule requires that no more than 1%-tif
(1)
the population within the 25 MV contour reside within the 1 vctlt contour.
We pointed out that some of our stations in their present locations might
have trouble meeting this requirement. We were unable to get any helpful
observations as to what might be done to overcome it.

Very confidentially he told us that the FCC and the State
(2)
Department have both considered the matter of whether the NARBA Agreement
should be carried out with respect to Cuba and had come to the conclusion
Specifically he said that he saw no reason why
that it should not.
clear channel stations which are required under the agreement to limit
their radiation toward Cuba should so do.
I pointed out that a number of our stations might have-groundwave
(3)
to groundwave adjacent channel problems if operated at high power and
proceeded to discuss the various standards which now exist. They are
as follows:
DESIRED/UNDESIRED
GW/GW
Present
Standard

Exhibit 109

NARBA

10 KC

1:1

1:2

2:1

20 KC

1:30

1:30

1:30

Nothing can be done to change the NARBA standard but we got some
indication that it might be possible to get the present 10 KC separation
standard changed to that recommended by the committee which prepared
On the
Exhibit 109. This of course would help some of us immensely.
other hand, such a change would be at variance with Minow's desire to
reduce the AM population explosion.

-2 --

Barr brought up the matter of skywave to groundwave adjacent channel
interference. The present standard calls for a ratio of 1/5 of desired
groundwave to undesired 10% skywave.
I pointed out that most side channel
interference under these circumstances came about because of over modulation
and extra band radiation and indicated that it might be well to require
the high power station to limit its audio rexponses to 5,000 cycles and
to use limiting techniques which would prevent side channel splatter.
To this Jim readily agreed,
I trust that the above may be of some aid in helping you to formulate
your thinking.
Best regards.

JHD:am

INCORPORATED

MEMORANDUM
August 7, 1962
TO:

CCBS CHIEF ENGINEERS

FROM:

JOHN H, DEWITT, JR.

As you are well aware, we plan to have a meeting of the clear
channel engineers on Wednesday, August 29th, here in Nashville following
the clear channel meeting on the previous day. Generally, we have
planned to discuss the matter of high power applications in detail
and especially with respect to the answers which must be given on
the Commission forms. Another subject which could go into some
detail would be an exchange of information on equipment which is
or might be available from the various manufacturers. Since the
BRECOM test will start on September 3 our meeting will be too late
to go over the details of that effort so I think it would be well
for us to have a general discussion on the subject of BRECOM so that
everyone will be brought up to date.
I shall appreciate it if you will give these matters your earnest
consideration and advise us at the earliest possible date as to any
additions which you think we should make to the agenda and .any points
which should be discussed in detail. I trust that you will bring
along all the pertinent information on the above subjects which are
at hand and any other subjects which you think should be discussed.
Please permit me to invite you through this memorandum for cockFrom that
tails at my house on the evening of Tuesday, August 28th,
point we will move on to the Belle Meade Country Club for dinner.

JHD:am

August 6, 1962

Mr. Roy Battles
Clear Channel Broadcasting Service
532 Shoreham Building
Washington, D. C.
Dear Roy:

J

When we had the meeting with the Commission people and others
on BRECOM I learned through Ernie Thelemann that John Meagher of NAB
has fdll:)wed very closely the problems associated with the NEAR
Enclosed is a copy of a letter to me from Ernie Thelemann
system.
which has some additional information in it. Upon receipt, I
talked with Mr. Meagher who told me that he thought NEAR was dead
and that we had nothing to worry about. He did not know Crane
which surprised me somewhat but he claims that he has closely
followed NEAR and that the power companies, the FCC and the
President's Naval Aide office are all strongly opposed to it.
I told him that inasmuch as I had heard recently that Pittman was
again going after $25 million for further tests of the NEAR system
that he should check into it to see that nothing is left undone
in promoting the radio warning method.
I would suggest that you talk with Meagher to see if you
are satisfied that he actually is on the ball with respect to
the promotion of radio to do this job. He seems to be sufficiently
aware of the limitations of the NEAR system.
Best regards.

Sincerely yours,

John H. DeWitt, Jr.

JHD:am
Enclosure
cc:

Mr. Wdrd Quaal
Mr. Russ Eagan

TELi KANSAS CITY. MO.
DICKENS 5.4400
EXT 205

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
(PROJECT CONELRAD)
29TH NORAD REGION
RICHARDS-GEBAUR AIR FORCE BASE. MISSOURI

August 3, 19b2

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr.
Radio Station d S M
Nashville, Tennessee
Dear Mr. De4itt:

Attached is all the data available at this office concerning the NEAR Alerting System.
I would appreciate your
returning this data when you have completed your study.
I have been advised that Mr. John F. Meagher of NAB
has been working with Mr. G. H. McDaniel, Systems Operating
Division, American Electrical Service Jorporation, 2 Broadway,
New York 8, New York, Telephone No. HA 2-4800, concerning the
problems associated with the NEAR System.
Mr. McDaniel is a
member of the NIAC, and you may recall that he reported on
emergency power equipment at the same NIAC meeting you repo ted
on the National BRECOM tests. I have been advised that Mr.
McDaniel would be a good source for additional information
on the NEAR System.
Lt. Commander J. L. Butts (Telephone Jashington, D.C.
OXford 7-1927), who is assigned to the Office of the Naval
Aid to the President and who also has been active in NIAC
matters, is,very knowledgeable of the problems associated
with the NEAR Alerting System.
I suggest that you also
communicate with Lt. Commander Butts.
Sincerely,

Atch

ECT/rw

ERNEST C. THELEMANN
FCC Field Supervisor
CONELRAD

P. 0. BOX 305

Ltrn_ti.n...e_n_taLL
MANUFACTURING COMPANY
A

SUBSIDIARY

OF

P. 0. BOX 17040

LING - TEMCO - VOUGHT,

INC.

DALLAS 17, TEXAS

EV ergreen 1-7161
CABLE ADDRESS: CONTRONICS
TELEPHONE:

August 8,

1962

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr.
W S M,

Inc.

Nashville 3, Tennessee
Dear Mr. DeWitt:

Attached is a copy of the photo we used at the NAB of the
1940 Broadcast Engineering group. We managed to fill in
a few more names of the unknowns. If you recognize any
of those not listed drop us a line.
Cordially yours,

CONTINENTAL ELECTRONICS MFG. CO.

Vernon Collins
Sales Department
VC/my
enc.

KEY TO PHOTOGRAPH OF BROADCAST ENGINEERING
CONFERENCE 1940

1

W. R. Hoffman

2.
3.
4,
5.
6.
7,

F. Roush
K. Schmeisser
Oliver H. Heely
C. H. Topmiller
D. K. Gannett
C. E. Smith
Robert Morrison
Herbert Mills
Robert F. Wolfskill
W. M. Horrell
R. A. Fox
K. M. Meridity
Col. L. B. Bendar
Jos. L. McFarland
Ralph E. Bailey
- - Tuttle

8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.

E. H. Fritschel

W. C. Ellsworth
H. L. Casey
Lynn C. Smeby
H. Wilkie
Julius Hetland
Jack Towers

R. C. Herring
Charles Branner
D. L. Lane
Wm. H. Gamble
Richard Lauth

Oscar C. Hirsch
P. T. Flanagan
J. E. Lowe
R. H. Henderson
M. K. Toalson.
J. A. McCullough
Mark W. Bullock
D. Gray

J. B. Caraway
Ernest L. Adams
M. L. Snedeker
A. W. Shropshire

42.W. G. Hutton
43.
44.

J. Wesley Koch

45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.

Arthur F. Rekart
W. L. Garnett
A. A. Kunse
John Colvin

W. L. Everitt
E. W. Jacker-WCBD-WGES-WSBC

J. M. Sherman
E. M. Ostlund
A. L. Hammerschmidt
G. F. Leyderf
Alfred R. Marcy

Maj. E. H. Armstrong
Homer Courchene WLS-WENR
Leroy Allen Mullin

E, W. Starr

Harvey J. Aderhold

J. M. Corner, Jr.
E. T. Morris
R. C. Higgy

H. 0, Peterson

T. L. Rowe, WLS

James J. Kelley
L. B. Argimbau
Ben Akerman

0, W. Towner
E. Ryan
Fred C. Clark
E, G. Pack - KSL
Wm. Cotter
A. G. Sparling
H. H. Pennhollow
J. D. Corley
R. S. Glasgow
R. P. Siskind
Paul A. deMars
H. P. Thomas
Earl D. Glatzel
Hugo L. Libby
Maurice Levy

P. G. Fretschel

KEY TO PHOTOGRAPH OF BROADCAST ENGINEERING
CONFERENCE 1940

89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.
101,
102.
103.
104.
105.
106,
107.
108.
109.
110.
111.
112.
113.
114.
115.
116.
117.
118,
119.
120.
121.
122.
123.
124.
125.
126.
127.
128.

Dan Gelerup
Frank A. Gunther

W. R. Davis
Stuart L. Bailey
A. B. Buchannan
Samuel T. Fife
L. F. Bockoven

J. P. Veatch
I. R. Weir
S. E. Norris

R. R. Duncan
Frank Dieringer
E. L. Gove
W. Wenger

Robert W. Morris
H. H. DeWitt
Nate Wilcox

A. P. Frye

J. P. Donovan
J. B. Atherton
Donald Weller

R. M. Hanson
Ivan Nelson

R. J. Schroeder KMA
W. C. Osterbrock
Fritz Bauer
James McRae

Phil B. Lasser

J. Kelley Johnson
K. Krahl EMBC
T. L. Hiner KTRH-KPRC
F. E. Shapen
Kenneth Krahl KMBC

E. W. Farmer
A. E. Heiser
K. J. Gardner
R. C. Stinson
H. C. Luttgens
0. B. Hanson

129.
130.
131.
132.
133.
134.
135.
136.
137.
138,
139.
140.
141.
142.
143.
144.
145.
146.
147.
148.
149.
150.
151.
152.
153.
154.
155.
156.
157.
158.
159.
160.
161,
162,
163.
164.
165.
166.
167.

Harold Rothrock
Ray Collins

E. C. Anderson
J. W. Robertson
J. L. Grether WTAR
L. W. Stinson
Chas. Jeffers
Aaron Shelton
W. Nelson

Chas. F. Quentin
Woodrow Darling
Frank Guenther

J. L. Potter

R. S. Yoder
Paul Frinke
K. R. Cooke
S. E. Leonard
D. H. Mitchell
C. M. Jorgensen
Wm, L. Murtough
Robert W. Connor
W. H. Doherty
Wm. H. Capen
E. G. Keith
Wm. M. Stringfellow
J. R. Heck
A. C. Heck
Cyrus D. Samuelson
Warren P. Williamson, Jr. WKBN
Bernard T. Wilkins
Edward J. Content
H. C. Maulshegen
Ernest Higgins
John Long

Ormond F. Bullis
W.

Dean

Joseph Herold

A. Friedenthal
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August 3, 1962
Dictated 8/7/62

The honorable Roman C. Pucinski
House Office Building
Washington 25, D.C.
My dear Roman:

Thank you for your warm and thoughtful letter of August 4 and
be assured of our very especial appreciation for your dedicated
interest in behalf of WGN in that which we are seeking to do in
our present operation and that which we would like to do follow
ing the implementation of higher power.

With Inch appreciation I have read this evening the outstanding
report me prepared by the Mullen Company concerning the Cuban
Freedom Committee.
1 kmeer how much we could do for this cause for our country.
I
like, Also, Roman, your idea in regard to the Tribune starting
*dal*, feature in conversational Spanish to aid the non -Spanish
speaking audience of W(
Radio. What** are absolutely separate
from the Tribune in every respect, mei, above all, in management,
11 certainly feel that this would be Akilory proper approach and

mead supplement our service.
pimp, when in Washington briefly this past week for a "crash"
tilting on a NAB matter and a few sessions with our attorneys
I visited briefly with Chairman Minow by telephone. There was
not an opportunity to visit with him, but I will discuss this
entire mateartrith him after Labor Day when accompanied by my
distinguished broadcaster friend, the able President of WSM, Inc.,
in Nashville, Colonel John H. DeWitt, Jr. The Chairman would
like more detail on what various clear channel stations are prepared to do. This we will discuss with him following the meeting
of the CCBS membership on August 28 and the meeting of the
Engineering Committee on August 29 in Nashville.

August 8, 1962
Page 2

The Honorable Ammon C. loucinski
Washington, D.C.

In regard to Chairman Minow I think he is vitally interested
as far as INN is concerned. I misht be presumptuous to so
but I feel he is mindful of our dedication in
comment,
t in that which me would like to do to improve
the public
that service, not only to our domestic listeners, but to our
Latin friends below the border, and, above all, in embattled
Cuba.
Niansabile prime to the Nashville meeting where we feel it is
necessary forme to discuss some of our plena with other members
of the Clear Channel organization, we are preparing an application
with all engineering detail in great depth. I assure you, Homan,
we have been busy at work and we intend to file at the earl eat
possible data for the superior power we need to render a vastly
improved service.
Warmest wishes and please know how much we appreciate all that
you have done and are doing in behalf of better radio, and,
Above all, in behalf of our beloved country.

Very

C.-

WLQ:ak
cc:

Bce:

Mt. Daniel C. Calibres%)

John H. DeWitt, Jr.C.J. Meyers
George Lang
Charlie Gates
Roy Battles
R. Russell Eagan, Esq.

Ward L. Quasi

August 7, 1962

Mr. Roy Battles, Executive Director
Clear Channel Broadcasting Service
Shoreham Building
Washington 5, D.C.
Dear Roy:

This will acknowledge, belatedly, receipt of a copy of your CCBS
report for the quarter ending June 30, 1962, as directed to our
chairman, Mr. Craig.
I acknowledge, also, your very cogent report of August 2, involving
the meeting which you and Jack DeWitt had with the Civil Defense
establishment.

Jack DeWitt and I have visited about the matter of the NAB and its
involvement in tais phase of civil defense. It is definitely the
assignment of that industry organization. Jack and I feel he should
address his comments to Governor Collins at the earliest possible
date.
Roy, when we are in Nashville we will visit about both of these
letters and other matters of general import.
Carl Meyers, George Lang and I will attend the meeting scheduled for
Tuesday, August 28 and Carl and George will remain for the engineering
session on Wednesday, the 29. I have to be in New York City on that
date, Roy.
Best wishes and again congratulations on all your good work.
ly

sward
WLQ:ek
Messrs.
cc:

E.W. Craig
John H. DeWitt, Jr.,/
R. Russell Eagan, Esquire

Quaal

.0

1\-
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CLEAR CHANNEL BROADCASTING SERVICE

SHOREHAM BUILDING
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

August 1, 1962

W. Thomas Hosely
Director of Sales
Continental Electronics
Dallas, Texas
Dear Tom:
11 be
CCBS chief engineer
28 and
on Tuesday and Wednesday', Aug
matters relating to House Reso1i on 7114

The thought _nos to

\\>
thered in Nashville
1902, to discuss
assed on July 2, 1962.

)

at perhaps some of them

as while en route to or
at
-to-s4
might find it convert
ial trip to Dallas.
a
than to 14
from Nashville rath e'/°i
Just an idea
This might be part#011arly true i? KFI and KSL.
I have 44# discussed it with any of
for your considerat on.
Our engineers.
\\
,..----The-)Nash.1.)414_mes4ng will involve only members of
So that you will know
the Cl i; Channel Broadtestini Service.
Itings to our asociation, they are listed as follows:
who

KFI

WSM
WLW
'-,--WIERU

WSB
WJR

Angeles
hville
ncinnati
-"Chicago

Atlanta
Detroit

WBAP
WFAA
WHAS
WHO
KSL
WHAM
WOAI

Fort Worth
Dallas
Louisville
Des Moin.a
Salt Lake City
Rochester, N.Y.
San Antonio

Peet wishes.

Sincerely yours,

ROY BATTLES
RB/bh
cc:

Mr. DeWitt
Mr. Eagan

THE NATIONAL LIFE AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE COMPANY
NATIONAL BUILDING

NASHVILLE

3,

TENNESSEE

INSURANCE SERVICES DEPARTMENT

C. H. BERSON

VICE-PRESIDENT AND MANAGER

E. L. PETREE

June 29, 1962

ASSISTANT VICE-PRESIDENT

C. E. BUCHANAN
ASSISTANT SECRETARY

C. D. ORR
ASSISTANT SECRETARY

Memo to Mr. DeWitt

Enclosed is Mr. Battles' annuity contract. Mr. Glasgow is writing
him today advising that the policy will be forwarded upon your
return to the office.
The check for the first premium was delivered by your Secretary
on June 28.

E. L. Petree

- 1-101\TOR,II\TC4. A CENTURY OF SERVICE

r

WHAM

ROCHESTER

350 EAST AVENUE

ROCHESTER 4, NEW YORK

LO 2-9200

50,000 WATTS
1A CLEAR CHANNEL
1180 KC

SINCE 1922

June 26, 1962

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr.
President
asm, Incorporated
Nashville,cTennessee
Dear Jack:

Many thanks for your very kind letter which I greatly appreciate.
I am
aware of the fine spirit of cooperation among the Clear Channel stations
and am counting on visiting S'SM and other stations to ask all manner of
questions.
I am all too familiar with what has been going on with the multiplication
of broadcast stations since World War II.
We bought WilAM with our eyes
open, realizing that there are difficult problems to be solved but believing that the possibilities of this station justified our best efforts.
:le hope to keep WHAM one of the great stations in a changing industry and
a changing world.
This can not be done by resting on our laurels, and
perhaps our years of fighting our way along with limited channel assignments have taught us something that applies to even a dominant channel.
We view our new set of problems and some ingrained 50 kw practices with
interest and sometimes skepticism.
It seems to us there are easier and
better ways of doing a few things; so perhaps our fresh approach may
eventually provide something useful to other clear channel stations.
In the meantime, we have much to learn and plan to talk little and listen much.

having seen many of the CCBS files over the years, I am impressed by the
large amount of engineering and legal work to date. As you may know, I
am a radio engineer of sorts, although station management has taken much
of my time for the past sixteen years. It appears that 411AM has a number
of engineering deficiencies which we are attempting to correct.
4e do have
nice new studios and offices in downtown Aochester which I would enjoy
showing you if you are ever nearby.
Be sure that I will call on you when the occasion arises.
Very sincerely yours,

W. F. Rust, Jr.

djw

CLEAR CHANNEL BROADCASTING SERVICE

SHOREHAM BUILDING
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

July 5, 1962

Mr. Sol Taishoff
Editor & Publisher
BROADCASTING
1735 De Sales Street, N.V.
Washington 6, D. C.
Dear Sol:

Your thoughtful and generons note about the handling
of the Clear Channel legislation iv one that I Vhall cherish for
the rest of my life.

"

Coining from one of the ,treat statesmen of the broadcasting
industry, it is especially meaningful.

Our prayer now is that we will have the wisdom anC ability
to carefully handle our future moves in such a way es to make the
broadcasting progress in. the national interest that House Resolution
714 envisions.
If we may we will want to seek further advice from you
et regular intervals.

Best wishes end thans again.
Sincerely,

ROY BATTLES
RB/bh
bcc:

Messrs. Rollo
Eagan
Quaal
DeWitt

mime misiinillh

.-.-.

OREN HARRIS

APisairield1

aro Drew, Arsuitawl

WLLK NAM III

balsam*

Congregg of die Ilinittb ibtattsi
*ow at atpresiattatibti

CONlierT11111 OM INTIMITATII

AMO POOSSON COMMIX=

OMR
Pt

COLLOID

allistingtai. .C.
July 3, 1962

Mr. Ward L. Quaal
WON, Inc.
Chicago, Illinois
Dear Mr. Quaal:
reference to the
I am very glad to have your wire with
714
was passed yesClear Channel problem. House Resolution
required
a twoterday under suspension of the Rules, which
thirds vote of the House.
July 4th,
Although it was a Monday, during the week of
passed
with more
and many Members were absent, the Resolution
I
am
hopeful
two-thirds vote of the House.
than the required
Communications
the Federal
that this will provide some guidance to
of
the
problems
of the clear channel
Commission, in resolving some
the public.
stations in providing more adequate service to

With kindest regards,
Sincerely yours,

ON:C

July 5, 1S62
Die. 7/4/62

Mr. Roy Battles, Director
Clear Channel Broadcasting service
Shoreham Building
Washington :it, D. C.

Dear Roy:

First of all, our heartiest congratulations on the manner in which you have
conducted the affairs of the Clear Channel Broadcasting service before the
Commerce Coemittee of the House.
These have been trying months for you and for the group, Roy, but you have
conducted yourself au we expected -- with distinction.
In regard to the oomments of Congreesmen Jonei of Missouri, let me direct
your attention to Rule VIII of the House of Representatives in which it is
otated that, "Every member *hall be present within the hall of the Mouse
during its sittings, unless excnaed or neceesarily prevented; and shall

vote on each question all, en1:::144 a direct as,rsonal or pecuniary
interest in the event of such

MIONMINIMMI

While I feel that MX failed gads its "hosesork" in iegard to Mx. Jo nets,
Rule VIII should demonstrate effectively the position of prejudice %hien
manifest itself when he "took the floor."

As Jack DeWitt stated is taking s page from Winston Churchill in pert of
phone conversation with me yesterday, "Victory is all around us." Mew we
must be certain that the sense oi the House wenfiests itself at the Federal
as

Gewitrisnieations Commission.

Heartiest congratulations and all good yiShes to you, Boy.
sincerely,

L. Quaal
WLQ/rma
ee:

h. Rust ell Ragan, Me4.
John H. DeWitt, Jr.'i
Jameto M. Quello

Den Calibraro
Carl Meyer:,

Charlie Gates

MEMORANDUM
May 14, 1962

TO:

MR. E. W. CRAIG

FROM;

JOHN H. DEWITT, JR.
SUBJECT:

Clear Channels

Scoop Russell called Wednesday. May 9th, to say that he had been in
touch with Mr. Oren Harris and that Mr. Harris had conferred with Minow
as of very recent date. Minow will buy the idea of the twelve clear
channels which are not proposed to be duplicated getting a grant for higher
In addition, he is agreeable to adding WGN, WJR and KHOC, St. Louis
power.
I asked Scoop if NBC had any objections to KIOICIArth is owned
to the list.
by CBS getting the grant and he said that they did not.
Whot they do not
want is to have higher power granted to CBS in Chicago or New York where
it would be directly competitive with their stations.
Since WSB was left out, I felt obligated to tell Leonard Reinsch about
this which I did through his man, Frank Gaither.
When I was in Atlanta on
April 30th I had a meeting with Frank and Leonard Refeeeh. At that time
Leonard expressed himself very strongly against the idea of WSB being granted
higher power.
I would not be surprised if Leonard h
wade some deal such
that WSB would only be duplicated in Alaska as has been proposed by the
Commission so that it would remain at 50 KW.
Scoop Russell went on to say that Minow had told Mr. Harris that the
Commission could and would not act on a directive from the Interstate
Commerce Committee of the House alone.
I presume that this is because
Minow cannot convince Craven, Bartley and Cross to go along unless he has
a stronger directive.. What Minow wants is a resolution to the stations
calling for higher power on the twelve stations plus WJR, WGN and KMOX.
Such a resolution in Minow's mind would nullify the infamous Wheeler
resolution passed in the Senate in 193E.
Friday while talking with Ward Quaal he remarked that we had victory
in our grasp. He said, "We can smell the high power."
It will not be easy in the opinion of Scoop and others to get the
resolution through the House because of the potential daytimer opposition.
These people are still stirring up trouble. Apparently we have convinced

the Sub -committee of Mr. Harris' Committee headed by Mr. Moulder of Missow._
He was an ardent daytime champion but he
that we are not such bad people.
has now managed to separate this from the clear channel high power issue
and last week reported out of his Sub -committee a decision asking the FCC
to hold up duplication of all 25 clear channels for one year after the
resolution is acted upon favorably by the House.
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May 10, 1962

Mr. Roy Battles
Clear Channel Broadcasting Service
532 Shoreham Building
Washington, D. C.
Dear Roy:

Thanks for the note about Joe Baudino and BRECOM.
My secretary tells me that your letter was
undoubtedly written on an electric typewriter so I guess
there is nothing further to be done in that direction.
Best regards.

Sincerely yours,

John H. DeWitt, Jr.

JHD:am

1Xecutive 3-0255

Clear Channel _Broadcasting Service
Shoreham 13ttiltlii14
tho

Wasbin4ton 5, 1). C.

ixxrx
Di ector

May 9, 1962

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr.
\President 6, S'-ation Manager

WSM, Inc.
301 - 7th Avenue North
Nashville 3, Tennessee
Dear Jack:

Westinghouse's Joe Baudino said by telephone
yesterday that he would personally check into the KDKA
Ba]com problem.

I tried to di4omatically suggest that perhaps
Don McGannon could solve the entire pyoblem by a short
to key 'vestinghouse people involved. Joe, for the time
being, did not buy this suggestion.
If the trouble at KDKA continues, let me know
and I will go at it again.
Best wishes.
Sincerely,

Battles
FZB/bh

7r

Sponsored by Independently Owned
Clear Channel Radio Stations

11Cniteb -Statez Zenate
WASHINGTON, D.C.

241 Senate Office Bldg.
July 3, 1962

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr., President
WSM Inc.
National Life and Accident Insurance Co. Bldg.
Nashville, Tennessee
Dear Jack:

Knowing of your great interest in the clear channels
legislation, I thought you would like a copy of the
Congressional Record containing the debate and vote on
H. Res. 714. The pages of interest are 11673 to 11686.
You may also want to look over the material on presunrise
operations by daytimers which runs from p. 11672 to 11677.
The size of the vote was encouraging, although I
was sorry Carlton Loser did not participate in the consideration
of the measure.
I have been in touch with the F.C.C. and
believe that the simple resolution probably is, by and large,
preferable to seeking joint action by both houses. The F.C.C.
has indicated, as I mentioned in my report last night, that
they will give sympathetic attention to the resolution.
You will notice that the most ardent antagonist to
the measure was Paul Jones of Missouri. Jones has a very
direct personal interest in the subject and was hardly in
a position tote objective. He has long been general manager
of KBOA (830 Kc., 1000 watts, daytime) in Kennett, Missouri.
Harris and Dingell did a fine job of moving the resolution
through.
I'm very pleased that things went so well and hope that
this does lead to greater things for WSM and the other clear
channels.
It was good to meet you when you were here and
I hope we see each other again soon, either in Washington
or in Nashville.
Best wishes to you, Bob Cooper,and my
other friends.
Sincerely,

AF:DRG

Radio 720 Television /channel

ars

9

2501 West Bradley Place Chicago 18, Illinois LAkeview 8-2311

Ward L. Quaal Executive Vice President and General Manager

July 2, 1962

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr.

President

WSM, Inc.
Nashville 3, Tennessee
Dear Jack:

Ott Devine was kind enough to advise us of the air time of the
WSM rebroadcast of excerpts from the 40th Anniversary show,
carried on WGN on May 18, so we tuned in last evening, and let
me tell you that your great station came in "loud and clear"
in Lake Forest, which is located about 35 miles north of the
Chicago loop.
I can't begin to tell you how much all of us in the WGN family
appreciate this additional warm gesture of our dear friends at
WSM.
It means so much to us to know that you folks think
enough of us to render this great favor.
Please express to all of your personnel our very deep sense of
gratitude, Jack.
Warmest wishes and much appreciation.
Very sincerely,

Ard L. Quaal

WLQ/rmz
cc:

Edwin W. Craig
Ott Devine
Carl Meyers
Charlie Gates
Dan Calibraro

WGN Syndication Sales

KDAL Radio /Television serving Duluth -Superior

MEMORANDUM
June 1E, 1962

TO:

MR. E. W. CRAIG

FROM:

JOHN H. DEWITT, JR.

I had planned, with your permission, to drive to Washington
next week with my wife and daughter to take one weeks' vacation
touring Washington, Williamsburg and Cape Hatteras.
Since
Scoop Russell's luncheon party is on Wednesday, June 27th, I
will attend and have already asked Roy Battles to attend with
Roy needs and wants to be in closer contact
with Scoop because of Scoop's closeness to our friend on the
Hill.

I have learned through a memorandum which Scoop sent me from
Bill Duttera of the NBC Engineering Department that they claim
WSM at high power will interfere with WNBC within their immediate
coverage area due to poor performance of some receivers. Apparently
NBC is taking a dog in the manger attitude about high power which
could hurt us.
I will discuss this further with Scoop when I see
him.

JHD:am

June 22, 1962

Mr. Harold Hough
Station WBAP
Fort Worth, Texas
Dear Harold:

At the time that Mr. Battles was retained as our CCBS
Director it was agreed that CCBS would carry an annuity on him
amounting to $1,000 per year. After long and arduous consideration
by the Legal Department of National Life, as well as one of the
lawyers in Washington, they have come up with a contract which has
been sent to you within the last few days to be put in your CCBS
files.
All that remains to be done is for you, as treasurer of
CCBS, to send a check made payable to National Life to the amount
of $1,000.
If you will send it to me, I will see that it gets
in the proper hands.
I trust that your health is improving and that we will see
you before long at some broadcasting meeting.
Very best wishes.
Sincerely yours,

John H. DeWitt, Jr.

JHD:am

ABM°

AM FM - TV

THE STAR -TELEGRAM STATION
IvSINCE

DALLAS TELEPHONE AN 2 -5224 --AN 2-4622

FORT WORTH TELEPHONE JE 6-1981

P. 0. BOX 1780

1922

OFFICES AND STUDIOS 3900 BARNETT STREET

FORT WORTH. TEXAS

June 26, 1962
AMON CARTER
FOUNDER

1922-1958

AMON CARTER. JR.
PRESIDENT

HAROLD HOUGH
DIRECTOR

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr.
Station WSM, Incorporated
Nashville 3, Tennessee

Roe BAcus
MANAGER

WBAP-820

50.000 WATTS

Dear Mr. DeWitt:

Mr. Hough is out at the station this
morning, however, he did sign a check in the
amount of $1000.00 for the annual annuity of
Roy Battles, Director of the Clear Channel
Broadcasting Service. We appreciate your
interest in seeing that it reaches the proper
hands.

WBA P-570

5,000 WATTS
ABC

WBA P -TV

CHANNEL 5

W BAP -FM

96.3

We are delighted that Mr. Hough is
feeling well enough to go out to the station
a couple of times a week, and then on to the
office on the other days.
Belatedly, may I say "thank you" as a
member of the Executive Committee of CCBS for
voting that CCBS pay me a small salary for
keeping books for the organization. I am
deeply grateful, and I think you know that
I shall always cooperate in every way possible
in furthering the goals of this worthy group.
With every good wish, I am
Sine

ly,

ecretary to Mr. Hough

/b
61/42 7_

Q neck

/3

ihr. AlVee_.)

Ericl. Check # 4736 - $1000.00
PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC., National Representatives
WRAP SHARES FREQUENCIES WITH WFAA. THE TWO STATIONS MAINTAINING CONTINUOUS SERVICE ON 820 KC. AND 570 KC.

AVLSILM
SENDING BLANK
umn FMT

"m"National Life & Acc.Ins.Co.
June 29, 1962
2:10 P.M.
This is text for book of 8 messages.
Louise Goff Reece
House of Representatives
Washington, D. C.

cAu

TO

Howard H. Baker
House of Representatives
Washington, D. C.
James B. Frazier, Jr.
House of Representatives
Washington, D. C.
End 1

ERVIN'
' CUL
LE TTETti

CHARGE
TO

Sheet 2
Joe L. Evins
House of Representatives
Washington, D. C.

Ross Bass
House of Representatives
Washington, D.
C.
Tom Murray
House of Representatives
Washington, D. C.
End 2

31,11/41Q*.......4.dp."....

4.4.2

CALL.

CHARGE

Sheet 3
Robert A. Everett
Mouse of Representatives
Washington, D. C.

Clifford Davis
House of Representatives
Washington, D. C.

STRONGLY URGE YOU
JULY 2, FOR HOUSE
TO BE VOTED UNDER
MEMORIALIZES FCC

BE PRESENT AND VOTE ON MONDAY,
RESOLUTION NO. 714 BY OREN HARRIS
SUSPENSION OF RULES. RESOLUTION
TO AUTHORIZE INCREASED POWER FOR
End 3

CRil

warm

CMARti.
TO

Sheet 4
PRESENT CLEAR CHANNEL RADIO STATIONS RESULTING IN
GREATLY IMPROVED SERVICE IN RURAL AREAS NOT NOW
ENJOYING ADEQUATE SERVICE. WE ARE ADVISSD NO
OPPOSITION, BUT PASSAGE HIGHLY IMPORTANT TO WSM.
RADIO STATION WSM
J. H. DeWitt, Jr., President

Western Union:

Please deliver above message to homes
of addressees if unable to reach them
at offices.

CCBS

Memo from
ROY BATTLES

Dear Jack:

Here is a couple of ideas as to how we might
honor Harris sometime in the future.
What about an honorary degree from
1.
Loyola University?
2.

Could he be recognized in some special
way by the Mormon Church?

3.

A fullfledged feature story by the
Tribune might help, etc.

CLEAR CHANNEL BROADCASTING SERVICE

SHOREHAM BUILDING
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

July 10, 1962

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL
TO:

Messrs. Hough, Quaal and DeWitt

FROM:

i!

Roy Battles

Gentlemen:
\\:\

in04 find sorie'tectful,
The wise end experienced heads in
ss our\ ratitude to those
timely end appropriate way to adequately e
who made it possible for House Resolutio 7 4 to pasA

Ns\

This, of course, is a very deliq
in my position should avoid becomin_involve
to
my duty to drop the three of you-tbie-no
not overlooked in the hectic 1IiErere that 1.3eN 11 1

the matter to anyone else.

er -- one that a person
Yet, I thought it was
sure that the matter was
e
I shall not mention

\
\I

I

!

The point is that i.Htle there we ,/ dozens of Congressmen and
others who played important rcickels in the pciseage of this legislation, the
Resolution primarily,peseed beca4a,e_of_theziefforts and leadership of
Chairman Oren Harri'04---Aii-ilmost 4nwaIleble, of course, was played by

Representative Jot* D. Dingell/ho worked so tirelessly over the months for
the legislation.(/
\

\

ghtly less Aagree but to en important degree, we are deeply
To a
indebted to Congr 6Trian John/B.4' Bennett end Congressman Charles Halleck.
I hate to aieWr the line at this point because of the many others
who played vital roles, including such men as Congressmen Rostenkowski, Moss,
Springer and others, plus, of course Congressman Walter Rogers who could have
wrecked our efforts. Even though he was more sympathetic to the deytimers,
he lent his influence, which is key influence, to passage of House Res.i14.

There, I have said my piece.

Thanks and best wishes.
Sincerely,

ROY BATTLES

RB/bh

FORM 5029-C-4.44

THE NATIONAL LIFE AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE CO.
NATIONAL BUILDING

NASHVILLE 3, TENNESSEE

June 29, 1962

Mr. Roy E. Battles
Clear Channel Broadcasting Service
Shoreham Building
Washington 5, D. C.
Dear Mr. Battles:

I have been advised by the Insurance Services Division
that your annuity No. 3585172 giving a retirement benefit of
$86.70 per month at age 65, has been issued and forwarded to
the office of Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr. who, in turn, will
This information is being forwarded to
transmit it to you.
you because I understand that Mr. DeWitt will be away from
In addition, you might be interested to
the city next week.
know that the Company has received the first annual premium.
We have enjoyed working with you in regard to this
matter, and if the Company can be of any further assistance
to you in planning an insurance program or performing any
other service, please do not hesitate to advise us according -

With kindest regards, I am

L

Yours very sincerely,

James M. Glasgow
Assistant General Counsel

cc: Mr. E. L. Petree
cc: Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr.

Mr. Roy Battles
Clear Channel Broadcasting Service
Shoreham Building
Washington 5, D. C.
Dear Mr. Battles:

Enclosed is a copy of the telegram sent today
to all members of the Tennessee House delegation.
Yours very truly,

Walter M Ykobinson, Jr.

Enclosure

14 A- 1

I

Mr. Frank M. Russell
5E04 Kennedy Drive
Chevy Chase, Maryland
Dear Scoop:

This is to pass on to you the information given over the telephone
last week regarding side channel interference problems. The first consideration has to do with groundwave to groundwave interference. We have
examined all 25 stations in this respect. This was done an a light
appraisal basis and I wish to emphasize that the conclusions that we
have reached must be verified through careful engineering analysis in
each case. Presumably this would be done as the stations come up for
consideration before theitCC later on. The following stations have no
problem:
KFI
WSM
WNBC

WMAQ
WLW
WJR
WFAA/WBAP
WCCO
WBZ
KSL
WHAM

640 KC
650 KC
660 KC
670 KC
700 KC
760 KC
E20 KC
830 K C
1030 KC
1160 K C
11E0 KC

The following stations could have difficult problems with the
stations listed:
WSB - 750 KC

WBAM - Montgomery, Alabama - 740 KC
WBAW - Barnwell, South Carolina - 740 KC

WABC - 770 KC

WAVA - Arlington, Virginia - 7E0 KC
WAEB - Allentown, Pennsylvania - 790 KC

WBBM - 7E0 KC

WEW - St. Louis, Missouri - 770 KC
WSGW - Saginaw, Michigan - 790 KC

WWL - E70 KC

WMAG - Forest, Mississippi - 860 KC
KSFA - Nacogdoches, Texas - E60 KC

'`7

Mr. Frank M. Russell

WCBS

WLS

StO KC

KC

-2-

WHCU
WOWW
WTEL
WFLN

-

May 21, 1962

Ithaca, New York - 870 KC
Nagatuck, Conn. - 890 KC
Philadelphia, Pa. - 890 KC
Philadelphia, Pa. - 900 KC

WRFD - Worthington, Ohio - EEO KC
WFRO - Fremont, Ohio - 900 KC
WKYW
Louisville, Ky. - 900 KC

WHO - 1040 KC

WECL - Eau Claire, Wisconson - 1050 KC
KSIS - Sedalia, Missouri - 1050 KC
KLOH - Pipestone, Minnesota - 1050 KC
WDZ - Decatur. Illinois - 1050 KC

KYW - 1100 KC

WYRE - Pittsburgh - 1080 KC

CHIC - 1090 - BremeNOMOVANNOW
KMOX - 1120 KC

KFAB - Omaha - 1100
WMBI - Chicago, Illinois
WSIV - Pekin, Illinois - 1140 KC

WCAU - 1210

WLIB
WANN
WFAX
WJUN
WGNY
WSOQ
WKBX
WRIB
WDEE
WKBO
WE:X

The following
up fairly easily:

WON - 720 KC

With WCMC -

New Y
New York - 1190
Annapo s - 1190
Falls Church - 1220 KC
Mexico, Pennslyvania - 1220 KC
Newburg, New York - 1220 KC
N. Syracuse - 1220 KC
Keane, Vermont - 1220 KC
Providence, R.I. - 1220 KC
Hamden, Conn. - 1220 KC
Harrisburg, Pa. - 1230 KC
Easton, Pa. - 1230 KC
White Plains, New York - 1230 KC
Baltimore, Md. - 1230 KC
Wildwood, New Jersey - 1230 KC
,

stations have marginal problems which might be cleared

730 - Bowling Green, Ohio
730 - Merrill Wisconsin

WHAS - 840 KC

830 KC - Kennett, Missouri
650 KC - Clayton, Missouri
(There may not be any trouble here at all.)

KDKA

1020 KC

WOAI - 1200 KC

1010 KC - Berkely Springs, W. Va. (could be easily protected)

1190 KC - Dallas, Texas (could be protected from WOAI)
Sincerely yours,

John H. DeWitt, Jr.

JHD:am

N B C
Interdepartment Correspondence
To

From

David C. Adams

William S. Duttera

Date
Subject

June 6,

19;.2

DeWitt Clear Channel Study

I have reviewed Mr. Russell's letter to you of May 25, regarding
At the
the informal memorandum supplied to him by Jack DeWitt of WSM.
outset, it must be emphasized that Jack's analysis of the interference
problems which might arise, as a result of higher power grants to his
list of Class IA stations, is limited to the interference that would
result from the Class IA's increased ground wave transmissions toward
daytime and limited time stations on adjacent channels.
As far as WNBC is concerned, we would experience no daytime
adjacent channel interference within our 0.5 mv/m contour, even if WSM
(The 0.5 mv/m contour is the contour
increased its power to 750 kw.
to which the Commission provides protection from adjacent channel
ground wave signals.)
Of course, since Jack does not consider skywave transmission, he
did not need to note the adjacent channel interference which WSM would
cause to WNBC if it increased its power to 500 kw or more. Our studies
reveal that, based on the present FCC Standards, interference to WNBC
would occur between WNBC's 0.6 and 1.1 mv/m contours with 750 kw at
WSM and with 500 kw the interference would be between WNBC's 0.5 and 0.9
On the basis of the Clear Channel
mv/m contours as shown on Fig. 1.
Standards, WSM would interfere within the WNBC Type B contour between
the 1.2 to 2.3 mv/m contours with 750 kw (Fig. 2) and between the
1 to 1.9 mv/a contours with 500 kw. The corresponding contours are
also shown for Type A service (Fig. 3), where the interference within
the WNBC Type A contour is between WNBC's 2.5 and 4.4 mv/m contours
with 750 kw and between 2 to 3.0 mv/m with 500 kw.
The maps referred to above are attached. They reflect the new
contours of WNBC as will result from its operation with a non -directional
Our record in the Clear Channel Proceeding was,
antenna at High Island.
of course, on the basis of the directional antenna at Port Washington.
There is no significant difference in the ground wave contours to the
West but the night service contour, which recognizes fading, is extended
in the generally westerly direction by the new antenna.

The above delineation of the interference effects upon WNBC in
terms of two different sets of engineering standards may be confusing
but if such a high power proposal were made, and if it went to hearing,
However, there
the Commission would probably use the present Standards.
the
Clear
Channel
was general industry agreement, at the time, that
Standards (Ex. 109) most accurately define the interference effects.
For discussion purposes I believe we should use only the Clear Channel
Standards.

David C. Adams

June

- 2 -

191,2

There remains the question as to the significance to NBC of
DeWitt's study which he gave to Scoop. On the other hand, by making
no reference to the WSM-WNBC high power problem and by listing WSM
as a candidate for high power, he is perhaps inviting NBC to raise
On the other hand, the
the issue, if we feel it to be important.
letter indicates there is no substantial problem with WGN increasing
its power although, as I understand it, Scoop was told, in effect,
that the interference to adjacent stations would be a serious problem
in obtaining a power increase for WGN. Our study indicates that WGN
could use a directional antenna which would radiate no more than 100
kw to the North and to the East and would have no radiated power
These conditions may not be a
restrictions in other directions.
WGN's
extended service from high
deterent to WGN and I believe that
serious
a
competitive factor as if it
power would represent about as
were non -directional.

/s/

William S. Duttera

WSD: COC
att.

cc w/att:

H.M. Beville
T.E. Ervin

CLEAR CHANNEL BROADCASTING SERVICE

SHOREHAM BUILDING
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL
July 13, 1962

NOTE TO:

Messrs. Rollo, Eagan, DeWiL_ & (olaal

FROM;

Roy Bcc_-les

James Moroney, Jr., of WFAA
recenAy ,_ha he had discussed :he
Communica:_ions Commission will Vic
The Vice Presiden
is atLempLing to, as he put i_ 'a,
Presiden_ indica_ed ha broadcasi_e
emswi
they will suddenly find
a

old me by
the Fade

,he AdminisraAon
The Vice
Ler geL on the ball or
any influence wha,soever
ission.

the FCC.

Jim told
informaion wish you

diaa_ i- was

right _o share _his

/4incerely,

ROY BATTLES

RB/bh

July 9

196.2

Mr Edwin W Craig
333 Ponte Vedra Boulevard
Ponte Vedra Beach Florida

c

Dear Mr

Craig:

Several days ago Reed Rollo called to tell me that he
was in ilsagreement with us about the need for a clear channel
group meeting.
I told him that it would be well to prepare
a letter outlining his reasons for having such a meeting
and upon receipt I would forward the letter to you for your
consideration.
The letter is enclosed
From something he said on the phone. I suspect that
his strong reason lies under Section 3.
He is afraid that
WGN may not get early consideration by the Commission. The
fact is that WGN, WOAI. WHO and WSB will all have difficulty
because of daytime side -channel interference problems.
Reed apparently feels quite strongly on the subject of
a meeting.
I suggested that the meeting might be held at
the Ponte Vedra Club in case you felt that it should be
called immediately.
This would be a pleasant place to meet
and I would guess that all stations would have representatives
present.
Best wishes.

Sincerely yours.

John H

JHD:am
Enclosure

DeWitt

Jr.

LAW OFFICES OF
LOUIS G. CALDWELL
11091 19511

HAMMOND E. CHAFFETZ
REED T. ROLLO
DONALD C. BEELAR
PERCY H. RUSSELL
KELLEY E. GRIFFITH
PERRY S. PATTERSON
R. RUSSELL EAGAN
CHARLES R. CUTLER
FREDERICK M. ROWE
ALOYSIUS B. MSCABE

KIRKLAND, ELLIS, HODSON, CHAFrETZ & MASTERS
WORLD CENTER BUILDING -IRS AND K STREETS. N. W

WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
TEL

July

sr R LI

CHICAGO OFFICE

PRUDENTIAL PLAZA
CHICAGO I, ILLINOIS

JOSEPH DuCOEUR
RAYMOND G LARROCA
JOHN P. MANWELL
RONALD J. WILSON

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr.
WSM, Incorporated
National Building
Nashville 3, Tennessee

Dear Jack:
As I told you during our telephone conversation of
July 3, it is my recommendation that Mr. Craig call a meeting
of the members of CCBS as soon as proper preparation for such
a meeting can be completed. The purpose of the meeting would
be to have a full and complete exchange of ideas among the
members concerning the matter of seeking authority from the
FCC to increase power in excess of 50 kw. I recognize that there
is a definite risk that such a meeting might produce a lack of
unanimity among the members, but I feel that the issue must be
faced; and, for the reasons set out below, I am of the opinion
that to delay further making the decision can only weaken the
case for higher power.
The foregoing recommendations and opinions are
based upon a number of considerations, as follows:
I. The efforts to preserve Clear Channels and to
remove the 50 kw power limitation have been carried on by the
Clear Channel group and its successor, the Clear Channel Broadcasting Service, over a continuous period of time, beginning in
1934. It seems to me that the efforts should be continued by the
member stations as a group. Of course, each individual station
must arrive at its own decision, and, if it elects to apply, should
seek the advice and help of its own legal and engineering counsel.
A meeting of the group at this time to exchange information and
ideas would, I think, be extremely helpful to each station in
making a decision.

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr.

-2-

July 5, 1962

Passage of House Resolution 714 on July 2,
1962, makes it imperative, in my view, that any CCBS member
desiring to request higher power should do so at an early date,
because,
2.

(a) The Resolution itself is not an amendment to the statute. It simply gives the FCC an opportunity to
reconsider its Report and Order in the Clear Channel case
(Docket 6741), and experience indicates that the Commission
might very well ignore the Resolution. You will recall that on
September 7, 1961, Congressman Harris, by direction of the House
Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee, addressed a letter
to Chairman Minow of the FCC requesting the Commission to postpone the issuance of a final order in the Clear Channel proceeding
until a reasonable time after the reconvening of the Congress in
January, 1962, in order to give the Committee an opportunity to
give consideration to the several bills which had been introduced
by Congressmen Dingell, Flynt, Bennett and Loser. The Commission ignored this request, as you know, and issued its Final Report
and Order in Docket 6741 on September 13, while we were in special
meeting at WSM in Nashville.

(b) By the filing of formal applications,
accompanied with petitions to waive such rules as stand in the way
of granting the applications, the Commission would be forced to
take action. If it granted the requested waivers and considered the
applications, it would be taking note of the House Resolution. On
the other hand, if it dismissed the applications because they were in
conflict with the rules, it would be ignoring the Resolution.

(c) Since the Resolution provides a moratorium
of only one year, I believe that each station desiring to obtain higher
power should move with as much expedition as possible.
3. I am aware that Congressman Harris has been
quoted as recommending that members of CCBS not proceed with too
great haste and that he is inclined to believe that perhaps only one
or two stations (e. g., WSM and KSL) should seek higher power immediately. U we follow this thinking, it is my opinion that only a handful
of stations will ever succeed in obtaining higher power and that the
CCBS organization would very soon fall apart because of dissension
among its members.

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr.

-3-

July 5, 1962

The preparation for the meeting I recommend
includes preliminary discussions by you, or Ward, or possibly
some other station executive strongly in favor of higher power, with
other station executives that might be considered somewhat reluctant
to make application; assembling up-to-date estimates on equipment
costs and increased operating costs involved on the basis of 500 kw,
4.

750 kw and 1000 kw (I understand that you have this matter underway);

and, a preliminary study to determine, if possible, which member
stations would be required to use directional antennas with higher
power. I realize that final answers to directional antennas both as
to their need and any costs involved, as well as possible changes
in transmitter locations, would have to await a detailed study after
decisions have been made to file the applications.
I shall appreciate it if you will discuss this matter
with Mr. Craig and let me know his views and reactions as soon as
possible.
Sincerely,
r,"

Reed T. Rollo
RTR:kg
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July 13, 1962
R. Russell Eagan, Esq.

800 World Cener BuildIng
S;reeL, N.W.
16 ,_h & J
Washing,on 6, D. C.
Dear Russ:

You will be inLeres_ed in he following
during telephone conversazions with CCBS members
reltLes o higher power,
714, particularly as
1.

power lyu,

KFI

George Wagner indica,

desires zo counsel with ..he CCBS

eived recen.ly
Resolution
Live to H

ready Lo apply for higher
making a movie.

very anxious to apply for
WLW - Clyde Haehnle says ,11EL
2.
has had a chance Lo discuss
S g
higher power bur will not move bet
days with 500 kw and could
r in
on the
,he over-all strategy. WU coul
cont. of its old LransmiLer.
X00
possibly wl,:hout Loo much expen e jack more L
3.

W4]

WSB
4.
,o make application
oiler CCBS members
3.

W

power. Here again
making application.

- You knor., o

Ward uaal's )

eling on this issue.

whe_her or nog WSB desires
ithe
s qui_e anxious, however, to _alk With
_
r pave
t House R s. 714 and is implications.
James Quell
however, he
1e has as

apply for higher
WJR is ready
indicaces
sires o counsel with -he CCBS group before
;1 his people to sleir preparing an application./

Itrciough did not indiciLe whe-her or not WBAP is inLeresLed
WBAP
6.
in applying for higher power.

WFAA - James Heroney, Jr., indica,es :la, his people are curren,ly
7.
working on es,imaLes _o de:ermine whe,her or no it t:ould be economically feasible
for AFAA o apply for higher power. He will have the answer he feels in less han
_wo weeks.

R. Russell Eagan - Page 2

July 13, 1962

8.
WHAS - Vic Sholis says .ha. Orrin Towner is ou, of town for
a few da;s.
Just: as soon as he re urns he will ask Orrin to make a comprehensi,e
study of the es imated cost of moving to higher power. He will ,hen ask Barry
Bingham _o take 'this informa.:ion along with other calculations that will be made
a, Louisville to determine whether o: no_ WHAS will make application for higher
power if it ge..s the green light.
9.
WHO
to higher power.

- Dr. David Palmer says Lha. WHO is 'in,eres ed' in moving

10.
KSL - Arch Madsen indicates
KSL has authority from its
Board of Directors to move to higher power. Here again he will not make a move
until he has counseled with the CCBS group. Jack DeWi,.t reports :that he Mormon
Church is willing to underwrie the project.

WHAM - Bill Rust indicates ,ha during ,he pas_ ..wo or three weeks
he has been making some careful calculations on whether or no.. WHAM could move
to higher power, and still make a profit. He has _en agively arrived a a
conclusion thou. WHAM might possibly move to 500 kw a: an annual increased expense
of something like $200,000 on a 10 -year amortization basis. Under this sox'', of
a figure he is definitely interested in moving to 500 kw, a, leas on a en a_i.e
basis.

12.
WOAI - James Gaines did
mention whether or no. his group
would move to higher power if they got the green light during my recen _elephone
conversation with him. He did indicate, however, when I was a.. WOAI last winter
that "I doubt if we could make it pay, hutcompetition will force us o apply.

13.

WSM - You are aware of WSM's feeling in this area.

14.

Other Clear Channel operators.

(a)
Larry Haeg has no
in going to higher power.
(b)

indicated wie her or no, WCCO is interes.ed

WI. - William Dean has not made such an indication.

(c)
Wes .inghouse - Joe Baudino says _ha. Westinghouse's managemen,
is mixed in its desire to go to higher power, but hey personally feels that if hey
could save a Clear Channel or two by moving to higher power that Westinghouse
would do it.

(d)
CBS - CBS, as you know, is currently making calculations on
the economic feasibility of moving to higher power on its owned and operated saA.ons.
It would go to higher power under ,Jdo conditions:
(1)
If it is economicalty,feasible,
(2) if it were forced to do so by a competing station in one of is o&o cities.

I do not have any indication from NBC or ABC as to this ques,ion, except
of course the scuttlebutt that has been going around.
Sincerely,

2M/bh
cc:
Messrs. Rollo, DeWitt &

ROY BATTLES

N UNION
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c

Dr. Alton Frye
Room 241
Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C.
Dear Alton:

Your brother put on my desk this morning a copy of Air
Force and Space Digest containing your fine article on the
Cold War situation.
It is refreshing after the gobbledygook
from some people in high places championing a soft line with
Russia to find a realist high in the Senate offices.
I have
had a theory for a long time to the effect that the Russians
will tell us the truth about their space efforts only so long
as they think we can check up on them now or later but they will
tell the worst kind of lies if they feel that they can get away
with them as propaganda.
Your realistic approach to the arms control problem would,
in my opinion, do much to get relations with Russia on a
sound basis and I agree that they would not fight if we shot
down their space vehicles.
Best wishes.

Sincerely yours,

John H. DeWitt, Jr.

JHD:am

RING BUILDING
WASHINGTON 6, D.C.

June 28, 1962

Mr. John DeWitt
W S M
301 Seventh Ave., N.
Nashville 3, Tenn.
Dear Jack:

You are probably still in Washington but I am going to
send this letter to your office because I want to get
away tomorrow morning with Phebe and the children for
a weekend at the beach.
House Resolution 714 was formally reported out by the House Committee this morning
and I presume you have a copy, although one is attached.
About the only change in this Resolution beyond those
I have anticipated was to postpone the breakdown of the
clear channels for one year. Actually, this has no real
meaning because the channels to be duplicated will not
qualify for high power.
The step was taken for political
reasons and to assure passage of the Resolution.
Your position is strengthened also by the language "radio
service to substantial areas and populations presently
receiving inadequate nighttime radio service".
The House staff is meeting at 3 o'clock this afternoon
to draft a report to accompany this Resolution and,
of course, the language it contains will be very
helpful.
This report may not be available tomorrow but
if it is I will see that you get a copy.

As soon as this Resolution passes the House I would like
to have a chance to talk to you at your convenience.
Personal regards,

87th Coils

2nd Session

Mr. Harris

H,

RES. 714

Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives
with respect to the authorization by the Federal
Communications Commission of class I -A clear channel operations.
Resolved,

That it is the sense of the House of Representatives

that the Federal Communications Commission --

(1) may, notwithstanding Senate Resolution 294, Seventy-

fifth Congress, third session, adopted June 7, 1938, authorize
the use of power in excess of fifty kilowatts on any of the
twenty-five class I -A clear channel frequencies in the standard

broadcast band (five hundred and forty to sixteen hundred
kilocycles) which are specified in the rules of the Commission,
if, after consideration of all pertinent factors, including the
objective of providing improved nighttime radio service to substantial areas and populations presently receiving inadequate

nighttime radio service, the Commission finds that operation on
such frequencies with power in excess of fifty kilowatts will
serve the public interest, convenience, or necessity; and
(2) should not authorize, for a period of one year from
the date of adoption of this resolution, the construction for
nighttime operation, or the nighttime operation, of any station
on any of the twenty-five class I -A clear channel frequencies in

the standard broadcast band (five hundred and forty to sixteen
hundred kilocycles) which are specified in the rules of the
Commission, unless such station was or could have been authorized
consistent with the rules of the Commission then in effect, to
operate on such a frequency on July 1, 1961.

June 25, 1962

Mr. William Rust
Station WHAM
Rochester, New York
Dear Bill:

Now that the sale of WHAM has been concluded may I welcome you
into the CCBS family. As you probably are well aware I have been
chairman of the Engineering Committee of the Clear Channel Broadcasting Service since 1936 having covered a lot of miles in this effort.
I am fairly familiar with the technical aspects of your new station
although I have never been to it.
I like to think that clear channel stations like yours and ours
and the others are lighthouses which stand out significantly against
the background of the many small stations which have grown up over
the past twenty years.
I sincerely believe that if we had not maintained the clear channels the over -population of radio with the
ensuing results would have lowered the image of radio in general to
the point where everyone would now be worse off than they are.
It is a difficult thing to operate a great clear channel station
in a market the size of ours and make money out of it and at the same
time provide a fine program service.
We have found it increasingly
difficult through the years to make money because older established
stations like ours have many monthly costa which are not present in
the operations of the late comers. Be that as it may, we have managed
to squeeze out a few bucks from, year to year and it is a great source
of satisfaction to get fine letters complimenting us on the public service
which we are giving.
It has been a source of very great satisfaction to me to know and
be friendly with the fine people who operate the stations in our clear
channel group. We have made a practice to help each other in every
possible way down through the years. This has resulted in swapping of
engineering, programming and management information and I believe that
we have few secrets from each others.

Mr. William Rust

-2-

June 25, 1962

I have heard very fine reports of you and your operation and I
do hope that I shall have the opportunity of seeing you soon in order
that we may get better acquainted.
In the meantime, please do not
hesitate to call on us for inforwation or help in any way we might
be useful.

Best wishes.

Sincerely yours,

John H. DeWitt, Jr.
JHD:am

ilocc:

Mr. Roy Battles

June 25, 1962
Dic. 6/22/62

Mr. G. F. Leydorf
211 Savings & Loan Building
Birmingham, Michigan
Dear Fritz:

I thought your handling of the WGN - KID problem was
really first rate and up to the Leydorf standard. This
must have really opened Reed's eyes when he saw how much
interference would be present if KID were allowed to
I think you were right
operate with the proposed antenna.
in using the old standards for if we had used Exhibit 109
standards the opposition might have taken us to task about it.
Sykes, Cary and I are taking off for the east on Sunday
and plan to tour Washington, Williamsburg and the outer
I trust
islands of Cape Hatteras and back to Nashville.
that you will get a vacation this year and I do hope that
we shall see you again at an early date.
3est uishes.

Sincerely yours,

John H. DeWitt, Jr.

JHD:am

Midwest 6-0929

G. F. LEYDORF, P.

E.

CONSULTING ENGINEER
211 Savings & Loan Building
Birmingham, Michigan

June 12, 1962

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr.
President
WSM, Inc.
Nashville, Tennessee
Dear Jack:

You have probably received a copy of Al McCabe's
pleading and the attached engineering statement
dealing with the proposed KID operation on 720 kc.
I hope you find the work satisfactory from the point
of view of COBS.
The interference shown on the map is wherever
the interfering signal exceeded 10% of the time exceeds 1/20 of the desired signal exceeded 50% of the
time.

We could have gone into the fact that the coexistence of two signals on the same frequency with
the amplitude exceeded 10% of the time of the first
signal being 1/20 of the amplitude exceeded 50% of
the time of the second signal means that the first
signal exceeds 1/20 of the second much more than
(Approximately 25% of the time
10% of the time.
for Rayleigh distributions and, if I recall correctly, about 30% of the time empirical distribution of
Figure 1 of the Standards in the 300 to 600 mile
range.)

It appears to me that we are stuck with the
old sky wave protection standard, but we may still
help our situation if, at opportune times, we point
out that it does not accomplish freedom from interference 90% of the time.

Reed and Al were rather shocked when they
fully realized what we were saying regarding
directional antenna performance, so it seemed to
me to be wiser to avoid discussion of the protection standard.
In the course of the work I went through the
KID antenna design. I believe the mutual impedances used by Jules Cohen are too high, resulting in a high antenna efficiency. Consequently

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr. -2

June 12, 1962

the 92.7 mv/M found for 9% of the RSS should actually
be 85 or 86 my/m. This was brought to Reed's and
Al's attention. Also, both Cohen and Head used 1775
mv/m for the WGN inverse field, whereas measurement
indicates 1860 mv/i RMS with higher values to the
west.
It was finally decided to ignore these differences and use the same figures Cohen and Head had
used.

I appreciate very much your confidence and
recommendation to Reed and Carl that I undertake
this work. In order to do the work, it was necessary to use time that belonged to CCBS last month.
Consequently, I shall not bill CCBS for the May
retainer.

Enclosed you will find my time and expense
record and invoice for the month of April.
Give my best to George and Johnie.
Yours truly,

G. E. I ydorf
encl.

Executive 3-0255

Clear Channel Broadcasting Service
Roy rattles

Shoreham Building
Washington 5, D. C.

EMIR ?MEW
Di ector

June 1, 1962

r. John H. DeWitt, Jr.
resident & Station Manager
M, Inc.
3 1- 7th Avenue North

Nshville 3, Tennessee
Derr Jack:

Your trip to Washington Wednesday and Thursday, May 23 and
24, paid substantial dividends as usual.
Your constructive and effective impact on the FCC and the
rs of the NIAC Committee are essential if we are to attain our goals.

mem

You and the other'CCBS members who work actively in the overall area must wonder sometimes whether or not you can afford to take so
much ime from your home base. This is an answer that I cannot, of course,
provi e because I do not know your local problems, but one thing is certain
if we re to win on the national scene this sort of thing is almost imperati e.
So much for the philosophizing.

Now for the matter of meeting at the time of your next trip
to Washington with Mr. A. P. Miller, Acting Director of Warning and
Communications for the Civil Defense Area of the Department of Defense.

because o

I talked to Mr. Miller_bn the phone Friday and told him that
time problems we were unable to reach his office on Thursday.

make this

He is anxious to talk with us though and I believe that we must
ontact bringing to Mr. Miller engineering data.

He is interested in the kind of charts we reviewed, namely, the
sort of co erage we can get with a given number of clear channel stations
operating a 750 kw, the maps developed in the old 20 -station plan will be
,extremely h 1pful.
en do you suppose you will be able-

ake your next trip to

Washington?

Sii)ore0,
RB/bh
cc:

Mr. Quaa
Mr. Eaga

pc)nsorecl

oops

ilictic9p enC1tC1111v

)
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Clear L. -flannel kacno :.-rqations

CC].

I just returned from my vacation yesterday
and was very happy to learn of the House Resolution dealing with the clear channels.
I heard your report from Washington on
our 5:00 PH News and was most impressed.
We
appreciate so much your valuable help and
sincere interest in our effort.
If time,- is
ever anything we can do to assist you in any
way, please do not hesitate to call on us.
Best regards.
Sincerely,

John H. DeWitt, Jr.

Dr. Alidn Frey
241 Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C.
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WSM, INC.

June 29, 1962

The Honorable Oren Harris
House of Representatives
Washington, D. C.
Please permit me to express our deep appreciation for your
When carried through
solution to the Clear Channel problem.
by the FCC this will vastly improve radio service to millions
of Americans.
Sincerely,
John H. DeWitt, Jr.
WSM, INC - Nashville, Tennessee

Send the above message, subject to the terms on bock hereof, which are hereby agreed to

PLEASE TYPE OR WRITE PLAINLY WITHIN BORDER -DO NOT FOLD
1269-jR 4-55j

ALL MESSAGES TAKEN BY THIS COMPANY ARE SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING TERMS:
To guard agaInsit mistakes or delays. the sender of a menage should order It repeated,.tha le, telegraphed back to the originating office for comparison. For this, One-half the
surepeated massage rate is charged In addition. Unitas otherwise indicated on Its face, this Is an unrepeated message and paid for as midi. In consideration whereof It la agreed between
the sender of the meesage and the Telegraph Company as follows:
for transmisslea at the unrepeated.
1. The Telegraph Company shall not be liable for mistakes or delays to the transmission or delivery, or for non-dellvery, of any message received
received for traneirietskin at the repeated.
massage rate beyond the sum of five hundred dollars: nor for mistake) or delays in the transmission or delivery, or for non -delivery, of any message
Mange rate beyond the stun of five thousand doliara, unless specially valued: nor In any case for delays arising from unavoidable interruption la the working Of Its lines,
non -delivery, of any message. whether
2. In any event the Telegraph Company shall not be liable for damages for ralstake.s or delays in the transmission or delivery, or for
at the
which amount the sender Of each Messaq
caused by the negligebee of Its servants or otherwise, bet end the actual Ices, not exceeding In sty event the sum of eve thousand dollars,
represents that the message Is valued, toilets a greater value is stated in writing by the sender thereof at the time the message Is tendered for transmission, and unless the repeated-am:eau..
rate Is paid er agreed to be paid and an additional charge equal to one -tenth of one per cent of the amount by which such valuation shall exceed live thousand dollars,

3. The Telegraph Company is hereby made the agent of the sender, without liability, to forward thbi message over the lines of any other company when necessary to reach )tae
destbuttion.
4. The applicable tariff charges tin a message destined to any point in the continental United States listed in the Telegraph Company's Directory of Stations cover Its delivery witting,
the eetablielied city or community limits of the destination point. Beyond such Bruits and to points not listed In the Telegraph Company's Directory of Stations,the Telegraph Company doer
net undertake to make delivery but wie endeavor to arrange for delivery by any available means as the agent of the sender, with the understanding that the sender authorizes the collection
of any additional criers. from the addressee and agrees to pay such additioual charge if it 13 not collected from the addressee.
5. No remonalbility attaches to the Telegraph Company eoneerning messages until the same are accepted et one of its transmitting offices: and if a message Is sent to such office by
one of the Telegraph Company's messengers, he acts for that purpose as the agent or the sender: except Diet when the Telegraph Company sends a messenger to pick up a message, the Mb,.
aenger in that Instance acts as the agent of the Telegraph Company in accepting the message. the 'relegraph Company assuming responsibility from the time of such acceptance.

(a) within ninety da

6. The Telegraph Company will not be liable for damages or statutory penalties when the claim is not presented in writing to the Telegraph Company,
the case of an intrastate message 14
after the message Is elect with the Telegraph Company for transmission In the case of a message between points within the United States
(except In
hand. or between a point In the Unit
Texas) or between a point in the United States on the one hand and a point In Alaska, Canada, Mexico. or St. Pierre
-Miquelon Islandson the other In
Texas, and (c) within ISO days alto,
States and a able at sea or in the air, in) within 95 days after the cause of action, If any, shall have accrued In the case of an Intrastate message
foreign
or
overseas
point other than the polite
the message is filed with the Telegraph Company for transmission In the ease of a message between a point In the United States and a
specified above In this paragraph: movided, however, that this condition shall not apply to claims for damages or overcharges within the purview of Section 415 of the CommunIcatIoes
Act of 1934, as amended.
7. It Is agreed that in any action by the Telegraph Company to recover the tolls for any message or messages the prompt and correcttransmission and delivery thereof shall le9
presumed. subject to rebuttal by competent evidence,
itleterma governing the trensmissiou of messages according to their classes. as enumerated below. shall apply to messages in each of such respective classes In addition at

g. Se ms.

foregoing

WI

9. No employee of the Telegraph Company is authorized to vary the foregoing.
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CLASSES OF SERVICE
INTERNATIONAL SERVICES

DOMESTIC SERVICES
FULL RATE (FR)

TELEGRAM

The fastest overseas service. May be written In code, cipher, or in any language MP

The fastest domestic service.

pressed In Roman letters.

DAY LETTER (DL)

LETTER TELEGRAM (LT)

A deferred same -day service, at low rates,

1,4

RT LETTER (NIL)

For overnight plain language messages. at half -rate. alloimum charge for 22 words applini

,

nomical overnight service. Accepted up to 2 A. M. for delivery the following morning.

at rates lower than the Telegram or Day Letter rates.

SHIP RADIOGRAM
For messages to and from ships at sea.

MARK F. ETHRIDGE

LISLE BAKER. JR.
co -Avsiderd

BARRY BINGHAM

aariman °Pro 2Yoard

8xecativ

,President

AV El A. S rmc
LOUISVILLE 2 KENTUCKY
TEL.JUNIPER 5-22H
VICTOR A. SHOLIS

April 12, 1962

7ice-Asicke and arector

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr.
President
WSM, Incorporated
Nashville, Tennessee
Dear Jack:

Not only do I vote for the purchase
of the electric typewriter, but I feel
very strongly that her increase should
be a substantial one.
She held the fort for us until we
retained Roy in a very capable manner.
Beyond this, I know that she will be
of tremendous assistance to him.

Warm r

Vito A. Sholis
VAS;jms

WHA.S RADIO .

.

.

50, 000 WATTS .
eslablished

1922

.

. 840 KC.

WHAS

.

.

316, 000 WATTS CHANNEL II

established

1950

FROM THE DESK OF

Ward L. Quaal

.e

/Yet/ -114-

J/7 -r-

A Memorandum Tos

1/1/4

eel

-1" ..-rre

April

r')

1962

The Honorable Newton Minow,
Chairman
Federal Communication
Commission
Washington, D. C.

The purpeoe of this
memorandum is to supplement a recent
to the FCC with regard
letter
to an
of Brentwood, Tennessee, and application that Kr. Lddy Arnold
myself will nake through our
for a 100 Fram Radio
attorneys
:station,
In the previous

letter it was stated and is a
matter of record
that Mr. al.dy Arnold is
an entertainer of national and international note

and has had many years of
experience in Ar radio
as well as television.
gramming and to himself aMr. Arnold excels in the field of proproduct of the
farm.

It was further
stated that I served with radio
Nashville as a salesman
station WSIX in
graduated to become
ager of WSM in Nashville and
commercial manand from there became Vice
President
in charge of sales of
the James A. Noe Station in
It was further stated that
Louisiana.
in the proposal that
that we will obtain the
we will make
of a full time farm
order that we may prove, services
director in
in
our
case, that the station we propose
to operate will be
conducted in the public's interest.
At this point, and prior to
making a formal application, we want
to reiterate some of our
findings.
While we have no criticism
of the AM 50,000 watt.
50,000 watt, clear channel
feel that the operation and
stations, we
we propose is completely
an altogether different
unique and serves
purpose than any other station now being
operated in the radio industry.
We believe that because our
service will be directed 100,E
to the farmer.
In recent days we have
with farm organizations such as 4.H
Clubs, Future Farmers ofmet
America, Dairy
Associations, Tobacco
Associations, and a list of
groups who will testify to the effect
that nuch a station
as we propose would be a great
the farmer, In as much
benefactor to
as our application will be for
the highest
tower obtainable and that the
°overage
area
will
reach
conditions vary, we propose.
farmers where
for example, to have set time for
live stock quotations as applie
Northeast, the Midwest, and eta. to farmers in the JoutheakA, the
In other words, in each category
we will break down the subjects
so
that they will be applicable to
the farmer in various sections
of the country. We feel that it is
basic that we state that
be a pert of the public such information will not be :;ponsored, but
service aspect of the operation.

Page

We will secure sponsorship of programs in quarter hour, half
hour, and one hour segments by national manufacturers of farm
implements, feed, end etc. It will be the policy of our operations to carefully scrutinize the copy that is to go on commercial programs to make sure that the information broadcasted
over our farm station is completely accurate and up to the
minute.
At this point we are securing the advice and will arrange for
certain agricultural college presidents to not only support
such a project, but through such leading gentlament in the field
of agriculture, we will develop a board of consultants and
work with the United states Department of Agriculture to be
completely positive that we are serving a public convenience
and a necessity.
Very truly yours,

inston

w tdnss

Duetin

LAW OFFICES OF
LOUIS G. CALDWELl.
1.91-11.1541

KIRKLAND, ELLIS, HODSON, CHAFFETZ St MASTERS

HAMMOND E. CHAFFETZ
REED T. ROLLO
DONALD C. BEELAR
PERCY H. RUSSELL
KELLEY E. GRIFFITH
PERRY S. PATTERSON
R. RUSSELL EAGAN
CHARLES R. CUTLER
FREDERICK M. ROWE
ALOYSIUS B. McCABE

WORLD CENTER BUILDING 16S AND K STREETS. N. W.

WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
TELEPHONE STERLING 3-3200

CHICAGO OFFICE

PRUDENTIAL PLAZA
CHICAGO (,ILLINOIS

June 8, 1962

JOSEPH DuCOEUR
RAYMOND G LARROCA
JOHN P. MANWELL
RONALD J. WILSON

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr.
President & Station Manager
WSM, Inc.
301 - 7th Avenue North

Nashville 3, Tennessee
Dear Jack:

Along the lines of our recent telephone conversation,
WGN retained the services of Fritz Leydorf to prepare an affidavit
further analyzing the Technical Research Report, T. R. R. 1.2. 7. ,
with respect to the proposed KID directional for use on 720 kc.
This affidavit was attached to our reply to the opposition of KID
to the WGN petition to deny the KID application.
A

copy of the reply and affidavit is enclosed for your

information.

Sincerely,

Reed T. Rollo
RTR/ve

Enclosure

cc (w/enc.): Mr. George A. Reynolds

Before the
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

Washington 25, D. C.

In re Application of
IDAHO RADIO CORPORATION (KID)

File No. BP -15, 399

Idaho Falls, Idaho

For Construction Permit
REPLY TO OPPOSITION TO PETITION TO DENY
WGN, Inc. , licensee of standard broadcast station WON,

Chicago, Illinois, by its attorneys, herewith submits the following reply
to the opposition, filed May 28, 1962 by Idaho Radio Corporation, to its
petition to deny the above -captioned 2.pplication for change in frequency

of standard broadcast station KID, Idaho Falls, Idaho. from 590 kc to
720 kc:
1.

KID's opposition contends that the amendments to the Com-

mission's Rules proposed in the Report as, i Orclir in the Clear Channel
case are final and that consequently KID'F. .application should be immedi-

ately processed (Opp. pp. 3-7); that all public interest questions relating
to the KID application were resolved in tiv: rule making proceedings in
Docket 6741 (Opp. pp. 7-9); that the application complies with the proposed licensing criteria for Class II -A stations and wc.ulei. :lot cause

objectionable interference to WGN (Opp. pp. 9-11); and, finally, that
the WGN petition is procedurally defective and should ba st:-.:cken, at
least in part (Opp. pp. 11-12).

2.

None of the foregoing points has merit, and KID's opposition

totally fails to answer the substantial questions raised in VtiGN's petition.
I.

3.

Li urging that the proposed new regulations for Close II -A

stations oh Class I -A clear channel frequenc,lE.:s are final, KID relies nar-

rowly on an argument that the rule changes embodied in the Report and
Order in Docket 6741 became technically effective on October 30, 1961,

and that petitions for rehearing under Section 405 of the Communications
Act do not automatically stay the effectiveness of orders o: the Commis-

sion such as that terminating the Clear Channel proceeding. KID also
contends that the pendency before Congress of proposed legislation which
would affect the substantive provisions of the Report and Order in Docket

6741 provides no basis for deferral of action upon its application.
4.

The foregoing arguments miss the point of WGN's request

for dismissal or indefinite deferral. of action r:Ic.,n the KID application. It
is correct that the filing of a petition for r(-co..2.5ideration pursuant to
Section 405 of the Act does not automatic :Ty p.):.tpone the effectiveness

of the action being reconsidered. Notwitnste.nng t}...is fact, however, it
is obvious that when the Commission in a

rul,rnalcing proceeding

proposes far-reaching substantive changes in its Rules which would

create an entirely new class of broadcast station,

be anomalous

indeed to entertain and act upon applications for such new stations prior

-3to completion of the rulemaking deliberations. Under the statutory

scheme of the Communications Act, interested parties in such a proceeding have an absolute right, as an integral part of such proceedings,
to request reconsideration of any decisions reached therein. Until final
action has been taken on such requests the rulemaking is, in a real sense,
incomplete.
5.

In the present case, the petitions pending before the Commis-

sion in Docket 6741 raise substantial questions which, if ruled on in favor

of the petitioners, would require reversal of the Commission's September,
1961 decision to authorize new fulltime stations on half of the nation's few

remaining Class I -A clear channels. Plainly, it would be unwise and con-

trary to sound procedure for the Commission to take action on such applications as KID's prior to final disposition of these petitions.
6.

Dismissal or deferral of action upon the KID application is

all the more appropriate where, in addition to the pendency of petitions

for reconsideration in the basic rulemaking proceeding, there is a likelihood of action by Congress directly affecting the subject of duplication of

clear channel frequencies. Until such legislation has been finally passed

or rejected by Congress, action inconsistent therewith by the agency
would be unthinkable.
7.

The Commission itself has recognized that deferral of action

on specific applications for Class II -A stations is appropriate until

4

Congress has had an opportunity to express its views on the serious
questions presented by such applications. On September 13, 1961, the
same date on which the Report and Order in Docket 6741 was adopted, the

Commission directed a letter to Chairman Harris of the House Interstate

and Foreign Commerce Committee stating, inter alia, that "ample time
will be avialable for the Committee to hold hearings" on the question of pre-

serving the service from Class I -A clear channel stations, and that the
Commission did not contemplate any action on applications for new Class

II -A stations until there had been an "opportunity for Congressional action
if .

. .

legislative action is warranted". In testimony before a House

Subcommittee on the matter on February 13, 1962, the Chairman of the

Committee reiterated this assurance. *
8.

In short, compelling reasons exist for dismissal or deferral

of action upon the KID application. It is difficult to imagine any counter-

vailing considerations which would warrant immediate processing of the
application prior to finalization of the proceedings in Docket 6741 or action
on the presently pending legislation. In any event, however, the KID

opposition points to no public interest factors, compelling or otherwise,
which would justify such action.

*Hearings, H. R. 8210 and related bills, House Subcommittee on Communications and Power, February 13, 1962, p. 229.
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II.

9.

KID's opposition to WGN's second principal contention ---

that in any event the KID application must be designated for hearing when

and if it becomes eligible for processing-- is equally misplaced. KID's
argument that its application may be granted without hearing flies in the

face of settled law that the license of an existing standard broadcast station
may not be modified over its objection without a prior evidentiary hearing.
Federal Communications Commission v. National Broadcasting Company
(k OA), 319 U. S. 239 (1943). Such a hearing is also necessary in this case

to determine whether the KID application is in conformity even with the

newly proposed rules under which it was purportedly tendered and, if so,
whether the public interest would be served by implementation of those

rules in the specific manner, and with relation to the particular frequency,
proposed by KID.
10.

KID's opposition attempts to demonstrate that a fulltime

station on 720 kc at Idaho Falls would not cause objectionable interference
within the 0.5 mv/m 50% skywave contour of WGN, but is far from con-

vincing in this respect. It is significant, in this connection, that KID
does not controvert the fact, shown in WGN's petition to deny, that such

interference would result from its proposed operation as a result of the
slightest maladjustment of its directional antenna system, even if such
maladjustment were well within the normal operating tolerances permitted

-6
by Section 3. 57 of the Rules. Instead, KID argues that no such maladjust-

ment could occur because provisions would be inserted by the Commission

in its license for 720 kc requiring strict adherence to the MEOV fields
shown in its application, and that once -a -week measurements would have

to be taken to verify that these values were not exceeded.
11.

The foregoing argument ignores the realities of the situation.

It is a matter of common knowledge that elaborate directional antenna

systems are not always maintained in perfect adjustment and, indeed,

the operating tolerances set forth in the Commission's own rules constitute a practical recognition of this fact. Moreover, even assuming that
the weekly measurements of KID's directionaJ antenna system required
by the Rules would disclose the minute deviations which could reoult in

interference to WGN, such occasional checks on the stability of the
proposed KID array would be entirely inefficacious to assure that no
objectionable interference would be caused during the six days of each
week when such measurements were not taken.

The possibility of objec-

tionable interference to WGN from the proposed KID operation is thus at

least equally as great as that which required a hearing in the WBEN, Inc.
case*, cited and discussed in WGN's petition.
*WBEN, Inc. v. Federal Communications Commission, 290 F. 2d 743
(1961).

-7
12.

Even assuming that t -e KID array could be kept in perfect

adjustment, there can be no question that its proposed operation would
cause objectionable interference within WGN's 0.5 mv/rr 50% skywave

contour to extensive areas and populations because of the fact, estab-

lished in WGN's petition, that the KID proposal calls for a totally unrealistic degree of signal suppression in the direction of WGN, and that as a
result substantial interference to WGN through scattering effects would
occur.
13.

The full extent of this expected interference from scattering

effects, indicated in the engineering statement attached to the INGN

petition (pp. 2-3 and Table I),is developed in greater detail in the supplemental engineering statement of G. F. Leydorf attached hereto.
Mr. Leydorf has had extensive experience in the measurement and study
of directional antenna systems such as that proposed by KID, and played a
key role in the voluminous measurement program undertaken by the Clear
Channel Broadcasting Service and later used by the Ccznrnission's staff in

developing the performance characteristics of directional antenna systems
outlined in its Technical Research Report 1. 2.7. As Mr. Leydorfts

attached statement shows, the directional antenna system proposed by
KID departs so egregiously from the minimum suppression standards

established in T. R. R. 1.2. 7. that substantial interference as a result of
scattering effects would be expected to develop with WGN's 0. 5 mv/m
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50% skywave contour.

This interference would be even more extensive

than that shown in the map attached to the engineering statement supporting WGN's petition, and would be expected to affect more than 4,000,000

people residing in an area of almost 265,000 square miles, including all

or part of some eight midwestern states.
14.

KID's opposition fails to rebut the foregoing showing.

Instead, KID is content to rest on an argument that the performance

standards for directional antenna systems established in T. R. R. 1.2. 7.
have not been made officially a part of the Rules, and that in some

instances in the past the Commission has in fact authorized directional
antenna systems failing to comply with these performance standards.

This answer is beside the point. The question is not whether the Com-

mission's Technical Research Reports are part of the Rules, but
whether, according to the best technical information available, the KID
proposal would develop objectionable interference, as defined in the

Rules, to WGN. Nor is the mere fact that, in other situations involving
other areas of the country and entirely different protection problems,
the Commission may have authorized directional antenna systems failing

to meet the protection standards required by T. R. R. 1.2. 7. dispositive

of the issue here. Plainly, the engineering statement attached to WGN's
petition, as well as the supplemental statement attached to this reply,
raise a substantial question of modification of WGN's existing facilities

9

through the creation of destructive new co -channel interference ---a
question which can only be answered after a hearing. L. B. Wilson v.

Federal Communications Commission, 170 F. 2d 793 (1948).
III.

15.

Moreover, even if it were not clear that a grant of the KID

application to change frequency would create new interference within the

0.5 mv/m 50% skywave service area of WGN, it does not follow, as urged
by KID, that its application could be granted without hearing. As WGN's
petition showed, Section 316 of the Communications Act entitles it, as an

existing station, to show at a public hearing why a second fulltime station
should not be authorized to operate on 720 kc. KID's apparent position that

all questions of fact relevant to such an authorization have been laid at
rest in the rulemaking proceedings in Docket 6741 is not well taken. That
proceeding, when it is concluded, may well suffice to decide the general
policy question of whether or not any Class I -A frequencies should be

duplicated during nighttime hours or whether, instead, the existing
stations operating on such frequencies should be authorized to increase
power and thereby improve their rural service. Such a general rulemaking

proceeding could not, however, decide the individual and factual public
interest problems posed by individual applications, for specific Class I -A

frequencies, such as that filed by KID. Only in the crucible of an evidentiary hearing may such questions as the impact of the proposed Idaho
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Falls operation upon WGN's existing service, and the need, if any, for the

very limited new service which would be provided at Idaho Falls by KID's
proposed change in frequency, be fully explored and resolved. Contrary

to KID's position, the factual questions implicit in the issues posed in
WGN's offer of proof (Petition to Deny, par. 12) require adjudication in the

context of an individual proceeding, separate and apart from the general

policy matters under consideration in Docket

6741.

IV.
16.

KID's final contention ---that WGN's petition to deny is in

whole or in part defective because of lack of verification---is so obviously

mistaken as to require little comment. As WGN's petition showed (p.

2),

all of the facts alleged therein, with the exception of the technical engineer-

ing matters discussed in the affidavit of Mr. Meyers, are subject to
official notice by the Commission either from material in its own files

or from standard reference sources such as the Bureau of the Census.
KID has not pointed to any specific allegation of fact in the WGN petition

not subject to such notice. Mr. Meyers' affidavit, in and of itself, is

fully adequate to establish WGN as a party in interest entitled to object to

the KID proposal, and the factual basis for the other allegations of the
WGN petition, including those contained in par. 12, is apparent either from

an examination of the KID application itself or other material readily

available in the Commission's files. *
Respectfully submitted,
WGN, Inc.

By

Reed T. Rollo

Percy H. Russell

R. Russell Eagan

Aloysius B. McCabe
of

Kirkland, Ellis, Hodson, Chaffetz
& Masters
800 World Center Building
Washington 6, D. C.

Its Attorneys

*See, e. g. , the affidavit of Howard T. Head submitted as part of WGN,
Inc. 's petition for reconsideration in Docket 6741, October 16, 1961.

AFFIDAVIT OF G. F. LEYDORF

G. F. Leydorf, being duly sworn on oath, deposes and says:

I am a registered professional consulting radio engineer.
My qualifications are a matter of record with the Commission. In connection with the proceedings before the Commission in the Clear
Channel case (Docket 6741), I personally witnessed several of the

WSM skywave back -scattering tests conducted in 1946 and 1947 to

determine the extent to which back -scattering is a factor in skywave
propagation. I also served as a member and acting secretary of the
NAR.-2.A Subcommittee I -A, which arranged for the testing of 28

directional antennas by the ratio method over 104 skywave paths in
April of 1949. Data selected from the results of these tests was later

used by Messrs. Harry Fine and Jack Damelin of the Commission's

staff as the basis for their report on "Suppression Performance of
Directional Antenna Systems in the Standard Broadcast Band" released

by the office of the Chief Engineer of the Commission as Technical
Research Report 1. 2. 7. A general description of the WSM tests and

the work of Subcommittee I -A is contained in the Comments submitted

in Docket 6741 by Clear Channel Broadcasting Service on April 1, 1960

(Exhibit 2, pp. 1-3).
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This statement has been prepared at the request of WGN, Inc. ,
licensee of standard broadcast station WGN, (....'n'cago, Illinois, in reply

to the opposition, filed May 28, 1962, to WGN's petition to deny the
pending application by Idaho Radio Corporation for change in the authorized

frequency of standard broadcast station KID, Idaho Falls, Idaho, from
590 kc to 720 kc.

The engineering statement attached to the KID opposition refers

to the Commission's Technical Research Report 1. 2. 7. of September,
1957 and attempts to demonstrate that in actual practice this report has

not been used by the Commission "as a source for determining the
MEOV of directional antenna systems. " It is true that in a number of

cases the Commission has authorized the installation of directional
antenna systems having MEOV's lower than the minimum values which
would be indicated by computations in accordance with the procedures

outlined in T. R. R. 1. 2. 7. for determining the probable extent of skywave

interference. Nevertheless, the values arrived at in T. R. R. 1.2. 7.
represent the most reliable method presently known of determining the

propagation effects of interference due to scattering, and cannot be

disregarded in any attempt to determine interference to an existing station from an operation such as that proposed in the

T. R. R. 1.2.7. is divided into two sections. The first section
deals

the relation between the theoretical groundwave field intensity
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and the measured groundwave field intensity obtained from the proofs of
performance submitted to the Commission. The second section of T. R.R.

1.2.7. -- of pertinence to the KID application -- deals with the ratio
between the theoretical skywave field intensity predicted for a distant
point and the field intensity actually measured at this point as shown in
data taken on the 104 transmission paths from the 28 directional antenna
systems studied by NARBA Subcommittee I -A, referred to above.

In the first section of T.R. R. 1.2.7. it is shown that the expected
MEOV will be 3. 5% of the RMS of the groundwave pattern added in

quadrature to the theoretically calculated unattenuated field at one mile.
In the second section on the other hand, it is shown that the interfering
skywave field intensity as actually measured at the points studied by
Subcommittee I -A can be most accurately predicted provided the theoreti-

cal vertical plane field intensity is corrected for skywave scattering by
adding in quadrature 9% of the RSS of the unattenuated inverse field of
the individual elements of the array.

To illustrate, according to T. R.R. 1.2.7. the MEOV to be
expected from the proposed KID nighttime operation in the direction of
NGN would range from 35 mv/m to 40 my/m. But the expected skywave

field intensity in the ,VGN 0.5 mv/m 50% skywave service area would
correspond to an inverse field of at least 92.7 my/m, as shown in Table I
of VG1\i's opening engineering statement.

In other words, it it were to be assumed that the KID antenna
could be adjusted to a zero iv1E0V in the direction of .VGN (a physical
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impossibility), the interference via skywaves would nevertheless
correspond to an unattenuated field of not less than 92.7 my/m.
In the engineering statement submitted ac part of WGN's
petition to deny the KID application, it was shown that a maladjustment
of the directional antenna proposed by KID, even within the normal

operating tolerances permitted by the Commission's rules, would
result in an inverse field substantially in excess of the MEOV proposed
by KID and would cause extensive interference within the WGN .5 mv/m
50% skywave contour. However, the depiction of such interference con-

tained in Figure 3 attached to the WGN petition did not contain any allow-

ance for the effect on threi proposed KID operation of scattering, as outlined above.

When an adjustment is made 1-0 the MEOVs shown in the

KID application to account for scattering according to the procedures

described in T. R. R. 1.2.7.

,

it is apparent that even greater interference

to INGN would result from the KID operation than that depicted in Figure
3 of WGN's opening engineering statement.

Figure 1 attached hereto shows the combined effect of the proposed MEOV fields at the pertinent angles taken from the LID application,

plus the 92. 7 mv/m at one mile scattered field added in qusdrature (RSS).
Over the p:rtinent angles the proposed KID nighttime MEOV ranges
between 15 and 20 my/m. Consequently the RSS of the MEOV and 92, 7 rnv/rn

ranges between 94 and 95 my/m. The resulting interference to WGN, as
shown in Figure 1, is actually almost the minimum interference to be

expected from the proposed KID operation.
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It. can be seen from Figure 1 that the KID interfering contour
would penetrate the WGN

.5

mv/m 50% skywave contour to a distance

of approximately 575 miles and would fall at the closest point only

175 miles from WGN's transmitter. The area of objectionable interference to WGN would include 264, 700 square miles having a total popu-

lation of 4, 229,956 persons residing within the states of North Dakota,

South Dakota, Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska, Colorado, Kansas, and
Oklahoma.
The WGN . 5 mv/m 50% skywave contour shown in Figure 1 is

the same as that shown in Figure 3 of IVON's opening engineering statement. The KID interfering contour was determined by adjusting the

MEOVs contained in the KID application by adding 92. 7 mv/m in quadrature

as explained above, and then using FCC Figure I -A to determine the KID

interfering 10% skywave signal levels at the pertinent angles and distances.
The population is based upon 1960 Census data and was counted by laying

out the contours on a md.p of the United States showing county boundaries.

Where a contour cut a county division, the population was proportioned

according to the estimated area of the county

the contours, assuming

a uniform distribution of population outside of population centers. The
land area (in the United States) within the ir_:erfeconce zone was

determined by means of a polar planimeter.

The statements and calculations in the foregoing

affidavit were prepared by me or under my direction and are
true and correct to the oest of my knowledge and belief.

/s/

Subscribed and sworn to before me
this

4th

day of

June

1962.

/s/ M. iJ T. Sause

Notary Public

My Commission expires

.

14, 1967

G.

Leydorf

S. F. Leydorf

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

The undersigned hereby certifies that this 8th day
of June, 1962 he caused to be deposited in the United States mail,
postage prepaid, true and correct copies of the foregoing "Reply To
Opposition To Petition To Deny" addressed to:

Wilkinson, Cragun & Barker, Esqs.
1616 H Si.reet, N. W.

Washington 6, D. C.
Attorneys for Idaho Radio Corporation

/

-'
atcgatilee--13-r- Meerabe

1.1Cniteb Ziatez Zenate
WASHINGTON. D.C.

2L1 Senate Office Bldg.
July 19, 1962

Mr. Jack DeWitt, President
WSM Inc.
301 Seventh Ave., N.
Nashville 3, Tennessee
Dear Jack:

Thank you for the kind letter concerning my piece
in Air Force/Space Digest. Most of my writing this year has
been appearing over other people's names (quite frankly and
confidentially, I've been mainly involved in Senator Dodd's
new book, Freedom and Foreign Policy, along with a large numLer of
articles and speeches for him and some of the other members),
but I'm glad I had time to do that article. I've been very
pleased with the debate it has generated here on the Hill.
Your thoughtful comments are deeply appreciated.
Best wishes to you and my other friends at WSM.
Sincerely,

Alton Frye
AF: dg

from JACK DE\X/ITT

/Ike -paw

CLEAR CHAN N E L
JOHN H. DEWITT, JR.
PRESIDENT

INCORPORATED
650 KILOCYCLES

CHANNEL 4

50.000 WATTS * * * NASHVILLE 3. TENNESSEE

MEMORANDUM
November 16, 1962

Since Wednesday, November 14th, we have given some study to the problem
of coverage of the Latin American countries by radio stations designed to
bring news and entertainment to the people in these southern regions of the
\]e have prepared several maps which are attached showing
North American area.
the nighttime coverage which could be achieved through the use of high power
In addition, we have prepared
on several of the U.S. 1-A clear channels.
maps showing the nighttime coverage of Cuba which will exist on the average
throughout the year from the recently installed VOA stations at Marathon
I believe that the following points can be supported
and Tortuga, Florida.
without any question.
The United States has only two treaties which govern standard
(1)
One is known as NARBA
band broadcasting in this North American region.
which was signed in Washington in 1950 to which Canada, Cuba, Dominican
Republic, United States and the United Kingdom for its territories, the
The other treaty was signed with
Bahamas and Jamaica, are signatories.
There are no treaties between the U.S
the United Mexican States in 1957.
and any Central or South American countries which allocate frequencies in
the broadcast band among the various nations involved. The NARBA Treaty,
as well as the Mexican Treaty, set out certain channels, as local, regional
The U. S. has exclusive use of certain of the clear channels and
and clear.
the treaties do not provide for any top limit on power on these 1-A channels.
At the time the Treaty was signed with Mexico some of their stations were and
still are operating with power greatly in excess of 50 KW. ThOLorily power
limitation on our 1-A clear channels which exists today is self-imposed in
The Communications Act of 1934 which created the FCC
the rules of the FCC.
In the North American Treaty there
does not impose any such limitation.
are certain provisions with respect to certain 1-A stations in the U.S.
(WJR, Detroit and KFI, Los Angeles) which would require those stations to
limit their radiation toward Cuba in case their power is increased above
I have been informed by people within the Broadcast Division of the
50 KW.
FCC that they and the State Department no longer regard these restrictions
as valid in view of the current Cuban situation.
(2)
Skywave signals from existing clear channel stations using adequate
power seem to be the only practicable means of bringing service to the vast
number of square miles within the Caribbean area at night. The problem is
similar to the coverage of the white area in the United States at night.
It
is not possible to provide groundwave signals from any point within the
Caribbean area which will render service at night to the populations involved.

OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE NATIONAL LIFE AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE COMPANY
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Map #1 shows the half millivolt nighttime signals which would be produced
by three stations:
WSM, Nashville - 650 KC (owned and operated by the National Life and
Accident Insurance Company)
WSB, Atlanta - 750 KC (owned and operated by the Cox Newspaper interests)
WWL, New Orleans - £70 KC (owned and operated by the Loyola University
of the South)
There is a thing called the latitude effect which tells us that signals
sent via skywaves are far stronger in the lower latitudes than in the high
latitudes (I have listened to WSM, as well as other 1-A clears, night after
night in the National Hotel in Havana and Montego Bay, Jamaica).
In addition,
to WSM, WSB and WWL, 1 -A's listed below could be increased to 750 KW which
would provide skywave coverage over the areas shown on map #2:
WBAP-WFAA, Ft. Worth & Dallas - C20 KC (owned and operated by the Star
Telegram and Dallas News)
WOAI, San Antonio - 1220 KC (owned and operated by the Southland Industries)
KFI, Los Angeles - 640 KC (owned and operated by Earle C. Anthony, Inc.)
There is a very great advantage in utilizing a number of stations for
several reasons, the main one being that it is far more difficult for the
Cubans to jam a number of high power stations than one or two stations of
low power.
The only other interference which might result on these channels
would be from atmospheric noise which will be present at certain times of the
year no matter what type radio coverage is used and interference from small
stations in Central and South America which might be using our clear channels
in the absence of a treaty. If the above listed stations are increased in
power, the small stations undoubtedly will move to other channels because
they cannot suffer the increased interference.
It will be noted that a
combination of stations shown on Maps 1 and 2 would do much to cover the
entire Caribbean region, including Mexico. These maps only depict coverage
at night.
Stations listed could not be relied upon for any appreciable coverage
in the daytime with the exceptions of KFI and WOAI in Mexico and perhaps WWL
in Mexico, Yucatan and Cuba.
Maps 3 and 4 show the result of our study of the coverage which
(3)
will be afforded at night by the recently installed VOA transmitters in
the Florida Keys.
It is our feeling that these stations are essential for
daytime coverage of Cuba and should be continued on that basis but it is
apparent that their nighttime coverage is only a fraction of that desired
because of the serious interference which they experience from the primary
In making these studies we have
stations on the channels (WHO and WHAM).
used data from the FCC which was collected in connection with the North
The commercial stations in Miami, such
American Treaty Conference.
WGBS, will be of little value at night in Cuba because of the distance of
Miami from the northern shore of that island and the interference which
they will suffer from other stations on their regional and 1-B clear channels.
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As you can see from maps 3 and 4, the VOA stations cover only the
northern fringe of the North Cuban provinces and do nothing to afford
coverage in the southern part of these provinces or to Pinar Del Rio and
Oriente provinces.

JHD:am

CLASS I -A CLEAR CHANNEL STATIONS

Hearings, P. 84.

Anchorage, Alaska.

0

viding suitable frequencies for stations in San Diego, Calif., and

case as proposed in the Commission's report and order.
Therefore, the resolution recommended by the committee urges
a 1 -year moratorium on the Commission's decision in the clear
channel case in order to give all class I-A clear channel stations an
opportunity to file with the Commission an application to go to higher
power, and to give the Commission an opportunity to reconsider its
report and order in the light of this resolution of the House of Representatives.
In recommending adoption of this resolution, the committee is not
unmindful that the Commission may have to seek solutions other
than those now proposed with respect to the specific problem of pro-

the majority of the Commission in disposing of the clear channel

discretion of the Federal Communications Commission to determine
what operations are in the public interest should be restored and that
this should be done by means of a resolution expressing the sense of
the House of Representatives that the Commission should have this
full and complete discretion, the Senate resolution of 1938 notwithstanding.
The testimony of several of the FCC Commissioners indicated a
desire to authorize such higher power at least for some clear channel
stations. The committee feels that the opportunity to authorize such
higher power, unencumbered by the Senate resolution of 1938, might
have altered the views of some of the Commissioners who voted with

The committee, therefore, decided that the full and complete

important reasons why the Commission did not feel free to authorize
operations at power in excess of 50 kilowatts. Under the provisions
of section 303(c) of the Communications Act of 1934, the Commission
is directed to assign frequencies and to determine the power which
stations shall use on the basis of the Commission's determination of
what is required in the public interest. The 1938 resolution, however,
has had a limiting effect on the Commission's discretionary powers to
determine what best serves the public interest.

decision, referred to the Senate resolution of 1938 as one of the

by several members of the FCC and the representatives of the clear
channel stations that operations with power in excess of 50 kilowatts
would greatly benefit large areas and populations which do not have
available to them any adequate nighttime radio service. The committee also received testimony from General Bestic, on behalf of the
Department of Defense, who stated "* * * we favor increased power
and clear channel operation to aid in survivable communications."
The Commission in its testimony, as well as in its clear channel
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REPORT

No. 1954

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES J
t

authorize, for a period of 1 year from the date of adoption of the
resolution, nighttime operation of any station on any of the 25 class
I-A clear -channel frequencies, unless such station was or could have
been authorized (consistent with the rules of the Commission then in
effect) to operate on such a frequency on July 1, 1961.

use of power in excess of 50 kilowatts on any of the 25 class I-A clear channel stations in the. standard broadcast band, if the Commission,
after consideration of all pertinent factors, finds that operation with
power in excess of 50 kilowatts will serve the public interest.
Second, that the Federal Communications Commission should not

It is the purpose of the resolution to express the sense of the House
of Representatives with respect to two interrelated matters within
the jurisdiction of the Federal Communications Commission:
First, that the Federal Communications Commission may, notwithstanding Senate Resolution 294, 75th Congress, authorize the

PURPOSE OF HOUSE RESOLUTION

without amendment and recommend that the resolution do pass.

referred the resolution (H. Res. 714) expressing the sense of the
House of Representatives with respect to the authorization by the
Federal Communications Commission of class I-A clear channel
operations, having considered the same, report favorably thereon

The Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, to whom was

[To accompany H. Res. 714]

REPORT

Mr. HARRIS, from the Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce, submitted the following

JUNE 29, 1962.-Referred to the House Calendar and ordered to be printed

CLASS I-A CLEAR CHANNEL STATIONS

2d Session

87TH CONGRESS
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CLASS I -A CLEAR CHANNEL STATIONS
BACKGROUND OF HOUSE RESOLUTION

1938 Senate resolution

On June 7, 1938, the U.S. Senate
adopted
a
resolution
expressing
the sense of the Senate in opposition to
operations by
radio stations with power higher than 50authorizing
kilowatts. The Senate
resolution reads as follows:
Resolved, That it is the sense of the Senate of the United
States of America that the operation of radio-broadcast stations in the standard broadcast band
(550
to
kilocycles)
with power in excess of 50 kilowatts is definitely against
the
public interest, in that such operation would tend to concentrate political, social, and economic power and influence in
the hands of a very small group, and is against the public
interest for the further reason that the operation of broadcast
stations with power in excess of 50 kilowatts has been demonstrated to have adverse and injurious economic effects on
other stations operating with less power, in depriving such
stations of revenue and in limiting the ability of such stations
to adequately or efficiently serve the social, religious, educational, civic and other like organizations and institutions in
the communities in which such stations are located and which
must and do depend on such stations for the carrying on of
community welfare work generally; and be it further
Resolved, That it is therefore the sense of the Senate of the
United States of America that the Federal Communications
Commission should not adopt or promulgate rules to permit
or otherwise allow any station operating on a frequency in
the standard broadcast band (550 to 1600 kilocycles) to operate on a regular or other basis with power
in excess of 50
kilowatts (Congressional Record, vol. 83, p. 8944).
As a reading of the resolution shows, the opposition to higher power
was based not so much on technical as on economic and social grounds.
The proponents of the resolution were apprehensive that permitting
a few stations to operate with power in excess of 50 kilowatts would
result in undesirable concentration of control of the media of communication and would give stations authorized to broadcast with
power in excess of 50 kilowatts such an economic advantage as to deal
a serious blow to other stations. This apprehension was based largely
on the assumptions (1) that national advertisers would tend to rely on
these few stations for coverage of all or most of the Nation rather than
buying time on regional and local stations, and (2) that the stations
not authorized to operate with higher power would lose their network
affiliation.
FCC clear channel proceeding

On February 20, 1945, the Federal Communications Commission
instituted a clear channel proceeding 1 for the purpose of determining
how best to improve the inadequate
service rendered to rural areas
(about 23 million persons residing in almost 60 percent of the land area
of the continental United States (excluding Alaska) were not receiving
a single adequate nighttime radio service).
Sixteen years later, on

I In the matter of Clear Channel Broadcasting in Me Standard Broadcast Band (Docket No. 6741).

September 13, 1961, the Federal Communications Commission adopted

CLASS I -A CLEAR CHANNEL STATIONS
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its report and order in this proceeding which proposes to "duplicate"
13 of the presently existing class I-A clear channels.
In its decision the Commission indicated that it had given careful
consideration to the question of authorizing clear channel stations to
operate with power in excess of 50 kilowatts. In delaying decision on
the issue of higher power the Commission referred to the 1938 resolution of the U.S. Senate. 3 In their testimony before the committee,
some of the Commissioners indicated that they felt obligated to give
some weight to the Senate resolution.4

COMMITTEE HEARINGS

The committee through its Subcommittee on Communications and

Power held extended hearings on February 1, 2, and 13, 1962, on
several bills.' These bills propose to amend section 303(c) of the
Communications Act of 1934 by providing that, except to the extent
authorized as of July 1, 1961, only one station shall be licensed for
nighttime operation on any of the 25 class I-A clear channel fre-

quencies in the standard broadcast band. Two of the bills (H.R. 8210
and H.R. 8228) would, in addition, have added a proviso stating that,
the class I-A stations on these channels shall he authorized to operate
with more than 50 kilowatts power where the station can show that
the greater power requested would improve significantly its nighttime
sky wave service to small towns and rural areas which do not receive
any satisfactory nighttime AM groundwave service.
These bills were introduced to counteract, the decision of the Federal
Communications Commission in the clear channel case which provides
for duplication of stations on about one-half of the clear channels.

In the course of the hearings the subcommittee heard
from several Members of Congress and representatives oftestimony
the clear
channel stations and farm groups in support of the several bills and
particularly in support of those bills which would authorize clear

channel stations to operate with power in excess of 50 kilowatts.
The Chairman of the Federal Communications Commission and
several Commissioners testified in opposition to the legislation. The
Commission requested, however, congressional policy guidance on the
question of higher power. Some Commissioners, while opposing the

legislation, reiterated their dissatisfaction with the Commission's

decision in the clear channel case because it would provide adequate
nighttime service to only a small fraction of the 25 million Americans
who now are without any adequate nighttime service.

REASONS FOR HOUSE RESOLUTION

Upon conclusion of the hearings the committee gave careful consideration to the issues before it. The committee decided that it

was not desirable by legislation to freeze for all time the present concept of clear channel operation. On the other hand, the committee
was greatly impressed with the engineering testimony presented to it

'The "duplication" of clear channels would involve authorizing stations other than the clear channel
stations to operate at night on clear channel frequencies. The concept of a clear channel station implies that
no other station is authorized to operate at nighttime on a clear channel frequency.
& Report and order in the matter of Clear Channel Broadcasting in the Standard Broadcast Band (docket

No. 6741), paragraphs 18, 19, 20, 21, and 25 (hearings, p. 168, et seq.).
4 Committee hearings, p. 254.
& H.R. 8210, H.R. 8211, H.R. 8228, and H.R. 8274.

CCBS Nashville Meeting, August 28, 1962

?age
Agenda

1

?ending Class II Fulltime Applications

2

III.

H. Res. 714, as passed July 2, 1962

6

IV.

H. R. 4749, as passed July 2, 1962

7

Co -Channel and Adjacent Channel 'Problems

9

I.

II.

V.

VI.

Rules which Must Be Waived

14

I.

Agenda
1.

Call to order by Chairman Zdwin W. Craig.

2.

Approval of minutes of April 1, 1962 meeting.

3.

Report of CCBS legal counsel.

Passage of II. R. 4749 on July 2, 1962 (H. Rept.
No. 1870) and possibility of FCC rule making.
b. Passage of H. Res. 714 on July 2, 1962 (H. Rept.
No. 1954) and Docket 6741 petitions for reconsideration.
c. _'ending Class II -A applications.
d. Filing of applications for higher power and necessary
waiver requests.
a.

4.

Report of CCBS Director.
a.
b.

5.

Programming activities; activities respecting farm
organizations and activities on Capitol Hill.
The public relations challenge respecting higher power.

Report of the Engineering Committee Chairman.
P mount of higher power which should be used.
b. Capital and operating costs respecting higher power.
c. Interference problems.
d. Rapid fading zone problems.
e. Blanketing problems.
f. Erecom and Civil Defense.
a.

6.

Report of Treasurer.

7.

Discussion respecting applications for higher power.

8.

Other business.

9.

Adjournment.
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**

4.

3.

2.

1.

Radio WEW, Inc.

St. Louis, Mo.

5/25/49 and
5/25/61

Calif.

Corp., Inc., 3an Diego,

Transcontinent Television

none

Idaho Radio Corp.,
Idaho Falls, Idaho

,
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Increase power of WEW to 50 kw;
U; DA.N.

Change frequency of KFME from 540 kc
to 760 kc (5 kw, U, DA).

25 kw..N; DA -2.

Change frequency of KID from 590 kc
to 720 kc; increase power to 50 kw -D,

to 670 kc; increase power to 50 kw
(DA from 2 hrs. before sunset to 2 hrs.
after sunrise ); U.

Change frequency of KEOI from 950 kc

Foise Valley Broadcasters,
Inc. Boise, Idaho

BP -4255

BMP-9905
10/30/61

3/6/62

BP -15, 399

7/24/62 **

Facilities Requested

Name of Applicant

Application returned 8/18/62 -- engineering incomplete.

CCBS Member.

(WABC)

5. 770

(WJR)*

4. 760

(WSB)*

3. 750

(WGN)*

2. 720

(WMAQ)

1. 670

File Number and
Date of Filing

Pending Class II -A _Fut!time Applications (as of August 13, 1962)

Frequency

II.

(WCBS)

7. 880

(WEBM)

6. 780

Frequency

Change hours of KXA (on 770) to U;
50 kw; DA.

780 kc; 50 kw; U; CA -N.

Circle L., Inc.,

BP -15413

Midcontinent Broadcasting
Co. , Rapid City, S. D.

12. BP -15438

3/26/62

1/30/62

Town & Farm Co., Inc.,
Grand Island, Neb,

City, S. D.
11. BP -15354

1/30/62

Enterprises, Rapid

Duhamel Broadcasting

10. BP -15357

1/29/62

Nebraska Rural Radio
Association,
Nebraska

Co., Las Vegas, Nev.

Southwestern Broadcasting

BP -15441

11/14/61

Reno, Nev.

3/15/62

880 kc; 50 kw; U; DA. -N.

Change frequency of KMMJ from
750 kc to 880 kc; increase power
to 50 kw; DA -1; U.

to 50 kw; U.

Chai_go frequency of KOTA from
1380 kc to 880 kc; increase power

Change frequency of KRVN from
1010 kc to 880 kc; increase power
to 50 kw; DA -N; U.

1340 kc to 780 kc; 50 kw; U; DA -1.

Change frequency of KORK from

Change frequency of KPTL from
1300 kc to 780 kc; increase power
to 10 kw; DA..1; U.

1/31/62

John E. Vernor,
Carson City, Nev.

BP -15358

BP -15348

9.

8.

7.

6.

Wash.

KXA, Inc., Seattle,

2/4/47 and
2/9/60

BP -5735

5.

Facilities Requested

Name of Applicant

File Number and
Date of Filing

(WBZ)

10. 1030

(KDKA)

9. 1020

(W LS)

8. 890

Frequency

12/6/57

17. BP -11, 738

12/7/51 and
6/25/62

16. BP -8335

11/25/44 and
5/20/48

15. B5 -P-3784

14. 7/25/62

3/7/62

13. BP -15407

File Number and
Date of Filing

-4-

500 w; DA -1; U.

Melvin E. Lucas
Clarence A. Hulien
Henry P. Deane
Raymond C. Rigg
Henry Eartolomei
d/b/a Northern Calif.
Bcg Co., Sacramento,
Calif.

Change frequency of KCPA from
1320 kc to 1030 kc; increase power
to 50 kw; DA -1; U.

Change frequency of KARM from
1430 kc to 1030 kc; 5 kw; DA; U.

U.

1020 kc; 10 kw -D, 50 kw -145; DA -2;

1020 kc; 10 kw; DA -1; U.

Facilities Requested

Kelly Broadcasting Co.,
Sacramento, Calif.

Station, Fresno, Calif.

KARM, The George Harm

John A. Barnett,
Coswell, N. Max.

Santa Fe, N. Max.

tr/as Capital Padio,

Merrill B. Johns, Jr.,

none

Name of Applicant

(WCAU)

14. 1210

1180
(WHAM)*

(KMOX)

12. 1120

(KYW)

11. 1100

Frequency

Change hours of KCTA to U; 10 kw 50 kw L3; DA -N.

Change frequency of KLUB from 570 kc
to 1030 kc; 50 kw; U; DA -2.

Broadcasting Corp. of
the South West, Corpus
Christi, Texas
KLUB Broadcasting Co.,
Inc., Salt Lake City, Utah

1/30/62

-5-

Inc., Hutchinson, Kansas

KWHK Broadcasting Co.,

23. BP -15356

8/18/60

Polynesian Broadcasting,
Inc. , Honolulu, Hawaii

none

Emerald Broadcasting
Corp., Eugene, Oregon

Western Slope Bcg. Co.
(Rex Howell), Grand
Junction, Colo.

to 1210 kc; increase power to 50 kw; U.

Change frequency of KWHK from 1260 kc

1 kw; U.

Change frequency of KPIP from 1500 kc
to 1120 kc; 50 kw; DA -1; U.

and critical hours.

Change frequency of KREX from
920 kc to 1100 kc; 50 kw; DA -N

Washington State University, Change frequency of K`Vc,C from 1250 kc
to 1030 kc; 5 kw -D, 1 kw -N; U.
Pullman, Washington

Facilities Requested

Name of Applicant

22. BP -14, 313

7/12/62

21. BP -15590

8/20/45 and
3/11/46

20. B5 -P-3940

7/19/46 and
9/12/49

19. B5 -P-5058

12/11/58 and
11/2/59

18. BP -12, 663

File Number and
Date of Filing

III. H. Res. 714, as passed July 2, 1962:

Resolved, That it is the sense of the House of Representatives that the Federal Communications Commission -(1) may, notwithstanding Senate Resolution 294, seventyfifth Congress, third session, adopted June 7, 1938, authorize the use
of power in excess of fifty kilowatts on any of the twenty-five class I -A
clear channel frequencies in the standard broadcast band (five hundred
and forty to sixteen hundred kilocycles) which are specified in the rules
of the Commission, if, after consideration of all pertinent factors, including the objective of providing improved nighttime radio service to
substantial areas and populations presently receiving inadequate nighttime radio service, the Commission finds that operation on such frequencies with power in excess of fifty kilowatts will serve the public
interest, convenience, or necessity; and
(2) should not authorize, for a period of one year from
the date of adoption of this resolution, the construction for nighttime
operation, or the nighttime operation, of any station on any of the twentyfive class I -A clear channel frequencies in the standard broadcast band
(five hundred and forty to sixteen hundred kilocycles) which are specified in the rules of the Commission, unless such station was or could
have been authorized consistent with the rules of the Commission then in
effect, to operate on such a frequency on July 1, 1961.
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IV.

H. R. 4749, as passed July 2, 1962:

A BILL

To amend the Communications Act of 1934 with respect to the hours
during which certain broadcasting stations may operate with their
daytime facilities.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives -of
the United States of America in Congress assembled, That section
303 (c) of the Communications Act of 1934 is amended by inserting immediately before the semicolon at the end thereof a colon and the
following: "Provided, That, in the case of broadcasting stations licensed to operate during daylight hours, the hours they are permitted
to operate shallb e at least from 6 o'clock antemeridian to 6 o'clock
postmeridian". That part I of title III of the Communications Act of
1934 (47 U.S.C. 301-329) is amended by adding at the end thereof the
following new section:
"OPERATION BEFORE SUNRISE WITH DAYTIME BROADCASTING
FACILITIES

"SEC. 330.(a) If such operation does not violate any treaty
or agreement to which the United States is a party, any standard broadcast station may, notwithstanding any other provision of this Act, operate with its authorized daytime facilities during --

"(1) any presunrise period after 6 o'clock antemeridian,
local standard time; and
"(2) any pre sunrise period after 4 o'clock antemeridian,
local standard time, in the case of any such station which, on
sixty days during the twelve calendar months preceding the date
of enactment of this section, operated during such presunrise
period after 4 o'clock antemeridian, local standard time , with
the daytime facilities licensed to it on the date of enactment of
this section, if such operation was consistent with rules of the
Commission then in effect.
"(b) The provisions of subsection (a) shall not permit a station to
operate during any of the hours in which an unlimited time standard
broadcast station in the same community or urbanized area, operating
with its nighttime facilities, serves substantially the same area as
would be served by such presunrise operation.
-7-

V.

Pertinent Provisions of Treaties and FCC Rules Regarding
Co -Channel and Adjacent Channel Interference Limitations
A.

Co -Channel Limitations
1.

U.S. Stations:
a.

Rule 3. 132(a)(2) provides that the primary service

areas of Class II stations are "limited by and subject
to such interference as may be received from Class
I stations". However, this rule must be read in
conjunction with the provision of Rule 3. 21(a)(1)

that the operating power of Class I stations shall not
be "more than 50 kilowatts". Accordingly, it can be
argued that any Class I -A station proposing higher
power would be required to afford existing U. S.

Class II co -channel stations the protection specified
1/

in the table in Rule 3.182 (v) - or would be prohibited
from increasing present radiation at 50 kw in the
direction of the Class li stations concerned in the

During the daytime ail Class II stations are entitled to protection
to the 500 uv/rn daytime contour (which means that the co -channel
station must limit its signal at the protected contour to 25 uv/m).
Limited time stations, during nighttime hours, are entitled to protection to the 2500 uv/m contour (which means that the Class I co -channel
station's 10% skywave signal strength can not exceed 125 uv/m at the
protected contour).
1/

-9-

event the limitations specified in the table are already
2/

exceeded. 2.

Foreign Stations:
a.

Narba:

Footnote 5 of Appendix B of Annex 2 of

the 1950 Narba provides that, except as otherwise

established in Annex 3, Class II stations are not
protected. from Class I -A stations on the same channel.

Narba does not limit the power of Class I -A stations
(Anne>: 2,

C, 1(a) ). Annex 3 provides that the

Class iI stations listed therein are to receive protection in accordance with Appendix B of Annex 2, with-

out regard to the provisions of footnote 5 thereof,
"from changed or additional assignments made on
Class I -A Clear Channels * * *". Appendix B provides

that the daytime protected contour of Class II stations

is 500 uv/m and that the interference signal, at this
protected contour, can not exceed 25 uv/m. The

permissible interfering nighttime signal to Class II
stations "is based on the existing interference level

What protection, if any, must be afforded by KFI to WOI
SSA pre -sunrise opeIadon? (Same re WCCO and `X NYC as to
post -sunset operation.
2/
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from all co -channel stations with the provision that
no in:..:rference signal will be considered objectionable
if the resulting RSS 10% skywave signal interference

is not greater than 125 uv/m. The Class II stations
listed in Annex 3 to which these protection requirements apply insofar as co -channel Class I -A stations
are concerned are the following:
1.

Cuban stations on 640, 660, 670, 760, 780,
830 and 1030 (perhaps the FCC and the State

Department will be willing to waive these

restrictions in view of our current relations
with Cuba).

b.

2.

Jama;_can stations on 830 and 1180.

3.

Dominican Republic station on 820.

The 1957 U.S. -Mexican Agreement: This agreement

provides that the service area of Class II stations is
"limited by and subject to such interference as may

be received from Class I stations" (Article II, C, d;
see also Article II, B, d which states that "the
secondary use of Class I -A clear channels permitted

under the terms of this Agreement imposes no
obligations on the Contracting Party having the Class
-11-

I -A priority to protect such secondary use * *

". )

The agreement provides, as does Narba, that Class
I -A stations may operate "with power of 50 kw or

more" (Article II, C, b). Accordingly, U. S. Class
I -A stations need afford no protection to any existing
Mexican Class II co -channel station (whether daytime
or fuilt:rne).
B.

Adjacent Channel Protection Requirements
1.

Desired Groundwave to Undesired Crouiidwave: The desired

to undesired ratios specified by the treaties, the Commission rules and Exhibit 109 are as follows:
Mexican

Separation

Rule 1. 382w

Narba

Agreement

10 kc

1:1

2:1

1:0.5

1:2

20 kc

1:30

1:30

1:30

1:30

2.

109

.LL

Desired Groundwave to Undesired Skywave: The desired

to undesired ratios specified by the treaties, the Commission rules and C:xhibit 109 are as follows:

-12-

Mexican

Separation
10 kc

Narba

Rule 1. 382w

-- -3/

1:5
3.

Agreement
4/

Exhibit 109
1:5

Desired 50% Skywave to Undesired 10% Skywave: The FCC

rules require no protection, nor do the treaties except to
the extent quoted above respecting consultations or negotia-

tions in the event of increase in power.
C.

Blanketing Requirements

Pule 3. 24(g) requires a "satisfactory showing", "That the
population within the 1 v/m-contour does not exceed 1.0 percent
of the population within the 25 mv/m contour: Provided, however,

That where the number of persons within the 1 v/m contour is

300 or less the provisions of this subparagraph are not applicable."

3/

Footnote 2 of Appendix C of Annex 2 provides as follows:
"Ordinarily adjacent channel sky wave interference is not
considered. However, if any Contracting Government
contemplates changes which would increase substantially
the adjacent channel sky wave interference in the country
of another Contracting Government, such proposed changes
shall be the subject of bilateral negotiations between the
Contracting Governments concerned, before the changes

are implemented."
Article II, D, 4 provides that "No adjacent channel interference
is considered on the basis of an interfering skywave. " However,
Article II, B, d provides as follows respecting Class II assignments:
"* * * if either of the Contracting Parties contemplates changes in its
use of such Class I -A clear channel which would increase the adjacent
channel sky wave interference to stations in the other country, such
proposed changes shall be the subject of consultation between the Contracting Parties, with a view toward minimizing such interference
before the changes are implemented."
4/
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VI.

Rules which must be, or might have to be, waived (see :Pule 1. 307)
A.

Rule 3.21(a) (1)

B.

Rule 3.24(g)

C.

Rules 3.15 and 1. 352
Agreement).

D.

Rules 1. 382(v) and (w)

E.

Rule 1.351

F.

Rule 3. 22(d) (2)

G.

Proposed "duopoy ' rules.

H.

Rules 3. 22(a) and 3.25(a) (Class II stations on 750 and 760
and Class II -A stations on 670, 720, 780, 880, 890, 1030,
1100, 1120, 1180 and 1210),

I.

Notes 1 and 2 of Rule 3.25(a)

(50 kw power ceiling).

(blanketing).

(violations of Narba and Mexican

(protection standard).

(AM freeze).

(Protection to Class II -A stations).

(SSA's for W01 and WNYC).

MEETING COBS ENGINEERING COMMITTEE
28-29 August 1962

I.

II.

Call of Agenda

Discussion of high power transmitting equipment.
Review of various manufacturers proposals.
Round table discussion of the different approaches to transmitter
(a) Primary power voltage
Rectifiers
(b)
Low level modulation
(c)
High level modulation
Ampliphase modulation
Types of transmission lines
(d)
Space requirements
(e)

III.

design

Exploration of idea of sub -committee to study various proposals and
report to main comm ittee.
--

(a)

Cc- 1-)

)--1,'

(.

,

-

u........,

1-

(-0

BRECOM
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

(X

Possibility of this committee recommending choice in 1,2,3 order

Review of past test. (Reynolds)
Report from each station covering operations to date
Discussion of tests beginning September 3rd.
Recent research on effects of noise on error rate

(2)
E.

Blanketing problem
Give rules - 1 v/m contour (which will be at radius of 4 - 6 miles)
Cannot embrace more than 1% of population within 25 MV/M contour which in our
case is at distance of 30 - 50 miles
All complaints within 1 V/M contour must be investigated and remedied by station.

F.

BRECOM
Started FSK on a few of our stations in June 1961.
Since then all of us
have in varying degrees worked to perfect communications system using our
stations and others.

Central problem, as you know, is to connect Ft. Ritchie, Md. to SAC at Omaha.
Mention Gen. Bestic's interest.
AF test - and results
Upcoming tests starting September 3.

White House directive re BRECOM
CIVIL DEFENSE

Cover NEAR system
Pittman, asst. secTy Defense wedded to it at present but probably will change.
Radio should take on this job and should be spearheaded by NAB in our
opinion.
Mention past history of Conelrad. Clear channels are backbone
of system.

I,
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0-05

IuS

)1-0
5-L

4rq

)

r
-err, crAfi L
1-1--1-7

(1-0-5

or
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Mr. Frank M. Russell
8.804 Kennedy Drive

Chevy Chase, Maryland
Deer Scoop.

This is to pass on to you the information given over the telephoto
The first *eslast week regarding side chasms' interference problem'.
We have
sideration has to do with greumdweve to groundwave interferenee.
eausined all 28 stations in this respect. This wen dome tBsa a light
appraisal basis sod I *fish to emphasise that the conclusions that we
have reached suet be verified through careful seginsering Analysis is
Presumably this would he dons as the stations come up for
each arse.
The following stations have as
acusideration before tbelSOC later on.
problems
KPI
WSM

WNSC
WLW
WJR
WFAA/WBAP

MOO

640 KC -4--

680 KC
660 KC
670 KC
700 KC -'760 KC -4--

120 KC ISO K C

WB2
ESL

1080 KC

NAM

upo KC

1160 K CA---

The following stations could have difficult problems with the
stations listed.

WSB - 780 KC

WBAM - Montgomery, Alabama - 740 KC
WEAN - Barnwell. South Caroline - 740 KC

WAX - 770 KC

WAVA - Arlington. Virginia - 780 KC
WAEB - Allentown, Pennsylvania - 790 KC

WISH - 700 EC

WSW - St. Louis, Missouri
770 K C
WSOW - Saginaw, Michigan - 790 KC

NMI, - P70 KC

WMAG - Forest, Mississippi - 860 EC
KSFA - Mscogdochee, Tense - 860 KC

9

Mr. Frank M. Russell

WCB$ - US KC

-2-

Hey 21, 1,42

WI= - Ithaca, Mew York - b70 KC
WOWW - Magatuck, Conn. - 890 KC
WTfl - Philadelphia, Pa. - 690 KC
WFLN - Philadelphia, Pa. - 900 KC

890 KC

WRFD - Worthington, Ohio - 880 KC
WFRO - Fremont, Ohio - 900 KC
WKYW - Louisville. Ky. - 900 KC

WHO - 1040 KC

WELL
Eau Claire, Wisconson - 1080 KC
KSIS - Sedalia, Missouri - 1060 KC
KLOH - Pipostone, Minnesota - 1080 KC
wne - Decatur. Illinois - 1060 KC

KYW - 1100 KC

WYRE - Pittsburgh - 1080 KC

(MC - 1090 - BremeOMMWOMMOONW
KMOX - 1120 KC

KFAB - Omaha - 1100
WMDI - Chicago, Illinois
WSIV - Pekin, Illinois - 1140 KC

WCAU - 1210

WLIB - New Y

Hew York - 1190

WANN - Annapoas - 1190
WFAX
WJUN
WCNY
WSOQ
WKBX
WilB

WKBO -

Palls Church - 1220 KC
Mexico, Pennelyvanis - 1220 KC
Newburg, New York - 1220 KC
N. Syracuse - 1220 "KC
Keane, Vermomt - 12 20 KC
Providence, R.I. - 1220 KC
Hamden, Conn. - 1220 KC
Harrisburg, Pa. - 1230 KC
WE:'`'
Easton, Pa. - 1230 KC
a7A3
White Plains, New York - 1230 KC
With - Baltimore. Md. - 1230 KC
WCMC - Wildwood, New Jersey - 1280 KC
The following
up fairly sesilyi
WOwN - 720 KC

stations have marginal problems which right be cleared

730 - Bowling Green. Ohio
730 - Harrill Wisconsin

MBAS - 840 KC

PSC KC - Kennett. Missouri
t60 KC - Clayton, Missouri
(There may not he any trout le here at all.)

KDKA

1020 KC

1010 KC - Berkely Springs, W.

WOAI

1200 KC

1190 KC - Dallas, Texas (cried be protseted from

Va.

(could he essay preiromMed)

Sincerely yours.

John H. DeWitt. Jr.
JRDsa;a
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CCBS Nashville Meeti.ng, August 28, 1962

page
Agenda

1

Pending Class II Fulltime Applications

2

III.

H. Res. 714, as passed July 2, 1962

6

IV.

H.R. 4749, as passed July 2, 1962

I.

II.

V.

VI.

Co -Channel and Adjacent Channel Problems

Rules which Must Be Waived

9

14

I.

Agenda
1.

Call to order by Chairman Zdwin W. Craig.

2.

Approval of minutes of April 1, 1962 meeting.

3.

Report of CCBS legal counsel.

A

-passage of 1i. R. 4749 on July 2, 1962 (H. Rept.
No. 1870) and possibility of FCC rule making.
b. 'passage of H. Res. 714 on July 2, 1962 (H. Rept.
No. 1954) and Docket 6741 petitions for reconsideration.
c. Fending Class II -A applications.
d. Filing of applications for higher power and necessary

a.

waiver requests.
4.

Report of CCBS Director.
a.
b.

5.

Fri

Programming activities; activities respecting farm
organizations and activities on Capitol Hill.
The public relations challenge respecting higher power.

Report of the Engineering Committee Chairman.
Pmount of higher power which should be used.
Capital and operating costs respecting higher power.
c. Interference problems.
d. Rapid fading zone problems.
e. Blanketing problems.
Erecom and Civil Defense.
f.
a.
b.

6.

Report of Treasurer.

7.

Discussion respecting applications for higher power.

8.

Other business.

9.

Adjournment.
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**

4.

3.

2,

1.

5/25/49 and
5/25/61

BP -4255

BMP-9905
10/30/61

3/6/62

BP -15, 399

7/24/62 **

Radio WEN, Inc.
St. Louis, Mo.

Calif.

Corp., Inc., 3an Diego,

Transcontinent Television

none

Idaho Radio Corp.,
Idaho Falls, Idaho

,

Foise Valley Broadcasters,
Inc. Boise, Idaho

Name of Applicant

-2-

Application returned 8/18/62 -- engineering incomplete.

CCB,3 Member.

(WABC)

5. 770

(W JB

4. 760

(WSB)*

3. 750

(WGN)*

2. 720

(WMAQ)

1. 670

File Number and
Date of Filing

Pending Class II -A Fulitime Applications (as of August 13, 1962)

Frequency

II.

MG,_

U;

Increase power of WEW to 50 kw;

Change frequency of KFMB from 540 kc
to 760 kc (5 kw, U, DA).

Change frequency of KID from 590 kc
to 720 kc; increase power to 50 kw -D,
25 kw -N; DA -2.

(DA from 2 hrs. before sunset to 2 hrs.
after sunrise'); U.

Change frequency of Kt OI from 950 kc
to 670 kc; increase power to 50 kw

Facilities Requested

(WCBS)

7. 880

(WEBM)

6. 780

Frequency

780 kc; 50 kw; U; DA -N.

Circle L., Inc.,

BP -15413

1/29/62

BP -15348

3/26/62

-3-

Midcontinent Broadcasting
Co., Rapid City, S. D.

12. BP -15438

1/30/62

Town & Farm Co.,, Inc.,
Grand Island, Neb.

City, S. D.

Enterprises, Rapid

Duhamel Broadcasting

11. EP -15354

1/30/62

Nebraska .Dural Radio
Association, Lexington,
Nebraska

Co., Las Vegas, Nev.

Southwestern Broadcasting

BP -15441

11/14/61

Reno, Nev.

3/15/62

880 kc; 50 kw; U; DA -N.

Change frequency of KMMJ from

750 kc to 880 kc; increase power
to 50 kw; DA -1; U.

Change frequency of KOTA from
1380 kc to 880 kc; increase power
to 50 kw; U.

Change frequency of KRVN from
1010 kc to 880 kc; increase power
to 50 kw; DA -N; U.

1340 kc to 780 kc; 50 kw; U; DA -1.

Change frequency of KORK from

Change frequency of KPTL from
1300 kc to 780 kc; increase power
to 10 kw; DAi.1; U.

1/31/62

John E. Vernor,
Carson City, Nev.

BP -15358

10. BP -15357

9.

8.

7.

6.

Wash.

Change hours of KXA (on 770) to U;
50 kw; DA.

2/4/47 and
2/9/60

KXA, Inc., Seattle,

BP -5735

5.

Facilities Requested

Name of Applicant

File Number and
Date of Filing

(V/BZ)

10. 1030

(KDKA)

9. 1020

(IN LS)

8. 890

Frequency

12/6/57

17. BP -11,738

6125/62

12/7/51 and

16. BP -8335

Calif.
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500 w; DP -1;

Melvin E. Lucas
Clarence A. Holien
Henry P. Deane
Raymond C. Rigg
Henry Bartolornei
d/b/a Northern Calif.
Bc g. Co. , Sacramento,

U.

Change frequency of KCP A from
1320 kc to 1030 kc; increase power
to 50 kw; DA -1; U.

Kelly Broadcasting Co.,
Sacramento, Calif.

Station, Fresno, Calif.

Change frequency of KARM from
1430 kc to 1030 kc; 5 kw; DA; U.

KARM, The George Harm

15. B5 -P-3784

11/25/44 and
5/20/48

U.

Coswell, N. Max.

1020 kc; 10 kw -D, 50 kw -1,3; DA -2;

1020 kc; 10 kw; DA -1; U.

Facilities Requested

John A . Barnett,

Santa Fe, N. M -ix.

tr/as Capital Radio,

Merrill B. Johns, Jr.,

none

Name of Applicant

14. 7/25/62

3/7/62

13. BP -15407

File Number and
Date of Filing

(WCAU)

14. 1210

(WHAM)*

13. 1180

(KMOX)

12. 1120

(KYW)

11. 1100

Frequency

Change hours of KCTA to U; 10 kw 50 kw LS; DA -N.

Change frequency of KLUB from 570 kc
to 1030 kc; 50 kw; U; DA -2.

Broadcasting Corp. of
the South West, Corpus
Christi, Texas
KLUB Broadcasting Co.,

1/30/62
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KWHK Broadcasting Co.,
Inc. , Hutchinson, Kansas

23. BP -15356

8/18/60

Polynesian Broadcasting,
, Honolulu, Hawaii

Inc.

none

Emerald Broadcasting
Corp. , Eugene, Oregon

Western Slope Bcg. Co.
(Rex Howell), Grand
Junction, Colo.

to 1210 kc; increase power to 50 kw; U.

Change frequency of KWHK from 1260 kc

1 kw; U.

Change frequency of KPIR from 1500 kc
to 1120 kc; 50 kw; DA -1; U.

and critical hours.

Change frequency of KREX from
920 kc to 1100 kc; 50 kw; DA -N

Washington State University, Change frequency of KIVISC from 1250 kc
to 1030 kc; 5 kw -D, 1 kw -N; U.
Pullman, Washington

Inc., Salt Lake City, Utah

Facilities Requested

Name of Applicant

22. BP -14, 313

7/12/62

21. BP -15590

8/20/45 and
3/11/46

20. B5 -P-3940

7/19/46 and
9/12/49

19. B5 -P-5058

12/11/58 and
11/2/59

18. BP -12, 663

File Number and
Date of Filing

III. H. Res. 714, as passed July 2, 1962:

Resolved, That it is the sense of the House of Representatives that the Federal Communications Commission -(1) may, notwithstanding Senate Resolution 294, seventyfifth Congress, third session, adopted June 7, 1938, authorize the use
of power in excess of fifty kilowatts on any of the twenty-five class I -A
clear channel frequencies in the standard broadcast band (five hundred
and forty to sixteen hundred kilocycles) which are specified in the rules
of the Commission, if, after consideration of all pertinent factors, including the objective of providing improved nighttime radio service to
substantial areas and populations presently receiving inadequate nighttime radio service, the Commission finds that operation on such frequencies with power in excess of fifty kilowatts will serve the public
interest, convenience, or necessity; and

should not authorize, for a period of one year from
the date of adoption of this resolution, the construction for nighttime
operation, or the nighttime operation, of any station on any of the twentyfive class I -A clear channel frequencies in the standard broadcast band
(five hundred and forty to sixteen hundred kilocycles) which are specified in the rules of the Commission, unless such station was or could
have been authorized cons; itent with the rules of the Commission then in
effect, to operate on such a frequency on July 1, 1961.
(2)
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IV.

H. R. 4749, as passe.d July 2, 1962:

A BILL

To amend the Communications Act of 1934 with respect to the hours
during which certain broadcasting stations may operate with their
daytime facilities.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of
the United States of America in Congress assembled, That section
303 (c) of the Communications Act of 1934 is amended by inserting immediately before the semicolon at the end thereof a colon and the
following: "Provided, That, in the case of broadcasting stations licensed to operate during daylight hours, the hours they are permitted
to operate shall b e at least from 6 o'clock antemeridian to 6 o'clock
postmeridian". That part I of title III of the Communications Act of
1934 (47 U. S.C. 301-329) is amended by adding at the end thereof the
following new section:
"OPERATION BEFORE SUNRISE WITH DAYTIME BROADCASTING
FACILITIES

"SEC. 330.(a) 1.1 such operation does not violate any treaty
or agreement to which the United States is a party, any standard broadcast station may, notwithstanding any other provision of this Act, operate with its authorized daytime facilities during --

"(1) any presunrise period after 6 o'clock antemeridian,
local standard time; and
"(2) any presunrise period after 4 o'clock antemeridian,
local standard time, in the case of any such station which, on
sixty days during the twelve calendar months preceding the date
of enactment of this section, operated during such presunrise
period after 4 o'clock antemeridian, local standard time , with
the daytime facilities licensed to it on the date of enactment of
this section, if such operation was consistent with rules of the
Commission then in effect.
"(b) The provisions of subsection (a) shall not permit a station to
operate during any of the hours in which an unlimited time standard
broadcast station in the same community or urbanized area, operating
with its nighttime facilities, serves substantially the same area as
would be served by such presunrise operation.
-7-

"(c) Where any unlimited time station makes a prima facie
showing that presunrise operation by a station using daytime facilities under the provisions of this section results in harmful interference within a substantial portion of the primary service area it
serves with its nighttime facilities, such unlimited tihe station
shall be entitled to a hearing. The Commission shall modify or
terminate the operation authorized by subsection (a) only if it is
determined after hearing that such interference has been shown
and that such modification or termination serves the public interest, convenience, or necessity.
"(d) Notwithstanding section 316 of this Act of any other provision of law, no right to a hearing shall arise by virtue of operation
under this section, except as specified in subsection (c).

"(e) If any standard broadcast station licensed to operate only
during daytime hours is not authorized by this section to operate
during the presunrise of.;:iod after 4 o'clock antemeridian, local
standard time, the licensee or permittee of such station may make
written application to the Commission to authorize such operation.
The Commission may authorize such operations, in whole or in
part, if it determines that such operation will not cause any harmful interference with the radio communication of any other radio
broadcasting station in a substantial portion of the primary service
area of such other radio broadcasting station.

"(f) As used in this section the term 'harmful interference'
means any emission, radiation, or induction which seriously degrades, obstructs, or repeatedly interrupts a radio communication service.
"(g) Nothing in this section shall affect the Commission's author-

ity to authorize sharing time arrangements under which only one of
the stations concerned shall have any of the rights provided for in
this section."
SEC. 2. The amendment made by this Act shall take effect on
the ninetieth day after the date of its enactment.
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V.

Pertinent Provisions of Treaties and FCC Rules Regarding
Co -Channel and Adjacent Channel Interference Limitations
A.

Co -Channel Limitations
1.

U. S. Stations:
a.

Rule 3. 182(a)(2) provides that the primary service

areas of Class II stations are "limited by and subject
to such interference as may be received from Class
I stations". However, this rule must bc-, read in
conjunction with the provision of Rule 3. 21(a)(1)

that the operating power of Class I stations shall not
be "more than 50 kilowatts". Accordingly, it can be
argued that any Class I -A station proposing higher
power would be required to afford existing U.S.

Class II co -channel stations the protection specified
1/

in the table in Rule 3.182 (v) - or would be prohibited
from increasing present radiation at 50 kw in the
direction of the Class II stations concerned in the

1/

During the daytime all Class II stations are entitled to protection
to the 500 uv/m ,_lp.ytime contour (which means that the co -channel

station must limit its signal at the protected contour to 25 uv/rn).
Limited time stations, during nighttime hours, are entitled to protection to the 2500 uv/m contour (which means that the Class I co -channel
station's 10% skywave signal strength can not exceed 125 uv/m at the
protected contour).
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event the limitations specified in the table are already

excelled. 2/
2.

Foreign Stations:
a.

Narba:

Footnote 5 of Appendix B of Annex 2 of

the 1950 Narba provides that, except as otherwise

established in Annex 3, Class II stations are not
protected from Class I -A stations on the same channel.
Narba does not limit the power of Class I -A stations
(Annex 2, C, 1(a) ). Annex 3 provides that the

Class II stations listed therein a_e to receive protection in accordance with Appendix B of Annex 2, with-

out regard to the provisions of footnote 5 thereof,
"from changed or additional assignments made on
Class T -A Clear Channels * * *". Appendix B provides

that the daytime protected contour of Class II stations

is 500 uv/m and that the interference signal, at this
protected contour, can not exceed 25 uv/m. The

permissible interfering nighttime signal to Class II
stations "is based on the existing interference level

2/

What p..-ctection, if any, must be afforded by KFI to WO'

SSA pre- L.:.nrise., operation? (Same re WCCO and XNYC as to
post -sunset operation.)
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from all co -channel stations with the provision that
no interference signal will be considered objectionable
if the resulting RSS 10% skywave signal interference

is not greater than 125 uv/m. The Class II stations
listed in Annex 3 to which these protection requirements al:ply insofar as co -channel Class I -A stations

are conc.rned are the following:
1.

Cuban stations on 640, 660, 670, 760, 780,
830 and 1030 (perhaps the FCC and the State

Department will be willing to waive these

restrictions in view of our current relations
with Cuba).

b.

2.

Jamaican stations on 880 and 1180.

3.

Dominican Republic station on 820.

The 1957 U. S. -Mexican Agreement: This agreement

provides that the service area of Class II stations is
"limited by and subject to such interference as may

be received from Class I stations" (Article II, C, d;
z-..Iso Article II, B, d which states that "the

secondary use of Class I -A clear channels permitted
under the terms of this Agreement imposes no
obligations on the Contracting Party having the Class
-11-

I -A priority to protect such secondary use * * * ".)

The agreement provides, as does Narba, that Class
I -A stations may operate "with power of 50 kw or

more" (Article II, C, b). Accordingly, U. S. Class
I -A stations need afford no protection to any existing
Mexican Class II co -channel station (whether daytime
or fuiltime).
B.

Adjacent Channel Protection Requirements
1.

Desired Groundwave to Undesired Groundwave: The desired

to undesired ratios specified by the treaties, the Commission rules and if,xhibit 109 are as follows:
Separation

Rule 1. 382w

Narba

Mexican
Agreement

10 kc

1:1

2:1

1:0.5

1:2

20 kc

1:30

1:30

1:30

1:30

2.

Exhibit 109

Desired Groundwave to Undesired Skywave: The desired

to undesired ratios specified by the treaties, the Commission rules and Exhibit 109 are as follows:
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Separation
10 kc

Narba

Rule 1. 382w

-- -3/

1:5
3.

Mexican
Agreement
4/

Exhibit 109
1:5

Desired 50% Skywave to Undesired 10% Skywave: The FCC

rules require no protection, nor do the treaties except to
the extent quoted above respecting consultations or negotia-

tions in the event of increase in power.
C.

Blanketing Requirements

Pule 3. 24(g) requires a "satisfactory showing", "That the

population within the I v/m-contour does not exceed 1.0 percent
of the population within the 25 nivim contour: Provided, however,
That where the number of persons within the 1 vim contour is

300 or less the provisions of this subparagraph are not applicable.

3/

Footnote 2 of Appendix C of Annex 2 provides as follows:
"Ordinarily adjacent channel sky wave interference is not
considered. However, if any Contracting Government
contemplates changes which would increase substantially
the adjacent channel sky wave interference in the country
of another Contracting Government, such proposed changes
shall be the stlbject of bilateral negotiations between the
Contracting Cov3rnments concerned, before the changes

are implemented."

Article II, D, 4 provides that "No adjacent channel interference
is considered on the basis of an interfering skywave." However,
Article II, B, d provides as follows respecting Class II assignments:
"* * * if either of the Contracting Parties cont:_rapIates changes in its
use of such Class I -A clear channel which would increase the adjacent
channel sky wave interference to stations in the other country, such
proposed changes shall be the subject of consultation between the Contracting Parties, with a view toward minimizing such interference
before the changes are implemented."
4/
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VI.

Rules which must be,

1' might have to be, waived (see Rule 1. 307)
(50 kw power ceiling).

A.

Rule 3.21(a) (1)

B.

Rule 3.24(g)

C.

Rules 3.15 and 1. 352
Agreement).

D.

Rules 1. 382(v) and (w)

E.

Rule 1.351

F.

Rule 3. 22(d) (2)

G.

Proposed "duopoiy" rules.

H.

Rules 3.22(a) and 3.25(a) (Class II stations on 750 and 760
and Class II -A stations on 670, 720, 780, 880, 890, 1030,
1100, 1120, 1180 and 1210).

I.

Notes 1 and 2 of Rule 3.25(a)

(blanketing).

(violations of Narba and Mexican

(protection standards).

(AM freeze).

(protection to Class II -A stations).
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(SSA's for WOI and WNYC).

Clear Channel Meeting - August 28, 1962
9:30 AM
WHAS

Orrin Towner, Vic Sholis
WFAA
James Moroney, Jr.
Jim Cooper

0

WHO

'Crinrge Wagner, Paul Loyet, Roy Pratt, Paul Arvidson

WLW

Clyde Haehnle, James Rockwell
WJR

John Patt, Freddy Friedenthal
WOAI

Charles Jeffers
KFI

Curt Mason, George Curran
WSB

Frank Gaither

WHAM
W. F. (Bill) Rust
WGN

Ward Quaal, George Lang, Carl Meyers
WBAP

Abe Herman
Rupert Bogan

Kirkland., Ellis, Hodson, Chaffetz & Masters
Russ Eagan, Reed Rollo, Percy Russell
Clear Channel Broadcasting Service
Roy Battles and Fritz Leydorf (has acted as consultant for past year)

MEETING CCBS ENGINEERING COMMITTEE
28-29 August 1962

I.

II.

Call of Agenda

Discussion of high power transmitting equipment.
Review of various manufacturers proposals.

Round table discussion of the different approaches to transmitter design
Primary power voltage
(a)
(b) Rectifiers
(c) Low level modulation
High level modulation
Ampliphase modulation
Types of transmission lines
(d)
Space requirements
(e)
III.

Exploration of idea of sub -committee to study various proposals and
report to main committee.
(a)

IV.

Possibility

this

recommending choice in 1,2,3 order

BRECOM
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Review of past test. (Reynolds)
Report from each station covering operations to date
Discussion of tests beginning September 3rd.
Recent research on effects of noise on error rate

Dinner at Cumberland Club - Monday, August 27th
Cocktails - 6:15 PM
Dinner - 7:30 PM

-- --Mr. Rupert Bogan, WBAP
--- Abe Herman, WBAP
Ward flOaal, WGN

--- Carl Meyers, WGN
--- George Lang, WGN
Frank Gaither, WSB
Mr. Roy Battles

Mr. Russ Eagan AV//
Mr. Percy Russell '
WSM
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

people
E. W. Craig
J. H. DeWitt
George Reynolds
Irving Waugh
Bob Cooper
Ott Devine

44-1-4A-tgT21.
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Notes for Clear Channel Meeting - Engineering Committee (Report of Chairman)
A.

POWER LEVEL

History of 500 and 750 KW
Mention 1000 KW or 1 megawatt
Higher the power the greater the possibility of interference g.w. to g.w.
PiaAnficip-adaw-problem of daytimers

Skywave to g.w. - side channel
B.

MOST ENGINEERS PRESENT PROBABLY HAVE NEW INFORMATION ON INSTALLATION AND
OPERATING COSTS.
Three companies are interested in bidding, - RCA, G.E. and Continental Electronics
Describe general plans of each
Apparatus costs will depend on group buying.
Installation costs depend on
whether new location is necessary - will vary over country and also with
space presently available
Operating costs will vary with respect to power rates over the country.
General costs will be as follows:
750 KW

g

Apparatus
Installation

500 KW

Operating increase
50 KW per year
Engineering Committee will consider costs in detail at later meeting on Wednesday.
Also matter of possible group buying.
Cover suggestion of committee picking manufacturers in 1,2,3 order and then
dealing with them in that order.
Manufacturers are not interested in building
one transmitter only.
C.

D.

There are a variety of INTERFERENCE PROBLEMS which may be encountered by
various members of our group.
1.

1st, 2nd, and 3rd adjacent channel g.w. to g.w. interference. A few stations
stations have no problem in this regard.
Others have severe problems which
could result in need for highly directional antennas or reduced power or both.
A change in the present standards would help in case of interference to
U.S. stations but nothing can be done with respect to NARBA except for Cuba.

2.

Co -channel problem with daytimers and limited time stations due to 50 KW rule

3.

Skywave to g.w. adjacent channel interference (WSM to WNBC for example)

4.

Skywave to g.w. co -channel interference.
to be considered.

Confidentially Cuba does not have

RAPID FADING ZONE PROBLEM (not much can be done)

-

August 20, 1962
Dictated 8/15/62

Hr. Joseph Kjar
KSL
Salt Lake City 1, Utah
Dear Joe:

Today, in a conversation with Mts. Millican, assistant to Nr. Harold
Hough, during his absence in New York City, I reviewed a budget position of the Clear Chaunel Broadcasting Service in relationship to
duos as they will, involve your great station.
Prior to the wealth of activity at both the Commission and on Capitol
Hill we were operating on a $60,000 per annum budget. With the then
12 member stations we took the highest one ehour rate of each, and determined bow many timea this most be nultiplied in order to reach the
in the case of our station with its
$60,000
substantial rate structure we pay to a neat $60,000 budget, $7,000 or
11.7% of the total. WJR is obligated for the same amount as is EI1,
Los Angeles.
In view of tee fact that our operating bedsit of necessity is now in
excess et 0146000, we have elected to cutlers the same dues structure
and psommemso payment arrangement, and Seetiled of reducing the obligations of the other 12 stations we will beep that dues structure for
the present which would mean that the dime of KSL per assessment period
would be $3,372 based upon your Mem' 0100 time one -hour rate, $219,

as posted in Standard Rate and Dame Mk Rochester, with a $220 per
hour rate pays 5.67 of the $60,000 asseasmat or a total of $3,393 per
period.
I feel, Joe, that this is fair and equitable to all stations involved
and I trust it will meet with your approval. Prior to the first of
1963, we will have a better idea of anticipated expenses for the next
calendar yews and we will be able to appraise more realistically our
budget position.

August 20, 1962
Page 2

Ar. Joseph Ejar
Salt Lake City, Utah

Undoubtedly, you will be at the Nashville weeting on August 28,
and we will be able to revicw this :flatter at that time if you have
any questions.
Eest wishes; and please know how highly we value your membership
iv., GCBS.

Lineerely

4:0411 Z. quaal
14MQ:ek

Bcc:

Mr. Harold Hough
Roy Battles
John H. DeWitt, Jr.
R. Russell Eagan, Esquire

August 30, 1962

Mr. Orrin Towner
Station WHAS
Louisville, Kentucky
Dear Orrin:

Enclosed is the G.E. proposal which was given
us on Monday, August 27th, by Tom Bost who is G.E.'s
representative in the Atlanta office.
I am sure you
will wish to have it in connection with your co-ordinating
job for the group.
Best regards.

Sincerely yours,

John H. DeWitt, Jr.

JHD:am
Enclosure

LAW OFFICES OF

KIRKLAND, ELLIS, HODSON, CHAFFETZ & MASTERS

LOUIS G. CALDWELL
HAMMOND E CHAFFETZ
REED T. ROLLO
DONALD C. BEELAR
PERCY H. RUSSELL
KELLEY E. GRIFFITH
PERRY S. PATTERSON
R. RUSSELL EAGAN
CHARLES R. CUTLER
FREDERICK M. ROWE
ALOYSIUS B. McCABE

WORLD CENTER BUILDING

lea, AND K STREETS. N W.

WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
TELEPHONE STERLING 3-3200

CHICAGO OFFICE

PRUDENTIAL PLAZA
CHICAGO I, ILLINOIS

August 6, 1962

JOSEPH DuCOEUR
RAYMOND G. LARROCA
JOHN P. MANWELL
RONALD J. WILSON

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr.
President & Station Manager
WSM, Inc.
301 7th Avenue North

Nashville 3, Tennessee
Dear Jack:

In response to your letter of August 3, I had someone
check the Commission files and was informed that the common
antenna for WNBC and WCBS is 528.5 feet above
549 feet above sea level. Both figures include the tower lights
which take up 4.4 feet.

The Commission records show that the tower erection
was completed February 6, 1962.
Cordially,

RRE:bw

cc: Mr. Johnie S. Campbell

R. Russell Eagan

SOUTHLAND INDUSTRIES. INC.

SAN ANTONIO 6, TEXAS

May 21, 1962

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr.
President

WSM WSM-TV
Nashville 3, Tennessee
Dear Jack:

We were aware of the problems that might arise
with ELIE in Dallas if WOAI were to operate at
higher power, and also to a pending application
KLIF has before the Commission to increase their
Some time ago we had asked
nighttime power.
are
Andy to investigate the matter, and
again calling this to his attention so that he
will get moving on the study.
Thanks for calling this to our attention.
Yours.very truly,

4-0
Charles L. Jeffers
Vice President, Engineering
CLJ:mf

P. 0. BOX 2641

TELEPHONE CA 7-4221

Central Broadcasting Company
1100 Walnut Street

Des Moines 7, Iowa
WHO -AM -FM -TV

PAUL A. LOYET
/ICE -PRESIDENT AND
3 ENERAL MANAGER

May 22, 1962

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr.
WSM

Nashville 3, Tennessee
Dear Jack:
Thank you - not only for the windshield appraisal but also
for making the results available to us at this early date.

We are starting work based on your letter; and do want to
do everything possible to be ready for immediate action
should the Commission make a move.

Best personal regards.
Sincerely,

Paul A. Loyet

2./1-.0(A-4-4ri

R I NG BU I LD I N G

WASHINGTON 6, D.C.

June 14, 1962

Mr. John DeWitt
W S M
301 Seventh Ave., N.
Nashville, Tenn.
Dear Jack:

It is far too early to get into any discussion or
dispute with Duttera, but I would like to call your
private consideration to the attached memorandum
and at your convenience let me have your reaction.
Company policy on this and other matters will not
be made until the clear channel situation is
clarified in Congress.
I believe I told you that Congressman Harris expected to dispose of the "daytime" bill and the
clear channel matter at one session. He did not
have a chance to bring up the clear channel proposal.

Since talking to you I have learned that the
Commission will vigorously oppose the bill reI also told
ported out by the House Committee.
you that Mr. Harris had no enthusiasm for it and
doubted very much whether it would be acceptable.
In connection with the clear channel situation,
The
we anticipate only a House Resolution.
"daytime" bill is an amendment to the Communications
Act and would have to clear the Senate as well as
The bill has a very dismal future.
the House.
The House Committee has a full schedule of hearings
and no opportunity has presented itself yet for an
I will keep
Executive Session on clear channels.
you advised.

Personal revrds,
4

N B C
Interdepartment Correspondence
To

From

David C. Adams

William S. Duttera

Date
Subject

June 6, 1962
DeWitt Clear Channel Study

I have reviewed Mr. Russell's letter to you of Nay 25, regarding
At the
the informal memorandum supplied to him by Jack DeWitt of YU.
outset, it must be emphasized that Jack's analysis of the interference
problems which might arise, as a result of higher power grants to his
list of Class IA stations, is limited to the interference that would
result from the Class IA's increased ground ware transmissions toward
daytime and limited time stations on adjacent Channels.

As far as WNBC is concerned, we would experience no daytime
adjacent channel interference within our 0.5 ne/n contour, even if WS*
(The 0.5 mv/n contour is the contour
increased its power to 750 kw.
to which the Commission provides protection ire* adjacent channel
ground wave signals.)
Of course, since Jack does not consider skywave transmission, he
did not need to note the adjacent channel interference which WSW would
Cause to WNBC if it increased its power to 500 kw or more, Our studios
reveal that, based on the present FCC Standards interference t© WNBC
would occur between TWBCrs 11.6 and 1.1 my/an coniours with 7590 kr at
WSN and with 500 kw the interference would be between WNBC's 0.5 and 0,9
On the basis of the Clear Channel
mv/a contours as shown on Fig. 1.
Standards, MIN would interfere within the
the 1.1 to 2.3 mv/m contours with 750 kw (Fig. 2) and between the
The corresponding contours are
1 to 1.9 mv/m contours with 500 kw.
also shown for Type A service (Fig. 3), where the interference within
the WNW Type A contour is between WNBC's 2.5 End 4.4 mv/m contours
with 750 kw and between 2 to 3.6 nv/n with 500 kw.

ilring"IWICT67cifolina

They nefloct the new
The maps referred to above are attached.
contours of WNBC as will result from its operation with a nae-directienal
Our record in the Clevr Channel Promeeding wns,
antenna a, High Island.
of course, on the basis of the directional antenna at Port Weehington.
the
There is no significant difference in the ground wane no tours t
West but the night service contour, which recognizes fading, is extended
in the generally westerly direction by the new antenna
The above delineation of the interference effects upon WNBC ia
terms of two different sets of engineering standardm nay be confaxing
but if such a high power proposal were made, and if it meet tat bearing,
the Commission would probably use the present standards, *mover, there
WAS general industry agreement, at the tine, tiet the Clear Channel
Standards (ft. 109) most accurately define the intertenenee effects.
For discussion purposes 1 believe we should use only' the Caaar Channel
Standards.

David C. Adw

June 6, 1962

- 2 -

There remains the question as to the significance to NBC f
On the other hand, by Bahia(
DeWitt's study which he gave to Scoop.
W8X-WINC
high
power
problem and by listing Wel
no reference to the
high
paver,
he
is
perhaps
inviting NBC to raise
as a candidate for
OR
the other hand, the
important.
the issue, if we feel it to be
substantial
problem
with VON inereesing
letter indicates there is no
it,
Scoop
was
told, in sffest,
its power although, as I understand
stations
'vould
be
a serious problem
that the interference to adjacent
Our
study
indicates
that WOW
WON.
in obtaining a power increase for
which
would
radiate
no
more
than
100
could use a directional antenna
would
hive
no
radiated
power
kw to the North and to the East and
These colditions may not be a
restrictions in other directions.
deterent to WON and I believe that WON's extended service from high
power would represent about as serious a coepetitive factor as if tt
were non -directional.

/s/

William S. Cutters

WSD:COC
att.

cc w/att:

N.N. Seville
T.E. Ervin

INTERDE ARMEN T CORRESPONDENCE
TO

FROM

MR. Allen Cooper
Mr. William Duttera
David C. Adams

Date

July 16, 1962

SUBJECT

In Mal Beville's absence, I am taking this
you to do some further examination of the effect means of asking
on NBC -owned
radio stations of superpower, in view of the
House
Resolution
on that subject.

On the basis of judgment rather than
analysis, we had previously
reached the conclusion that even if
authorized,
superpower would
not be advantageous for the NBC -owned
clear
channel
station, because
the capital and operating costs
involved
could
not
be recovered
through additional sales and
or higher rates based on the coverage
increase afforded. However, we
also felt that if a competing
station in the same market
as an NBC -owned station went to
power, it would be necessary for the
superNBC station to follow suit
because failure to do so would
particularly in spot sales --thatimpose a competitive handicap -Because of these considerations, would have adverse economic effects.
we did not favor
for superpower in the
markets where we own radio authorization
stations.
What I am suggesting
by analysis and also try now is that we test these conclusions
to develop some estimate
effects. I believe
of the
the
best
case to eximine is Chicago, financial
it is one of the
because
markets where
power and it is a iarket where we might be able to go to supera competing
desires to follow this
route. The questionsstation--WGN--apparlantly
to be examined are:
What would be the
power to whatever estimated cost of increasing
level would be a
assumption?
reasonable
What additional
coverage would be gained,
what would the assumed
and
additional tune-in be
in this increase
coverage area, (taking into
account the experience
of listening to
or nearby stations
local
rather
than remote ones
whose signal may be available)?
What additional revenue, if
any, could be
estimated from increase
sales volume, higher
rates or both?
If WGN went to
superpower, but WMAQ did
what would be the
not,
estimated
effect on WMAQ,
dalar-and-cents
operating under this
ance of a competitive
appearhandicap?

If WMAQ does not go to superpower, this would presumably
increase the chances that its clear channel would be broken
down. Could you assume the extent to which this might happen
and try roughly to estimate what effect if any such breakdown
would 'nave on its revenue and profit potential.
I recognize that many of the considerations involved in
this inquiry are necessErily speculative. The purpose, however, is to help define and refine the factors on which our
position should be based. We do not know how the FCC will
proceed in connection with the House Resolution --it may authorize superpower for one or two stations where least technical
complications are involved --but we should have a better basis
for judgment than we now have on how we want to come out.
DCA

cc: Messrs Beville, Ervin, Kintner, Kenney, Russell

EXecutive 3-0255

Clear Channel Broadcasting Service
Shoreham Building
Washington 5, D. C.

Roy Bat les
Direct

July 16, 1962

M . John H. DeWitt, Jr.

P esident & Station Manager
WS
Inc.
30
- 7th Avenue North
Na hville 3, Tennessee
,

Re:

July 26 or 27 Meeting With
Chairman Oren Harris.

Dear Jack:

Preparatory to the meeting with Chairman Oren Harris
each of us should probably give careful thought to some
problems that we may encounter in discussing our problems with
After this prior appraisal of the meeting it might be well for
for an hour or so prior to the visit with Mr. Harris.
or 27

on July 26
of the
Mr. Harris.
us to meet

Just to start the ball rolling, here is my "once-over-lightly"
initial thinking.
1.
Such a meeting with Mr. Harris is almost imperative. Yet,
it is a ery delicate meeting.
If Scoop Russell is there, it will probably
even be lore delicate because I am inclined to feel that Scoop may be in
the proc ss of selling Mr. Harris on a "go slow" plan with possibly two or
three I- clear channel stations only applying for higher power at this
particula time. If Harris is pretty well married to this go slow concept,
we must b prepared to prevent, if possible, his becoming solidly committed
to this p.sition prior to the time that CCBS representatives possibly meet
with Mr.
(now and prior to the time that CCBS stations have an opportunity
to discuss our strategy among themselves.

Harris has given some indication that perhaps the Commission
2
should lice se I -A clear channel stations to use higher power only during
I am not sure he feels that this should be done but
the nightti e hours.
I do know i is floating around in his head. Therefore, we must be prepared
to explain t him why it is necessary for a clear channel station to use
higher power both day and night rather than at night only in case it is
authorized t use higher power. He is under the impression that clear channel
stations do net get much added coverage during the daytime hours in the way
of groundwave service through the use of higher power. Therefore, he is

Sponsored 1J\' independently Owned
Clear l._ flannel Radio ..'71:clUions
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inclined to reason that why worry about the daytime hours.

Mr. Harris is worried about side channel problems, although
3.
he understands that several stations can go to higher power without creating
side channel problems. He has data before him from the FCC dealing with
this matter. We must, I believe, admit that there may be such problems but
these must be handled on a case -by -case basis, causing harm to no one by
the FCC and our own people.
We should probably leave with Mr. Harris some idea as to
the number of I -A clear channel stations that are willing tentatively to
apply for higher power.
4.

It will probably be impossible to glean from Mr. Harris his
real philosophy relative to the daytimer legislation. If we knew the
answer to this question, however, it would help us materially in our CCBS
Washington operation.
5.

The atmosphere in which this meeting might be carried out would
be one of expressing our extreme gratitude to the ChaiLman comparing notes
with him, seeking his advice within bounds, and reiterating diplomatically
at some stage of the meeting the necessity of higher power on I -A's if the
white area problem is ever going to be met. He realizes this problem, I
believe, to a fair degree.
Now about the possible meeting with Newton Minow. This is one
for the lawyers to work out with respect to what should be said and how
I have no advice on this one.
it should be said.
Do you think it is wise while Jack and Ward are in town to pay
courtesy calls on the following people?
1.

2.
3.

4.

Congressman
Congressman
Congressman
Congressman

Dingell
Bennett
Halleck
Arends (marginal value)

Then too it might be wise to touch base with Senators Capehart and
Talmadge so as to clear up any questions they may have relative to the reasons
for seeking a House Resolution only, etc.
Ward may want to touch base with some of his close friends, such as
Congressmen Rostenkowski, Springer, Mack, Pucinski and Collier, not to mention
He will know best about this
of course his two Senators Dirksen and Douglas.
just as you will know best as zo whether you should touch base with Congressmen
Loser and Roberts as well as your Senators and possibly others.

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr., - Page 3
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Would there be value in having lunch with James Barr -- if
not the entire group, at least one or two of us?
Send me advice as to any appointments that you would like for
me to set up prior to the time you arrive in Washington.
Sincerely,

RB/bh
cc:

P.S.

Messrs. Quaal, Rollo & Eagan

-

This raises the question of whether or not we should try to see
A. P. Miller, Acting Director, Civil Defense Warning and
Communications, while you are here in town. This, I suppose,
will depend some on schedules so let me know your thinking.

July 18, 1962

Mr. Roy Battles
Clear Channel Broadcasting Service
532 Shoreham Building
Washington, D. C.
Dear Roy:

Thanks for your July 16th letter which shows that you have
Your forewarnings
done a lot of thinking on our many problems.
in these many areas will serve as a directory to intense study
before my arrival in Washington then I think we should discuss
all of these items at our breakfast meeting.
I agree that the Scoop Russell thing is very tricky. There
are certain basic vonsiderations which we should not lose sight
of where he is invdtved.
Since he is drawing $50,00 per year from NBC he will
(1)
what they wish. We know that they do not want high power in Chicago
It
or New York but that if CBS gets it they will go ahead with it.
appears that CBS is blocked by side channel problems unless they
Scoop has never admitted it
can do an awful lot of resolving.
but I think he would oppose WGN behind the scenes. The answer to
this, in my opinion, is to convince NBC that they should go to
higher power both in New York and Chicago on the basis of providing
better service. Neither WNBC or WMAQ seems to have any serious side
channel problems.
I believe Scoop's "go slow" policy is all hinged around
(2)
NBC's desire to block high power in the two cities mentioned above.
By going slow he feels that he can better control the situation.
I do not believe that we need to invite Barr to lunch unless we
find in the meeting with Minow that some technical discussions are
If we can work it in, I think we should see Mr. A. P.
necessary.
Miller at Civil Defense.
Best wishes.
Icerely yours,

John H. DeWitt, Jr.
HD:am

July 19, 1962

c

Mr. Irvin Gross
Henry I. Christal Company, Inc.
579 Fifth Avenue
New York 17, New York
Dear Irv:

Thank you for your very nice letter about the resolution
which was passed through the House recently.
It will be
extremely interesting to see now what the FCC does about
this.
Confidentially, Ward Quaal and I are going to Washington
and plan to see some of the people on the Hill and other
places
in order to get a realistic appraisal of the current situation.
we are confidently going ahead with plans for
higher power and we will probably make a decision on this at
our Board Meeting on August 9th.
Best wishes.

Sincerely yours,

John H. DeWitt, Jr.

JHD:am

HENRY I. CHRISrAL COMPANY INC.
RADIO STATION REPRESENTATIVES

1,

579 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 17

MURRAY HILL 8-4414

July 5, 1962

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr.
Radio Station WSM
National Building
7th Avenue & Union Street
Nashville 3, Tennessee
Dear Jack:

The House resolution on the Clear Channel matter is certainly a tremendous victory. Being fully cognizant of the
dedication, effort and skill that was involved in achieving this result, I just can't feel entitled to sharing in
the thrill, even as a fringe observer, without at least
expressing sincerest congratulations to the Architect.
Hank is presently vacationing in Europe but I told him
about this exciting development on the phone and he asked
me to add his congratulations and vote of appreciation
for this trail blazing toward the brighter future for
Leadership Radio.
Best regards.
Cordially,

Irvin Gross
IG:mb

S

Measure of a Great
Radio Station

EXecutive 3-0255

Clear Channel Broadcasting Service

on

Shoreham Building
Washington 5, D. C.

Roy Ba es
Directo

August 21, 1962

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr.
President & Station Manager
WSM, Inc.
301 - 7th Avenue North
Nashville 3, Tennessee
Dear Jack:

Senator Symington has promised CBS that he will
make a speech on the floor of the Senate or at least have
inserted in the Appendix of the Record a statement having to
o with the clear channel problem.
The Senator desires that his statement be largely
the field of the defense interests of this country.
CBS has asked me to prepare the first rough draft
Would you check it to see
the statement. It is enclosed.
th t it is technically correct and complete? Make any changes'
th t you feel should be made and have your secretary call me
so hat we can quickly get this into the hands of the Senator's
people.
o

-7)

Best wishes and thanks.

RB/bh

Sponsored by Independently Owned
Clear Channel Radio Stations

Mr. President, on July 2, 1962 the House of Representatives passed a
wise and forward -looking resolution that is of paramount importance to the
nation's defense effort.

The expression was House Resolution 714.

It deals

with radio clear channels.

My purpose in calling it to the attention of the Senate is *A primarily i'b
alert my colleagues to the civil and military defense aspects of the legislation.
The Resolution suggests as the sense of the House that the Federal
Communications Commission preserve all of the present 25 I -A clear channels

(originally there were 40) for a period of one year during which time all stations
using those channels would be afforded an opportunity to apply for authority
to use more adequate power.

It suggests further that the Commission feel free

to grant such authority where it concludes that it would serve the national
interest.

The Resolution was made necessary because in 1961 the FCC proposed to
duplicate or breakdown 13 of these 25 irreplaceable resources, thus destroying
a portion of their present unique usefulness and completely short circuiting
their future usefulness for bringing much needed improvement in nighttime
skywaye signal strength to vast remote segments of the country through the use of
increased power.

A clear channel is one upon which only one station is licensed to
operate at night.

If additional stations are licensed to operate on a clear

channel at night, then the distant skyways coverage capabilities of the channel
is materially reduced or destroyed.

Onse dissipated by the addition of another

station thereto a clear channel is forever lost.
its original status.

t

pr6c

It can never be restored to

1

.iPer

The paramount value of these channels in civil defense is clearly
evident.

They represent the only AM nighttime radio service available to nearly

60% of the country's geographic area.

This fact is undisputed.

It is an

2

engineering and economic impossibility to bring such nighttime service to the
25 million people who live in this vast expanse of America in any other way.
Millions of car and other battery operated radio receivers also rely solely
upon clear channels for any AM radio nighttime service.

Additional millions
'qr

depend upon these channels for a choice of nighttime service.
Because of the peculiar way AM radio signals behave at night, adding
radio stations, regardless of the number, will not bring such service to anything
more than a handful of these millions.
Therefore, if a large segment of our population is to receive any news
or instructions in time of national nuclear or other disaster during certain

1

nighttime hours, this information must come from clear channel radio stations.
Television and FM signals will not do the job.

-

C For this reason alone the national interest requires that clear channel
operations adequately powered be preserved.

Yett_there-tr reasons why clear annels-are-essentlal
datemse-teels.
- radio sets.

Alerting devices have been developed which may be attached to

These devices may be triggered to sound an alarm in case of a nuclear

attack.

Civil Defense officials charged with the responsibility of alerting
and communicating with all Americans in case of a national emergency Iiimm1-.
favor the retention of radio clear channels with ample power to bring acceptable

radio signals to everyone.
Furthermore, military uses relying
are being perfected.
known as BRECON.

taa

y upon clear channel stations

One is the Broadcast Emergency Communications System

This is a system, which in the successful tests that have

been conducted, relies heavily upon clear channel stations.
a second signal on the AM carrier.
listener.

It involves imposing

This signal cannot be heard by the ordinary

Yet it successfully operates teletype machines.

Currently such a

system is being tested between a point in the eastern part of the country and
SAC in Nebraska.

Plans for expansion for this system are underway.

3

During the clear channel hearings on the House side last February
Major General John B. Beetle, Director of Telecommunications, U.S. Air Force,
testifying for the Department of Defense, said on a technical basis "we favor
increased power and clear channel operation to aid in survivable communications."
General Beetle went on to say "USAF war exercises and operational
analyses have proved that an enemy using nuclear weapons could cause wide damage
to military circuits, furthermore data exist which show that nuclear bursts can
knock out high frequency communications for several hours.

Considering this,

we must exploit every means of communicating which may survive."
In short, General Bestic merely reiterated a well known fact that an
atomic blast may destroy essential land lines and for a period knock out high
frequency short wave communications.

Hence, AM radio utilizing the advantages

of clear channel stations is being used as a third device to insure survivable
communications during an emergency.

A similar system is being perfected to reach our ships at sea.
is known as Seecom (Seaward Extension Environment Communications).

This

Seecom

signals are also carried on the regular AM carrier and while heard by the ships
at sea are not audible to the regular radio audience.
Additional defense uses of these channels are being developed.
Because the distance coverage capabilities that only adequately powered
clear channel stations possess are irreplaceable and unique, it would seem that
the FCC should not destroy or damage any of our clear channel resources during
these perilous times.

Who knows, Mr. President, what the future holds in terms of defense
communications problems and requirements.
damaged, are not replaceable.
they are gone forever.

Clear channels, once destroyed or

From a practical standpoint, when duplicated

4

It is an accepted fact furthermore that signal strength of the skywave
service of clear channel stations is entirely inadequate.

Signals now being

received by millions of remote Americans are not acceptable at times nor are they
on a par with the signals received by those people who live in the more populated
areas.

The use of higher power on clear channels, which is technically and

economieally feasible, is necessary to improve this signal strength.
General Beetle testified that increased signal strength on these stations
would be hithly'helpful from a technical standpoint in defense communications.
Top Civil Defense officials are known to share this viewpoint.

In short, the old

50 kw power limit on clear channel operations has long since become outmoded.
Almost every other country in the world on a rapidly expanding basis is using
power far in excess of this amount.
It has been demonstrated also that the use of higher power in order to
increase signal strength would result in harm to no one and good for all.

The

distinguished chairman of the House Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee
(Mr. Harris) on the floor of the House at the time House Resolution 714 was
being debated said "I can say to the gentlemen that there are 12 clear channel
stations that can put on increased power, an unlimited amount, and would not have
one single bit of effect on any station existing in the United States."
That the people living in the nearly 60% of this country who depend
AM
solely upon clear channelx*MXradio for their only nighttime/radio service are
concerned about the preservation of radio clear channels adequately powered is
shown by the number of organisations that have taken official positions in favor
of the clear channel concept.

thinincbarbubtx

Here are some of them:

Farm Bureau Federation; The American National. Cattlemen's Association;

of Trade of the City of Chicago; Chicago Live Stock Exchange;

The Board

The Dairymen's

League; The National Association of Soil Conservation Districts;
Apple Institute; The National Council of Farmer Cooperatives;

The American

The National

The National Farmers

Organization; The National Farmers Union; The National Grange; The National Live Stock

- 5 -

Feeders Association;

The National Wool Growers Association.

Finally, Mr. President, I wish to commend the FCC and its eminent
chairman.

The Commission has done an excellent job of serving the public interest.

Not all of us, of course, agree with everything that it has done.

It is dis-

appointing for instance that the Commission has delayed so long the matter of
bringing much nedded improvement in radio signal strength to the one and threequarter million square miles of this country which rely solely upon this service
for its only nighttime radio listening.

The Commission's September 1961 decision,

if implemented, would worsen, not improve, this situation.
Some of the developments described above, of course, were not known
by the Commission when it took its proposed clear channel action in 1961.

As a

result of these recent developments therefore I wish to compliment the House of
Representatives for its wisdom and vision in passing House Resolution 714.

I

wish the Senate wamtAx was not at this time faced with such a crowded schedule
so that it could look into the problem.

On the other hand, I would hope that the FCC woold follow carefully
and fully the intent of the House Resolution.
Senate may find it unnecessary to act.

In that eventuality the next

Let us hope that this will be the case.

WARD L QTJAAL
TRIBUNE SQUARE

CHICAGO 11, ILLINOIS
July 13, 1962

Dic. 7-12-62

Dear Jack:

Thank you for your thoughtful note of July 6.
Certainly it wasn't necessary for you to write in regard to
my sending a copy of Congressman Hoffman's letter, but I do
appreciate your thoughtfulness in doing so.
Jack, we did win a great victory in Washington. I just feel
very badly that we were "let down" by some people.
I find
that Donald Bruce, former broadcaster from Indianapolis,
succeeded in taking four votes away from us and was really
"obnoxious" with Congressman Charles Halleck, the Republican
Floor Leader, but Halleck remained by our side. H. R. Gross,
Iowa Congressman and former broadcaster, also did some damage
to WHO's efforts. In Wisconsin, we did all right, except with
the men who are in direct ownership or have families in control
of broadcast entities. Both Congressmen O'Konski and Laird are
in the radio business. The big damage, of course, was done by
Congressman Jones of Missouri.
I am planning to arrive in Washington in the middle of the
evening on Wednesday, July 25, and will be there until about
3:30 Friday, July 27.
I have talked with "Scoop" and he will
meet with us early on Thursday morning, prior to seeing
Congressman Harris and some of the other individuals with
whom both he and Harris feel we shodld have a good session.
Best wishes and thanks for everything, Jack.
Sincerely,

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr., President
WSM, Inc.
Nashville 3, Tennessee

July 24, 19u2

Dear Kit:

I appreciate your thoughtful letter regarding
my past work in the Signal Corps' effort to bounce
radar signals off the moon. The Telestar project
is an outstanding accomplishment and certainly one
in which all Americans cal feel justifiable pride.
I would like to take this opportunity to
thank you for all that you did in behalf of the
It looks good at this
clear channel effort.
point and we are confidently looking ahead to
higher power and better service to the rural
areas.

I hope that I shall have the pleasure of
visiting with you soon on one of my trips to
Washington.
Warmest regards.
Sincerely yours,

John H. DeWitt, Jr.

Mr. Kit H. Haynes
National Council of Farmer Cooperatives
1616 H Street, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.

National Council of Farmer Cooperatives
ASSOCIATION OF FARMERS' BUSINESS ORGANIZATIONS

HOWARD H. GORDON

1616 1-1Street,Northwest,Washington 6,D. C .

PRESIDENT

OFFICE OF THE
EXECUTIVE VICE -PRESIDENT

HOMER L.BRINK LEY

RICHHOND,VIRGIN IA

MARVIN H. WALKER
1ST VICE-PRESIDENT
LAKE WALES, FLORIDA

KENNETH D. NADEN
SECRETARY

ROBERT D. BARKER
2ND VICE-PRESIDENT
HOOD RIVER, OREGON

WASHINGTON,D.C.

TELEPHONE: NATIONAL 8-5395

FREDA B. COUCH , TREASURER

July 18, 1962

L.JAMES HARMANSON,JR.
GENERAL COUNSEL

KIT H. HAYNES
DIRECTOR OF INFORMATION

RICHARD T. O'CONNELL
LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL

Mr. John H. Dewitt
President
Station WSM
Nashville, Tennessee
Dear Jack:

Some years ago -- longer than either of us really like to
think about -- I recall the exploits of a young Army Colonel by the
name of Dewitt who accomplished the feat of bouncing radar signals
off the moon.
Within the past ten days, you and I -- along with millions of
other television viewers -- have witnessed the fulfillment of that
pioneering effort in international telecasts by means of signals
bounced off the communications satellite, Telstar.
As you watched these programs carried on facilities of the great
station which you now head, I sincerely trust you did so with a good
I hope just as sincerely
warm feeling of outstanding achievement.
that others realize that your wartime efforts were the initial step
which made possible the miracle they saw last week. Where it eventually
will lead no one now knows. Personally I share the view held by many
others that communication is the key to understanding, and that understanding can be a powerful factor in keeping our world together.
Congratulations and kindest personal regards. Please give me a
ring when you're in town sometime and go to lunch with me.
Sincerely yours,

Kit H. Haynes
Director of Information

KHH/v

The next to the last paragraph of House Report No. 1954
reads as follows:

Re: House Res. 714

"Therefore, the resolution recommended by the Committee
urges a 1 -year moratorium on the Commission's decision in the
clear channel case in order to give all Class I -A clear channel

stations an opportunity to file with the Commission an application
to go to higher power, and to give the Commission an opportunity
to reconsider its report and order in the light of this resolution
of the House of Representatives."

The next to the last paragraph of UOUGLt Repor. No. 1954 - Res House Res. 714
reads 616 ft-Alows:

Therefore, the reoluLion recommended Ly the Committee
urge

a I -year moratorium on the Commission's decision in the

clear channel case in order to give all Class I -A clear channel

;Aations an opportunity to file with the Commission an application
to go to higher power, and to give the Commission an opportunity
to reconsider its report and order in the light of this resolution

or the House of Representative.'

EXecutive 3-0255

Clear Channel Broadcasting Service
Shoreham Building
Washington 5, D. C.

Roy Bat es
Directo

August 17, 1962

Mr. John H. DeWitt, Jr.
President & Station Manager
SM, Inc.

01 - 7th Avenue North
ashville 3, Tennessee

Dar Jack:
The state -by -state breakdown of 1961 orders for the
$1 00 Grand Ole Opry History -Picture Book is impressive.
In
sh rt, this is valuable data.

mai
it

Your question as to whether or not the results of this
pull response should be used, when it should be used and how
hould be used, really puts the bee on me.

For sometime now I have had mixed emotions about trying
to s ow that clear channel stations had a sizable, in fact a very
large nighttime audience.
As I see it now in a preliminary appraisal there are both
advan ges and disadvantages to trying to show that we have this nighttime a dience.

As I said above, however, your letter really serves the
useful unction of forcing me to weigh the advantages and disadvantages
to appraise the various manners in which the information might be used
and the timing problem.
So, I will go to work on this and analyze it thoroughly,
check my thinking with the lawyers and come to you and possibly the
other CCB stations with some sort of a recommendation.
We will try
to get th s done in the near future.
Best wishes.

RB/bh

Sponsored by I dependently Owned
Clear Channel Radio Stations

August 21, 1962

Mr. Roy Battles
Clear. Channel Broadcasting Service
532 Shoreham Building
Washington, D. C.
Dear Roy:

I
covers
better
Street

just wanted to tell
what should be done
po;.-ition than I am
for he spends money

you that your letter of August 16
quite well. Ward is in a far
to handle the matter on DeSales
with him. We spend very little.

It looks as if quite a number of people will be in
Nashville in time for dinner with us next Monday night and
we are looking forward to seeing them, along with our
Washington representatives.
Best regards.

Sincerely yours,

John H. DeWitt, Jr.

JHD:am
cc:

Mr. Ward Quaal

CLEAR CHANNEL BROADCASTING SERVICE

SHOREHAM BUILDING
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

August 16, 1962

Mr. Ward L. Quaal
Executive Vice President
WGN, Inc.
2501 West Bradley Place
Chicago 18, Illinois
Dear Ward:

It is clearly evident that there will
from non -clear channel broadcasters to any
use of adequate power on radio clear ch
opposition is already being felt.

position
unjustifi
for the
ng prop
Some o this
.

eat to the public
This potential opposition poses
om
taking anything but
interest in that it could deter the Commi
t
power
on I -A channels
gie, or: uffi
token action in authorizing th
mplement
its September
ing
or at worst take no action a-/Ili , proe
ounces.
ious
of these p
1961 proposal to duplicate Z(71f

/

Opposition will be 4.ticularly
through members of Congress.

ing if it is manifested

ether= these objections are based upon
ded fears concerning possible harm to other stations that
honest, yet un
could accrue t /the use of Iii. her power on I -A channels, or upon a narrow
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For the time being, however, anyone writing or speaking on this
topic might well head off a portion of this opposition thereby serving the
public interest by setting the record straight -- calling an ace an ace.
Here are some facts, some of which might be included in such a written or
verbal statement.

Defense officials both civil and military, Os House of
Representatives, and large and responsible coups of rural people have
called for the preservation of radio clear channels and urged the possible
It is time at long last that the FCC and the
use of higher power thereon.
broadcasting industry heed these pleas.
1.
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The Department of Defense testified "we favor increased power
and clear channel operation to aid in survivable communications."
Civil Defense officials state that clear channels adequately
powered represent the only practical way to quickly reach millions of rural
people in certain nighttime hours in case of a national disaster.
Every major U.S. agricultural force favors by official position
the retention of these channels.
The "sense of the House of Representatives" was edpressed on
July 2, 1962 when it passed House Resolution 714 reminding the FCC and the
radio industry that the Communications Act itself directs the Commission
to, where possible, provide good radio service to all Americans.
Involved is the universally accepted fact that nearly 60% of
2.
the nation's land area depends solely upon clear channel stations for its
only nighttime AN radio service, and that generally speaking the signal
strength of the skywsve service is inadequate.
Involved is the accepted fact that it is an engineering
impossibility with present technical knowledge to provide AM nighttime radio
service to vast remote U.S. rural regions by the addition of AM radio
stations.
Involved is the fact that it is universally agreed that under
the American system of broadcasting there is but one way to bring improved
AM radio service to these remote areas and that is through the use of more
adequate power to increase nighttime signal strength on I -A clear channels.
3.
Therefore, the public interest requires that clear channel
stations apply immediately for the use of higher power -- that the FCC
grant authority for such use in amounts which will solve the problem and
under conditions which would provide adequate safeguards to prevent inter ference harm to existing stations.

To fail to do this or to oppose such action could clearly
be interpreted as opposing the national interest.
It is now generally recognized that nothing but good dill flow
from such action:
4.

Over 25 million people would receive much needed improvement
in nighttime radio signals. Additional millions for the
first time would have a satisfactory choice of nighttime
radio signals. Other millions who own car radios would
be able to listen for the first time to dependable nighttime radio signals.
The move is eminently necessary in terms of serving adequately
the civil and military defense communications requirements
of this country.
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The development whdolistimulateslthe entire radio
industry improving its competitive position and
causing economic harm to no one.
Clear channel stations, some of which malt hesitate to apply
5.
for higher power because of pressing financial problems and the high costs
involved, must recognize that they are obligated to meet the responsibilities
inherent in their license -- namely, to perform the functions that only
clear channel stations can perform.

The legislative history surronneing the enactment of House
6.
Resolution 714 recognizes that the 25 year old social and economic
arguments against the use of more adequate power on clear channels which
was contained in a 1938 Senate Resolution are long since outmoded and dead.
It recognizes that most other countries around the world are
using power in excess of 50 kw on a rapidly expanding basis (the number
has long since passed the 1000 mark).
It recognizes that unless the United States utilizes its
I -A channels more fully through the use of higher power, neighboring
countries to the South, including Cuba, will duplicate these channels
with high power tramsmitter facilities, thus dissipating a part of their
present and potential value to this country.
It recognizes that higher power on clear channels is necessary
to overcome the rapidly increasing level of man made electrical interference
which is gradually building up in rural America.
It recognizes that the nation has delayed far too long in
meeting the problem of providing improved nighttime radio signals to
25 million people including the related civil and military defense aspects
of this problem.
It contemplates a one year period during which clear channel
stations should apply for increased power and for the Commission to carefully
review the entire matter of providing for adequate nighttime radio signals
to rural people.
It suggests that the Commission's September 1961 decision
proposing duplication of 13 of the existing 25 I -A clear channels be re-examined.
It implies that the solution proposed by the Commission at that
time is no answer at all in terms of improving rural radio nighttime service.
In fact, it hints that the Commission's proposal would worsen the problem
by reducing present clear channel skywave service and by forever foreclosing
the possible use of more adequate power on the 13 channels proposed for
duplication.

